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PREFACE 

Inasmuch as the translating of Shakespeare's sonnets into Ukrainian 

was undertaken in relatively recent times, and the first complete translation 

of the sonnets appeared only within the last two decades, it is not surprising 

that an exhaustive examination of the translations has not yet been made. 

A good translation merits a careful study, so that the 
translator 's method may be discerned and his treatment 
of difficulties be compared with the treatment adopted 
by others . If this were not so . . . famous translations 
. . .. would never have been superseded . . . . 

It is therefore important at this embryonic stage in the development of the 

translations of Shakespeare's sonnets to examine the existing renderings in 

some detail. Perhaps this study can make a modest contribution toward the 

discernment and assessment of the translators ' methods and the treatment 

of difficulties encountered in their task. 

Due to the extensiveness of the subject under investigation, this 

examination focusses primarily upon the translator 's recapturing of 

Shakespeare's style, in particular, his transference of the three fundamental 

elements in the Shakespearean sonnets—structure, rhetorical figures, and 

imagery. The study consists of a comparative analysis of the translated 

sonnets and the original as regards these stylistic elements. 

The investigation begins with an historical survey of the translations 

of the sonnets and a note on the principles of translating, with the establish

ment of some basic requirements for the purpose of appraising the translations. 

iTheodore H. Savory, The Art of Translation (London: Jonathan 
Cape, 1968), p . 29. 
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The second chapter s t resses the importance of the structural designs of the 

Shakespearean sonnet as a fundamental element in Shakespeare's style, and 

compares the designs of the translated sonnets with that of the original,, 

firstly, as concerns the formal structure, and secondly, the interrelationships 

of the formal, logical, and syntactical designs. The inspirational source for 

this part of the study is Stephen Booth, An Essay on Shakespeare's Sonnets 

(New Haven and London: Yale University P r e s s , 1969). The third and most 

extensive chapter deals with Shakespeare's utilization of rhetorical figures and 

the application of these figures by the translator; it reveals the difficulties 

encountered by the translator in view of the differing structures of the source 

and receptor languages,as well as the individual translator 's treatment of 

these difficulties. The guideline to Shakespeare's use of rhetorical devices is 

Claes Schaar, An Elizabethan Sonnet Problem (Copenhagen: Lund, 1960). The 

final chapter, through a focus upon the translator 's reproduction of 

Shakespeare's imagery, ascertains the translator 's accuracy in the t rans

ference of content as well as of style. The commentary by W. G. Ingram 

and Theodore Redpath, editors of Shakespeare's Sonnets (New York: Barnes 

and Noble, Inc. , 1965) is used as an aid in the analysis of the original sonnets. 

The conclusions of the study are based upon the essential requirements of 

translating as laid down in the introduction. 

Literal translations of the Ukrainian sonnets a re provided 

throughout the study, except in the introductory section on structure where 

such translations would not be purposeful to the non-Ukrainian reader. These 
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translations remain as closely as possible to the sentence structure used by 

the Ukrainian translator, and thereby, often violate the standard construction 

of the English sentence. The Ukrainian illustrations found within the text are 

extracted directly from the primary sources as indicated in the Bibliography. 

The original sonnets a re quoted from the 1904 edition compiled by Israel 

Gollancz for J . M. Dent and Company, London. 

The author of this dissertation is indebted to Dr . C. Bida, Professor 

of Ukrainian li terature at the University of Ottawa, for his supervision of this 

dissertation and wishes to express her sincere gratitude to the translators 

S. Hordynsky, I. Kbstetsky, V. Onufriyenko, O. Tarnavsky, D0 Palamarchuk, 

and Y. Slavutych for the cooperation in providing their pr imary source 

materials , and to extend her apologies to all the translators for the impairment 

of their sonnets through prosaic literal translating, which was necessitated 

by the processes of analysis. 



INTRODUCTION 

The translating of the Shakespearean sonnets into a receptor 

language which differs widely in structure from the source language is a 

particularly assiduous task. The Ukrainian translator of the sonnets 

encounters his essential problem in the dissimilarities between the lexical 

and morphological bases of the English and Ukrainian languages. Lexically, 

the Ukrainian language is less predominant in monosyllables than is 

English. The preponderance of monosyllables in the sonnets presents 

difficulties as pertains to the spatial limitations of the pentameter line. 

Morphologically, the Ukrainian language is highly inflectional as 

compared to English. The Ukrainian system of noun declensions com

prises seven cases which often result in the acquisition of endings and 

thereby syllables. Pronouns, adjectives, numerals, and participles a re 

declined in the same manner, while Ukrainian verbs undergo inflection by 

conjugation. In addition to the problem of monosyllabism, these 

inflections affect the transference of certain rhetorical devices used by 

Shakespeare. The Ukrainian language, furthermore, operates with the 

category of genders. Besides the three genders of nouns, Ukrainian verbs, 

adjectives, participles, and numerals acquire a gender in their modification 

of nouns or pronouns. This category of gender is problematic to the 

translator in his treatment of Shakespeare's objects of address in that the 

translator may be grammatically compelled to give a sexual identity to the 

viii 
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unidentified persons addressed in the sonnets. The phonological d i s 

similarities which exist between the two languages, on the other hand, 

do not present a problem to the Ukrainian translator, although these 

differences, which lie basically in the differing vocalic systems and 

tonal qualities of vowels, entail different methods in the acquisition of 

melodiousness. It is the object of this study to ascertain the methods by 

which the translators treat these linguistic differences. 

The main purpose of this study is to examine the t ransla tors ' 

approaches toward the translating of the sonnets and their success in 

reflecting the original author. To serve this purpose a comparative 

stylistic analysis of the translated sonnets and the original is made on the 

basis of three fundamental elements in Shakespeare—structure, rhetorical 

figures, and imagery. This analysis encompasses the works by two 

translators of the complete collection of the 154 Shakespearean sonnets, 

Ihor Kostetsky and Dmytro Palamarchuk, and nine translators of individual 

sonnets: Ivan Franko, Svyatoslav Hordynsky, Pavlo Hrabovsky, Svyatoslav 

Karavansky, Vasyl Onufriyenko, Maksym Slavinsky, Yar Slavutych, Ostap 

Tarnavsky, and Oleh Zuyevsky. The individual translations which a r e 

incorporated into this investigation total forty-eight sonnets. Translations 

by M. Lukash, Ivan Savych, and Volodymyr Svidzinsky are not available for 

this study. Throughout this analysis an attempt is made to give the broadest 

possible cross-section of all the t ranslators . In order to represent 

adequately the translators of the individual sonnets some sonnets a re 
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discussed more than once, whereas others a re only mentioned. Nonethe

less , each of the 356 translated sonnets are , time and again, examined 

for the purpose of summaries and conclusions. Thus, the methods of 

procedure in this investigation include the summaries of findings and the 

discussion of comparative illustrations; the conclusions a re based upon 

both the summaries and illustrations. 

The comparative analysis begins in the second chapter with a 

discussion on the structure of the sonnets. It necessitates, first, a 

summary based on a comparison of every translated sonnet with that of 

Shakespeare in regard to formal structure, o r the prosodic features— 

stanzaic form, rhyme scheme, rhyme endings, and meter . In this 

particular survey illustrations a re given of several outstanding examples 

of Shakespeare's use of rhyme ending variants (sonnets CXVI, CXXI, CXI, 

and XX) and are compared with nine corresponding translations. In the 

second part of the discussion on structure—the interrelationships between 

Shakespeare's formal, logical, and syntactic structures—an example from 

each of Shakespeare's five main structural types is given and is compared 

with the twenty corresponding translations. These a r e sonnets CLIV, XXIX, 

XVHI, CXXX, and CXXK. Two translators cannot be included in this 

cross-section inasmuch as these particular sonnets a re not translated by 

them, therefore an illustration from each of their translated works is added; 

these a re sonnets CVI and VIH. For the purpose of a summary to this 
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section each of the translations is compared with the original sonnets in 

regard to their logical and syntactical designs. 

In the third chapter, nine rhetorical figures a re chosen for 

comparative analysis on the basis of their popularity and significance in 

the sonnets as well as on the basis of their varying degrees of difficulty 

in translation. These a re apostrophe, anaphora, traductio, antimetabole, 

anadiplosis, parallelism, antithesis, antanaclasis, and homophony. They 

range from the figure which offers no problem for the translator to the 

figure which is impossible to render; the t ranslators ' accommodations of 

difficulties a re observed. The selection suffices to show the translators ' 

acquisitions of Shakespeare's rhetorical effects. In this chapter, for the 

most part , the entire sonnet is not used for the purposes of illustration; 

rather, the line or lines which contain a particular figure a re extracted from 

the Shakespearean sonnet and from the corresponding translations. This 

chapter opens with a discussion on apostrophe as pertains, first, to the 

t ranslators ' treatment of Shakespeare's objects of address . A summary is 

made of all the translations as compared with the original in regard to 

(a) the problem of the sexual identity of persons addressed, (b) the use of 

the intimate and formal pronouns 'thou' and 'you1, (c) the apostrophe of 

abstract entities, and (d) the adherence to the use of the apostrophe. 

Illustrations from the translations are provided to show the various 

approaches taken by the translators in their interpretations of the sexual 

identity of the persons addressed in the sonnets. This survey is followed 
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by an examination of the apostrophe as a rhetorical device. Illustrations 

show the translators ' departures from the original rhetoricism and the 

effects of such departures are discussed. In the case of the figure 

anaphora, which offers no difficulty in formal or linguistic translatability, 

the translators ' departures and accurate renderings are examined. For 

the five figures which are problematic in translation—traductio, 

antimetabole, anadiplosis, parallelism, and antithesis—only the accurate 

renderings or the translators ' substitutive rhetorical devices a re 

examined in order to illustrate the translators ' methods of attaining the 

original rhetoricism. In the case of antanaclasis, the figure which is 

impossible to attain in the Slavic languages, both the 'Will' sonnets, 

CXXXV and CXXXVI, where this figure is used most extensively, a re 

thoroughly examined to illustrate the methods of approach to these 

sonnets in the translators ' efforts to produce the effects of the original. 

The survey of rhetorical figures ends with an examination of homophony 

which opens with illustrations from the original sonnets to show 

Shakespeare's implementation of sound patterns. This is followed with 

examples from each of the translator 's works to demonstrate the method 

of the translators ' approaches to sound effects. The Ukrainian i l lus

trations, in this particular instance, appear in a transliterated form for the 

benefit of the non-Ukrainian reader; the significant sound patterns appear 

in upper-case le t te rs . 

To facilitate the discussion on linguistic and formal translatability 
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some of the figures are divided into variants. This division results in 

the total of fifteen rhetorical figures. Every translator of the individual 

sonnets does not encounter every figure. In the summaries for each 

figure, the number encountered and attained by the translator throughout 

all his works is stated. In regard to the translators of the complete 

collection the summaries rely upon the illustrations as well as the 

sonnets mentioned in the text and footnotes. The complete translations 

a r e reviewed in their entirety for the figures apostrophe, anaphora, and 

anadiplosis, and receive an extensive review of the remaining figures 

which are especially abundant in the sonnets. In this chapter each of the 

154 Shakespearean sonnets is mentioned, and almost two-thirds are 

incorporated into the illustrations. Some sonnets appear a number of 

times dependent upon the figures that they contain and the possibility of 

incorporating the translations of the individual sonnets. 

The fourth chapter, the comparative analysis of imagery, is 

based upon Shakespeare's types of images and his stylistic approaches to 

imagery. The primary focus is upon picture images, or graphic 

illustrations, rather than the use of figurative language in general. The 

investigation includes, also, a sonnet based upon Shakespeare's evocation 

of sensory perceptions. The translators ' reproductions of the original 

imagery, the stylistic approaches involved in these reproductions, the 

conveyance of meaning and theme, the transcript of content and ideas, and 

the manner of composition and expression are all brought to the fore in this 



discussion. Sonnets XVIH, CXXX, LX, XLVI, XXIX, and XI, which a r e 

representative of Shakespeare's imagery and image schemes and 

incorporate the broad cross-section of twenty-six translations, a re used 

for illustrations. In the literal translations provided for the translated 

sonnets XVIII and XI, indications are made to show the translators ' 

omissions, additions, and alterations of the original content. These 

indications a re for the purpose of giving the reader an opportunity to 

recognize at a glance the different approaches to contextual transfer

ences in the varying methods of translating—accurate translating, free 

translating, and the combination of both methods. These indications 

give the reader an opportunity, also, to recognize with ease the formal 

limitations met by the translators who strive to maintain contextual 

accuracy. The conclusions to this chapter a re based upon a review of all 

the translated sonnets in conjunction with the incorporated illustrations. 

This study begins with a historical background of and the biblio

graphical data on the Ukrainian translations of Shakespeare's sonnets as 

well as a historical background of the approaches taken toward translating. 

The survey includes an outline of the views on translating as expressed by 

some of the translators themselves in order that an appraisal of their 

translations can be made on the basis of their own personal objectives. 

The discussion concludes with a statement of the fundamental principles 

of translating by which the translated sonnets a r e appraised in this com

parative analysis. 
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The major difficulties encountered in the preparation of this 

study lie in the lack of sources. There is no comprehensive biblio

graphical reference on the Ukrainian Shakespeareana. The most 

extensive source by M. O. Moroz, Vil'yam Shekspir v Ukrayins'kiy RSR 

(Lviv, 1964), is incomplete as regards the Shakespearean sonnets. 

Several of the known primary sources a re not available for this study; 

these include some translations published in the Soviet Union as well as 

a few published in Ukrainian journals in Buenos Aires and Hanover in 

the 1950's. There is a lack, also, of exhaustive secondary sources on 

Shakespeare's sonnets. The basic reference for this study, Claes Schaar, 

An Elizabethan Sonnet Problem (Copenhagen: Lund, 1960) which, in 

effect, i s a comparative study of Daniel and Shakespeare, is the most 

extensive examination of the Shakespearean sonnets which could be 

utilized for this analysis. The second basic source, Stephen Booth, 

An Essay on Shakespeare's Sonnets (New Haven and London: Yale 

University P res s , 1969) is the only detailed work on the interrelation

ships of the structures in the sonnets. There is no comprehensive study 

on Shakespeare's imagery as pertains to the sonnets. In addition to this, 

a historical dictionary of the Ukrainian language would be useful in the 

analysis of the translations by Kostetsky. It would be especially 

advantageous in investigating the translated sonnets to have knowledge 

concerning the Shakespearean editions and commentaries utilized by the 

t ranslators . 



A system of transliteration which is free of diacritical marks is 

used for this study on the basis of its technical feasibility and neatness, in 

view, particularly, of the survey on homophony which entails the t rans

literating of Ukrainian passages and the illustrating of sound patterns by 

upper-case le t te rs . The transliteration table which is supplied at the 

outset of the study includes Russian to encompass the Russian biblio-

graphical sources used in the study. 

Literal translations of the Ukrainian illustrations are provided 

for the non-Ukrainian reader throughout the investigation except in the 

first few samples of rhyme ending variants where such translations 

would not be useful. The literal translations immediately follow the 

Ukrainian passages. The occasional parentheses found in the literal 

translations indicate additions made by the author of this study. 
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CHAPTER I 

A HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The works of Shakespeare made their appearance in Ukrainian 

l i terature during the second half of the nineteenth century. This develop

ment was initiated in 1848 with Mykola Kostomarov's rendering of a portion 

of Othello, and was firmly established by such outstanding dramatists as 

Mykhaylo Starytsky, Yuriy Fedkovych, Lesya Ukrayinka, and the particularly 

prolific Shakespearean translator, Panteleymon Kulish, who, in the last two 

decades of the century, accomplished translations of thirteen of Shakespeare's 

dramas . ̂  

The main catalyst in this initial stage of the development of Shakes-

peareana in Ukraine was Ivan Franko, an eminent figure in Ukrainian l i t e ra 

ture, who, as an enthusiast of the World Master, in his l i terary art icles 

encouraged the translating of Shakespeare, became the Shakespearean t r ans 

lator 's editor-commentator and crit ic, as well as a translator of some of the 

Constantine Bida, "A Quest for the Dramatic: Ukrainian Authors 
Turn to Shakespeare, " Symbolae in Honorem Georgii Y. Shevelov. 
Universitas Libera Uorainensis. Facultas Philosophica. Studia T . 7 
(Munich: 1971), p . 46. 

o 
For a historical survey of the Ukrainian translations of 

Shakespeare's dramas see the above cited work by Bida. Cf. also G. Kochur, 
"Shekspir na Ukraine," Masterstvo perevoda, 1968, Vol. EI, pp. 26-59. 

1 
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dramas (The Merchant of Venice, parts of King Lear and The Tempest), and 

the pioneer in the translating of Shakespeare's sonnets.** 

Franko's f irst attempts at the sonnets were made in 1882, when he p ro 

vided in a let ter for Omelyan Partytsky, the editor of the journal Zorya, his 

translations of sonnets XIV, LXXVI, and CXLin. Partytsky published one of 

these poems, LXXVI, in 1884.5 In 1901 three translations, sonnets XCVI, 

CXXX, and CXXXI, were incorporated by Franko in the foreword to his book 

Uil'yam Shekspir: Antoniy i KLeopatra, and three more sonnets, XXIX, XXX, 

and LXVI, appeared in 1907 in the journal Literaturno-naukovy visnyk.D In 

1924, eight years after the death of the poet, M. S. Voznyak included two of 

Franko's earliest unpublished sonnets in his work "Do pochatkiv spivrobitnytstva 

Ivana Franka v 'Zor i ' " (Concerning the Early Participation of Ivan Franko in 

'Zorya ' ) . 7 Franko also translated sonnets XXVIH and XXXI, which first 

JCf. Orest Starchuk, "Ivan Franko: A Ukrainian Interpreter of 
Shakespeare, " Canadian Slavonic Papers, 1957, Vol. H, pp. 106-110. 

^In Ivan Franko, Tvory v dvadtsyaty tomakh (Kiev: Derzhavne 
vydavnytstvo khudozhn'oyi literatury, 1955-56), Vol. XX, pp. 173-176. 

5Cf. M. S. Shapovalov, "Pro Frankovi pereklady Shekspira, " in 
Ivan Franko, Statti i materialy (Lviv: L'vivs'ky universytet, 1949), 
Vol. n , p . 55. 

6Cf. Franko, Tvory, Vol. XV, pp. 581-582, footnotes. 

7In Kul'tura, December, 1925, p . 114. Cf. Shapovalov, "Pro 
Frankovi pereklady Shekspira, " p . 55. 
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o 

appeared in the Kievan edition of his works published in 1955. 

Two of Franko's contemporaries, Pavlo Hrabovsky and Maksym 

Slavinsky, also attempted the sonnets. Hrabovsky published his t rans 

lation, sonnet XXIX, in 1900, in the Literaturno-naukovy visnyk, and 

Slavinsky published two, sonnet XVni, under the title "Vichne l i to" (Eternal 

Summer), and sonnet CVI, entitled "Khronika zavmerloho chasu" (The 

Chronicle of Wasted T ime) . 9 

Throughout the first half of the twentieth century the Ukrainian t rans

lating activities, as regards Shakespeare, continued to focus upon the dramas. 

Volodymyr Svidzinsky is the only poet of this early period in Modern Ukrainian 

l i terature to have translated any of the poems; these were XVEQ and CVI.-1-" 

It was not until the second half of this century that the Ukrainian t rans

lators directed more attention to the sonnets. In 1953 three emigr6 poets 

simultaneously began to publish their translations in Ukrainian l i terary 

periodicals in the Free World: Vasyl Onufriyenko, sonnets V, VII, XV, and 

XVH in Porohy (Buenos Aires); Yar Slavutych, sonnets XVIH, and LXXI in 

aCf. Franko, Tvory, Vol. XV, p . 582, footnote. 

^The date of publication is unknown. These sonnets a r e in Ihor 
Kostets'ky, Shekspirovi sonety (Munich: Na hori, 1958), p . 227. Because 
the Tsar is t Government had forbidden the publication of Ukrainian books in 
the latter part of the century, all these early publications were made within 
the boundaries of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, in Lviv, western Ukraine. 

*°Cf. Svyatoslav Hordyns'ky's footnote to "Villiyam Shekspir: 
Z sonetiv, " Poety zakhodu (New York: Literaturno-Mystets'ky Klyub, 1961), 
p . 123. The date and place of publication is not stated. 
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Novi Dni (Toronto), and Oleh Zuyevsky, sonnets LIX, LX, LXXI, LXXXI, 

and CII in Kyiv (Philadelphia); in 1954 Onufriyenko reappeared in Porohy with 

sonnets H, VIII, and X, and Zuyevsky published sonnets XCVHI and CXXXVI 

in Ukrayina i svit (Hanover); in 1955 Slavutych published sonnet XLVI in 

Moloda Ukrayina (Toronto); and in 1956, a fourth emigre writer, Ihor 

Kostetsky appeared in Ukrayina i svit with about ten sonnets.-'--'- In 1957 one 

sonnet appeared, also, in Soviet Ukraine, in the collection of poetry by 

T. Savych, Z vichnykh dzherel (Kiev).12 Finally, in 1958, a year following 

his publication of Romeo and Juliet, Kostetsky accomplished the f irs t complete 

Ukrainian collection of the sonnets, Shekspirovi sonety (Munich: Na hori), with 

the translator 's foreword "Ukrayins'ky perekladach Shekspirovykh sonetiv" 

(The Ukrainian Translator of Shakespeare's Sonnets). This collection contains 

also an elaborate commentary, and in one of the appendices, some translations 

that appeared prior to 1958—those of Franko (XXVIII and XXXI), Slavinsky 

(XVHIand CVI), Slavutych (XVHI, XLVI, and LXXI), and Zuyevsky (LIX, LX, 

LXXI, LXXXI, CII, CXXX, andCXXXV).1 3 

The following decade marked quite an acceleration in the translating 

11Cf. Yar Slavutych, "Shekspirovi sonety, " Shakespeare Quarterly, 
1959, Vol. X, No. 1, pp . 108-109. The numbers of the sonnets a r e not stated. 

12Cf. S. Dotsenko, "Ohlyad ukrayins'koyi Shekspiriyany, " Vsesvit, 
1965, No. 8, p . 114. The number of the sonnet is not stated. 

-•-̂ Cf. "Shekspir u sonetnomu otochenni, " Appendix IV, pp. 224-249; 
except for Zuyevs'ky's sonnet CXXX, which appears on p . 210. 
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of the sonnets as an appreciable number of new publications were made. In 

1960, Ostap Tarnavsky included four sonnets XVIH, CIV, CXVI, and CXXX 

in his collection of poetry Samotnye derevo (New York), and Svyatoslav 

Hordynsky, in 1961, incorporated eight sonnets in his collection of t rans

lations Poety zakhodu (New York). Yar Slavutych admitted several 

translations by Onufriyenko, Zuyevsky, and himself into three editions of 

his almanac Pivnichne syayvo (Edmonton): in 1965 four sonnets by Slavutych— 

three from previous publications, XVHI, XLVI, and LXXI, and a new t rans

lation, CLIV; in 1967 two sonnets by Zuyevsky—XXIV, and XCIX; and in 

1969 two sonnets by Onufriyenko—a reprint of VIII, and a new translation, XI. 

During this time the sonnets became even more popular in Ukraine, 

Svyatoslav Karavansky translated thirteen. In 1962 his sonnets V and VII 

appeared in the University of Odessa newspaper Za naukovi kadry. In 1964 

sonnets H, XIV, and XVIH were published in the journal Vsesvit. That same 

year, sonnets XVI, XIX, and a reprint of VH appeared in the journal 

Ukrayina, sonnets IX and XXV in the journal Zmina, and sonnet XXHI in the 

above mentioned University of Odessa newspaper. 14 i n 1967 five of 

Karavansky's translations XTV, XVH, XXI, XXV, and LXVI were published 

in Paris in the documentary Lykho z rozumu (Portret dvadtsyaty 

l^This bibliography is in Vyacheslav Chornovil (ed.), "Bibliohrafiya 
khudozhnikh tvoriv, perekladiv, statey i zamitok S. Karavans'koho (1961 
r . —lystopad 1965 r . ) , Lykho z rozumu (Portret dvadtsyaty "zlochyntsiv"). 
Zbirnyk materiyaliv (Paris: Persha ukrayins'ka drukarnya u Frantsiyi, 1967), 
p . 88. 
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15 "zlochyntsiv"), which was compiled in Ukraine by Vyacheslav Chornovil. 

As far as can be ascertained, three of these sonnets (XVII, XXI, and LXVI) 

did not appear earlier in the above mentioned sources in Ukraine. 

Dmytro Palamarchuk, after a debut in a number of journals, 

Literaturna Ukrayina, Vsesvit, Zhovten', and Ukrayina,1 6 published, in 

1966, his complete Ukrainian collection of the sonnets, Vil'yam Shekspir: 

Sonety (Kiev; Dnipro), with a foreword "Tayemnytsya Shekspirovykh 

sonetiv" (The Secret of Shakespeare's Sonnets) by Boleslav Buyalsky. Three 

of Palamarchuk's sonnets, LXVI, CVIII, and CXL, have been set to music 

by B . Buyevsky, and published, in 1966, under the title Try romansy 

(Three Romances), the lyrics for these compositions have been translated 

into Russian by I. Krotov. 

According to the recent Kievan edition of the history of Ukrainian 

l i terature, another outstanding contemporary translator, M. Lukash, has 

rendered some of the sonnets as well as dramas of Shakespeare. ^ 7 

l^Karavansky is included in this documentary /The Misfortune 
of Being an Intellectual (The Portrai t of Twenty "Criminals1')"? as one of 
the Soviet writers who is experiencing political imprisonment. 

16 
Dotsenko, "Ohlyad ukrayins'koyi Shekspiriyany," p . 114. 

*'Istoriya ukrayins'koyi li teratury (Kiev: Naukova dumka, 1971), 
Vol. VIE, p . 241. The dates, place of publication, and the numbers of 
the sonnets a r e not stated. 



Unfortunately, some of the above mentioned translations a r e not 

available for this study. Of Karavansky's thirteen, three (V, LX, and XXIH) 

18 
a re unavailable, of Onufriyenko's nine, seven (I, II, V, VH, DC, XV, and 

XVI),1 9 and of Zuyevsky's seven, two (XCVUI, and CXXXVI) have not been 

obtained.2" Also, the sonnet translated by Savych, and those by Lukash, and 

Svidzinsky have not been found at this time. This study does not include 

in its analysis Franko's f irst three translations (XIV, LXXVI, and XLIII) 

found in his correspondence with Partytsky. 

Besides the 154 sonnets in each of the two complete collections, 

Kostetsky's and Palamarchuk's, this study incorporates forty-eight sonnets by 

nine of the eleven known individual translators: of the early poets—one by 

Hrabovsky, two by Slavinsky, and eight by Franko; of the contemporary 

translators—eight by Hordynsky, ten by Karavansky, two by Onufriyenko, four 

by Tarnavsky, four by Slavutych, and nine by Zuyevsky. 

Owing to the fact that the translating of. Shakespeare's sonnet& 

into Ukrainian is a relatively new development, literacy crit icism in this 

Two of these, V and XXIH, are in the University of Odessa news
paper (1962 and 1964, respectively) and one, DC, is in the journal Zmina (1964) 

19 
In correspondence with Onufriyenko, the translator states that the 

sonnets which appeared in Porohy (Buenos Aires: 1953 and 1954) a re no longer 
in his possession. According to Onufriyenko, he has translated about 30 
sonnets, many of which have not yet been published. 

In Ukrayina i svit (Hanover: 1954). 
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regard is almost non-existent. A number of studies have been made on 

Franko, the Shakespearean, but there is only one detailed analysis of his 

21 
translations of the sonnets. Of the remaining translators, as far as it is 

known, only Kostetsky's collection has elicited any responses . 2 2 A 

comprehensive bibliographical source on the Ukrainian Shakespeareana is, also, 

lacking. The first such attempt was made in 1964 by M. O. Moroz in Vil'yam 

Shekspir v Ukrayins'kiy RSR (Lviv); however, only sixty copies of this 

invaluable work were distributed, and according to its reviewer S. Dotsenko, it 

contains a number of omissions; those concerning the sonnets include 

Karavansky's V and VII, which appeared in the University of Odessa newspaper, 

Palamarchuk's publications in the various journals cited earl ier , and also the 

translation by Savych.2 3 The translators of the Western World, of course, would 

not have entered this reference. 

^ i M . S. Shapovalov, "Pro Frankovi pereklady Shekspira," in Ivan 
Franko, Statti i materialy (Lviv: L'vivs'ky universytet, 1949), Vol. H, pp. 49-62. 

22 
Those available for this study a re : Svyatoslav Hordyns'ky, 

"Shekspirovi sonety v ukrayins'kykh perekladakh," Kyiv, 1959, No. 1, pp. 17-20; 
Yar Slavutych, "Shekspirovi sonety," Shakespeare Quarterly, 1959, Vol. X, No. 1, 
pp. 108-109; Oleh Zuyevs'ky, "Pryntsyp 'absolyutyzatsiyi' v perekladakh 
I. Kostets'koho (Fragmenty z dysertatsiyi)," in Ihor Kostets'ky, Zbirnyk do 
50-richchya (Munich: Na hori, 1963-64), pp. 206-216. In his art icle Zuyevs'ky 
cites D. Buchyns'ky, "Shekspirovi sonety, " Bibl'os, 1959, No. 6; this source is 
not available for this study. 

"Ohlyad ukrayins'koyi Shekspiriyany, " pp. 113-115. 
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Among the eleven translators of the sonnets the methods of approach 

to their a r t are interestingly diversified. Two of the early poets, Hrabovsky and 

Slavinsky, adhere to the theory of free translation, which was still popular 

in the second half of the nineteenth century; it is based upon the principle that 

the accuracy of a translation may be sacrificed to the aesthetic effect. Franko, 

on the other hand, who became the most prominent Ukrainian sonneteer and 

translator of the period, had, at this time, already adopted the approach 

contrary to the theory of the nineteenth century. His views are particularly 

revealing in his article of 1912 "Deshcho pro shtuku perekladannya" (Some 

Remarks on the Art of Translation)24 wherein Franko analyzes a translation 

of his own poem on the basis of contextual and stylistic accuracy. The points 

raised in his analysis include: the accurate transfer of the content and spirit, 

the ideas and images, the syntax and lexical items, as well as the prosody of the 

original. Franko discusses several of these points, also, in his l i terary 

crit icism on the Ukrainian translations of Shakespeare's d r a m a s . 2 5 

Similar requirements were laid down by Mykola Zerov, the founder of 

the Neo-Classical School in Ukraine, and the second exemplary Ukrainian 

sonneteer and translator, in his essay of 1928 "U spravi virshovanoho perekiadu" 

"Kamenyari: Ukrayins'ky tekst i pol's 'ky pereklad" in Franko, Tvory, 
Vol. XVI, pp. 397-408. 

Shapovalov, "Pro Frankovi pereklady Shekspira, " pp. 50-54. 
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(In Regard to Verse Translation) . 2 6 Zerov states his postulates in five 

desiderata. The translator must strive to obtain the original: (1) stylistics of 

the word, (2) tropes and figures, (3) metrical peculiarities, (4) euphony, 

through alliteration, assonance, and rhyme, and (5) achieve in his work a 

beauty of language, a naturalness and ease of express ion. 2 7 

This trend toward the accuracy of translation has persisted among the 

theoreticians of the ar t to the present day, as is evident from both Soviet and 

28 

Western sources. 

A majority of the contemporary translators of Shakespeare's sonnets 

accede to the principles of accurate translation. Hordynsky, for example, as an 

adherent of the Neo-Classical School, alludes to Zerov in his critical review of 

"In Mykola Zerov, Nove ukrayins'ke pys'menstvo: Istorychny narys 
(Munich: Instytut literatury, 1960), pp. 277-306. 

27 
Ibid., pp. 294-305. It is unfortunate that this translator could not 

realize his plan to encompass the Shakespearean sonnets within his acclaimed 
Sonnetarium. Cf. Kostets'ky, Shekospirovi sonety, p . 227. 

2°Some of these sources are : Pytannya perekiadu. Z materialiv 
respublikans'koyi narady perekladachiv (lyuty 1956 roku) (Kiev: Derzhavne 
vydavnytstvo khudozhn'oyi literatury, 1957; E. Cary and R. W. Jumpelt 
(eds.) , Quality in Translation. Proceedings of the Hlrd Congress of the 
International Federation of Translators (New York: The MacMillan Co. , 1963); 
Eugene A. Nida, Toward a Science of Translating (Leiden: E. J . Brill , 1964); 
Theodore H. Savory, The Art of Translation (London: Jonathan Cape, 1968); 
S. Kovhanyuk, Praktyka perekiadu (Z dosvidu perekladacha) Kiev: Dnipro, 
1968); and Viktor Koptilov, Pershotvir i pereklad: Rozdumy i sposterezhennya 
(Kiev: Dnipro, 1972). 
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the translations by Kostetsky,2 9 and in his approach to the sonnets abides faith

fully by the rules set by his maftre. Onufriyenko, Tarnavsky, and Zuyevsky 

adhere, also, to the current theory, while Karavansky, Palamarchuk,and 

Slavutych show tendencies toward free translating, each achieving different end 

resul t s . 

Kostetsky, who also subscribes to formal and contextual accuracy in 

translation, perceives his art from an individualistic point of view. According 

to his discussions on the theory of translating,3*^ the translator- may take one of 

two approaches: (a) create a translation of a chrestomathy type in which he 

endeavors to attract the least possible attention to himself, or (b) create a 

translation which is egocentric, with a broad exposure of his own individuality. 

By this second approach, which Kostetsky takes toward the sonnets, the content 

and form, although rendered accurately, a re brought into a different focus, 

in which the translator perceives the original in his own way, and, in the 

language of his own creation, revitalizes it. This is 

. . . to make the translation in such a way that it would not 
only sound as if written in the language native to the t rans
lator, . . . but that, thereby, were made perceptible the 
elements 'within themselves', which live in the original, 
and which are potentially related with the poetic language 
by which they are translated. . . . 

2 9 In "Shekspirovi sonety v ukrayins'kykh perekladakh," pp. 17, 18, 
and 20. 

3"In his role as l i terary critic in Ukrayina i svit; cited by Zuyevs'ky, 
"Pryntsyp 'absolyutyzatsiyi' v perekladakh I. Kostets'koho, " p . 206. 

3 1Kostets 'ky, in his review on translations by Mykhaylo Orest, in 
Ukrayina i svit, 1959, Nos. 19-20, p . 110, cited by Zuyevs'ky, ibid. 
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In his approach to the sonnets, Kostetsky sets before him still another 

task: "to transfer Shakespeare in the poetic-linguistic Ukrainian period which to 

ours stands approximately in that same relationship that Shakespeare's English 

does to contemporary English." Such a task is an extremely difficult one, 

since the Ukrainian l i terary language of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 

was infiltrated with Old Church Slavonic elements and, therefore, differs to a far 

greater extent from Modern Ukrainian than does the Elizabethan language from 

Modern English. In the endeavor to obtain his objectives—to dress his sonnets 

in the "costume" of the time, as well as to give them new life—Kostetsky makes 

use of Old Church Slavonicisms, archaisms, and archaic grammatical con

structions, such as the short forms of adjectives and participles. 

With respect to all the above mentioned attitudes and objectives, a 

general guideline could be used in the appraisal of the Ukrainian translations of 

Shakespeare's sonnets; it consists of three fundamentals outlined by Alexander 

F ra se r Tytler, Lord Woodhouselee, in 1792 in his book Essay on_the Principles 

of Translation. These fundamentals have retained their value to the present day: 

1. A translation should give a complete transcript of the 
ideas of the original work. 

2 . The style and manner of writing should be the same in 
character as that of the original. 

3 . A translation should have all the ease of original 
30 ° 

composition. 

In his foreword to the translations, p . 14. 

Cited by Savory, The Art of Translation, p . 43. 
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This study rests on the premise that the foremost duty of the t rans 

lator is to provide the reader of his language a true representation of the 

author he is translating, that, during the process of his re-creation, the 

spirit of the original should have undergone a transmigration into the t rans 

lation. The degree to which the translator is successful in reflecting Shake

speare within his works, o r achieving the desired metempsychosis, can be 

ascertained by a comparative analysis in compliance with the above set of 

standards. In this analysis the comparisons of the translated sonnets with 

that of the original a re based upon structure, rhetorical figures, and imagery. 



CHAPTER II 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE SONNETS 

One of the most complex and interesting stylistic elements of the Shakes

pearean sonnets as a whole is their structuring, i . e . , the intricate interweaving 

of their logical, syntactic, and formal structures,and the effect of their inter-

relationships. In constructing his sonnets, Shakespeare does not follow one single 

plan, or a set of plans; he creates, rather, a multiplicity of patterns; indeed no 

two sonnets a re exactly alike in their structural design. It is this gamut of pat

terns that constitutes an important source of stylistic energy and beauty of the 

sonnets, for it is the ever constant variation of design that establishes the 

dramatic nature of the poems, their constant state of flux, their freshness, and 

vitality. Within this labryinthal organization, energy is further obtained by the 

interaction of opposing forces—the opposition of the logical and the syntactical 

structures to the formal structure. This serves to establish a simultaneous 

unity and a division within the sonnets, a pulling apart and bringing together. 

These structural oppositions effect a stylistic paradox as symbolic of the sub

stantial paradox—the paradox of the lover 's situation as expressed in the sonnets. 

The subsequent comparison of the structure of the translated sonnets 

with that of the original is to illustrate the skills of the translator in capturing 

Cf. Stephen Booth's discussion "Formal, Logical, and Syntactical 
Pat terns" in An Essay on Shakespeare's Sonnets (New Haven and London: Yale 
University P re s s , 1969), pp. 29-51. 

14 
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this stylistic paradox and in harnessing this important source of stylistic energy 

to achieve the effects of the original. Firs t , the formal structure, or prosodic 

features, specifically, stanzaic form, rhyme scheme, rhyme endings, and 

meter, a r e previewed as a preliminary to the interrelationships of the logical, 

syntactic, and formal s t ructures . 

Formal Structure 

Stanzaic Form 

The reader ' s first impression, when looking upon a Shakespearean son

net, is the unity of the sonnet. The body of the poem appears on the printed page 

as a tightly knit homostrophic unit, and the couplet ending, which usually imposes 

an epigrammatic turn, is separated from the body only by indention. This purely 

technical feature, the format of Shakespeare's sonnet, ostensibly effectuates a 

unity of twelve lines and a separation of two lines, a stanzaic structure 12:2. 

Most of the translators do not consider stanzaic form as an important 

feature of Shakespeare's style. Only Kostetsky and Zuyevsky maintain the 12:2 

framework. Onufriyenko's sonnets appear in fourteen-lined homostrophic units, 

with the couplet being united, therefore, to the body of the poem. Four t rans

lators , Karavansky, Hordynsky, Slavutych, and Tarnavsky divide their sonnets 

strophically in accordance with the rhyme structure, into three separate 

quatrains and a separate couplet, intensifying, thereby, the divisive element and 

forfeiting the ostensible unity. Hrabovsky divides his poem into quatrains and 

tercets as is traditional in Ukrainian sonnet writing, while Slavinsky divides his 

translations in the Petrarchan manner, into octaves and sestets . Franko's 
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translations appear in three different stanzaic forms. Two of his works a r e 

adaptations composed of quatrains. Five of Franko's sonnets a re of the 

quatrain-couplet division, and one is homostrophic. In Palamarchuk's col

lection, 145 sonnets a re of the quatrain-couplet division, six a re quatrain-

tercet, one is constructed on two quatrains and a sestet, one is of the original 

12:2 form, and one is composed of six couplets. 

The latter poem, CXXVI, which Palamarchuk divides into couplets, i s 

a twelve-lined sonnet in Shakespeare, with the stanzaic structure 10:2, The only 

other translation of this irregular sonnet, that of Kostetsky, appears as in the 

original. Another exception to the standard sonnet is XCIX, which contains 

fifteen l ines. Kostetsky and Zuyevsky maintain this deviation, while Palamarchuk 

condenses his translation into the standard form. 

Rhyme Scheme 

The Shakespearean sonnet, which receives its ostensible unity in the 

12:2 stanzaic form, is simultaneously divided by the overriding rhyme pattern 

abab cdcd efef gg into three quatrains and a couplet, or 4:4:4:2. Thus a contra

diction is contained within the formal structure itself. The overlapping of the 

patterns 4:4:4:2 and 12:2 effectuates a simultaneous unity and division within the 

body of the poem, and further accentuates the division of the couplet. 

Rhyme scheme is invariable in Shakespeare. Perfect rhyme is 

favored; assonantial, eye, and imperfect doublets a re ra re in the sonnets. 

Most of these exceptions a re found in the couplets; there a re 15 such 
rhymes within the finale. 
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Strict reference to the sonorousness of rhyme is purposefully avoided in only 

one poem, LXVI, which is an extreme deviant from the sonnet structure. These 

variations in rhyme coincide with the structural extremeties, which in turn 

coincide with the substance of the poem. 3 

Seven of the translators, Kostetsky, Hordynsky, Karavansky, 

Slavutych, Zuyevsky, Onufriyenko, and Tarnavsky, use the invariable Shakes-

pearean rhyme scheme consistently. The earliest translators follow different 

schemes; Hrabovsky's paraphrase is in the Petrarchan form, while Slavinsky 

overlaps both the Petrarchan and Shakespearean forms. Only two of the eight 

sonnets by Franko follow the original scheme, the remainder are all in their own 

peculiar patterns: 

Parallel rhyme (in the adaptations) 

abab cdcd efef gg 

abab cdcd eeff gg 

abba cddc eff/e_7 gg 

abab cddc efef gg 

aabb cddc efef gg 

Of the contemporary translators only Palamarchuk diversifies the 

rhyme scheme. In his collection seventy-eight sonnets are in the original rhyme, 

seven are in the octave-sestet tradition, two are exceptional due to some 

3 
The variants are 'jollity-cry' (11. 1-2), 'strumpeted-disabled' 

(11. 6-8), 'authority-simplicity' (11. 9-11), and 'gone-alone' (11. 13-14). 
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variations in the original, while sixty-seven follow their own peculiar pattern. 

These consist of eight different types: 

abba cddc effe gg 

abba cdcd effe gg 

abab cddc effe gg 

abab cddc efef gg 

abab cccc dede ff 

abba cddc efef gg 

abba. cdcd efef gg 

abab cdcd effe gg 

Zuyevsky and Onufriyenko a re the only translators who employ perfect 

rhyme throughout their sonnets. All the others use some assonantial rhymes. 

In proportion to the number of their translated sonnets, Karavansky and 

Kostetsky utilize more of the assonance type than do the other t ranslators . The 

instances of imperfect doublets a re very r a r e in the translations. 

There a re five translations of the above mentioned exceptional sonnet 

LXVI. Kostetsky and Karavansky do not heed the Shakespearean deviations. 

Palamarchuk alters one quatrain to the scheme eeee, Hordynsky uses some 

assonantial rhymes as well as metrical peculiarities, and Franko's hexametrical 

quatrains all vary in the pattern aabb cddc efef gg. Thus three of the t rans

lators endeavor to achieve some type of inconsistency in this particular sonnet, 

even though their discrepancies differ from those of the original. 
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Rhyme Endings 

Unlike the rhyme scheme, the rhyme endings in Shakespeare are 

extremely variable. There are only about sixty-four sonnets whose lines con

sistently conclude with the masculine ending.4 The ninety sonnets that contain 

variations can be divided into five groups: 

M with D variations 39 

M with D variations, and an FF couplet 1 

F throughout 1 

One quatrain differs from the res t 40 

All quatrains differ 9 

These differentiations do not only give a rhythmic diversity to the poems, they 

play a part in the basic structuring of the individual sonnets as well. This 

structural role can not be simply defined, however, for each variant is 

peculiarly functional in each particular instance; the only common feature of 

Shakespeare's rhyme ending variables is that they contradict their rhyme scheme 

invariables and thus carry further the principle of structural paradox. The 

complexities involved are best seen through a few varying illustrations; a com

parison of these illustrations with the translations reveals the effects obtained 

in the retainment, interpolation, or disregard of these variants. 

In sonnet CXVI the scheme MMMM MFMF MMMM MM serves to 

demarcate the second quatrain both rhetorically and structurally. The rhyme 

Henceforth masculine rhyme endings a re represented by M, feminine 
by F , and dactyllic by D. 
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ending scheme complies with the logical and syntactic patterns: the second 

quatrain, introduced by a negative exclamatory turn, contains a positive s ta te

ment set against the negative ones of the preceding and subsequent quatrains. 

Thus, logically, syntactically, and by the rhyme ending variant this quatrain 

assumes the most importance in regard to rhetoricism. By the same features, 

this quatrain distinguishes a structural quatrainic division, overlapping and 

obliterating the underlying syntactic octave: 

Let me not to the marriage of true minds 
Admit impediments. Love is not love 
Which alters when it alteration finds, 
Or bends with the remover to remove: 
O, no! it is an ever-fixed mark, 
That looks on tempests and is never shaken; 
It is the s tar to every wandering bark, 
Whose worth's unknown, although his height be taken. 
Love's not Time's fool, though rosy lips and cheeks 
Within his bending sickle's compass come; 
Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks, 
But bears it out even to the edge of doom. 

If this be e r ror and upon me proved, 

I never writ, nor no man ever loved. 

Kostetsky is logically and syntactically accurate in his translation, but the use of 

consistent MF lines, leads to the loss of the impassioned quality of the signifi

cant quatrain, and loss of its supremacy, i. e. the forfeiture of the rhetorical 

aspect as regards this variant. Logic and syntax retains the original structure 

of the sonnet, but with the loss of the third element, the variant: 
IIPO nepeuiKOflH B nunoSi Bipiuix flyni 
Mefri ne Pij\e, KoxaiiHH — He KOXSHHH, 
Te, mo y 3isiiHax MiHWTbcn MMMAVJK 
H K XHJIIITI>C« y Kanp?r,ii CXMJI.IHHH: 
O Hi! JIIO6OB — nocTiMKO-neBHiifi '3Hai-:, 
KXKU 3opnTb y oypio HecTpnceHHo; 
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Ce 3ipica B KOKCH MaHApisiDiw Ban^aK, 
He3HaHa, ajie opaHa EBIICB mpAeHno. 
JIIOOOB He 6jia3HiiTB HacoBi, XOH ccpn 
VLOTO M cara' no BHKBIT JIKUB PVM'HHJIH; 
JIIO5OB He MAe B TOAHH Ta THJKHIB mep5, 
A AoSijKMTB cTpauiHoro cyAy rpaHen. 

ByA*> 3a6jiyA ce, fi Ha Mene 5 #0Ka3 snaB: 
a 6 Ke npicaB — HixTO 6 i He Koxas. 

P a l a m a r c h u k ' s endings FMFM MFMF MFMF MM lend impor tance to the f i r s t 

qua t ra in and the c l imat ica l ly ended couplet . These va r i an t s , along with the logical 

pa t te rn and the ve ry d is t inc t syntactic divisions af ter each quatra in , provide a 

c l e a r e r quatra inic division, and therefore , a m o r e simplified s t r u c t u r e than the 

or ig inal : 

He 6yay n iiiHirni neperuKOfln 
Ganaimio fluox cep^ent. To He JIIOGOB, 
ltr,o po.mBiTa 3a;ie>KH0 Bin Haroflii 
I Ha Bi/wa-ienni nraeae SHOB. 

JIIOGOB — nafl Gypi sBpflonuft \raHK, 
lHo KopaC;fn.M IUJIO npoMCHi nani'i, 
U,e — aipna nposi^Hn, nay MopHK 
B.iarocjion:rHC B HaBiciiiu CTiixiT. 

JIIOUOB — HC o.ia.ienb y pyKax lacy, 
U\o THO cepnoM CBOI.M Tponn^it cnivKi — 
I miK, i ycT ne3aiiMaHy Kpacy. 
Toil cepn .iroGoBi cnpaBH\-m,oT He pbice. 

HK ne GpexHH — a BipmiB He nicaB, 
I me nixTO Ha CBiTi ne KoxaB. 

Tarnavsky ' s FMFM MFMF FMFM F F a l ternat ion co r r ec t l y bestows impor tance 

upon the second quatra in ; the MF al ternat ion, a t this point, acqu i re s m o r e 

vi r i l i ty than the preceding and subsequent FM a l t e rna t ions . The p reva lence of 

F l ines produce a m o r e tender effect a s compared with the prevai l ing M l ines in 

Shakespeare . The quat ra in ic divis ions in this t rans la t ion a r e m o r e marked than 

in the or iginal : 

HiHKoI He CT^BJIIO nepeuiKOAH 
y WJiK>6i BipHHX ayw. U,e ne JIIOOOB, 

file:///raHK
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UJ.O 3MiHI06TbCH 3 3MJHaMH HarOAH, 
HH CJiyxa AO HecTa^ocra IUAMOB. 

O, Hi! JIIOGOB — ue TOH nocTiHHHft 3naK, 
mo 6ypi 3ycTpiqae HenoxnTHO, 
ue npoBiAna 3op$j, HCMOB Maan, 
AJIH îOBHa, mo BrrpHJia onnHe. 

JIIOSOB — ne ĉ y>KKa Macy, XOH AepjKHTb BJH 
pyM'HHicTb ry6 i miK B Kpy3i cepna: 
11 He 3MiHHTb XJA TOAHH i THMOUB, 
a nrnu. niATBepAHTb, mo Bona Tpima. 

51K ue noMHJiKa Ta H y M.ene AOBiA, 
H ne nwcaB 6H H He 6y^o 6 JIIO6OBH 

In CXXI, in which all quat ra ins differ in the s cheme 

M F M F MMMM FMFM MM, each shift in rhythmic pa t te rn coincides with each 

p rog res s ion of thought and each change of tone from quatra in to qua t ra in : the 

first is a positive statement, the second continues the premise of the first in 

rhetorical questions, while the third is definitive. The rhyme scheme variants 

simply help to effectuate a dramatic monologue. Since all quatrains differ, a 

quatrainic division is seemingly eminent when, in fact, the syntactical structure, 

and the emphatic tonal changes at line 9, override this to determine an octave: 

'Tis better to be vile than vile esteemed, 
When not to be receives reproach of being; 
And the just pleasure lost, which is so deemed 
Not by our feeling, but by others ' seeing: 
For why should others ' false adulterate eyes 
Give salutations to my sportive blood? 
Or on my frailties why are frailer spies, 
Which in their wills count bad what I think good? 
No, I am that I am, and they that level 
At my abuses reckon up their own: 
I may be straight, though they themselves be bevel; 
By their rank thoughts my deeds must not be shown; 

Unless this general evil they maintain 
All men are bad and in their badness reign. 

Kostetsky, due to the consistent M endings, does not impart in full the dramatic 
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monological quality of the original. The main structural design of his sonnet is 

the same as the original, but without the opposition of the undercurrent that i s 

provided by the variants: 

JIinlH 6yTM 3JIHM, Hi>K BMrjIHAaTO 3JIMM, 
II]|o5 He BTpynaBCH no6yT y oyiTH, 
Ta w xcafleH nap He TIUIHTB TOJI, m p 3p*iM 
3 nyxcMx onefi, He 3 Hamoro nyTTH: 
Bo MOM 6n cjiaTM MaB Henntpwii 3ip 
Mem npMBiT y KpoB, jiericy Ha xcapT? 
H H TOM, 3 XBHJieBHX B3A, HinMrVHCbKHH 36ip 
Te 6 M3B 3a 3JIO, B HIM noxeajiM H BapT? 

Hi, a e Te, mp e, a uini> ^ M H 

CjiiflMTM rpix Miii — BaacaTB BJiacHMK rpix; 
IIpHMMM HaA CpajIBUI CTOHTM XO^y fl, 
BpyAKa i'x MMCJIB He BxonHTb AIJI MOIX; 

BOHM TOTOBi BCIOAM 3piTM 3JIO 

TaK, MOB 6n IXHC 3JIO B ycix JKHJIO. 

Palamarchuk achieves the effect of a dramatic monologue with the diversified 

endings FMMF MFMF MFFM FF, which coincide with his rhyme scheme 

abba cdcd effe gg. Rhyme, rhythm through rhyme endings, syntax, and the 

l o s s of the emphatic tonal change in the third quatrain, all serve to divide 

this sonnet into a clear quatrainic structure: 

Jlinm Gyin 3JIIIM, HI>K BiinraaaTb Ha 3:ioro, 

BnoKopiiBmncb o6.uoBaM naBicmiM. 
0 cyp, oieii -qy/Kiix! HK Ham i3 HUM 
IIoroflHTHCi. He.ien-co, 'iii >i;e 6ory. 

HH 6 Mir (pajibiHiiniiii 3ip HIHHTII B cKap6 

Miii cepnn H<ap? 3^o.-iaB iioro 6 aoHecrn 
UlmiryHCbKiiH naupifl, mo KJiafle na Kap6 
MeHi Bee Te, 3a m,o n ro^eH qecri? 

' fl — oTaKnfi, JIK 6ai . FaHbGirrb Mene — 
H,c MipHTii na cjiiir apiuun nimeHM. 
Ta a w BJicoKiin HK na Hnx. Bir.Mc IM 
U,e ne 3 pyKH. A XTO MeHe 3irHc? 

Ha rpiuiHHKa — TO Bci, i HaBiTb fliTn, 
B cMOJii ncucibiiiii Myciuiii G ciifliTir. 



In sonnet CXI, the third quat ra in differs f rom the p reced ing ones 

in the s c h e m e MMMM MMMM MFMF F F . This shift coincides with the 

logical and att i tudinal changes and u n d e r s c o r e s the definition of the oc tave . 

The poem ends in tender subdued F endings: 

O, for my sake do you with For tune chide, 

The guilty goddess of my harmful deeds , 
Tha t did not be t t e r for my life provide 
Than public means which public m a n n e r s b r e e d s . 
Thence comes i t that my name r ece ive s a brand, 
And a lmos t thence my na tu re i s subdued 
To what it works in, l ike the d r y e r ' s hand: 
Pi ty m e then and wish I were renew'd ; 
Whilst , l ike a willing patient, I will d r ink 
Pot ions of e i se l 'gainst my strong infection; 
No b i t t e rnes s that I will b i t te r think, 
Nor double penance, to c o r r e c t c o r r e c t i o n . 

Pi ty m e then, d e a r friend, and I a s s u r e ye 
Even that your pity i s enough to cu re m e . 

Kos te t sky ' s cons is ten t M endings weaken the definition of the octave , 

r e s u l t in a monotone, and depr ive the finale of i t s mellowing c o n s u m 

mat ion: 

O, ROJIK) cio niA Bam niAAaiire rmB, 
EoriiHio, BiiKHy AiJi MOIX CVMHHX, 
Hip He nojiinuiMjia Miii piBem. AniB 
HaA IIITMS JIIOAGK, naA no6yT, 3BirHHwii B HMX. 
ToMy Bon-ieM IM'H MOC 3rops' 
I rHo6jieHO GCTBO MOC cjinse 
CBOIM TpyAOM, ax pyKM cpap6apa: 
CniBHyiiTe JK, 3MiiTe RJM Ay mi HOBe; 
CaM jiiKyBaBtUMCb, a TWM nacoM n'10 
npoTii 3apa3M yKcycy nyrap; 
He 3By ripKOio ripKOTy MOK>, 
Hewa p,Jin rocHKH M noAsiidHMx Kap. 

CniBHyiiTe ?K, JIIOSHM ppyjKe, ii CTBepA^cy BaM, 
JS,e Bam cniBHiajib — a JIIK OAepssy TaM. 
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Palamarchuk's FMFM quatrains, together with syntax, logic and tone, 

establish a quatrainic division. The interlocking F lines impart a soft tone 

to the entire sonnet until they become entirely subdued in the FF couplet: 

In flopiKaii, jioTii 3;io*miiniii flo.ii, 
Borirai, BiiHiiiii y MOJL'X rpixax,— 
He >Ke6paB H 3 Ti JIIIXOI Bo.ii 
Ha jnoflunx cTOBnumax i na innnxax. 

Miii Tpyfl TaapoM Jiir na MOIO icTOTy, 
HK 3uaK ranbCn na 10.10 GaiicTpioKa. 
fl pcMec.ioM nosnaHciniii AOCTOTy, 
HK lopHa can;oTpycoBa pyua. 

floHOMoani Meni no:!6yTi:cb Gpy^y, 
TipKOTOK) 3a,i.TIITIICb Bl/T; XHOpOO. 
TipKe ripKnM BBaiKaTii H He 6y,iy, 
flKe B5Ke noKapaHHH HC Gyjio 6. 

TBOGI nacnn cepD;c npanie, I;C6TO,— 
6n,nHnx JIIKIB sa from pennmoM. 

Sonnet XX, which describes a woman's features, establishes a 

harmony between theme and style by the use of F endings throughout the 

quatorzain. In this instance the existing octave is not at all established 

with the help of rhyme scheme endings, but primarily by syntax: 

A woman's face with Nature's own hand painted 
Hast thou, the mas te r -mis t ress of my passion; 
A woman's gentle heart, but not acquainted 
With shifting change, as is false women's fashion; 
An eye more bright than theirs, less false in rolling, 
Gilding the object whereupon it gazeth; 
A man in hue, all 'hues' in his controlling, 
Which steals men's eyes and women's souls amazeth. 
And for a woman wert thou first created; 
Till Nature, as she wrought thee, fell a-doting, 
And by addition me of thee defeated, 
By adding one thing to my purpose nothing. 

But since she prick'd thee out for women's 
pleasure, 

Mine be thy love, and thy love's use their 
t reasure . 
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Kostetsky employs the MF alternation with an MM couplet, thus imbibing 

the sonnet with masculine qualities. The poem, by the introductory M line, 

acquires much strength right at the very outset, and becomes dynamic in the 

couplet: 
3 n P M P O ^ M pyK — JKIHOTHMK o5pa3 TBiii, 
BoJiOAapio-BJiaAapKO MOIX nacif i ; 
TKhione M'aicocepAa, XOH ire B TIM 
^KiHoniii 3BJ1HHOCT1, Ha 3MiHM Jiaciii; 
Ocai iHui i 3 ip , HejumeMipHJiii CKap6, 
l H o 3JIOTOM p i n xpacKTB, siA Hboro 3pHMy; 

-My>KHMHM cpap6a, BjiaAHa p e u m 4>ap6, 
IHp i i a e Myjfcis i HaAMTfa JKOH 6e3 CTpj-niy. 
I 6yB TW c n e p u i y TBopeH H K JKOHa; 
A J K panTOM cTVManijia, MOB 3yMwcHe, 
I Ip i ipoAa — ii AOA^Jia To6i BOHa 
IH^e m p c b , una r.ieHC 3OBCIM 6e3Kopi icne . 

T a BJKe aK TO AJIH JKOH, TO XOH He BciM: 
JIK>6OB TaKM Meni, J IHIII BJKMTOK — I M . 

Palamarchuk's FM alternation lends his lyrics more femininity than does 

Kostetsky's MF alternation, but the MM couplet becomes very potent as 

compared to Shakespeare's. Palamarchuk's shift from FMFM FMFM to MFMF 

MM is the only indicator of the octaval vestige: 

3 npnpo,^H npmix — oS-iima B Te6e HUHKH, 
Bjian,apio-BJiaflapKO wcarymx Mpiii, 
JKiHoinii cepiyi BicK i TijibKii BiiiHKn, 
Ha maCTH, 30BciM He B.iaCTIIBi ifl. 

Hem TBOI HennnexiipHi Biii, 
I npoMiub i'xHiil 30Ji0TnTb yce. 
Bin nonuiflir rtojionim. ^ojioBiii, 
CepiiHM HCIHOIUM Go-iemi ncce. 

Tn Ha JKony npnpofloio 3anaT, 
BoHa H< cn'flHiaa, AIIB.IIHIIICL Ha TeGe, 
Ta ii flo^ajia mocb .iiooe fl.ifi fliBiaT, 
y HiM He MaB a >K03Ho'i noTpeon. 

Hexaii! Ta noflijmrb TeGe HaM CJIIA: 
Mem — JIIOOOB, H<iHKaM — KMGOBI nnifl. 
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These illustrations suffice to exemplify the structural aspects of 

rhyme endings in the translations by Kostetsky, Palamarchuk, and Tarnavsky. 

Kostetsky does not observe the Shakespearean variants. In his collection one 

hundred sonnets a re in the M ending with some incorporation of D rhymes. 

Twenty-four poems are in the MF alternation with an MM couplet, and thirty 

have the FM alternation with an FF couplet. 

In Palamarchuk's collection, on the other hand, only four sonnets 

possess M endings. His ten variations coincide with his variations of rhyme 

schemes, and may be tabulated thus: 

MF with MM couplet 26 sonnets 
MF with FF couplet 4 

FM with FF couplet 35 
FM with MM couplet 6 

MFFM quatrains with MM couplet 33 
MFFM quatrains with FF couplet 1 
FMMF quatrains with MM couplet 1 

One quatrain differs from the res t 40 
Each quatrain differs 26 

Octave-sestet division5 7 

These rhyme ending variants, because they usually accompany rhyme scheme 

variants, are more pronounced than in the original. Notwithstanding their 

multiplicity, their functions in the structuring of the sonnets a r e not as 

5The 12-1. sonnet, CXXVI, is of the rhyme endings MM FFMM FF 
MM F F . 
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numerous and complex as in Shakespeare, their roles are set forth with 

obvious neatness. Thus a general outline for Palamarchuk can be more 

easily ascertained than for Shakespeare. Palamarchuk's rhythmical schemes, 

for the most part, coincide with the logical; there is no overlapping of 

structural patterns to cause paradoxes. Generally, this translator uses 

consistent rhyme endings in those sonnets which are an extension of one and 

the same basic theme (e.g. LXXXV). Quatrainic changes of endings coincide 

with the introduction of new images or themes and result in a definite 

quatrain division (e .g. LXX)j otherwise, a quatrainic differentiation of 

endings may aid to render anxiety when there is an expression of only one 

single theme (e .g . XC). A shift of rhyme endings in the third quatrain may 

accompany a logical and tonal change and thus help to delineate an octave 

(e .g . LXV). A shift in the second quatrain demarcates a turn and the beginning 

of the essence of the poem (e .g . XLVin) . The extensive use of MF and FM 

alternations soften the tone of those sonnets which in the original a re of the 

consistent M scheme, particularly when an F line introduces the quatrain, 

and is employed in the couplet. 

Tarnavsky, as seen from the foregoing illustration of sonnet CXVI, 

utilizes rhyme ending variations. He applies this also to sonnet d V where it 

does not exist in the original. Tarnavsky prefers the FM alternation to the 

The most illustrative examples a re given here . 
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original M. Two of his poems a re consistently FM, one with an FF couplet, 

and the other with an MM couplet. 

Franko employs rhyme ending and rhyme scheme variations in order 

to render the anxieties expressed by the poet. Sometimes his variants oppose 

each other, and sometimes they coincide. He prefers F lines: two of his 

sonnets (XXIX, LXVI) a re consistently F, and three a re F with one differing 

quatrain. One sonnet (XXXI) differs in all quatrains, and the two 

adaptations a re FM. In Shakespeare six of these a re consistently M, one 

(XXVIH) is M with an FF couplet, and one (XXDC) is M with one differing 

quatrain. 

Onufriyenko's two poems a re FM with an FF couplet, and MF with an 

MM couplet. One of these complies with the original, while one avoids the 

original varying quatrain. 

The most popular rhyme ending pattern in the translations is the MF 

type. Slavutych employs this alternation with an MM couplet in his poems, which 

a r e of the M ending in the original. 

Zuyevsky too prefers this scheme . He applies, besides, the FM 

alternation with an FF couplet. This translator does not introduce variations. 

All of the sonnets translated by Zuyevsky a re M in the original, except CII and 

CXXXV, where one quatrainic differentiation occurs. 

Hordynsky uses the MF scheme as well. Six of his sonnets end with 

MM and two with F F . Four of these contain straight M endings in the original, 

one of these (XLVII) is in accordance with the original, and one (LV) has an 
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M - D incorporation in Shakespeare. 

Karavansky's sonnets, on the other hand, a re all in the M pattern. 

Only one of these (XVH) differs from the original, which incorporates a 

quatrainic variant. 

Hrabovsky's and Slavinsky's rhyme endings harmonize with their 

rhyme schemes. The sonnets translated by them contain no variants in the 

original. 

Meter 

All the sonnets are constructed on the iambic pentameter line 

except CXLV which is in iambic tetrameter, while sonnet CXLVI contains 

one octosyllabic line (1. 2). Both their translators, Kostetsky and Palamarchuk, 

retain the first exception, but extend the line in the second in accordance with 

emendations made by many editors. Shakespeare's lines a re highly end-

stopped. Although the proportion of run-on lines is small in the sonnets, 

enjambement can play an important role in the logical and syntactical structures, 

as observed in the following discussion pertaining to these particular structures. 

Variations in the iambic cadence result also in significant structural, 

as well as rhetorical effects, and enhance further the principles of unity and 

division. Shakespeare's most common deviation from the iambic rhythm is the 

insertion of an emphatic trochee at the outset of line 9 that helps to establish the 

identity of the octave, and at line 13 that demarcates the couplet from the p r e 

ceding quatrain. Other metrical variations consist of the substitution of the 

spondaic, dactyllic, pyrrhic, anapestic, and tribachie foot. Of the twenty-one 



instances where the most significant metrical variant, the octaval identifier at 

line 9, is used, Kostetsky achieves ten, and uses this device on his own in a few 

additional sonnets. Palamarchuk achieves seven of the twenty-one, Karavansky 

retains one of two, while Franko and Onufriyenko both maintain one of one. 

Variations in iambic s t ress appropriate a different importance in 

the sonnets. The prevalence of lightly stressed syllables in Shakespeare imparts 

to his verse a particular ease and grace of rhythm. The translators, for the 

most part, endeavor to combine light and strong s t resses in such a way as to 

attain this effect. Since the stress in Ukrainian is slightly more dynamic than in 

English, the translators ' MF and FM alternations serve as an excellent counter

balance in establishing the required ease and grace of cadence. This is especially 

evident when comparing Kostetsky's and Palamarchuk's M lines with their 

alternating rhyme endings, or Karavansky's M lines with the alternating endings 

of his contemporaries. Karavansky's sonnets, which are all M ended, proceed in 

a martial step as compared with the flowing original, also M ended. This, in 

the translator, is due, besides, to his incorporation of more internal breaks than 

found in Shakespeare. 

In summary, the aspects of formal structure in translation as compared 

with the original can be outlined in the following manner. 

1. Only Kostetsky and Zuyevsky maintain the original stanzaic form 12:2. The 

majority of the translators prefer the ostensible quatrainic division as parallels to 

the phonetic structure. 
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Hordynsky, Karavansky, Kostetsky, Onufriyenko, Slavutych, Tarnavsky, and 

Zuyevsky. Perfect rhyme is accomplished only by Zuyevsky and Onufriyenko. 

Kostetsky and Zuyevsky are the only translators that maintain the paradox 

4:4:4:2, in the phonetic form, versus 12:2, in the stanzaic form. 

3. Shakespeare's rhyme ending variants, as an aspect of structure, are 

meticulously employed by Franko, Hrabovsky, Slavinsky, Palamarchuk, and 

Tarnavsky. The variants in Hrabovsky and Slavinsky are in harmony with their 

rhyme schemes and not in opposition to it, as in Shakespeare. Franko and 

Palamarchuk include both types, harmonious and paradoxical variants. 

Tarnavsky uses rhyme variants in the paradoxical manner of the original. 

4 . Generally, Shakespeare's metrical variations a re incorporated in the t rans

lations. A further insight into the structural complexities, as regards meter, is 

better attained through the illustrations of individual sonnets in the following 

discussion. The preference of alternating rhyme endings, by a majority of 

translators, for Shakespeare's M lines, leads to positive consequences in that the 

original ease and grace of rhythm is achieved in the translated verse . The a l ter 

nations serve to counterbalance the more dynamic articulatory tension in the 

Ukrainian stressed syllable as compared to the English. 

Logical, Syntactic, and Formal Structures 

In the Petrarchan sonnet the rhyme scheme abbaabba cdecde, or its 

variants, and the conforming logical and syntactic structures divide the con

tinental poem into two distinct paradoxical units, the octave and sestet . In the 
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Shakespearean form, the rhyme scheme abab cdcd efef gg divides the sonnet into 

four units, three quatrains and a couplet, with the chief phonetic break between 

the third quatrain and the couplet. This formal structure supports a thematic 

organization which manifests itself in a stairlike progression of statements from 

quatrain to quatrain leading to the culmination of the couplet. Notwithstanding, 

those sonnets by Shakespeare, in which the logical and/or the syntactic organiz

ations follow the formal design with obvious neatness a r e in a minority. In most 

of the sonnets the logical and/or syntactical structures a re superimposed upon 

the formal; this results , therefore, not in the expected conforming, parallel 

structure, but in an opposing, paradoxical one. Nor do the logical and syntactic 

structures always parallel each other; they, too, are often contradictory. 

The interrelation between Shakespeare's form, logic, and syntax 

cannot be simply defined, however, for its means and effects a re unique in any 

given sonnet. In general, it serves to establish a constant simultaneous connection 

and division, a pulling apart and pushing together, continuity and change, o r the 

finer elements of paradoxical structure. 

In this respect syntax is the most important structural aspect in the 

sonnets, for it is the superimposition of the syntactic pattern upon the formal 

and/or logical pattern which is mainly responsible for their structural complexity 

and energizing tension—the unfinished syntactic unit, at the end of the formal one, 

propels the sonnet onward—and it is by the differentiation of syntactical designs 

that variety in the sonnets is attained. 

Although Shakespeare's logical and syntactic structures do not conform 
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to any single pattern, but undergo many variations, usually the most momentous 

break—logical, syntactic, metrical, o r tonal, or any combination of these— 

occurs at line 9 thus effectuating a muted octave that overrides the underlying 

formal quatrainic division. There a r e ninety-six sonnets in Shakespeare that 

contain the remnants of the octave, one has both an octave and a sestet, while 

two contain an octave and approximate sestet; extreme variations from the son

net form are found in at least two of the p o e m s . ' 

In the following analysis, an example from each of Shakespeare's main 

structural types is observed to compare further the structural means and effects 

of the translated sonnets with the original, as concerns, particularly, the inter

action of form, logic, and syntax. The structural types a re divided into 

(a) octave and sestet, (b) octave and approximate sestet, (c) octaval remnant, 

(d) quatrain, and (e) extreme variant. Sonnets CLIV, XXDC, XVIH, CXXX, and 

CXXIX, respectively, are used as examples for the reason of incorporating a 

maximum amount of t ranslators . Literal translations of the Ukrainian sonnets 

a r e provided for clarity; these follow the Ukrainian translations. 

Octave and Sestet 

Sonnet CLIV. Although ninety-six of Shakespeare's sonnets contain octaval 

remnants, CLIV is the only poem that contains both an octave and sestet . These 

units a re achieved mainly through syntactical structure; each is composed of one 

sentence. Enjambement is a very important syntactic element in this sonnet. 

Fifty-six sonnets do not contain an octave. Cf. Booth, pp. 36, 44. 
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It not only unites and propels the lines within a quatrain, it serves to erase the 

underlying quatrainic division. A parallel structure of the first quatrain in 

the octave, and the first quatrain in the sestet^further distinguishes these two 

units: the mid-line break in line 4 followed by enjambement into line 5 is parallel 

to the mid-line break in line 12 followed by enjambement into line 13. The 

apparent couplet, syntactically and logically, belongs with the preceding quatrain, 

and forms, thereby, a sestet. The occurrence of both the octave and sestet in only 

the final sonnet suggests the poet's emotional acceptance of the idea of paradox in 

the lover 's situation, as implied in the aphoristic concluding line: 

The little Love-god lying once asleep 
Laid by his side his heart-inflaming brand, 
Whilst many nymphs that vow'd chaste life to keep 
Came tripping by; but in her maiden hand 
The fairest votary took up that fire 
Which many legions of true hearts had warm'd; 
And so the general of hot desire 
Was sleeping by a virgin hand disarm'd. 
This brand she quenched in a cool well by, 
Which from Love's fire took heat perpetual, 
Growing a bath and healthful remedy 
For men diseased; but I, my mis t ress ' thrall, 

Came there for cure, and this by that I prove, 
Love's f ire heats water, water cools not love. 

The structure of Slavutych's sonnet is different from the original. 

Syntactically and logically the original sestet is maintained, but the octave is 

forfeited due to the very distinct logical and syntactic quatrain divisions which 

result in the pattern 2 + 2 : 2 + 2 : 2 + 4 . The forfeiture of the octave ar ises 

mainly from the total loss of enjambement; the parallel organizations are , also, 

lackingj 
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Ma.'iiiii AMVP nejua.io Bn.i.pbinn, 
IIoK.-ianiiin soouy CMO.IOCKIIII .•IWKVIBII. 
I iiar.10 iiijiilm, mo K.minn, jihi; ipna 
HCCTII KP3fitiManicTi>, JIIIMII.IH exor.ir. 

B3ii.ia iieuiiinia inpimiiiit Borom.. 
111,0 rpin cepn/'i cxBii.ii.onnui Mi.ii.iioiuiM. 
Ta CHUB 6O;I;OK, CTOjniiunnn, nij noroiu.. 
l»e3nGpofimiJi CIIOM Hi;; HO.-IVM'JIM 'irpnoiiHM. 

UoHa BJiO'iu.ia T? Epn;i;ani[ii pyiali 
Borom, Koxamifi, mo na.iaB KniT<iacTo. 
RIy;i.i snaxo^ii.iii XBopo6i irpaft 
y Tift BO,U; XOM .fi ft i;ynn«r;i >iatTO, 

TPHJIIIBIim Ti.IOM rsiIMIIC JV-KCPC.IO, — 
Bono .notion nraciiTii ne mior.io. 

Little Cupid careless ly fell asleep, 
Having lain to the side the torch of love . 
And suddenly nymphs, that vowed among the gras se s 
To bear chastity, l e f t / t h e i r / hiding p laces . 

The innocent one took the magic fire, 
That warmed anxious hearts for mill ions-
But slept the little god, being tired from pursuits, 
With an unarmed sleep under the red f lame. 

She dipped into an icy brook 
The flame of love, which burned floridly. 
Men found for disease the end 
In that water; although I also bathed often, 

Warming with_/my/ body the cold source, — 
It / the source / was unable to extinguish l o v e , 

Palamarchuk's sonnet is constructed in a true stairlike fashion with logical 

and syntactic quatrain divisions that coincide with the formal pattern. Each of 

the f irst two quatrains is composed of one sentence, the third contains two syn

tactical stops, and the couplet i s an addition to the poem. The structure in this 

translation i s : 4:4:2 + 2 : 2 : 

EOJKOK KoxamiH 3aApiMaB Konncb, 
noKnaBinn oSii cMo.iocKnna ccoro, 
A HiMtpu, TC noMJTnBniii, 3HHjincb 
I uoTafiKii Ha6;ni3Jt.mcb ;io Hboro. 
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OflHa i3 nnx cxonnjia Toii BoroHb, 
flKiiii ceprunr cnpniiiHionaB 3HeMory, 
I B 3HMHUH CTpyMJHb KHEyBIUn HOrO, 
THM o6e336poi'.ia Hen-rAaHO 6ora. 

BorneM HarpiBinncH, Bona TOAI 
KoxaniyiM pann ro'i.ia rvrnooKi. 
I n He pa3 nynascb y Tin Boai, 
mo6 ceprjio BTpa'ieHnii EepHym cnoiviii. 

JlioGoBHnft njiojiiHb no^y niflirpiB, 
BoAa JK He ocTyan.ia no^yniB. 

The l i t t le god of love fell a s leep once, 
Having la in by his side his torch, 
And nymphs, having seen this , took wing 
And steal thi ly approached h im. 

One of them seized that f i r e , 
Which to hea r t s caused weakness , 
And into a cold s t r e a m having thrown it, 
By that d i s a rmed unexpectedly the god. 

With f i r e having been warmed, the water then, 
F o r l o v e r s healed deep wounds. 
And I often bathed in that water , 
To r e c o v e r the los t peace to / m y / hear t . 

Love ' s f lame the wate r heated, 
The wate r did not cool / m y / fee l ings . 

Kostetsky mainta ins the s t ruc tu ra l divis ions of the or iginal v e r y accura te ly : 

3ACHYB SOJKOK JIIO6OBII 6e3 Typ6oT, 
noKJiaBUDi KOJIO ce6e CMOJIOCKHIT, 
AJK ryjiBK — OCB HiMopH, Ti cjiyrwHi UHOT, 
ripuApi6oTijin; Ha RXBOHVWI pi5 
BxonKJia xpama 3 HMX BoroHt oiviaH, 
H^o B cepru' KOITB cneraw HaBicHi; 
OTaK JKarM najiKo'i OTaiviaH 
Bys o6e335poeH AiBoio BBi cm. 
BoroHb y 3MMHMM BKWHyjia ncriK, 
IHp, CXOpOHKBlHM >Kap JIIO60BHMX 3Ba6, 
CTaB KynijuiK), pjs 6'e 3uiJiiHHH JiiK 
RJIH xBopwx; a JIC, MOCI naHi pa6, 

TaM jiiKyBaBCH, fi CBIAHMTM TOTOB: 
BoAa He CTVAHTB rpiTy B Hiii JIK>6OB. 
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Fell asleep the god of Love without cares , 
Having lain beside himself the torch, 
When suddenly—here the nymphs, those servants of virtues, 
Came tripping by; in a maiden manner 
Seized, the more beautiful of them, the fire of deceits, 
That in the heart contrives an ardor mad; 
Thus the otaman of burning desire_ 
Was disarmed by a maiden in / h i s / sleep. 
The fire into a cold stream she hurled, 
Which, having safeguarded the fire of love's seductions, 
Became a bath, where springs the remedy of healing 
For the ill; I, my mis t ress ' thrall, 

There came for cure, and to witness am ready: 
Water does not cool in it heated love. 

Octave and Approximate Sestet 

Sonnet XXDC. In this poem, which proceeds in a single rhythmically 

agitated and accumulative sentence, the sharpest division occurs after the 

octave. The third quatrain begins with a syntactical turn 'yet' and proceeds 

in a reversal of theme and mood, as well as in a reversal from a statement to 

a direct address. This break is further accentuated by a metrical variation; 

three lines—9, 10, and 11—begin with a trochaic foot. In addition, this strophe 

receives a syllabic extension in lines 9 and 11, constituting a FM quatrain, as 

opposed to the preceding M quatrains. The density of sound patterns in the 

alliterations and assonances of these lines a re also very striking. The com

pletion is accomplished in the summation of the couplet which reinstates the 

third quatrain in line 13, and revises the attitude of the octave in line 14. The 

sestet is not a true one, however, because of the secondary division between 

the third quatrain and the couplet: 
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When, in disgrace with fortune and men's eyes, 
I all alone beweep my outcast state, 
And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cr ies , 
And look upon myself, and curse my fate, 
Wishing me like to one more rich in hope, 
Featured like him, like him with friends possess 'd, 
Desiring this man's ar t and that man's scope, 
With what I most enjoy contented least; 
Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising, 
Haply I think on thee, and then my state, 
Like to the lark at break of day arising 
From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven's gate; 

For thy sweet love remember'd such wealth brings 
That then I scorn to change my state with kings. 

Each of the four translations of this sonnet differs somewhat in structure from the 

original. Hrabovsky's paraphrase is in the true Italian tradition with a formal, 

logical and syntactical 8:6 division. The rhyme endings FMMF FMMF MFM FMF, 

which are in accordance with the rhyme scheme abba abba cdc dcd, and an intro

ductory trochaic foot in the first tercet demarcate the octave and sestet formally. 

The sestet which constitutes a separate syntactical unit is further demarcated 

logically, by a change of thought and mood, as well as the use of direct turns 

in the beginning of both tercets . Despite the fact that Hrabovsky's structure 

differs from the original, his own design serves his Petrarchan composition well: 

H a CaMOTl, 3 MOIH AHX1U HeBOAl, 

PHAaio a Ta 6iAiiii CBIT KAeny, 
BdM 3a3ApHTH Ta CKapJKHTHCb nonny, 
LLJo He 3a3na3 iii ujacTH, ani AOAI; 

B ripKHX cAb03ax SAHoaio AKrri 6OAI 
I AyMOHbKy AeAiio noTaHHy: 
IIJ06 Ma'ni XHCT i BpoAy lapiBiiy, 
I Apy3flKiB, i BCHKHX Blix AOBOA1... 

A AHUI TeOe, o sope cBrroaa, 
3 raAaio H: jxyma, MOB riTamKa 3paHa, 
BeceAHH ri»iH AO He6a 3acniBa; 

B To6i, Moa roAyOoHbKO Koxana, 
T O H pafi, iyo H caw KopoAb ne 3Ao6yna,— 
I BHce TOAi Kena HaA Meae naHal 
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In solitude, in my evil bondage, 
I weep and the bright world curse, 
I begin to envy all and complain 
That I have known neither happiness, nor fortune; 

In bitter tears I bathe / m y / severe pains 
And a secret thought I cherish: 
To possess ar t and beauty charming, 
And friends, and all kinds of joys abundant. 

But only thee, o star universal, 
I recall: / m y / soul, like a bird early in the morn, 
A joyous hymn to heaven begins to sing; 

In_thee, my little dove beloved, 
/ i s / that paradise, which even the king himself does not conquer,— 
And already then there is no lord above me! 

Palamarchuk's sonnet contains a definite octave which is composed of one run-on 

sentence. New syntactical and logical beginnings occur at line 9. The third 

quatrain, also, reverses in rhyme endings from MFFM to FMMF,** and becomes 

very melodious due to sound patternings. The last six lines, however, do not 

approximate a sestet since the couplet stands as a separate unit; thematically and 

syntactically it is an addition, rather than the required summary. The result of 

this distinct octave-quatrain-couplet structure is a very abrupt change from 

emotional instability to stability: 

^ h e rhyme endings a re FMMF MFFM FMMF MM. 
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3HeBa/KeHiiii i AO.ICIO, ii JHOA>MII, 

IIjiaieM Tpnso/Ky He6eca Aapesine, 
CTaHOBnme BiApeneHoro TeMRe, 
KjiHHyin, o6.MiiBaiocH cjiis&Mit, 

HaAiflMn 6araTiniiM nparny 6yiL, 
MiHHTHCb Ao.ieio roTOBnii 3 TDMH, 
XTO ApysHMH oTo'ienuii Ha.-iKiium, 
KoMy Jinr.ia B iincTCD;TBi Kpanja nyrb. 

Tofli, araAaBniii panioM fl npo Te6e, 
KapTaio ca\r ce6e 3a cjiaoidb Ty. 
BiA x.M3"poi 3eM.ii y BiicoTy 
ii riMH, HK /KaflBopoH, Hecy AO Heoa. 

H npOMJHHTb HiKO.lII 6 He XOTiB 
TBOIO ^IOSOB Ha cjiaBy Kopo.iiB. 

Disgraced by fortune, and by people, 
With weeping I trouble the heavens in vain, 
The dark state of the renounced 
Cursing, I bathe myself with tears . 

I yearn to be richer in hope, 
To change fate ready with those, 
Who with fervid friends a re surrounded, 
For whom in ar t a better path has lain. 

Then, having suddenly recalled thee, 
I reproach myself for that weakness. 
From sullen earth into the heights 
I, a hymn, like a lark, carry to the heaven. 

I should never want to change 
Thy love for the glory of kings. 

Kostetsky's sonnet issues forth in one accumulative sentence as Shakespeare's, 

but the octave is forfeited because of the use of the same adverb at the outset of 

line 9 as at line 1; this tends to unite the third quatrain with the preceding ones. 

Metrical variations occur at lines 10 and 11, but not at line 9. The main break, 

in Kostetsky, occurs with his logical turn in the couplet. The rhyme endings 

a re FMFM throughout the quatrains with an FF coupleb 

KOJIH HeqoJia vi jiK>ACbKnn BpoK MeHe 6o 
CniTKaiOTb THK, mo njiany n, isroii, 
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I TCPMKOM Topraio HenyHHe He6o, 
I yffijr Miii KJieHy He3flajrnn TOW, 
BaJKaro m,acTj> BaraTUioro B Haaisx, 
floro JIKUH, fioro 3AO6VTHX jipyx.5, 
yMiHB iioro % KK B iHuu-ix — r^ijii B £inx, 
Bi# AOJii, 3peuiToio, KOHOHHHX cnyjKo; 
KOJIM Pi. ceoe H 3HeBa}Kaio HasiTB, 
Bpa3 — TK B flyMKax, i BJKe To^i Hecy 
(MOB XCaMBOp, Hj;0 HaCTaHHH ^HIIHK CJiaBIITIj), 
lOflOJii irpiTi, £o BHHimx 6paM ncy; 

Bo TM — Toro cojioAKMii cnoMHH paio, 
HIo H ii na u:apcbKiiJi paii He npoMiHHio. 

When Misfortune and human evil eye m e do 
Befall so that I c r y banished, 
And with c r i e s I t e a r the insensi t ive heaven, 
And that u s e l e s s lot of m i n e j c u r s e , 
I wish the succes ses of / o n e / r i che r in hope, 
His face, his acquired f r iends , 
Abil i t ies his , and, a s in o the rs—purpose in ac t ions , 
F r o m fate, finally, the n e c e s s a r y s e r v i c e s , 
When I even myself d i sg race , 
Suddenly—thou a r t in my thoughts, and a l ready then I c a r r y 
(Like a l a rk , that p r a i s e s the coming of day), 
Of va l leys away, to the gates on high a salvo, 

F o r thou—the sweet r e m e m b r a n c e of that p a r a d i s e , 
Which I even for an imper ia l pa r ad i s e will not change . 

F ranko es tabl i shes the sp i r i t of this sonnet through a complexi ty of pa t t e rns 

qui te different f rom the or ig ina l . A logical s t r u c t u r e 9:5, with an extended 

octave , which s imultaneously pulls apa r t and br ings together the second and 

third qua t ra ins , i s accompanied by a simplified syntact ic organizat ion 4:4:1 + 3:2. 

F r a n k o ' s agitation is achieved mainly, however, by an accumulat ion of m e t r i c a l 

var ia t ions that a r e super imposed upon the iambic base of the f i r s t six l i n e s ; l ine 1 

i s half anapes t and half iambic , l ine 2 i s dactyl l ic with a t r ibachic introduction, 

l ine 3 i s half iambic and half anapest , l ines 4 and 5 a r e iambic , and, thereby, help 

to uni te the two qua t ra ins ; l ine 6 i s a combination of two i ambic , one anapes t ic , 

and two t rochaic feet; l ines 7 to 12 a r e in iambic pen t ame te r , and the couplet is 
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iambic hexamete r . A levelling of emotion thus begins a t l ine 7, i s fully 

accompl ished in the third quat ra in , and continues into the couplet. This 

m e t r i c a l set t l ing is accompanied by a rhyme scheme set t l ing f rom abab cddc to 

efef gg. Feminine endings a r e used throughout the qua torza in . A secondary 

division occu r s with the hexamet r ica l couplet, which, syntact ical ly , i s a new 

beginning. Notwithstanding the syntax, this apparen t addition to the poem, 

logical ly, s e r v e s a s a summary : 

HenacKaBi na weiie macTH ft .moan, 
I na CBiii CTan a, p,e ni^y, Ta.\r ima'iy, 
B rjiyxce neoo i y BJiacni rpynu 
3Bepiaio 3ip, KJieny cy^bGy jie#aiiy. 

Bawaio 6yTb 6araTinini na iiaflira; 
HK ceii — 6yT£ rapiimi, JIK TOI'I —p;py3iB Mara, 
O T UbOrO X1ICT, OT TOTO BJiaCTB. fliCTaTII, 
Bee TIIM ne pa«, mo Maio i mo BMiio. 

AnccaM ropa;Ky co6oio 3a Ti xnSiiI 
Ta SK ieoe 3ra;;aio, 3 Moro cepun, 
MOB iKaiiBopoHOK i3 n.ii/nroi cKii6n, 
JIp Heoa Bpaimi MOH niciiH B'6T&CH. 

HK JIIIIH TBOIO JHOGOB cojioflKy Hara^aio, 
C.B061 flOJli H 11 3a TpOH HO 3aMilIHK). 

Unkind to m e a r e fortune and people, 
And upon my s ta te , whereve r I go, t he re I weep, 
Into the deaf heaven and into m y own b r e a s t 
I turn my sight, c u r s e my fate w o r t h l e s s . 

I wish to_be_richer in hope; __ _ 
As th is / o n e / — t o be fa i r , a s that / o n e / — f r i e n d s to have, 
F r o m this /ohe"7 a r t , f rom that / 5 n e / scope to get, 
Always discontented with that, which I have and which I know. 

Until I even p r ide myself for those sho r t comings . 
But when I think of thee, f rom my hea r t , 
Like a l a rk from the fe r t i le g lebe , 
To the heaven in the morning my song s o a r s . 

As soon a s thy sweet love I r e m e m b e r , 
My lo t I even for the throne will not change. 
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Octaval Remnant 

Q 

Sonnet XVHI. The largest number of Shakespeare's sonnets contain 

an intertwining of the octave within the quatrain structure. In this group each 

quatrain is self-sufficient, yet, some divisive factor, or a combination of such 

factors, effect a change at line 9 that distinguishes the octave from the remainder 

of the poem. The number of different devices used to accomplish this distinction 

is remarkably abundant; no two sonnets follow one pattern. 

In sonnet XVIH the octave is defined, chiefly, by a logical turn. The 

octave contains the theme of summer's mortality, whereas the following quatrain 

contains the theme of immortality of verse . The octave is further defined by the 

syntactic reversal 'but' at line 9. In addition, the octave is in the affirmative^ 

and is set off against the third quatrain in which the verb is governed by the 

negative 'not'. The third quatrain begins, too, with a metrical and tonal 

variation, the iambic s t resses are much more emphatic at line 9 than they are 

at lines 1 and 5, they are , in fact, more distinct throughout this quatrain than in 

the preceding ones. 

Nonetheless, the self-sufficiency of the quatrains is equally obvious. 

The first quatrain postulates a question (1. 1) that is immediately resolved (1. 2) 

and begins to state the basis for the assertion by introducing images which 

describe summer and its mortality. The second quatrain introduces new images 

to describe summer and its imperfections. The third quatrain concerns the hero 

No. XCIV is the most lucid example of this type of structure. 
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of the sonnet as he compares with summer; his perfection and immortality in 

ve r se . The couplet underscores the theme of this immortality in logical unity 

with the third quatrain, but in syntactical division from it. The quatrains a re 

set apart, also, by rhetorical variations of the metrical foot at the outset of each 

quatrain, and by syntactic pauses. Despite these pauses, thirteen lines of the 

sonnet a re one fluid sentence. Thus a structure 1:13 is superimposed upon the 

structures 8:4:2 and 4:4:4:2. The rhyme endings are M throughout. 

This sonnet is especially illustrative of Shakespeare's combination of 

light and strong s t resses that impart to the lines an ease and grace of rhythm, 

and a quality of tenderness despite the consistent M ending: 

Shall I compare thee to a summer's day? 
Thou ar t more lovely and more temperate: 
Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May, 
And summer 's lease hath all too short a date: 
Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines, 
And often is his gold complexion dimm'd; 
And every fair from fair sometimes declines, 
By chance or nature's changing course untrimm'd; 
But thy eternal summer shall not fade, 
Nor lose possession of that fair thou owest; 
Nor shall Death brag thou wander'st in his shade, 
When in eternal lines to time outgrowest; 

So long as men can breathe, or eyes can see, 
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee. 

The structure of Kostetsky's sonnet does not depart from the original in any 

degree. All of Shakespeare's logical, syntactical, metrical , and tonal qualities 

a r e rendered in the translation. The same rhyme scheme and rhyme endings 

a r e accomplished by Kostetsky, with the same incorporation of secondary 

s t resses so that every line flows gracefully and gently along to its end-stop: 
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VIM. JK jiiTa AHK) Bnoflo6jiK> Bauiy MOCTB? 
TBIH o6pa3 Jiari;iHiui i me MMJIIUI: 
BiTpii mopcTKi CTpncaiOTt iviaiic&Ky SpocTt, 
I JliTa CTpOK KOpOTKMM BMHajlM JIMIIi: 
HacaMM He5o OKOM a?K neie, 
A MaCOM CyMpHTB JIMK 30JI0T0IITKip, 
I nacoM Kpacne KpacHoro BTene, 
BnipHyEiuji BiinaflKOM B npupoflH sup; 
Ta B niHHiM Jiiii He Ha rreoe TJiim>, 
Hi Bpoftii flap He 36jiiflHe B 3ry6i TeJK, 
Hi CMepTb Te6e B CBOIO He Bropne Tint. — 
Tw B Bi^HJix Bipiuax Hac nepepocTem: 

AH< flOKM 3ip 3 onax, MM B JHOflHX J\YLX, 
TaK AOBro jKMTHMem B pHAicax OTMX. 

Shall to a summer's day I compare Your Grace? 
Thine image / i s / gentler and still lovelier: 
Winds rough shake the May bud, 
And summer's term—a short lease only: 
At times the heaven with /its_7 eye even burns, 
But sometimes—fades the face gold en-skinned, 
And sometimes fair /of7 fair shall escape, 
Having plunged by chance into Nature's vortex; 
Yet in eternal summer not on thee decay 
Nor beauty's gift shall pale in loss neither, 
Nor death thee in its shade shall enfold— 
Thou in eternal verses Time shalt outgrow: 

As long as sight in eyes, or in people breath, 
So long shalt thou live in those l ines. 

Palamarchuk, on the other hand, creates four markedly distinct divisions in his 

translation by using the complete syntactic stop after each quatrain. There i s , 

also, a complete break at mid-point of the first quatrain. The syntactic pattern 

2 + 2:4:4:2 creates longer pauses and a different voice inflection than that in 

Shakespeare^and thereby loses the continuous gentle rhythm of the original. 

Palamarchuk uses the Shakespearean rhyme scheme but in alternating MF 

endings. The iambic beat is strongly accentuated throughout each M ending 

line of the octave; it takes on an especial impetus in the third quatrain, and 

reaches a climax in the MM couplet. The stressed masculine finale in 
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conjunction with the final exclamatory word greatly heightens the emotions in this 

couplet. Despite the distinct quatrain units, the octave is defined in the 

Shakespearean manner. Rather than the 'but' for his syntactic reversal at 

line 9, the translator uses the emphatic particle 'zh' which renders the same 

meaning but with loss of the original energy: 

PlBHHTb Te6e AO JliTHbOl HOpn? 
Tn CTajiimnii, •qapiBHimim BI'A Hei. 
BecHiiHiiii nBii 3ipByTb jinxi BITPH, 
I jiiTa MnTb unrne Jinm HBA 3eMJieio. 

HcGecHe OKO po3cnna /KapiHb, 
A TO cxoBaeTbCH B na en HeroAn,— 
I Ha Kpacy itpaca Jinrae TiHb 
B MiHjiHBOCTi npinixjinBoii npnpoAH. 

TBoeMy Ht niTy B ociHb He BBiiixa, 
PonaM Kpacn TBOGT ne siiepTH, 
I CMcpib Te6e HQ roAna AQCHnn,— 
B MOIX CjiOBax Tn He niABaaAHHii CMepTi. 

A5K flOKH AHinyTb JIK3AII, SaHHTb 3ip — 
B MOIX CJIOBaX TH JKHTDMem, HOBipl 

To compare thee to the summer season? 
Thou / a r t / more constant, more charming than i t . 
Evil winds shall pluck the spring blossom, 
And summer's moment shall but flash over the earth. 

The heavenly eye spills smoulders, 
Or else it hides in times of foul-weather, — 
And upon fair fair 's shade lies down 
In the change of capricious nature. 

But for thy summer into autumn not to enter, 
For the years thy fair not to erase, 
And death thee cannot reach, — 
In my words thou art not subject to death. 

As long as breathe people, sees sight— 
In my words thou shalt live, believe! 

Slavutych, like Palamarchuk, separates his quatrains into integral units which 
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a r e highly end-s topped. In fact, each second l ine r ece ive s a full syntact ic 

b reak , the s t ruc tu re being 2 + 2 : 2 + 2 : 2 + 2 : 2 . Thus , eve ry o the r l ine 

throughout the quatorzain r ece ive s a rhythmic finality and falling cadence , but 

the incorporat ion of l ightly s t r e s s e d syl lables , enjambement and the MF a l t e r 

nation r ende r the ease and g r a c e of the or iginal r hy thm. The Shakespearean 

r h y m e scheme i s used with a pa r t i a l rhyme appear ing in l ines 10 and 12 . 

Slavutych achieves an octave with the inherent logical turn at l ine 9 . 

Th i s octave i s fur ther demarca ted in different and m o r e emphatic t e r m s f rom 

those of the o r ig ina l . Although the t r a n s l a t o r ' s syntact ic turn a t l ine 9 i s 

r ende red by the emphatic pa r t i c l e , r a t h e r than by the m o r e powerful conjunctive, 

emot ional i sm is heightened by symmet ry : by the pa r a l l e l a r r a n g e m e n t of 

enjambement and end-s tops , and of the negative and aff i rmative s ta tements ;10 

l i ne s 9 and 10 a r e in symmet r ica l rhythmical and logical const ruct ion to l ines 11 

and 12: 

TIn iiopimuiio is .imineuiiM AHeii 
Teoe, mo B aacKiix cTpinianima ft Kpama? 
IIoririne .IJTO npoMinie iiiinj;eji, 
OKBITTJI po)i; BI'IJUB iiorjimie liama. 

ByBae. OKO iieGa xaic iiene. 
U[0 IKUIIHfIC 30.10T0 >' XSiapL 
Kpaca Kpary ,io;iac rapme 
B npnpoAH 3MiHax, BUiawix 3arapi. 

Tr.oe;K BliBi'iHc JIITO ne nB'n.niTb 
Hi/(C ft Hi'IIIM. B0II0 B T0f)i jICKpie. 
He CTane cjicpn. y 3aTinnK Jianim. 
Teoe, in; aiiftciiiiiii TU ocrniinio npiio. 

/̂ OHOKII Aic AIIXIT, fiamiTii sip, — 
Todi naiTTji ACinaTiiMj'Ti) 0c3 ?iip. 

l u T h e run-on l ine 9 to mid-point 10 i s a negat ive s ta tement , a s is 
the run-on l ine 11 to i t s b r e a k in 12; the l a t t e r p a r t s of l ine 10 and 12 a r e 
pos i t ive s t a t emen t s . 
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Shall I compare with a_July day 
Thee, who in g r a c e s / a r t / m o r e t e m p e r a t e and m o r e love ly? 
F a i r s u m m e r shall p a s s momentar i ly , 
The f lowers of r o s e s the mouth of winds shall swallow. 

It happ_ens, the eye of heaven burns so / ,_ / 
That / i t / fades the gold in the cloud. 
F a i r fair conquers fervidly 
In n a t u r e ' s changes , s u r r e n d e r e d to sunburn. 

But thy e ternal s u m m e r shall not wither 
Anywhere nor in any way .—i t in thee sh ines . 
Death shall not begin to l u r e into the shade 
Thee , if thou shal t r ea l i ze the final d r e a m . 

As long a s functions breath , s ee s sight, — 
To thee life they shall give without bounds. 

T a m a v s k y ' s sonnet a lso contains four d is t inct d iv is ions , with the simplified 

s t r u c t u r e 1 + 1 + 2: 2 + 2: 4 :2 . The octave i s achieved by the Shakespearean 

m e a n s , except for the me t r i ca l and tonal va r i a t ions a t the third qua t ra in . 

T a m a v s k y ' s sonnet p roceeds in an exceptionally tender FM al te rna t ion and ends 

in a gentle and v e r y ca lm F F couplet . Some of the or ig ina l sp i r i t of d e c i s i v e 

ness i s l o s t f rom the finale because the a l ready tender ized F endings a r e contained 

within an assonant ia l rhyme, the final of which, m o r e o v e r , i s a wrenched s t r e s s ; 

JXo jiiTHboi Te6e PIBHATH AHHHH? 
B To6i e 6iJibme JiariaHHX rrpHKpac. 
BpVHbKH TpaBHeBi BiTep SyHHIIH CKHHe, 
Ta ft jiiTo — BHHaHM Ha KopoTKiift ^ac. 

HeSecne OKO qacoM npuniioe, 
TO B XMapax TonHTb 3O;IOTO CBoe. 
Ta Bin i<pacii Kpaca mopas BTiKae 
y 3MiHax, mo npHpo,na 3a3Hae. 

TBO€ JK ne 3Hae Binvie. n'no TJiim, 
lie BTpaTHUI TH KpacH CBOei TeHC 
i CiwepTb He BTiiuHui,mo B n ft^eui Tim, 
6o B BIMHHX cTpocpax noHaA Mac pocTeiu. 

HK AOBro JIKWI AHmyTb, 6anaTb oni, 
TaK AOBro JKHTb TO6I uefi Bipm AaCTb nOHHH. 
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To a summer 's day to compare thee? 
In thee there a re more gentle beautifications. 
The buds of May a wind rough shall remove, 
and also summer—a lease for a short time. 

The heavenly eye sometimes burns, 
or else in the clouds melts its gold. 
And from fair fair ever escapes 
in changes, that nature undergoes. 

But thy eternal summer does not know decay, 
thou shalt not lose thy fair neither 
and Death thou shalt not delight, that in its shade thou goest, 
for in eternal strophes beyond time thou growest. 

As long as people breathe, eyes see, 

so long to live for thee this verse shall give initiative. 

Karavansky's self-sufficient quatrains a re syntactically divided in the 

Shakespearean manner. The sonnet proceeds in a gentle flowing rhythm from 

the third to the penultimate line with the internal syntactic structure 1 + 1: 11+ 1. 

Even though Karavansky omits the momentous syntactic turn at line 9, the main 

division of his sonnet occurs at this point; it is manifest in the logical reversal , 

the reversal from the affirmative to the negative, and the tonal variation. The 

couplet is syntactically connected to the quatrain with the conjunction 'and'. The 

anaphora that this conjunction forms (11. 11 and 13) further serve this connection. 

Karavansky's sonnet, therefore, contains both an octave and sestet within the 

quatrain design. The rhyme scheme is the same as in the original: 

MH MO>KeiU TH Ka3BoTHCb XllTHiM AHeM? 
TM Kpeuua i ripMBiTHiaia CTOKpaT. 
HeroftM 3/)i 3 TyMaHaMn H AomeM 
Kpsflyrb y riiTa 6/ IHCK MOPO npnHaA : 

ByBae — cneKa na/iMTb He6eca, 
A wacOM Tx BKpHsae XMapmn piM, 
I MepKHe AHH no roworo Kpaca 
Bifl npHMX npupoAn Ta rpn3ni CTHXIK;. 
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Tsoe x< KBiryMe nho XMap He 3Ha, 
Sop,aii na MKTb He l pa i n tu TH Kpacn, 
I HaBirb CMepib A-"" Te6e He CTpauiHa 
B TBoeMy pyci qepe3 Bci wacn: 

I AOKM 6yAyTb /IK>AH — 6/Ae iu TM. 
To6i i >KMTM BiHHO i LisiCTM. 

Canst thou_be called a summer 's day? 
Thou / a r t / lovelier and kinder a hundredfold. 
Foul-weathers evil with fogs and rain 
Steal from summer the splendor of its charms: 

It happens—heat burns the heavens, 
But sometimes a swarm of clouds covers them, 
And vanishes the clear day's fair 
From the whims of nature and the wrangles of the elements; 

Thy florid summer knows not clouds, 
So that even for a moment thou dost not lose fair, 
And even death to thee is not frightful 
In thy revolution through all times: 

And as long as there shall be people—shalt be thou 
For thee to live forever and to bloom. 

Slavinsky's sonnet appears on the printed page as an octave and a sestet; the 

quatrains are held together thus syntactically. The octave i s clearly defined by 

one integral sentence, line 4 runs on into line 5, while line 8 ends in a complete 

syntactic stop. A true sestet is similarly distinguishable; one integral sentence 

compels the reader on by its structure—the dash after line 9 leads to the next 

thought, and the conjunctive in line 12 introduces the reason for the former 

assertion, while the dash after this line again leads the reader to the end. 

Although Slavinsky's tendency is toward the Petrarchan tradition, 

there a re factors which circumscribe his sonnet to the quatrain structure as well. 

The sestet omits the original reversal from the affirmative to the negative and thus 

begins like a new quatrain logically; the octave and sestet, furthermore, open with 
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the same word. There is a demarcation between the final quatrain and the 

couplet that is caused by a pause. The rhyme scheme abbabaab cddcee also 

serves both the Petrarchan and Shakespearean forms. The main division is 

after the tightly knit octave abbaabba. The following rhyme units cdd and cee 

form tercets but simultaneously they form a quatrain and a couplet cddc ee. An 

accompanying pattern is used for the rhyme endings which a re MFFM FMMF 

MFF MFF when divided into octave-sestet, and MFFM FMMF MFFM FF when 

divided into quatrains. The first and third quatrains a r e divided by a different 

intervening rhyme ending scheme, but they a re simultaneously united by their 

sameness. 

This translator is less successful in the finer elements of structure. 

His f irst line, with three elliptical phrases is extremely jagged, the stop in 

line 2 with the subsequent enjambement, and the elliptical phrases in line 9 

result, also, in unevenness. The rhetorical question i s entirely omitted: 

Hpe.npa.cna eu, XK MTUHX dent . . . Ta ni, — 
MuJiiiua u jiazidnivia aw, 6OVK AITOM. 
Byeac — Cypesiil rpxnone -KBITOM, 
A naco.v. — cojtue see WMOB B o?;.i 
TopuTh-najiac nad 30M.MAU.JII CBITO."., 
A norix epa.3 — 3<xx.vapenii did, 
I ecu Kpaca TO uuKne B TyMaui, 
To po3V,Bira' nid COVSIIUHUM npueiTOM. 

IIpaKpacne AITO BU, a.Ae ne re, — 
BadAueicTb sauia craAa, HeMiK.uiea, 
I we CTpawna. ea.it uaeirb c.ueprb apadjiwea, 
Bo B eac acinonicrb Binnan u,Bire, — 
I noKit otcuruMyn na ceiri AKidu, 
Bona Mioic wwx i 3 HUMU a'cwru (>yde. 

Beautiful you are , like a summer day . . . But no, — 
Lovelier and gentler you are , for in summer 
It happens—a storm shakes the flower, 
And sometimes—the sun entire as if in a fire 
Burns—blazes above the languid world, 
And then suddenly—beclouded days, 
And all the beauty now fades in the fog 
Then blossoms under a sunny greeting. 

http://Hpe.npa.cna
http://30m.Mau.jiI
http://ea.it
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Beautiful summer you a re , but not that, — 
Your charm / i s / constant, unchanging, 
And not frightful to you even death perfidious, 
Because in you femininity eternal blooms, — 
And as long as shall live in the world people, 
It amongst them and with them shall live. 

Quatrain Division 

Sonnet CXXX.1^- The individual poems within this second major 

group of sonnets are also constructed in their own peculiar patterns; their 

common feature is their distinctly self-sufficient quatrains with no imposing 

octave. In the satirical sonnet CXXX, for example, the quatrains a re integral 

logical and syntactic units that are parallel to the formal design. Ey&n though 

the third quatrain of this particular poem is followed only by a pause, the logical 

conclusion of the couplet, and the syntactic turn 'and yet' introducing it, is 

significant in shaping this couplet into an integral unit. The general syntactic 

structure is 4:4:6 with many internal breaks due to the accumulation of images 

forming a secondary logical pattern 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 : 2 + 2 : 2 + 2 : 2 . The rhyme 

ending is M throughout: 

My mis t ress ' eyes a re nothing like the sun; 
Coral is far more red than her l ips ' red: 
If snow be white, why then her breasts a re dun; 
If hairs be wires, black wires grow on her head. 
I have seen roses damask'd, red and white, 
But no such roses see I in her cheeks; 
And in some perfumes there is more delight 
Than in the breath that from my mis t ress reeks . 

The clearest example of a stairlike sonnet is LXXIII. 
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I love to hear her speak, yet well I know 
That music hath a far more pleasing sound: 
I grant I never saw a goddess go, 
My mis t ress , when she walks, treads on the ground: 

And yet, by heaven, I think my love as r a re 

As any she belied with false compare. 

The translations of Palamarchuk, Tarnavsky, and Zuyevsky, are all built in the 

stairlike fashion. The Shakespearean rhyme scheme is used by each of these 

translators, but with an alternating FM ending and an FF couplet which impart 

a more gentle flowing rhythm to their sonnets. Of these three translations the 

closest to the original pattern is Palamarchuk's with a syntactical structure 

4:4:4:2 that incorporates the necessary secondary pauses, run-on lines, and 

logical structure. This translator differs, however, in the innermost design of 

the first quatrain. In Shakespeare one negative statement (1. 1) is set off 

against three affirmatives (11. 2, 3, 4). In Palamarchuk the quatrain is in a 

parallel arrangement: negative (11. 1 and 3) and affirmative (11. 2 and 4): 

K OHoii AO COHUH He pisHnnn, 
Kopaji Hi/KHimm'i 3a IT ycTa, 
He fiijiocniJKiii njiii II oBajin, 
MOB 3 APOTy 'lopnoro, Kora rycxa. 

TpoHHA fiaraTO sycTpiiaB H nctOAn, 
Ta na II oujiii'iii HO CTpi^aB, 
I AJ'me ran Bona, HK AiiniyTb JiioAn,— 
A ne KonBajii! Mint AUKHX TpaB. 

I rojwry piBHjiTb II ne TpefSa 
JJo MyaiiKir, Mii.iimoT Moni, 
He 3i:aio npo xoAy Cormii. in iieCa, 
A KpOKII MIIJIoI — Hi.lKOM aeMHi. 

I Bee >K BOHa — uniiK])ama no.\ii;K Tinm, 
IHo cjiaB.ieiii noxBajiaMii nycniMit. 
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Her eyes have not been compared to the sun, 
Coral is more tender than her lips, 
Not snow-white the ovals of her shoulders, 
Like from wire black, her braid thick. 

Roses many I have met everywhere, 
But on her face I did not meet any, 
And breathes she, as breathe people,— 
And not the lilies of the valley amongst the wild g rasses . 

And her voice there is no need to compare 
To music, more pleasant to me, 
I do not know about the walk of goddesses from heaven, 
But the steps of my beLoved—are entirely earthly. 

And yet she—is the most lovely amongst those, 
Who a re glorified with praises empty. 

Zuyevsky's sonnet contains the syntactic structure 2 + 2 : 2 + 2 : 2 +2:2 that 

incorporates, also, the required secondary breaks, enjambement, and logical 

pattern. His innermost design of the first quatrain is in diametrical opposition 

to Shakespeare's with three negatives (11. 1, 2, 3) against one affirmative (1. 4): 

He coinje — norji^A y MOCI nam, 
A ryow B nei — He icopajiiB L?B1T. 
3eMJincTa rpysb — ne cmr y nopicHHHHi 
I BOJIOC B'erbca Hi6w Hopiniii ApiT. 

OrpiiaB AanactKi poJKi si: A^H 3roAW 
Ix 6aps ny?Ke jixu,e if niciie. 
IlapcpyMM KOiKHi 6iji£>uie nacojiOAM 
A'aiOTb, HK 3anax, mo BIA HCI TXHe. 

I xo'i JIIO6JIIO S cniB ii" — eKCTa3y 
CmibHiuiy 35yAHTfa ropjiwqi Majii. 
He SanwB n 6orMHb XOAW HI pa3y, 
Moa x JIIOSOB CTynae no 3eMJii. 

OflHaK n neoeH, mo B TaKiii onpaBi 
BoHa rapaiiiia, HIJK y jiiKMBiii c.iaBi. 

Not the sun—the glance of my mis t ress , 
And her lips—not the coral bloom. 
Her earthen breasts—not snow in "comparison 
And hair winds as if black wire. 
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I have m e t damask r o s e s : a s to the harmony 
Of their co lo rs her wan face i s foreign. 
All perfumes m o r e delight 
Give, than the scent, that f rom her r e e k s . 

And though I love her singing—a s t ronger ecs t a sy 
The l i t t le tur t le doves will awaken. 
Not once did I see the walk of goddesses , 
Why my Love s teps upon the ground. 

Anyway I am cer ta in that in such a sett ing 
She is lovel ier , than in false g lo ry . 

T a m a v s k y ' s syntax is 2 + 1 + 1: 4:4:2, but with a l o s s of enjambement . The 

logical pat tern i s the same a s in the or iginal and the negat ive-aff i rmat ives of the 

f i r s t quatrain remain, intact . • Because of, mos t l ikely, a p rob l em of rhyme , a 

rhe to r ica l question emerges in l ine 3 : 

Moei nam oni — He SIK coHue; 
BJA ry6 Ti nepBOHHH 6'uibui Kopaab. 
# K SijiHH — cmr: rpyAfe B Hel cipa MOM ue? 
HK BO;IOC — Apii": TO B Hei' 3BIH cnipajib. 

H 6amiB UIOEK TPOJIHA: MepBOHHH, 6ianft; 
He 6any po>K UHX Ha if moKax. 
riapcpyMiB 3anax Siiibme Mem MHJIHH, 
nix. BIAAHX, mo AHMHTb B H ycTsax. 

JIf06^I0, HK p03M0B^H BOHa, XOH 3HaiO, 
mo My3HKa jiae me KpamHft 3ByK; 
He 6a4HB JI 6oniHb, HK xoAHTb B paio, 
Moei xc nani xiA — He3rpa6HHH CTyx. 

Ta Bee x. He3BHHHe ue MOB KOxaHHH, 
cnoraHeHe BIA (bajibmy nopiBHHHHH. 

My m i s t r e s s ' eyes—not l ike the sun; 
from her l ips m o r e red i s co ra l . 
If white—the snow, h e r b r e a s t s a r e gray , why i s t h i s ? 
If ha i r—wire : then he r winding i s of s p i r a l s . 
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I have seen the silk of rosesj red^ white; 
I do not see these flowers / r o s e s / 1 2 on her cheeks. 
The perfumes' scent is more pleasant to me, 
than the breath that reeks in her mouth. 

I love when she speaks, though I know, 
that music gives a still more lovely sound; 
I have not seen goddesses when they walk in paradise, 
my mis t ress ' walk—an awkward noise. 

But yet r a re is this my love, 

befouled from the falseness of comparison. 

Kostetsky's sonnet is more involved than the original; the syntactical structure 

8:6 produces an octave and sestet, while the logical structure, in fact, 

distinguishes the quatrains. The secondary logical pattern is the same as in the 

original, but the syntactic element of enjambement is lost. Kostetsky uses an 

MF rhyme ending alternation with an FF couplet:^ 

OJX CJIOHHH Hiu, B onax MOCI nam, 
KopaJib pyjKaKeub poxceBiin OA ry5, 
KrAHJK CbHieKr GCT SHJIHM — B KCI nepca TBMHHI, 

Kr,tmJK BJIOC ecT APOTGM — 3 ApoTy B nei ny6: 
Jiaiviacijiri pvxd, 6i.ni i nepBom, 
3acb BH^ineM — He B HCI na nioiiax, 
I Gijibui npneMHi Binejibici m n e BOHi, 
HiJK noAKxy MOCI nani nax. 
JIlOOJIK) H CJiyxaTH, KTAW p03M0BJIfleT, 
Xo i i MV3MKa MMJiinri 3BVKH Tne: 
He 3piBeivi, JIK Boraim noxoAXcaeT — 
Mofl x< 6o nam, MHIOBHIH, rpyHT TOB^e: 

Ta, npo6i, Aopoacy MOIM KOxaniMM, 
H.K Ta HKaCB 6peXJIHBMM nOpJBHHHHHM. 

-^The translator uses two different words for ' roses ' (11. 5 and 6). 

l^Most unusual in this translation is its linguistic structure, 
is discussed in the chapter on imagery. 



F r o m the sun there i s nothing in the eyes of my m i s t r e s s , 
The cora l blush i s r o s i e r than he r l i p s , 
If snow i s whi te—her b r e a s t s a r e d a r k , 
If hair i s wire—from wire i s her tuft: 
Damask r o s e s , white and red , 
Indeed I have seen—not on her cheeks , 
And m o r e p leasant a r e all o ther per fumes , 
Than the scent of my m i s t r e s s ' b r ea th . 
I love to l i s ten , when she speaks , 
Though music m o r e p leasant sounds weaves : 
I have not seen, how goddesses walk— 
Why my m i s t r e s s , while going, pounds the ground: 

But, by God, I e s t eem my love, 
As that someone—false c o m p a r i s o n s . 

F r a n k o ' s adaptation of this sonnet r e su l t s in a poem of t rochaic t e t r a m e t e r 

with pa ra l l e l rhyme and FM .endings. One of Shakespeare ' s l ines i s extended 

two in the t rans la t ion; s ince the couplet i s omitted, the poem cons i s t s of six 

qua t ra ins : 

y Moei nam oii 
He Tarn, HK conue, ni, 
1 Kopajii lepBOHimi 
Bifl nypnypy ycx II. 

KOJIII 6i jiiiit cuir, TO neBHO, 
Hip CMarjiHoa B nel rpyab: 
KOJIU BOJXOO — flplT, TO B Hel 
J(pora lopnil pocTyit. 

BaIUIB fl BCijlHKl pO/Ki — 
I lepBOHi ii 6ini Tent, 
Ta TaKiix na .rainy B Hel 
Po/K TII neBHO ne naiiAOiu; 

I Saraio po3KiiHHiumx 
naxomiB HaM BnpocTa, 
Am>K Ti, HKIIMIl AHUiyTb 
Mol MHJIOI ycTa. 

fl jno6nio II po3MOBy, 
Xon AOKjiafliio 3Haio can, 
]Ho MyaiiKa npneMniiue 
roMOiniTb MOLM yiiiaM; 

HK 6oniiii XOAHTB, utoro 
fl ne Ca'iiiB aHi B cui; 
Mon nam, HK i Bci MU, 
XoflHTb npodo no ssMoi. 
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My mis t ress ' eyes 
/ A r e / not like the sun, no, 
And corals a re redder 
From the purple of her l ips . 

If snow is white, then it is sure 
That her breasts a re dark: 
If hair—wire, then on her 
Wires black grow. 

All kinds of roses I have seen— 
And red and white also, 
But such on her cheek 
Roses thou certainly shall not find; 

And many more delightful 
Perfumes for us grow, 
Than those with which breathe 
My beloved's l ips . 

I love her speech 
Though precisely I know myself, 
That music more pleasantly 
Hums to my ea r s . 

How goddesses walk, this 
I have not seen even in dreams; 
My mis t ress just like all of us, 
Walks ordinarily upon the ground. 

Extreme Variant 

Sonnet CXXIX. The most conspicuous examples of the vital role 

played by the unfinished syntactic unit a re found in the sonnets which are con

structed on extreme variations of logical and syntactic frameworks as regards 

-^No. LXVI is also a good example of an extreme variant. It has 
four translations, but since it is discussed later in respect to parallelism 
and antithesis, sonnet CXXIX is incorporated at this point. 
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their formal framework. In sonnet CXXIX, for example, various structural 

patterns interact to effectuate the intensities expressed in the poem. 

Firstly, a quatrain division (4:4:4:2) is eminent; the introductory 

quatrain is logically complete in itself and can stand alone. Yet, the logical 

finality at the end of line 4 is only potential; the syntax car r ies over into the 

next quatrain and on into the conclusion of it. The stop here is , again, only 

potential, because the anadiplodic 'mad' leads the reader onward into the third 

quatrain and on to its completion. 

Secondly, the vestiges of an octave a re identified by the emphatic 

trochee at line 9. Thus an 8:4:2 pattern is distinguishable, but the octaval 

division is overridden by the anadiplodic force of 'mad' (11. 8-9), which impels 

the reader forward. Prevailing over the quatrainic and octaval structures, 

then, is the syntactic structure 12:2; a single sentence marches onward in a 

forceful M ended twelve-line progression energized by run-on lines and mid-line 

breaks until it is arrested by the couplet. The only satisfying rhythmic re lax

ation comes with the completion of the sonnet. This violence of syntax, the super-

imposition of the syntactic pattern upon the logical and formal structures, is the 

most powerful device in effectuating the unrestrained emotion and the forward 

thrust of this sonnet: 

The expense of spirit in a waste of shame 
Is lust in action; and till action, lust 
Is perjured, murderous, bloody, full of blame, 
Savage, extreme, rude, cruel, not to trust; 
Enjoy'd no sooner but despised straight; 
Past reason hunted; and no sooner had, 
Past reason hated, as a swallowed bait, 
On purpose laid to make the taker mad: 
Mad in pursuit, and in possession so; 
Had, having, and in quest to have, extreme; 
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A b l i s s in proof, and proved, a v e r y woe; 
Before, a joy proposed; behind, a d r e a m . 

All this the world well knows; yet none knows well 
To shun the heaven that l eads men to this he l l . 

The construct ion of Koste tsky 's sonnet is l e s s complex than the or ig ina l ; a 

syntact ic f ramework 14 r e s t s upon a quat ra in f ramework 4:4:4:2 . Shakespeare ' s 

octave i s forfeited due to the l o s s of the or iginal anadiplos is and the emphat ic 

t rochee at the outset of l ine 9. Thus, although the s tops after each quatra in a r e 

only potential , a s in Shakespeare , with the syntax ca r ry ing the r e a d e r onward, 

Koste tsky 's qua t ra ins a r e m o r e d i s t inc t ; each is a new formal beginning that 

flows s teadi ly with i ts iambic beat . 

The emotional impact of this t rans la t ion i s fur ther weakened by a 

tenderizing FM rhyme ending a l ternat ion, and an F F couplet which causes a 

complete rhythmic re laxat ion. The l o s s of a syntactic violence—the enjambement 

and many (six) mid- l ine b r e a k s — s t r i p s the poem of much of i t s energy . Thus , 

notwithstanding the fact that Koste tsky ' s sonnet i s a p rog re s s ion of one syntactic 

unit , the flow of emotion i s s teady and r e s t r a ined in compar i son to the vehement 

and unstoppable outpouring of anger in Shakespeare ; 

CH. TpaTa Ayxy, raHtS A°Kpaio noBHa, 
Ce HMH 3aJiaccH, Pi nepeAHWH, — cjiaxfaa, 
m o CJiOBOJTOMy, KpoBM, B6HBCTB rpixoBna, 
2KopcTOKHX, rpy6nx, AMKHX AIM iKaAa', 
Kpi3b CMaK cmVs. BJKe Hece OTOAM HacTKy, 
noB3 po3yM raaHa Vi JKAaHa no3a HUM, 
IIOB3 po3yM po3CTaBJiH' HeHaTjry nacrxy, 
mp6 T0*i> X T 0 Bxom-iTbCfl, CTaB HaBicHHM: 
B roHHTBi JKaAiSna, a Vi B nociAaHHi, 
nparaeHHa Vs cnparjia, KpaiiHoin; aJiHKwx JIOH, 
B paio 3anaTa Vi Ai3HaHa B CTpajKAaHHi, 
CnoTiaTKy — macHnw HaMip, noTiM — COH; 

CsiT 3Hae Bee ce, JIMUI He 3Hae Te 6o, 
HK OMMHyTM B aA seAyne He6o. 
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This loss of spirit, of shames completely full, 
This action of lust, and pre-action—sweetness, 
Which in perjury, blood, murders is sinful, 
Cruel, rude, wild deeds awaits, 
Through its flavor already car r ies repugnance partial, 
Past reason chased and awaited after it, 
Past reason sets an insatiable snare, 
So that the one, who is caught, becomes mad: 
In pursuit lustful, and in possession, 
Desired and thirsty, of the extremities of yearning bodies, 
In paradise conceived and realized in torment, 
At first—a joyous proposition, after—a dream; 

The world knows all this, but does not know that 

How to avoid into hell the leading heaven. 

Palamarchuk builds his very complex poem on an apparent 8:6 pattern. The 

quatrains and tercets a re in the rhyme scheme abba abba ccd ccd with the 

alternation MFMF MFMF FFM FFM. The logical pattern, which is both 

4:4:4:2 and 12:2 stands in opposition to the formal one, while the syntactic con

struction of six units 4:2 + 2 / / 1 + 3 + 2 is in opposition to both the formal and 

logical designs. The logical 12:2 pattern prevails, however, since the multiple 

syntactic end-stopping is used only for the purpose of achieving violent breaks. 

Despite the sense of finality imparted by the full stops at the end of both 

quatrains, a powerful forward thrust is achieved not by the original anadiplosis, 

but by the effective placement of an adjective at the beginning of the second 

quatrain and first tercet; these adjectives drive the energy backward and forward 

simultaneously; they belong to the preceding statement or strophe, but propel 

forward to the subsequent. The sestet is united by the syntactic carry-over 

between the tercets and by their symmetrical arrangement—the first line in each 

is a complete syntactic unit, the next line contains an abrupt mid-line break followed 

by enjambement and then another, less significant, mid-line stop. The formal 
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pattern in conjunction with the two different logical patterns and a different 

syntactic organization, as well as the violence of syntax—elliptical syntactic units 

set off against run-on lines—interact in order to render the emotionalism of the 

original: 

0 XTiiBOCTe, mo roniiin n.ioTb y cna3, 
CTpaninnfi HininiTe.iio Aymi CJIJOOT, 
AV'Kepe.io .T«Ki, i niACTyny, ii po.iGoio, 
Tyna, cjiina ii HtopcTOKa BOAHopan. 

UraMosana — TII 3oyAfini;H BiApan, 
Ta naAHiu 3HOB i DHOB li'mnim codoto. 
1 BH<e He 3HaiiAe nioSoro cnonofo, 
XTO na npiiMaHy uonaAeTbcH pas. 

IiermiMiia TII B n;aAoGi u nociAaimi. 
y BCbOJty Kpaiinontf: npn raMysaKiii — 
Tn CO.IOA oonicniiu, 5jia>KeiiHa MUTT., 

A Tan — po3nyKa i Tnrap noKyni. 
CBIT 3nae n,e. He 3na, nit oo.MiinyTii 
HeCecHnn paii, mo Hac AO neKjia MiiiTb. 

O lust, that drives flesh into rage, 
Horrible destroyer of the soul feeble, 
The source of evil, and deceit, and robbery, 
Dull, blind and cruel simultaneously. 

Appeased—you are a stimulator at once, 
You lure again and again inebriate with yourself. 
And already will not find beloved peace, 
Whoever on the bait is caught once. 

Mad you are in desire and in possession. 
In all extremes: during appeasement— 
You are a sweetness painful, blissful moment, 

And there—despair and burden of redemption. 
The world knows this. Does not know, how to avoid 

The heavenly paradise, that us to hell rushes. 

A thorough perusal of every translated sonnet verifies that the fore

going cross-section of structural patterns quite satisfactorily reflects the 

translators ' observations of the Shakespearean stylistic elements in this regard. 
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A comparison of the two full translations confirm that Kostetsky's structure is 

remarkably similar to Shakespeare's. Only six of his sonnets differ somewhat in 

the main structural design, these forfeit the original octaval vestiges (I, XVI, 

XVII, XXIX, LXXLX, CXXVID). Similarly, only thirty-nine sonnets undergo 

some syntactic changes, thirty of these receive syntax extensions, while nine 

acquire additional syntactic units. Kostetsky, therefore, tends towards the 

expansion of sentences in his endeavor to maintain the Shakespearean elements 

of the violence of syntax and its energizing effect. The tightly knit stanzaic form 

and the use of a more traditional punctuation aid Kostetsky in this maintenance. 

Palamarchuk's sonnets, on the other hand, are structurally very 

different from Shakespeare's. Only five of his translations a re constructed 

accordingly (XXVHI, LE, LXVI, C, CIX). Most fall into the very distinct 

quatrainic division 4:4:4:2 with additional internal syntactic units usually of the 

symmetrical type 2 + 2. There are only ten sonnets in his collection where the 

first quatrain leads into the second, there are four sonnets of the 12:2 pattern, 

and only one (LXVI) is composed of a single syntactical unit. The extension of 

Shakespeare's syntax, however, occurs in five cases . 

This is the only translator that does not observe the structure of the 

couplet. Every Shakespearean couplet, except CLrv, i s , of course, an integral 

unit as parallels the rhyme scheme, but only seventy-four receive a complete 

syntactic stop prior to it, and, most of these (fifty-eight) a re syntactically 

incomplete or "tagged on" to the preceding quatrain either by a conjunction, 

gerund, exclamation, answer to a preceding question, o r by a demonstrative 
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or repetitive word which refers back to the body of the sonnet. Only sixteen 

couplets1^ have an absolutely new beginning and are seemingly independent 

units. In comparison, 142 of Palamarchuk's couplets a re complete independent 

units. Only twelve sonnets, five of which belong to his octave-sestet design, 

have no full syntactical break prior to the couplet. This translator 's couplets 

a r e beautiful in themselves, they are mellifluent, simple, concise, and 

momentous, but the abrupt and emphatic turn in the finale, and the oversimplifi

cation of the formal-logical-syntactic framework strip his sonnets almost 

entirely of Shakespeare. 

Of the earliest translators, Franko is closest to Shakespeare's 

structural design. One of the forementioned examples (CXXX), and sonnet XCVI, 

illustrate his skill as an adapter, nevertheless, four of his six translations a re 

in accord with the main structural design of the original. Franko varies in 

syntax, his units are either the same as the original (XXX, XXXI), expanded 

(XXVIII), or contracted (CXXXI), but, usually, without altering the principle 

framework and the spirit of the sonnet. Hrabovsky's single translation is a true 

Petrarchan adaptation, while Slavinsky's two adaptations unite the Petrarchan 

and Shakespearean forms quite ingeniously. 

In the contemporary translations of individual sonnets, 

Slavutych is furthest removed from the structures of Shakespeare. In his four 

poems an accumulation of syntactic units shows Slavutych's preference for a 

1 5 I , IX, XVI, XXII, XL, XLIII, LII, LIE, LVIII, LXXXIII, LXXXIV, 
XCIII, C, CXXXI, CXXXV, CLI. 
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simple quatrainic division and highly end-stopped l ines. Tarnavsky, too, 

prefers a less complex syntax, but his four poems adhere to the main 

structural design of the original. 

Karavansky retains the Shakespearean framework inmos t cases ; 

three out of ten sonnets depart in some degree. In XVII and XIX octaval 

remnants a re lost, LXVI, although one syntactical unit, is by rhetorical 

structure more clearly divided into quatrains than the original, while II, and 

especially XLX, depart syntactically through ellipticisms not found in Shake

speare. 

Zuyevsky preserves Shakespeare's design very adequately. Differ

ences lie only in sonnets LLX and LXXI. In the former, a syntactic extension 

acquires an octave. In the latter, a metrical variation in line 5 obliterates the 

octave. In general, Zuyevsky's syntax is not as severely involved as Shakes

peare ' s , but it is very similar to the original in its intricacy, and thereby, 

the translations a re reminiscent of the author. Maintaining the original stanzaic 

form helps in this respect, particularly when a quatrain, due to the use of 

modern punctuation, receives a complete syntactic stop, i . e . the period in 

place of Shakespeare's colon. 

Hordynsky is nearest to Shakespeare as regards structural organization. 

His eight sonnets a re in strict accordance with the main original frameworks; five 

of the sonnets belong to the octaval remnant, two to the quatrain division, and one 

to the extreme variant type. In syntax, too, Hordynsky approaches the original. 

Only sonnets XLVI, XLVH, and LX receive an additional syntactic unit, which 

results merely from the use of modern punctuation. Since Hordynsky does not 



enter into the above cross-section of illustrations it is worthwhile to view one 

his translations, CVI, at this point. 

Syntactically, the original sonnet is of the 8:6 division; a secondary 

pause and logical turn occur at the couplet to obliterate the sestet; the octave 

is distinguished, further, by logic, and the tonal turn at line 9: 

When in the chronicle of wasted time 
I see descriptions of the fairest wights, 
And beauty making beautiful old rhyme 
In praise of ladies dead and lovely knights, 
Then, in the blazon of sweet beauty's best, 
Of hand, of foot, of lip, of eye, of brow, 
I see their antique pen would have express'd 
Even such a beauty as you master now. 
50 all their praises a re but prophecies 
Of this our time, all you prefiguring; 
And, for they look'd but with divining eyes, 
They had not skill enough your worth to sing: 

For we, which now behold these present days, 
Have eyes to wonder, but lack tongues to pra i se . 

Hordynsky's sonnet is designed accordingly, with the octave overriding the 

quatrain pattern. The colon at line 13 in the translation is used in the con

temporary sense: to set off the following explanation from the rest of the 

sentence; it thus replaces Shakespeare's conjunctive 'for' . The enjambement 

and internal pauses of the original a re , also, kept intact by the translator: 

KOJIH B jiiTonncax npasaBHix AIUB 
HuTaio onuc nocTaxeii aKTimHHx 
I CTpoopH, Ae Kpaca CKJiaAas cniB 
H a cj iasy nam, i jmuapiB EejiHHHiix, 

TOAI, 3aHHBjieHHH y Ty npacy, 
y pyKH, Horn, ry6n, oni, 6poBH, 
H 6 a i y , mp nepoin Toro nacy 
51 3MaJiK)BaB 6H BiirjiHfl TBiii nyAOBHH. 

T a Ix xBajia JIHIII npoBiru,a.na TBip 
MaH6yTHboro — TBIII o6pa3 npeSaraTiiii, 
I XOH BOHH npopOHHH MaJIH 3ip, 
A Bee JK Te6e He BMIJIH 6 ocnisaTH: 
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B nac oii c AJIH noAHBy Tenep, 
Ta js,na. XBajm — H3HK y Hac 3aBMep. 

When in the chronicles of olden days 
I read the description of personages ancient 
And strophes, where beauty composes music 
In glory of ladies and knights great, 

Then, astonished in that beauty, 
In hands, feet, lips, eyes, brows, 
I see, that with the pen of that time 
I would depict thy lovely face. 

But their praise but prophesied the work 
Of the future—thy image rich, 
And even though they possessed a prophetic sight, 
They still would not have been able to extol thee: 

We have eyes for wonder now, 
But for praise—our tongue is dead. 

One other translator, Onufriyenko, remains undiscussed in the fore

going illustrations. Both of his sonnets, Vin and XI, a r e correctly maintained 

within the 'octave' category. In Shakespeare's sonnet VIII, for example, the 

octave is established only by a change of tone and meter at line 9: 

Music to hear, why hear 's t thou music sadly? 
Sweets with sweets war not, joy delights in joy. 
Why lovest thou that which thou receivest not gladly, 
Or else receivest with pleasure thine annoy? 
If the true concord of well tuned sounds, 
By unions married, do offend thine ear, 
They do but sweetly chide thee, who confounds 
In singleness the parts that thou shouldst bear. 
Mark how one string, sweet husband to another, 
Strikes each in each by mutual ordering; 
Resembling sire and child and happy mother, 
Who, all in one, one pleasing note do sing: 

Whose speechless song, being many, seeming one, 
Sings this to thee: 'Thou single wilt prove none. ' 

Onufriyenko establishes the octave in the same manner as Shakespeare. His 

syntactic structure undergoes only a slight alteration from the 1 + 1 + 2:4:6 
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equation to 2 + 2:4:4:2. The break before the couplet results from contemporary 

punctuation but is sufficiently moderated by a very tight union between the couplet 

and the preceding quatrain. This is achieved through logic and syntax—a 

demonstrative at line 13 refers to the preceding thought, through the rhetorical 

structure—the repetition of main words in lines 10, 11, 12, and 13, and 

through the homostrophic nature of his poem. Whereas Shakespeare's rhyme 

endings vary FMFM MMMM FMFM MM, Onufriyenko's are consistently FM with 

an FF couplet: 

T H — My3HKa, aJie l o n y Taic cyMHO 
T H MysHKH cTpiHaeui icoHteH 3 B V K ? 
Ho.My cj'MHe TH JIK>5HUI Tan 6e3yjiHO 
H 3HaxoAHin paAicxb cepeA BIHHHX My«? 
KOJIH aKOpAH THXHX 3ByKlB HiHtHO 
,23,0 Byx TBOCx JieTHTb B OAHiil Ci.M'I, 
BOHH JiHnie HaraAyiOTB 6e3rpjuiHo 
IIpo caMOTii noxMypi AHi TBOI. 
riocjiyxaii, KK A3BeHHTb npeKpacHo CTpynH 
B cniB3ByHHi AP.V«<HiM, KOJIH XTOCB TopKHe, — 
CniBae MOB AHTH 3 oaTtKaam ioHe, 
I Bci cniBaioTb JIK>5O, MOB oAiie. 
Tofi CniB, mo 3JIHBC.1 B MJ'SHKy CAHHy, 
ToBopHTt: caMOTa BeAe Teoe AO srHHy. 

Thou—music, but why so sadly 
Thou music greetest with every sound? 
Why sadness thou lovest so madly 
And findest joy in eternal sufferings ? 
When chords of soft sounds tenderly 
Rush to thine ears in one family, 
They only remind innocently 
About thine sullen days of singleness. 
Hark, how beautifully ring the strings 
In a friendly concordance, when someone touches, — 
It sings like a youthful child with parents, 
And all sing nicely, like one. 
That singing, that has blended into a single music, 
Says: singleness leads thee, to death. 
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From the foregoing observations it is evident that logical structure, in 

general, because of its inherent nature, receives only minor deviations in the 

translations; most of these appear in the adaptations by Hrabovsky and 

Slavinsky, in the more free paraphrases by Palamarchuk, and in the poems by 

Slavutych and Palamarchuk, wherein the translators structure their logical and 

syntactic patterns to coincide neatly with the formal. The Shakespearean 

quatrain-type sonnets pose the least difficulties in translation and receive little 

or no deviations because of their relatively simple design of logic, syntax, and 

form. 

Most interpolations in the translations lie in the syntactic structure. 

The foregoing examples of individual translations give evidence that the major 

syntactical problem which faces the modern translator of the sonnets is the prob

lem of Shakespeare's rhetorical.Renaissance punctuation, particularly, the usage 

of the colon which very often appears at the end of a formal unit to effectuate 

only a potential break, and, thus, override the formal unit. Contemporary 

punctuation, almost always, encompasses the insertion of the complete break and 

violates, thereby, Shakespeare's syntactical structure, i . e . the movement 

of the poems, by causing a sense of a logical and syntactic finality in correspond

ence with the formal finality. In spite of this difficulty, many of the translations 

retain the basic Shakespearean framework when the inherent logical structure 

overrides the formal. Some translators, however, simplify Shakespeare's 

structural design not because of the difference in Renaissance and Modern 

punctuation, but as a matter of choice. 
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The distinguisning stylistic components of Shakespeare's structure, 

the structural paradox, the syntactic complexity, variety, continuity and change, 

and stylistic energy through the unique Shakespearean interactions of logic, 

syntax, and form, are best attained by Kostetsky, Zuyevsky, Hordynsky, and 

Onufriyenko. These translators observe closely the structural idiosyncrasies of 

the original, with the exception of rhyme ending variants in formal structure, 

and,in the case of Hordynsky, also the stanzaic form. The oversimplification 

of the Shakespearean mazelike design, the restructuring of logic and syntax to 

fit the formal mould, especially in the translations by Hrabovsky, Slavutych, 

and Palamarchuk, drains the sonnets of their elegance and energizing structural 

requirements to the extent that they are devoid of the Shakespearean mark, and 

reflect, instead, the individual styles of these t ranslators . 



CHAPTER m 

RHETORICAL FIGURES 

One of the most distinguishing features and vital sources of stylistic 

energy in Shakespeare's sonnets is the poet's ar t of language, in particular, 

the oratorical a r t by which the sonneteer imparts strength and emphasis, as 

well as beauty and elegance, to the thought and feeling of the poems. In this 

chapter verses from the translated sonnets a re compared with those of the 

originaLin an endeavor to analyze the translator 's skill in the retainment of the 

Shakespearean rhetorical devices and the attainment of the rhetorical effects 

of the originaLas well as to show the problems that the translator encounters 

in the structural differences of the source and receptor languages and his 

means of accommodating such differences. The most outstanding of Shakes

peare ' s rhetorical figures a re selected for analysis: the apostrophe, anaphora, 

traductio, antimetabole, anadiplosis, parallelism, antithesis, antanaclasis, and 

homophony. At least five of these figures—the apostrophe, anaphora, 

parallelism, antithesis, and homophony—have been very popular in Ukrainian 

folklore and in l i terature dating back to the first known work written on 

Ukrainian soil, the epic of the twelfth century Slovo o polku Ihorevi (The Tale 

of Ihor's Campaign). Especially interesting, in view of the structural differences 

of Ukrainian and English, a re the translators ' renderings of the Shakespearean 

figures which involve repetition—traductio, antimetabole, anadiplosis, and 

antanaclasis. Ukrainian poetry of the Baroque period did feature repetitive 

devices, and the Ukrainian declensional system lends itself readily to the 

72 
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repetition of stems, as in the figure traductio, but due to the declensional system, 

the repetition of words, as in antimetabole and anadiplosis, may be difficult to 

maintain, while the extreme form of word play, o r antanaclasis, is entirely 

alien to the language. The illustrations for the subsequent comparisons a re 

chosen on the basis of incorporating as broad as possible a cross-section of the 

translated sonnets; sometimes, therefore, a certain sonnet may appear more 

than once. 

Apostrophe 

There are two aspects of the apostrophe that a re significant in the 

translation of the sonnets: (a) the translators ' treatment of Shakespeare's objects 

of address which concerns firstly, the problem of the sexual identity of the pe r 

sons apostrophized by Shakespeare, secondly, the translators ' treatment of the 

Shakespearean intimate and formal pronominal turns, thirdly, the apostrophizing 

of abstract o r inanimate entities, and fourthly, the adherence to the use of 

Shakespeare's apostrophe, and (b) the purely rhetorical aspect of this figure, 

namely, the translators ' employment of the Shakespearean apostrophic devices. 

Objects of Address 

The apostrophe is contained in 134 of the sonnets. In 122 of these 

the poet appeals to a definite person; it is assumed that, in general, the first 

cycle, I - CXXVI, concerns the poet's friend, while the second cycle, CXXVII -

CLIV, concerns the lady. In 12 sonnets the poet apostrophizes abstract 

o r inanimate entities: in XIX and CXXin Time is addressed; in LVI, CXXXVH, 
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and CXLVIII Love is apostrophized; in C and CI the Muse is invoked; in XCDX a 

violet is chided; CXLVI is an exhortation to the poet's soul, whereas CV, XXV, 

and CXVI are addressed to the reader . The 20 sonnets which do not contain 

apostrophe are V, XXXIII, LXIH, LXTV, LXV, LXVI, LXVII, LXVIH, XCIV, 

CXIX, CXXI, CXXP7, CXXVII, CXXIX, CXXX, CXXXVHI, CXLIV, CXLV, 

CLIH, CLIV.1 

The sonnets wherein the author apostrophizes persons a re a major 

problem in the translations into a language which operates with morphological 

genders. Although in the receptor, as in the source language, the pronouns 'thou' 

and 'you' have no implication as to the sex of the person addressed, Ukrainian 

adjectival and past tense verbal endings, which modify the pronoun, must supply 

the sexual identity of these pronouns. Thus the Ukrainian translator encounters 

difficulties in the often essential grammatical sexual identification of the objects 

addressed in the sonnets. Another difficulty, as regards this aspect of the 

apostrophe, is the Shakespearean shift from the singular pronominal form 

(in 88 sonnets) and the plural form (in 34). Since it is customary in Ukrainian, 

as in Shakespeare's English, to use 'thou' as the intimate, and 'you' as 

the formal turn, this tonal shift, in itself, is not a problem for the translator; 

the dilemma is only in the matter of choice: should the translator follow the 

trend in Ukrainian literature, wherein love lyrics have been written through the 

Claes Schaar, An Elizabethan Sonnet Problem (Copenhagen: Lund, 
1960), p . 127. 
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intimate form, or use the formal pronoun, accordant to the original, and r isk 

imparting a tone of estrangement to the Ukrainian product. 

A comparison of the translators ' treatment of Shakespeare's objects 

of address is best illustrated by sonnet XVIII where the pronominal-adjectival 

identifier may force the translator to reveal his interpretation of the sex of the 

person apostrophized: 

1-2 Shall I compare thee to a summer 's day? 
Thou ar t more lovely and more temperate: 

Although it is postulated that this particular sonnet concerns the poet's friend 

not all the translators are of the same assumption. Three of the translators— 

Karavansky, Slavinsky, and Slavutych—use "feminine" adjectives in their 

translation, thus addressing their poem to a woman; of the six translations of 

this sonnet, only Slavinsky uses the formal pronoun: 

^ K MO>KeilJ TH Ha3B6THCb J I I T H I M AHeM? 

TM Kpama i npus iTHia ia CTOKpaT. 

Cans't_thou be called a summer 's day? 
Thou / a r t / lovelier and kinder a hundredfold. 

(Karavansky) 

npenpacna BU, RK AITHIU deub . . . Ta ni, — 
MuAivia •& jiaziduiuia BU, 6OVK MTOM 

Beautiful you a re , like a summer day . . . But n o , — 
Lovelier and gentler you a re , for in summer 

(Slavinsky). 

Mil iiopinmiio is JHHIHCBIIM fliiesi 
TcOe, mo B JiacKax crpiiManima fi upaina? 

Shall I compare with a July day 
Thee, who in graces / a r t / more temperate and more lovely? 

(Slavutych) 
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Palamarchuk, however, uses masculine adjective endings, thus addressing 

his work to the friend: 

PiBHHTb xe6e AO .liTHtoi nopa? 
Tn cTaaimnft, ^apiBHimnii BI'A nel. 

To compare thee to the summer season? 
Thou / a r t / more constant, more charming than it . 

Tarnavsky carefully conceals the sexual identify of the object addressed by 

using 'in thee', a phrase indeterminable as to sex: 

H.0 jiiTHboi Te6e PIBHHTH AHHHH? 
B To6i e Sijibiue jiariAHHx npunpac. 

To a summer's day to compare thee? 

In thee there are more gentle adornments. 

Kostetsky conceals sexual identity by another ingenious method. He intro

duces the person's 'image' as the noun to be modified by an adjective. Un

fortunately, however, Kostetsky begins with the old Polish-Ukrainian formality 

'Your Grace' and follows this up with 'thine image'- This inconsistency 

between pompous formalism and intimacy, in such close proximity, lends an 

undesirable satirical tone to the lines: 
HM JK JiiTa AHK» BnoAo6jiH) Bamy MQCTB? 
Tsui o6pa3 JiariAHiin i me Mraiiiu: 

Shall to a summer 's day I compare Your Grace? 
Thine image / i s / gentler and still lovelier; 

It is remarkable that in Kostetsky's work out of the 122 sonnets 

addressed to a person only 28 a re determinable as to the sex of the object 

addressed. Conforming to the assumed division, 24 of Kostetsky's sonnets, 

all in the first cycle, are definite apostrophes to a male, while four sonnets 

\ n, iv, v, vi, vni, rx, x, xi, XII, xm, xvn, xx, xxi, xxvi, 
XXXLX, XL, XLI, XLH, XLIII, LXXVI, CVIII, CXI, CXXVI. 
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of the second cycle a re definitely addressed to a female . 3 The translator 

uses 'thou' and 'you' in strict adherence to Shakespeare's use of these pro

nouns. Two sonnets (XVIH and XXTV) contain both turns: 'Your Grace' and 

'thou1. In accordance with Shakespeare, twenty sonnets in Kostetsky do not 

contain the apostrophe. 

Only one other translator, Zuyevsky, uses both pronominal forms. 

Six of his sonnets contain 'thou' (five of these in Shakespeare) whereas two 

contain 'you', the latter in accordance with the original.^ None of Zuyevsky's 

poems reveal the sex of the object addressed. As Shakespeare, Zuyevsky 

apostrophizes the reader in CXXX and chides the violet in XCIX. 

Slavinsky uses the polite pronominal form in both of his translations, 

XVIH and CVI, the latter contains 'you' in the original. The first poem con

tains an address to a woman while the apostrophe in the second is indetermin

able as to sex. 

In Franko's translations 'thou' i s used as in the original. Two of his 

sonnets a re to the friend (XXVIII and XXXI), two to the lady (CXXXI, XCVI), 

while two are sexually indeterminable (XXIX and XXX). Of the f irs t cycle 

two contain a definite male address and one a female. As the original, CXXX 

addresses the reader, and LXVI contains no address . 

3CXXXV, CXLDC, CLI, CLH. 

4Zuyevsky uses 'thou' in XXTV, LX, LXXI, CXXXI, CXXXV and LrX. 
The latter has 'you' in the original. The translator uses 'you' in LXXXI and CII. 
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Hrabovsky* in his translation of sonnet XXTX, apostrophizes a 

woman through Shakespeare's intimate turn. 

5 
Slavutych employs only the intimate pronominal form. Sonnet XVIH 

is addressed to a woman, while XLVI and LXXI are indeterminable as to sex 

of the object apostrophized. Sonnet CLIV, as the original, is without 

apostrophe. 

Onufriyenko's translations a re both of the first cycle. No. VHI is 

undefined as to person addressed, whereas XI.contains a masculioe address; the 

intimate pronoun is used as in the original. 

Karavansky also employs the intimate pronoun throughout.*> His ten 

translations belong to the first cycle. Three of his addresses a re sexually 

indeterminable (VH, XIV, XVII), two are masculine (II, XVI), and one is 

feminine (XVHI). As Shakespeare, Karavansky addresses Time in XIX and 

the reader in XXV. Unlike Shakespeare, he invokes his ' true heart ' in XXI, 

rather than a person, and addresses the reader in LXVI, where there is no 

appeal in the original. 

Although Tamavsky's apostrophe in XVHI is sexually indefinable, 

sonnet CF7, of the "lady" cycle, is addressed to a male. Both works contain 

'thou' even though the lat ter contains 'you' in the original. Tamavsky's 

sonnets CXVI and CXXX, as the original, lack address. 

-Sonnet LXXI has 'you' in the original. 

Sonnet XVn has 'you' in the original. 
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Hordynsky uses only the intimate pronoun, according to the original. 

Four of his sonnets have indeterminable addresses (XLVI, LV, LX, CVI), and 

three, of the "lady" cycle, contain feminine apostrophes (XLVH, CVII, CXXXI). 

There a re no determinable masculine apostrophes in his translations. Whereas 

no apostrophe is found in LXVI, Hordynsky addresses a person. 

In Palamarchuk's collection, 60 sonnets are indeterminable as to 

the sex of the person addressed; 39 sonnets, all in the "friend" cycle, contain 

7 
definite addresses to a male person. Of his 33 sonnets that are definitely 

Q 

addressed to a lady, 20 belong, also, to the "friend" cycle. The intimate 

pronominal turn is used throughout the collection. This translator delights in 

the use of apostrophe, for out of the twenty exceptions Palamarchuk heeds only 

eight (XXXHI, LXIV, XCIV, CXXX, CXLIV, CXLV, CLIH, CLIV.) In V and 

CXXI Palamarchuk addresses the reader, in CXXTV—fools, in CXXTX—lust, 

personal address is contained in LXIII, LXV, LXVI, LXVII, LXVIH, CXXIX, 

CXXVILand CXXXVII. In four sonnets Palamarchuk apostrophizes different 

entities than does Shakespeare. In XXV, wherein Shakespeare turns to the 

reader, the translator addresses a person. In CV, wherein Shakespeare 

addresses the reader, the translation contains two apostrophes—to the reader, 

Male addresses in I-XXXHI, XL, XLI, XLH, XLV, Lin , LIV. 

g 
The 20 sonnets of the first cycle which Palamarchuk interprets as 

feminine addresses are-. XXXIV, LVII, LVIII, LXI, LXX, LXXI, LXXH, 
LXXIV, LXXXI, LXXXVI, LXXXIX, XCII, XCIII, XCVIH, CIV, CVI, CIX, 
CX, CXIX, CXXV. The remainder of the sonnets with a feminine apostrophe 
a re : CXXXI, CXXXffl, CXXXIV, CXXXV, CXXXVIH, CXXXIX, CXL, CXLH, 
cxLin, cxLrx, CL, CLI, CLH. 
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and a direct address to the lady. In CVIII and CXXVI, where-Shakespeare uses 

the direct turns 'sweet boy' and 'lovely boy', Palamarchuk invokes 'Love' 

and 'Cupid', respectively. In the two sonnets, where Shakespeare invokes 

Love, and in CXLVH, where the author addresses a person, Palamarchuk 

does not employ apostrophe. 

To conclude this discussion of Shakespeare's objects of address, it is 

c lear that not all the translators interpret the personal apostrophes of the 

sonnets in accordance with the generally assumed cycles 'to the friend' and 'to 

the lady'. Even though Kostetsky adheres exactly to this cyclic division, he 

admits his skepticism that all sonnets fall into such a clearly marked division, 9 

Since Shakespeare's personal apostrophe cannot be proven as to sex, it is 

advantageous for translators to make minor grammatical modifications in order 

that the sexual identity of the objects addressed is concealed, Kostetsky's and 

Tamavsky's translations of sonnet XVIH are excellent examples of such 

modifications, as are all the translations by Zuyevsky, and the numerous 

sexually indefinable sonnets in Kostetsky. 

A majority of the translators give preference to the intimate p ro 

nominal form as, by Ukrainian standards, befits the intimate value of the son

nets; the formal occurrences in Kostetsky and Zuyevsky a r e in conformity with 

Shakespeare's usage. The only exception in this regard is Slavinsky, who, 

9Cf. Kostetsky's footnote, p . 101, in his collection of translations. 
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in his only two sonnets (each with a different turn in the original) prefers the 

formal approach. 

On the whole, Shakespeare's abstract apostrophes and apostrophic 

exceptions are carefully observed. The complete work by Kostetsky conforms 

to these exactly, while the work by Palamarchuk is extremely liberal in 

apostrophic interpolations. 

The Rhetorical Aspect 

In order to attain oratorical emphasis in his apostrophe Shakespeare 

employs either the exclamatory type, or the direct rhetorical question. There 

a re only 34 sonnets in which the poet uses a casual address. Except for 27 

10 
sonnets, Shakespeare's apostrophe always lies in the first quatrain. 

A majority of the translators utilize the Shakespearean apostrophic 

types very discriminately. Generally, the most serious kind of interpolation 

of this figure is the one which lies in the couplet of the following example, 

LXVI. Having established a feeling of tiredness throughout the sonnet, the 

poet culminates it in the same tired tone, in a simple direct statement: 

Save that, to die, I leave my love alone. 

Hordynsky, Karavansky, and Palamarchuk reverse the established tone by 

giving the ending strength through an apostrophe. Hordynsky, in this his only 

deviation from the original use of Shakespeare's figure, addresses a person 

with a direct turn in a rhetorical question: 

-Schaar, p . 127. 
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T a HK Jirniiy Te6e, MOIO JHOSOB ? 

But how will I leave thee, my love? 

Karavansky asks a rhetorical question within an address either to himself, or 

to the reader: 

T a HK noKHHy rax, Koro JIIOOJHO? 

But how will I leave those, whom I love? 

Palamarchuk addresses a person:. 

Ta BMepTH ne Aae JIK)6OB TBOH. 

But thy love does not allow / m e / to die. 

Franko's last line ends in the same manner as the original, but the anxiety 

of his penultimate line, due to the exclamation and stops, which accompany 

the anxiety of emotion expressed, car r ies on into the finale: 

yMep 6H! Hi, nep;Kyci. TpiiBoroio OAIIOIO: 
AH H yupy, ii mo6oB MOH yMpe '30 MIIOIO. 

I would die! No, I hold on by one fear: 
When I die, my love too, will die with me. 

Similarly, in the approximate sestet of XXIX, a casual address 

imparts to the reader the author's peaceful state: 

Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising 
Haply I think on thee, and then my state, 
Like to the lark at break of day arising 
From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven's gate: 

For thy sweet love rememb'red such wealth brings 
That then I scorn to change my state with kings. 

In Hrabovsky's paraphrase each tercet contains a direct turn which results in 

elliptical ruptures. These and the final exclamation effectuate emotionalism 

in place of the original calm: 
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A AHUI Te6e, o aope CBJTOBa, 
3 r a a a i o a: Ayma, MOB rrrauiKa 3pana , 
BeceAHH rir.iH AO HeOa 3acniBa; 

B To6i, Moa ro,\y6o:ibKo KoxaHa, 
Tow pan, igo ii ca,M KopoAb ne 3Ao6yBa,— 
I B?Ke TOAI HeMa HaA Mene naHal 

But only thee^ o star universal, 
I recall: / m y / soul, like a bird early in the morn, 
A joyous hymn to heaven begins to sing; 

In_thee, my little dove beloved, 
/ I s / that paradise, which even the king himself does 

not conquer — 
And then already there is no lord above me'. 

Again, Slavinsky's finale in CVI ends in a rhetorical question, rather 

than in Shakespeare's casual manner: 

For we, which now behold these present days, 
Have eyes to wonder, but lack tongues to p ra i se . 

Ta de TOZO Mucrev,Tea uaM y3fm>, 
1U,O6 ece e OKUBUX CAoeax nepena3aTb? 

But where shall we take of that art , 

So that all in living words we could relate? 

Franko usually complies with Shakespeare's apostrophe, but in 

CXXXI (q. 2) he departs from it considerably by his introduction of dialogue, a 

direct turn, and elliptical exclamations where the author is only casual: 

Yet, in good faith, some say that thee behold, 
Thy face hath not the power to make love groan: 
To say they e r r I dare not be so bold, 
Although I swear it to myself alone. 

Ĵ exTO B Jinne TBOG 3arjifiHe ft o6i3BeTbcn: 
«*Ioro 6 iioro 3iTxa-rb i MJ'HIITLCH Taii ripKo?» 
BpexHfl! XOH rojiociio ce 3 ycx i ire 3ipBeTbcn, 
Ta fl B flymi Kjumycb: «Bpexna ce, jnoSa 3ipKo!> 

Some will look in thy face and say: 
"Why should one sigh and grieve so bi t ter ly?" 
Lie! Though_this will not come loudly from the lips, 
But I in /my_/ soul swear: "This is a l ie, beloved star! " 
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Tarnavsky does not deviate at all from the Shakespearean apostrophic 

types. In comparison to the other translations of sonnet CIV, for example, 

his introductory address is most commendable. He attains accuracy, the 

original simplicity of the casual address, the negative statement, and the 

required direct turn which effectuates, also, the original mid-line break: 

To me, fair friend, you never can be old, 

He 6yAeiu B MeHe, Apya<e, TH cTapn«; 

Thou shalt not to me, / m y / friend, be old; 

Kostetsky uses a direct turn, but not with the simplicity of the original: 

BAIH, Apyxe, Bix — MIH BimioiOHHji xpaceHb, 

Your, /my_/ friend, age—my eternally-youthful beauty, 

Palamarchuk, in his address to a woman, omits the direct turn: 

PoitaM Kpacn TBoel He 3AojiaTn, 

For the years thy beauty not to conquer3 

Neither do Onufriyenko and Slavutych depart from Shakespeare's 

apostrophic types. Both extend an original rhetorical question with no 

ill effects on the oratorical aspects of these sonnets: 

Shall I compare thee to a summer 's day? 
Thou a r t more lovely and more temperate: 

(XVHI, 1-2) 

Hn Hopiiwjuu i3 .iitmioBHji flHeu 
Teoe, mo B JiacKax CTpiniauima 2 Kpama? 

Shall I compare with a_July day 
Thee, who in graces / a r t / more temperate and 

more lovely ? 
(Slavutych) 
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Music to hear, why hear 's t thou music sadly? 
Sweets with sweets war not, joy delights in joy. 

(VHI, 1-2) 

T H — My3iiKa, ane HOMy Tai< cyiiHO 
TH My3HKH cTphiaem itoHteH 3syK? 

Thou—/art/ music, but why so sadly 
Dost thou meet the every sound of music ? 

(Onufriyenko) 

Zuyevsky, also, adheres to the original apostrophe. Although he ends 

sonnet CXXXV with an exclamation there is no diversity from the original, 

since both couplets, Shakespeare's and his, a re imperative statements. The 

translator most likely employs this exclamatory emphasis in order to make 

restitution for his loss of the author's emphasis attained through word 

repetition: 

Let 'No', unkind, no fair beseechers kill; 
Think all but one, and me in that one Will. 

BAaznio, lie eouaau Jio'ix nadiu 
Padiru namuM OOAAM HK odniu! 

IJbeseech, do not kill my hopes 
/ F o r / our wills to rejoice like one! 

Zuyevsky's oratorical tone is slightly different from Shakespeare's in the first 

part of the sonnet to the violet (XCLX), due to the addition of a rhetorical 

interrogative. Although the translator 's question parallels the poet's 

suggestion, Shakespeare's casualness of expression results in a more gentle 

reproof than that of Zuyevsky: 

2-5 Sweet thief, whence didst thou steal thy sweet smells, 
If not from my love's breath? The purple pride 
Which on thy soft cheek for complexion dwells 
In my love's veins thou hast too grossly dyed. 
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3JiOAii"n<o MHJia, 3anax Kpafleiu Ae TII, 
HK ne B JLOSOBII 3 ycT, fle 3Ba6irax cjiia 
HapoAHceHiiH? A Hiwui 45 i 0 J i e T I 1 

Eepeiu xi6a He 3 Ben ii pa3i<iB? 

Dear thief, from where dost thou steal / thy / scent, 
If not from Love's lips, where of corrupted words 
Is birth? And tender violets 
Dost /tho_u/ not take from the veins of her pr ints? 

Kostetsky adheres very closely to the apostrophic rhetoricism of the 

original. Some of his few interpolations in respect to this figure a re of a minor 

nature, while others have a greater effect on the original tonality. No real 

change in oratorical tone occurs, for example, in CXXVIH, 8, where the t rans

lator substitutes a colon for an" exclamation, since in this line both punctuations 

result in a similar voice inflection and in an end-stop. Nor is there any signifi

cant difference in the rhetorical emphasis at the outset of LXXVI where Kostetsky 

formulates two questions from Shakespeare's one. But an effectual change does 

l ie in the sonnets where the translator employs the exclamatory apostrophe for 

the author's casual statement, as in the endings of XI and XII. Sonnet XII, which 

begins 'When I do count the clock that tells the time', proceeds in exactly the 

same tone throughout with the ticking precision of a clock; this precision does not 

falter in Shakespeare's couplet: 

And nothing 'gainst Time's scythe can make defence 
Save breed to brave him when he takes thee hence. 

In Kostetsky's penultimate line his pendulum skips a beat, due to the stop, and 

becomes suspended in a prolonged undulation, due to the dash, while in the final 

''The problems in this line could easily be alleviated by inverting the 
word order and by eliminating the dash. 
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line it skips a beat, in heed of the second comma, strikes with force on the 

12 
primary s t ress of the interrogative exclamatory (what?!), and comes to a 

dynamic halt in an exclamation: 

I KOCHTB Hac KeBTpviMHO, i rpe6e — 
I, KpiM noTOMCTBa, mo at cnace Te6e! 

And scythes Time unrestrainably, and rakes— 
And, except for progeny, what will save thee! 

The other translation of this sonnet has the same type of "pendulum" defects. 

Palamarchuk ends this third quatrain in a rhetorical question, causing an end-

stop, and then proceeds with an elliptical exclamatory rhetorical denial, and an 

emphatic double negative: 

0 ni! He 3HHinnTb Ix Koca OC'IHHH, 
KO.IH BiA mix po3cieTbcH HaciHHH. 

O no! The autumn's scythe will not destroy them, 
When from them a seed is sown. 

Changes in Kostetsky's oratorical tone a re found, also, in XLII (q. 2 and 3), 

where the translator substitutes one apostrophic type for another, and again 

through CXIX. In the latter, Shakespeare's succession of exclamatory s ta te

ments provides stronger rhetorical emphasis to the sonnet than does Kostetsky's 

use of interrogatives. Each successive exclamation in the original serves to 

amplify the preceding one until they culminate in a climax (q. 3); they impress 

certainty, as opposed to the connotations of uncertainty in Kostetsky's rhetorical 

questions: 

-Emphasis is very strong due to the emphatic particle, which cannot be 
rendered into English. This point could be de-emphasized on the removal of the 
particle, which creates, furthermore, an undesirable cacophonous consonantal 
cluster . 
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1-9 What potions have I drunk of Siren tears 
Distill'd from limbecks foul as hell within, 
Applying fears to hopes and hopes to fears, 
Still losing when I saw myself to win! 
What wretched e r ro rs hath my heart committed 
Whilst it hath thought itself so blessed never! 
How have mine eyes out of their spheres been filled 
In the distraction of this madding fever! 
Oh, benefit of ill! now I find true 

IIJ,0 TO 3a JiiK a TIWB i3 cjii3 CnpeH. 
3 nei<ejibHHx KOJIO HKIIUCB oniAHnii CTOII, 
KOJIM, 60K)HCbKHM CnOAlBOM HaAXHeH, 
He nepecKOHMBHTM cKa3as H «ron»? 
HHM CXHSMBIHH raHe6HO, 3 cepua CTep 
Ty 6jiaroAaTb, HKy s6aMaB na HiM? 
HK BKMIIIJIK M01 OHi 3 BJiaCHMX CCpep 
B nponaciiKHb MaaniKHi HaBicHiM? 
O 6jiaro 3Jia! oct npaBAH fl AiftmoB, 

What so r t of potion did I d r ink of Siren t e a r s , 
From infernal matrasses some repulsive alloy, 
When with cowardly hope inspired, 
Not having jumped I said "hop"? 
With what, in having erred wretchedly, from the heart 

did I obliterate 
That blessedness, which I saw upon it? 
How did my eyes come out from their own spheres 
Into the fevers of illusions mad ? 
Oh benevolence of ill! here truth I found, 

In some rare cases, Kostetsky introduces direct turns where they a re not 

found in the original as , for example, 'to that sweet thief, in his translation, 

takes the vocative case 'sweet thief (XXXV, 14), and 'with inconstant mind' is 

addressed 'inconstant mind' (XCII, 9). But the turn which adulterates a few of 

Kostetsky's lines is the archaic formalism 'Your Grace' ; it seems that this 

form of address is used merely as a rhyming aid in XVI, 5, XVHI, 1, and in 

XXIV, 5, and as a line filler in XVII, 3. 

More serious departures from Shakespeare's rhetorical use of the 
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apostrophe lie in some of Karavansky's translations. Besides the already 

mentioned addition of a rhetorical question in the finale of the "tired" sonnet 

LXVI, this translator makes similar additions in XVI, 14 and XVII, 4. The 

apostrophic rhetoricism throughout his translation of XIX differs considerably 

from the original. Shakespeare makes a relatively gentle appeal to Time 

using three direct turns, an elaborate row of nonexclamatory imperatives 

from beginning to end, and a plea in the third quatrain. Karavansky, on the 

other hand, starts by calling Time 'a shark1 (his only direct turn) and 

declaring Time's "cr imes"; the declarations a re imbibed with strength through 

the repetition of 'thou' and the complete mid-line stop which follows the turn. 

Beginning in the second quatrain, the translator follows through with a list of 

explosive exclamatory commands; his third quatrain is devoid of the original 

plea. Karavansky's series of exclamations result in a ser ies of complete 

ruptures; the first line of quatrain two contains, in effect, three oratorical 

exclamations and stops. These liberties taken with the apostrophe result in an 

ellipticism that imparts an acrimonious tone to the sonnet in comparison to 

Shakespeare's equiponderant tone: 

Devouring Time, blunt thou the lion's paws, 
And make the earth devour her own sweet brood; 
Pluck the keen teeth from the fierce t iger 's jaws, 
And burn the long-lived phoenix in her blood; 
Make glad and sorry seasons as thou fleet'st, 
And do whate'er thou wilt, swift-footed Time, 
To the wide world and all her fading sweets; 
But I forbid thee one most heinous crime: 
O, carve not with thy hours my love's fair brow, 
Nor draw no lines there with thine antique pen; 
Him in thy course untainted do allow 
For beauty's pattern to succeeding men. 
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Yet do thy worst, old Time: despite thy wrong, 
My love shall in my verse ever live young. 

llae — TH at«yna. TH xoBTatui ocix, 
TH Tynaiis KMT» -mrpis i naH-rep, 
Peeui 3>6H ;ie*aM 3 ix nau^ex CTpaumxx 
I {peHixcy E orHi roTytui CMepr*. 

CMyTH, ipH£>oj« i BecenH ne* carr! 
MiHaw ro.t|«HH 3-rixn TS xtjpa*1. 
BuKOHyS ece, u^o BHKOHaT* eni/v 
JlMUJe oflHoI pesi we po6«: 

Pxc MOro flpyra M«noro He crap! 
He MO0114 Soro npexpa<Horo nxna' 
Xafi Syfle em 83ipueM xpacH i Map 
I CMepTHoro He Biflat KiHifa! 

Xonw >K flo urn 6naraHt. rny»XH TB'IM 6"tr, 
Xan aipiu MI* flpyra aoepewe a HOfBxx! 

Time—thou / a r t a / shark. Thou devourest everyone, 
Thou bluntest the claws of tigers and panthers, 
/Thou/ pluckest t igers ' teeth from their fearful jaws 
And for Phoenix, in fire, prepare death. 

Grieve, alarm, and make glad this world! 
Change the hours of gladness and of sorrow! 
Perform all, what is necessary to perform, 
Just one thing do not do: 

My dear friend's features do not age! 
Do not wrinkle his beautiful face! 
Let him be a model of beauty and charm 
And never know death's end: 

If to these pleadings thy flight is deaf 

Let my verse save my friend among the living! 

Different from the original oratorical tone is also Karavansky's 

sonnet II. In the second quatrain, the translator uses direct quotations and 

formulates three, indeed five (due to voice inflection), rhetorical questions 

that again result in extreme ellipticism. The latter quatrain also, in effect, 
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is composed of two questions, whereas the original is one exclamatory 

apostrophe: 

Then being ask'd where all thy beauty l ies , 
Where all the treasure of thy lusty days, 
To say, within thine own deep-sunken eyes, 
Were an ill-eating shame and thriftless pra ise . 
How much more praise deserved thy beauty's use, 
If thou couldst answer 'This fair child of mine 
Shall sum my count and make my old excuse, ' 
Proving this beauty by succession thine! 

TOAI ce6e caMoro 3annTafi: 
«J\e fliB TM CKap6 — Kpacy tOHaubKMX AHIB?» 
CxosaB B co6i? A copoM i BiAHaft 
He niK TBoe cyMxiiHHn, He na/iHB? 

Xi6a xBa/iw 6 TH MeHuie 3ac/iy>KM3, 
8 K 6 M CKa3aB: «ripeKpacHa ue AHTSI, 

Ocb AOKa3 Mm, mo a He MapHO >KHB», 
I TMM 6M BracHe BHnpaBAaB >KHTTJI? 

Then ask of thyself: 
"Where did thou lay'st the treasure—the beauty 

of youth's days?" 
Did thou hidest it in thyself? And shame and despair 
Did not broil thy conscience, did not burn? 

Really, would thou deservest less praise, 
If thou said'st "This fair child, 
Is here my evidence that I lived not in vain"? 

And with that very same justified life? 

Palamarchuk, too, favors ellipticism in his apostrophe. His and 

Karavansky's sonnet II (q. 2) a re more reminiscent of each other than they 

a re of Shakespeare. The first line in this case, contains in fact two questions, 

the second line embodies a quotation, and the last introduces a direct turn: 
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II^o CKantem TH, Ae MOJIOAOCII m a n ? 
CnoBa: «fl 36epiraB neACajio ix» 
TaHeSHiiM Cypyrh BnpoKon 3ByiaTH 
TOAI B ycTax, po3TpaTHni<y, TBOIX. 

What will thou sayest, where is youth's garment? 
The words: "I treasured them carelessly" 
Will sound / l ike / a shameful decree 
Then in lips, squanderer, of thine. 

The translator inserts direct quotations, which bring certain points into bolder 

relief than in the original, also in sonnets LI, 13-14, CXV, 2, and 

CXLVIH, 4. 

Palamarchuk's ellipticism and change of oratorical tone lies also in 

13 
his addition of exclamations, as in sonnet XVIII',". which, in the original ends: 

So long lives this, and this gives life to thee. 

B MOIX cjiOBax TH jKHTHMem, nosip! 

" In my words thou shalt live, believe! 

Exclamatory rhetorical assertions and/or denials result also in a change of 

oratorical tone. Sonnet LXXXIX (q. 2) contains both an assertion and denial 

in the t ranslat ion, 1 4 although these a r e not found in the original: 

Thou canst not, love, disgrace me half so ill, 
To set a form upon desired change, 
As I'll myself disgrace; knowing thy will, 
I will acquaintance strangle and look strange; 

I ? 

Such exclamations are found also in XX, 13, XXXI, 5, XXXTV, 13, 
LXX, 4, and CXXXLX, 8. An insertion of a question in mid-line position 
(LXXXni,. 9) too results in ellipticism. 

14 
•'Rhetorical denials are also found in Palamarchuk's sonnets IX, 9, 

XII, 13, and LXXVI, 9. 



Tan! TH He 3M0Htein npnBJiHnTb iiem 
Bci>oro, mo caxi CKa3an> na ce6o sioaty: 
JlHte.\ioBn;iB cyA, Hii30Tny :i>Ky uopo/ity — 
fl uce npnihiy. 11 no BiiKa/uy, o iii, 

Yes! Thou wilst not be able to blame me 
All, that I myself can say about me: 
False authorities'judgement, base falseness, alien— 
I will accept all. And will not disclose, o no^ 

Palamarchuk places the direct turn love ' in the last line of the subsequent 

quatrain because of lack of space in this strophe. 

Often Palamarchuk inserts his own direct turns, as my only love' 

' / m y / l o v e ' , 'usurer ' , 'o heart ' , 'o judgment of alien eyes' , and 'squanderer 

Moreover, Shakespeare's metaphors a re at times altered into direct turns 

in the vocative case.as in the three successive lines of sonnet I , 8-10: 

Thyself thy foe, to thy sweet self too cruel . 
Thou that ar t now the world's fresh ornament 
And only herald to the gaudy spring. 

JKopciOKnii impose CEoe'f BpoAn. 
flpofiicHiiKy BGCHHHOV cuam, 
KopoTKnx AHIB oitpaco HeipiiBajia, 

Cruel foe of thine own beauty. 
Herald of spring's vigor, 
Of short days' beauty inconstant, 

In the same manner Palamarchuk introduces direct double or amplificatory 

turns. This occurs twice in LXV for Shakespeare's: 

1 5In XXXIX, 14, LXXVI, 11, CXXXTV, 9, CXX, 6, CXXI, 3, and 
H, 8,respectively. 

16 
The vocative case is used in this way in X, 5, XXXV, 13, and 

LXXXVII, 1. 

17Amplificatory turns appear also in the translations of CIX, 14, 
CXXV, 13, and CXXXII, 1. 



4 Whose action is no stronger than a flower? 
9 O fearful meditation! where, alack 

TCHAiTHa KBiTKO, EHTBOpe BeCHflHIlfi. 

0 citop6na AYMO, MapoiiHH 6e3cn;iei 

Tender flower, spring creation. 
O grievous thought, dreaming frail! 

In his preference for stronger rhetorical emphasis the translator 

often introduces rhetorical questions where Shakespeare's appellation is only 

casual, as in the beginning of CXXH: 

Thy gift, thy tables, are within my brain 
Full character'd with lasting memory, 

M H 6 r.iir AapynoK TBiii Ha He3a6yAi> 
Mem jno6oBHy na.M'HTb 3aMiHiiTii? 

Could thy gift of remembrance 
Change for me love's memory? 

In a few instances Palamarchuk imposes a stronger rhetorical emphasis for 

Shakespeare's direct statements by the use of the exclamatory apostrophe, 

as in the couplet of XXXTV; this, and the above illustration, show also his 

additional ellipticisms through the end stops caused by questions or 

exclamations: 

Ah, but those tears a re pearl which thy love sheds, 
And they are rich and ransom all ill deeds. 

0 CJIB03H Ai — TBOFO lyTTfl nepjinHii! — 
BOHH DMIIBaiOTb BCi TBOl DpOBIIHII. 

Oh these tears—the pearls of thy feelings!— 
They wash away all thy faults. 

'Also in LXH, XXX, and CXVII. 
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Less often the translator de-emphasizes the rhetoricism of the original by 

substituting direct statements for rhetorical questions or exclamations. The 

most serious interpolation of this nature is the first quatrain of XXXLX, where 

Palamarchuk answers his postulated question, rather than amplifying it with 

two successive ones as does Shakespeare*." 

O, how thy worth with manners may I sing, 
When thou ar t all the better part of me? 
What can mine own praise to mine own self bring? 
And what is ' t but mine own when I praise thee? 

flK MOHty H XBajuiTb TBOI lecHOTit, 
Ko.in yABox — oAna icxoTa MH? 
fl THM XBajinB Gn caji cede cynpom 
3Bn>iai'B AoCpnx, Bii3iiaHiix JIIOA&MII. 

How can I praise thy virtues, 
When together—one being a re we? 
Thus I would praise myself against 
The good customs, acknowledged by people. 

In the couplet, Palamarchuk inserts a direct turn, and eliminates the original 

exclamatory: 

And that thou teachest how to make one twain, 
By praising him here who doth hence remain J 

I H, TBOH Bi'AToprayTa TOCTima, 
XBanio TeCe, MOH JIK)6OB eAnna. 

And I, thy severed part, 
Pra ise thee, my only love. 

In his paraphrase of sonnet LI, Palamarchuk substitutes an exclamatory 

Rhetorical questions a re omitted also in CXLVI and LI. 
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apostrophe for a rhetorical quest ion.2 0 His entire poem, however, digresses 

from Shakespeare's in content, as well as in style, as in this, the first quatrain: 

Thus can my love excuse the slow offence 

Of my dull bearer when from thee I speed: 
From where thou ar t why should I haste me thence? 
Till I return, of posting is no need. 

BnepeA pByracs AoporaMii npocniMn, 
KOHH nonijituicTb BimpaBAaTi> H paA, 
Ajie Tenep, BepTaioiiict na3aA, 
Kaaty iioMy: — JliHiiBCTuo nenpociiiMel 

Onward rushing by straight roads , 
The horse 's slowness I was happy to justify, 
But now, coming back, 
I say to him:—Laziness unforgivable! 

Palamarchuk's digressions from Shakespeare's apostrophe, in 

changing the oratorical tone of the original, generally superimpose a heightened 

emotionalism on these particular sonnets. Undoubtedly, the t ranslator 's use of 

apostrophe is expert in itself, but, in not always complying with that of the 

author 's , he departs from Shakespeare's style. Most of Palamarchuk's 

variations of this figure lie in his more free paraphrases . This translator 's 

apostrophe is , nonetheless, very tender and thus is somewhat closer 

to Shakespeare's than is Karavansky's potently virile tone. The rhetorical 

aspects of Karavansky's address do have their own worth, but, again, 

the translator is not keeping within the limits of Shakespeare's style. 

Although rhetorical vigor by means of ellipticism is a part of Shakespeare, 

A similar apostrophic interpolation is found in CII, 3-4. 
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the author maintains an equilibrium between the release and suppression of 

emotion in comparatively even flowing l ines. 

Other translators, as well, either out of necessity, o r interpretation, 

sometimes substitute one apostrophic type for another. More consequential 

a re the changes of casual statements to rhetorical questions, o r exclamatories, 

and the addition of direct turns, since such.alterations change the entire mood 

of the sonnet. The paraphrased sonnets of the three early translators show 

the stronger discrepancies in this regard. Onufriyenko, Slavutych, Tarnavsky, 

and Zuyevsky make no apostrophic departures in their few translations, while 

Hordynsky makes but one. Kostetsky's r a re instances of digression are only 

of a minor nature. 

It is to be expected that linear space may not always allow a t rans

lator to accommodate a direct turn in the same line as the original. Except 

for a few r a r e cases in Palamarchuk, the translators successfully introduce 

their direct address at least in the same quatrain as Shakespeare. Sometimes, 

due to spatial limitations, a translator cannot accommodate the same number 

of direct turns as does the author, in such cases the pr imary address is never

theless employed in the same quatrain as the original. 

Anaphora 

Anaphora appears in only fifteen of the sonnets. Although Shakespeare 

uses this figure sparingly, its rhetorical roles a re manifold: (a) the pattern 

of negations of the "nor" series , in LVII and CXLI, aid to describe the lover 's 
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situation, (b) anaphoric repetition points toward the resolution in XLLX, XII, 

XV, and LXIV, (c) anaphora in the introduction of each quatrain in LXXIH 

reinforces the thought from quatrain to quatrain and leads into the couplet, 

(d) the anaphoric "before" in LXVHI introduces clauses which are contrasted 

with the preceding lines, while the repetitive "some" in XCI contrasts with the 

subsequent clause, (e) the doubly use of "some say" in XCVI establishes a 

starting point for the development of the theme, (f) anaphora emphasizes the 

theme in LX, and CV, (g) the repetition of the interrogatives "why" in LXVII, 

and "what" in CVIII, function to underscore the rhetorical question, and (h) the 

consistent linear repetition of "and" in LXVI produces a desirable cumulative 

21 effect. The following comparison of translations with the original proceeds in 

this order of-anaphoric function. 

In LVH the description of the lover 's situation is emphasized in a 

set of negations which a re constructed upon the alternating repetitions, 'nor-

nor dare ' , which constitute the main body of the sonnet, and thus, the most 

important rhetoric device of this sonnet: 

3-9 I have no precious time at all to spend, 
Nor services to do, till you require. 
Nor dare I chide the world-without-end hour 
Whilst I, my sovereign, watch the clock for you, 
Nor think the bitterness of absence sour 
When you have bid your servant once adieu; 
Nor dare I question with my jealous thought 

In ignoring the anaphora of this sonnet Palamarchuk's translation is completely 

devoid of Shakespeare's rhetoricism. Kostetsky's translation, on the other 

S c h a a r , pp. 119-120. 
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hand, i s in accordance with the original s ty le . Rather than Shakespeare's 

'nor-nor dare' alternation, linear space forces Kostetsky to base his 

anaphora only on 'nor'. Restitution is found, however, in that the receptor 

language requires the u s e of the double negative in the 'nor' construction; 

the double negation extends the anaphoric quality of Kostetsky's l ines , as does 

his homophony, which blends with the negat ives : 

Mem 6e3 Bac XBHJIMHM B KOUIT He HIHJIH JK, 
Am He Hie, He3BaH, R cnyxcon ASHB. 
Am He jiaHB 6e3Haey csi™, 
HK (BauiiM Mocri) AorjiHAas fl3nrap, 
Am He KHC y KBaci caMora, 
KOJIK AaeaB iipomai* cjiy3i B.naAap; 
Am ne Ba>Ky 3a3Apici-inM nyxTHM, 

For me, without you, minutes did not go into cost, 
Nor did I carry, uncalled, the servant's dues . 
Nor did I chide the infinite worlds, 
While (for your lordship) I watched the clock, 
Nor did I sour in the sourness of lonel iness , 
When the sovereign gave farewell to the se rvan t ; 
Nor do I dare with jealous feelings^ 

Similarly in CXLI, where the l o v e r s situation i s again described in a set of 

negations, an anaphoric 'nor' comprises almost an entire quatrain (2): 

Nor are mine ears with thy tongue's tune delighted; 
Nor tender feeling, to base touches prone, 
Nor taste, nor smell , des ire to be invited 

Here both translators retain anaphora in their quatrains. Kostetsky is more 

successful in this respect; but l e s s successful in attaining clarity: 

Hi Byxa He napye TBiw «3WK, 

Hi AOTOpK HlJKHiCTb, IUIUUM HHXHJI TflMK, 
Hi ci\iaK, HI sanax i3 TODOK) BCTIIK 

Nor my ear does thy tongue charm, 
Nor touch—tenderness, base bending of mind, 
Nor taste, nor smell befall thee 



Palamarchuk's quatrain contains only part of the original anaphora, but 

homophony, which blends with the negative particles, is ingeniously 

substituted: 
Hi rojioc TBiit, HO naATo Mnjraii Byxy, 
Hi AOTIIK HiHtHiin, naxomi i CMaK 
He BnaAni 3aTHi'HyTb iiene H|HK 

Nor thy voice, not too dear to the ear, 
Nor tender touch, smell and taste _ _ 
Are (not) in power to draw me in noway /anyway/ 

Of the four sonnets where Shakespeare uses anaphora to point toward 

the resolution, three are rendered very successfully by Kostetsky and 

Palamarchuk. In XV Palamarchuk, unlike his counterpart, maintains also 

Shakespeare's repetition of 'that' which appears midway in the clauses: 

1-7 When I consider everything that grows 
Holds in perfection but a little moment, 
That this huge stage presenteth nought but shows 
Whereon the stars in secret influence comment; 
When I perceive that men as plants increase, 
Cheered and check'd even by the self-same sky, 
Vaunt in their youthful sap, at height decrease, 

KOJIII noAynaio, mo MIITB eAUHa 
JIOHtHTb Mint p03KBiTOM i CHOM jioni.i, 
II^o csiT — BiiAOBiime, B jiKiir moAnaa 
niABnaAHa cmii HC30Mniii cBiTim; 

Konn AUBjiiocb, n;o Hac, HeMOB poc.inHy, 
BnpomyioTb i niimaTb ncSeca, 
Hfo iOHiiii maji Tpnna OAHy XBiuiiray, 

When I think that one moment 
Lies between the bloom and sleep of graves, 
That the world—a stage ;in which man 
Is subjected to the heavenly power of s t a r s ; 

When I see, that us, as planets 
The heavens grow and ruin, 
That the youthful rage lasts one moment, 



Yet, in sonnet LXTV, where each quatrain begins with the adverbial clause 'when 

I have seen', both translators are less successful in applying this anaphora. 

Palamarchuk omits the repetition in the second quatrain because of linear 

space, while Kostetsky, with each quatrain, introduces a different verb into 

the clause, achieving only a partial anaphora as in Shakespeare's example that 

is cited below. 

In sonnet LXXXHI anaphora serves to reinforce a thought in each 

quatrain and the couplet by the series: 'thou mayst in me behold—in me thou 

seest—in me thou seest—this thou perceivest . ' Palamarchuk's series retains 

one verb throughout: 'thou seest in me—in me thou seest—in me thou seest— 

thou seest in this ' . Kostetsky does not accomplish the complete reinforcement 

since his anaphora does not reach the couplet. The quatrainic repetitions a re 

'in me thou seest—in me thou seest—in me the glow thou seest of f i re ' . 

Both translators render the anaphora in sonnet LXVIH where 

Shakespeare's repetitive 'before' (11. 3, 5) introduces clauses which serve as 

a contrast to the preceding lines, but only Palamarchuk is successful in XCI 

(q. 1) where Shakespeare repeats 'some' seven times as an emphatic contrast 

to the subsequent exposition: 

Some glory in their birth, some in their skill, 
Some in their wealth, some in their body's force; 
Some in their garments, though new-fangled ill; 
Some in their hawks and hounds, some in their horse; 



Palamarchuk achieves Shakespeare's style meticulously, even the melodious

ness of the lines: 

X T O XBaJinTLCH CBOIM HI.THXCTHITM POAOM, 

XTO CHJIOH), AOCTaTKOM, XTO yilOM, 

X T O raaTa.Mii — xaii mnTi Bcynip MOAan,— 
X T O HCOM, XTO COKOJIOM, XTO CKaityHOii. 

Some boast in their aristocratic birth, _ _ 
Some / in their / strength, wealth, some /in their / skill, 

Some /in their / garments—though sewn_contrary to s ty les , - -
Some /in their/ hound, some / in their/ hawk, some 

/ in their/ horse. 

Palamarchuk also renders skillfully Shakespeare's amplificatory application 

of the comparative in the third quatrain of this sonnet: 'better than', 

' r icher than', 'prouder than', 'of more delight', 'of all'- Palamarchuk 

omits only one from this series due to spatial difficulties. Kostetsky, on the 

other hand, does not achieve the same rhetorical effect in this sonnet since 

he uses three synonyms for 'some', as well as three varieties in the compara

tive repetition. 

In sonnet XCVI the anaphora at the outset establishes a starting point 

for the development of the theme: 

Some say, thy fault is youth, some wantonness; 
Some say, thy grace i s youth and gentle sport; 

Three translators treat this starting point in quite different, but equally 

effective ways. Kostetsky constructs his anaphora on 'someone': 

XTOCB IOHB To6i, xTOCh npMMXH 3axHAa\ 
XTQct. — Ha rpaiiju-my Vs. riAHy romcTB ropA; 

Someone thy youth, someone thy wantonness objects, 
Someone—on the playful and worthy youth / i s / proud; 

http://raaTa.Mii


Palamarchuk employs an amplificatory repetition of 'some : 

Ha Kap6 TO6I KJiaAJ'Tb — XTO K>HB, XTO BAa*iy, 
XTO itaHte — AO OKpaca, a He rpix. 

They blame thee—some / fo r / youth, some /for7 character, 
Some say—this is beauty, and not sin. 

Franko utilizes an anaphorical contrast in interlocking lines (1, 3): 

Ci roBOpnTt.: TBOH xu6a — 

Ti roBODHTB: A ° JIUUH ce 

These say: thy weakness— 
Those say: this is natural 

Both Kostetsky and Palamarchuk omit the anaphora used for theme 

emphasis in DC, Each treats these lines in a different manner: 

4-5 The world will wail thee, like a makeless wife; 
The world will be thy widow, and still weep. 

Kostetsky achieves emphasis by amplification on 'world' (11. 3 and 5), and by 

the exclamatory: 

ran! Be3 HauiaAKa BMpn, i CBJT PTceH 
3anjiaMe, MOB HeTopKHyxa scona, 
BeCB CBJT TBOH TOJIOCHMa BAOBa, 

Yes! Without an heir die and this world 
Will weep, like untouched wife; 
The whole world—thy wailing widow, 

Palamarchuk condenses these lines by converting Shakespeare's simile into a 

metaphor and omitting the original metaphor - The translator lends emphasis 

to the newly created metaphor by extending it throughout one line and by adding 

attributes which expand the described state throughout another entire line: 

To 6e3noTOMHOio >KOHOIO CBIT 

PosTiaH.inBo pnAaTinie B >Ka:io6i. 

5-6 Then a makeless wife the world 
Disparingly will weep in mourning. 

In sonnet CV; both translators do apply the original anaphora 'Fair , kind, and 
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true' (11. 9, 10, 13) to emphasize the theme; for some reason, though, 

Palamarchuk inverts the word order in the last instance, thus losing the 

original effect. 

The anaphoric 'why' (LXVIT) and 'what' (CVHI), which serve to further 

underscore the rhetorical questions, is achieved by Kostetsky. Palamarchuk 

attains only a partial anaphora in the former due to his use of a variety of 

synonyms in place of the repetitive word and omits completely the anaphora 

of the second to strip that sonnet of its rhetoricism. 

The most outstanding use of anaphora is in sonnet LXVI, an extreme 

variant in structure, where the repetition of 'and' in ten consecutive lines is 

utilized for a cumulative effect. Such an accumulation within a single 

syntactical unit aids the author in transmitting his feeling of tiredness, the 

theme of the poem. This theme is explicitly expressed at the outset of the 

sonnet and reinforced in the outset of the couplet: 

Tired with all these, for restful death I cry, 
As, to behold desert a beggar born, 
And needy nothing trimm'd in jollity, 
And purest faith unhappily forsworn, 
And gilded honour shamefully misplaced, 
And maiden virtue rudely strumpeted, 
And right perfection wrongfully disgraced, 
And strength by limping sway disabled, 
And ar t made tongue-tied by authority, 
And folly, doctor-like, controlling skill, 
And simple truth miscall'd simplicity, 
And captive good attending captain ill: 

Tired with all these, from these would I be gone, 
Save that, to die, I leave my love alone. 

Kostetsky, Palamarchuk, and Hordynsky retain the original cumulative ana

phora, while Franko and Karavansky adopt different anaphoric methods. 



Palamarchuk's sonnet contains a relative simplicity, but beauty of 

language. The translator retains the repetitive conjunction within a single 

syntactic unit and the significant theme reinforcement through a past active 

participle. This is the only sonnet in Palamarchuk that does not receive 

divisions within the body, thus, l inear accumulation, as well as the 

accumulative rhyme eeee in the third quatrain, aids in attaining the desired 

effect. Very effective, in his expression of tiredness, is the extension of 

the past active participle to a tetrasyllable in the statement of theme as 

opposed to its standard trisyllabic form in the reinforcement, where 

weariness inhibits the final utterance of the lengthy word. The translation 

undergoes linear interpolation without negative consequences; Shakespeare's 

lines appear in the order 1, 3, 2, 4, 8, 5, 7, 12, 9, 11, 10 and 13, 14. This 

translation has been set to music: 

CTOMHBHIHCH, BHte cMcpri a 6;iaraio, 
Bo cKpi3b HiiticMHicTb B po3Korai casta, 
I B 3JIHAHHX TleCTb AOXOAHTb flfl OA^aw, 
I HHCTiii Bipnodi mjijixiB Hexia, 
I CHiiy Hejiii 3afjHBa B KaiiAaHH, 
I iccTb A^BO'ia BTonTana y CpyA, 
I nonecTi HC THM, XTO riAnuii niann, 
I AocKona.'iocTi — raHeonmi cyA, 
I 3.iy — AoCpo nocTaB.-iene B cjiyatHHui, 
I B^aAoro yapiijieHi JIUTAI, 
I icTiiny BBa>KaioTi» 3a AypHimi, 
I rnne xncT B neAoyma B pyn;i; 

CTOMBBmnci. THM, cnoKoro nparay a, 
Ta BMepTH He Aae JIK>6OB TBOH. 



Having become t i red, a l r eady death I beg, 
F o r everywhere nothing in luxury alone, 
And in m i s e r y honor approaches despa i r , 
And to pure faith the re a r e no pa ths , 
And s t rength the weakling forges into shack les , 
And v i r tue maiden t rampeled into d i r t , 
And honors a r e not for those, who a r e worthy of r ega rd , 
And perfect ions—a disgraceful t r i a l , 
And for evil—good is placed in se rv i tude , 
And by authori ty a r e yoked the a r t i s t s , 
And truth i s regarded a s folly, 
And p e r i s h e s the skill in the hand of the fool; 

Having become tired with that, peace I d e s i r e , 
But thy love does not allow / m e 7 to d ie . 

Kostetsky re ta ins Shakespeare ' s s t r uc tu ra l design, and the 

anaphora and thematic re inforcement exact ly . This t rans la t ion , however, 

contains a galaxy of l inguist ic complexi t ies—archa ic cons t ruc t ions , 

d i a l ec t i sms , and coinages, a s well a s an incomplete sentence—and i s 

pa r t i cu la r ly adul terated by the distasteful , and t ac t l e s s , Ukrainian 

vu lga r i sm for Shakespeare ' s " s t rumpeted" : 

3 yCBOTO CTOMJieH, KJiMHy 6e3pyx — QwepTB, 
Eo BHAiTK 3acjiyry 2se6paKOM, 
I BpaMJieHHH HilHOTH B WAUIHy IHepTB, 
I iHCTy Bipy, BMKJiaTy rypTOM, 
I 3JIOTO necTW, 3MimeHe B raHtGy, 
I rpy6e cicypBJieHHa AIBOHMX IIHOT, 
I floCKOHajibCTua cKpuBAHceny cyAtSy, 
I Mortf BiA KyjibraBMx BJiaA po3COT, 
I BMu-raa, CKyxe Mycoai HIMOTK, 
I AypicTb AOKTopoBany ^OAa, 
I IipflMOTy 3 np03BHHHHM TJiynoTii, 
I Bpaima-Bjiaro B CTin Aep>KaBii;H-3jia: 

3 yctoro CTOMJien, a B Himo 6 niuiOB, 
ByAb He BcawoTHiiB THM MOK> JIK>5OB. 



From all tired, I call immobility—Death, 
For to see merit as a beggar, 
And the framing of nothingness in spendrous trim, 
And pure faith, cursed by the crowd, 
And the gold of honor, contained in shame, 
And coarse whoring of maidens' virtues, 
And the lot of perfection wronged, 
And strengths from the frauds of limping authorities, 
And skill, bound by force of muteness, 
And folly, doctored, of the brow, 
And directness with the name of stupidity, 
And the captive-Good in the step of the captor-Evil: 

From all tired, I would be gone to nothing, 
If by this I did not make my love alone. 

Hordynsky maintains the cumulative conjunction within one 

syntactical unit. The tired tone is further achieved by a weary rhythm, 

effectuated by the incorporation of many lightly stressed syllables. 

Hordynsky omits the significant theme reinforcement and bestows a 

rhetorical question upon the final line, yet the very powerful introduction 

with the constant diminishing of force through the abovementioned devices 

does not change, markedly, the spirit of the couplet: 

H KJinny CMepiB, HecTeprrae Bxe 6yTTH, 
KOJIII AOCTOIHCTBO Ka » e 6 p a x CTpiHy, 
I opAeHOM 03Ao6jieHe CMITTH, 
I cnpaBWHio BipHicTb, npoAaHy 3JIOMHHHO, 

I no^ecTb Ha HeriAHOMy HOJii, 
I necTb Aisony, CToriTany JKOPCTOKO, 
I AOCKOHajiicTi, BiAAany xyjii, 
I CHJiy, mo Kyjibrae 3 KOJKHHM KPOKOM, 

I CJIOBO, IAO HOMy 3aTKaJIH POT, 
I AypnoTy, mo yniiTb, 6e3TanaHHa, 
I npaBAy, BiiBepHeHy na3BopoT, 
I AoSpoiy Ha cjry>K6i B 3Jioro naHa: 

OripneHHH yciM, s 6 reTb niinoB, 
T a S K jiHiny Te6e, MOKJ JIIOSOB ? 
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I cry for death, unbearable already is existence, 
When dignity in begging I meet, 
And with an order is decorated trash, 
And genuine faithfulness, sold criminally, 

And honor upon an unworthy brow, 
And virtue maiden, trampled cruelly, 
And perfection, surrendered to calumny, 
And strength, which limps with every step, 

And word, for which the mouth has been shut, 
And folly, which teaches, adverse, 
And truth, turned inside out, 
And good in servitude to the evil lord: 

Embittered with all, I would be gone, 
But how will I leave thee, my love? 

The style of Franko's sonnet is quite different from the original. 

Accumulation is attained through an interlocking contrasting anaphora 'how-and-

and—how-and-how-and—under-and-also-and', which serves to sustain 

emotionality at a peak as opposed to the original diminution of spiri t . 

Emotional tension is further effectuated by an accumulation of overriding 

structures—the anaphora divides the poem into octave and sestet, the syntax 

and the quatrainic rhyme ending variants divide the sonnet into quatrains, 

while the interlocking 'and' binds the sonnet into one whole. The original 

cumulative effect is found more in Franko's syllabic accumulation, in the 

hexametrical lines, which are consistently F ended. This translator omits 

the thematic reinforcement and changes the style of the couplet to a c 

company the culminating expression of anxiety. Franko's lexical choice 

'worker' (1. 2) is especially interesting in that much of his l i terary heritage 

focusses on the then contemporaneous socio-economic labor problems. 
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He pa3 a wnray CMepTb, 60 Hyano Sanim. 
B CBITi, 

flu xoflnTb npaAimiuK B JKcSpautKOMy naxniTTi, 
A Kanocne Hinio Gnuimrrb y nriramM CTpoio, 
A BipnicTb mnpaa 3naii 6'CTBCH 3 KJieBeTOK). 

HK cjiany Mae ii HCCTI. orrwa i oSjiyaa, 
A HncTOTy ou Taxi CKcepnuTb uacnajiH Jirsne, 
HK HeciioTy raiibGiiTt OCB cTOBmime BeauKe, 
A BJiacTb HaA Bcisiir 3Jia, HK Ha oiax noayaa. 

nepea iiaRcnnoio xyAO/itccTBo HiMis, 
A flypeHb MyApony BinuipiOG npaBa, 
I npaBna cnyraira, 6e3noMiiHa flypie, 
A Aoopnii B nausm fiAe, a JieAap yjKHBa — 

Yiiep 611! "Hi, Acp>Kyci> TpnBoroio OAHOIO: 
HK H yMpy, ii .TIOGOB MOH yupe 30 MHOK>. 

Often I call death, for it is tiring to behold in the world, 
How a worker walks in beggar's tat ters, 
And base nothing shines in splendid at t ire, 
And faithfulness sincere, to be sure, struggles with slander. 

How infamy and hypocrisy have honor and glory, 
And there wild violence defiles purity, 
How here a large crowd censures virtue, 
And authority is evil over all, like in the eyes a cataract . 

Under oppression a r t is gro_wing mute, 
And the fool, for the wise /one / measures out laws, 
Also truth is frightened, helpless, goes mad7 

And the good /one / goes into servitude, and the plebeian 
exploits— 

I would rather die! No, I hold on by one anxiety: 
When I die, my love too, will die with me. 

Karavansky's quatrainic anaphora 'where-where-and' divides the 

sonnet into quatrains, while syntax binds it into one whole. This anaphora 

is rhetorically effective, but the new anaphoric beginning with each quatrain 

gives that unit new strength, a spirited rebirth, in place of the original d i s -

spirited tone. The omission of the thematic reinforcement, the stylistic 



interpolation of the couplet, and the elliptical mid- l ine breaks add to this 

spirit: 

CKopime 6 CMepTb! Ha6piiA Mem uew CBIT, 
Re riAHicTb XOAHTB BIHHHM Top6apeM, 
fle 3aMicTb npaaa-— 3paAa i HaBiT, 
I nimiHa po3Kiui nenypwTb HiKHeM, 

Jle nonecTi — ue 3a raHb6y ruiaTHH, 
Re CBiTJii-iM po3yM B KaPtjianvi KyroTb, 
^ e cway B pa6cTBO niACTyn 3araHH, 
Vl Aisony necTb noraHHTb A^Ka aiOTb, 

^ e 3ao 3 A°6pa 3po5nao KpinaKa, 
J\e XMSOIO jnoACbKa BiABepTiCTb e, 
^ e BaaAa poT MHCTeuTBy 3aTHKa, 
I TOH B Hayxax rayncTBO 3aAae, 

3 THM BciM a po3npom;aiocb 6es JKaaio, 
Ta AK noKHHy TUX, KOTO JIK>6JIK>? 

Sooner death! This world has become repulsive to me, 
Where dignity walks an eternal beggar, 
Where instead of right—betrayal and fraud, 
And splendrous luxury adorns nothing, 

Where honors—this i s payment for disgrace, 
Where a brilliant mind is in shackles forged, 
Where fraud drives s t rength into s l avery , 
And wild fury disgraces maiden virtue, 

Where evil has made a serf of good, 
Where human frankness i s an error, 
Where authority shuts the mouth of art, 
And stupidity sets the tone in the sciences« 

With all that I will depart without regret , 
But how will I leave those, whom I love? 

The translators employ anaphora very successfully, but even more 

sparingly than does Shakespeare. In comparing the full collections, Palamar

chuk lo se s the rhetorical value of this figure in four instances, and Kostetsky, 

in two; twice, the anaphora is attained only partially by both. For both 
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translators anaphora serves in the original functional role, as does, also, 

Hordynsky's in his single application of the figure in sonnet LXVI. In their 

paraphrases of this same sonnet, Franko and Karavansky apply the figure in 

a different functional capacity, in a divisive rather than the original uniting 

role, and thereby, forfeit the significant tired, cumulative effect. In another 

paraphrase by Franko, this figure appears in a different arrangement from 

Shakespeare's, in an antithetical, rather than parallel symmetry, but plays the 

same role as the original, and is equally effective rhetorically. 

Traductio 

One of Shakespeare's most favored and recurrent rhetorical devices is 

traductio, or the repetition of word stems, which is employed by the sonneteer 

usually to make prominent either the main concept of the poem, an underlying 

concept, a certain attitude or situation, or a cont ras t . 2 2 This figure is often 

accompanied by another similar rhetorical amplifier, the ploce, or word 

repetition, which, in Ukrainian translation must, very often, because of the 

inflectional structure of the receptor language, undergo traductio. 

Most cases of Shakespeare's traductio serve to bring the underlying 

concept of the poem into relief, thus there i s only an indirect relationship 

between the repeated word stem and the leading concept of the sonnet; in 

such instances, the figure is only connected with the idea that the poet wishes 

2 2Schaar, pp. 123-126. About 40 cases of traductio a re of no such 
particular relevance in the sonnets. Cf. Schaar, p . 124, footnote. 
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to stress.^*3 The most outstanding example of this functional role of traductio 

is sonnet VIE, 12-14, where the harmony motif, rather than the basic p ro 

creation theme, is brought to the fore by traductio involving 'sing-song-sings' 

and the homophonical rebound 'single', while the correspondent melodiousness 

is effected throughout the poem particularly through the ploce. Since each 

pair of repetitive words that enter the ploce: 'music ' , ' sweets ' , 'joy', 'each', 

'one', is in different nominal cases, in Ukrainian they receive different 

declensional endings, resulting, therefore, in traductio. Each of these words, 

furthermore, whether they belong to the traductio chain or the ploce, is 

longer in the receptor language, consequently the translator encounters a 

syllabic extension which cannot be contained within a pentameter line: 

Music to hear, why hear 's t thou music sadly? 
Sweets with sweets war not, joy delights in joy, 
Why lovest thou that which thou receivest not gladly, 
Or else receivest with pleasure thine annoy? 
If the true concord of well tuned sounds, 
By unions married, do offend thine ear, 
They do but sweetly chide thee, who confounds, 
In singleness the parts that thou shouldst bear, 
Mark how one string, sweet husband to another, 
Strikes each in each by mutual ordering; 
Resembling sire and child and happy mother, 
Who, all in one, one pleasing note do sing: 

Whose speechless song, being many, seeming one, 
Sings this to thee: 'Thou single wilt prove none. ' 

Each of three translators deals with the rhetorical structure of this sonnet in 

an equally resourceful manner. Kostetsky imparts weight to the harmony 

Schaar, p . 125. 
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24 
motif with four highly complex p a i r s of t raduct io ; two p a i r s involve the 

Ukrainian s tem 'sound ' , in the words 'spivzvuchehya-povnozvukykh' 

(concordance-sonorous) (1. 5) and the th ree words 'hud 'ba-hud-hudyt" 

(sound-sound-sounds) (11. 1, 7). Ambiguity i s c rea ted in this chain through a 

pun in the l a t t e r word, which means ' c e n s u r e s ' a s well a s ' sounds ' . A skillful 

u s e of puns appea r s also in the o ther two p a i r s of t raduct io , which in rea l i ty a r e 

t raduct io homonyms: ' lado- ladi ' (prec ious- in agreement) (11. 9-10), and 

'd ruhu-druzhnim' (another-friendly) (1. 10). Throughout the sonnet i s a 

d i spe r sa l of repet i t ive s t e m s that a r e developed into two l inks from the f i r s t 

ma jo r t raductio p a i r i n l i n e 5: 'spivzvuchchva' (concordance) (1. 5) i s a homo

phonical rebound blended with the genuine t raduct io ' spivohlas iv ' (singing voices) 

(1. 8), ' z ispivuyut ' sya ' ( together sing) (1. 12) and ' sp iv ' (singing) (1. 13), while 

'povnozvukykh' (sonorous) (1. 5) blends with 'mylozvuk' (pleasing sound) (1. 12), 

which, in turn, blends with 'mylyy' (lovely) (1. 9) : 

HOM TH B ryAbSi — TVJKiHHH HeBiiMOBtie? 
SCIIOTM y co6i He 3HaioTb npi: 
Hoivry JK 6o JIIOSMIH Te, m,o HerrpMMMOBiie, 
A6o paAiem npMKpiii Tooi rpi? 
HKIHO CnJB3ByHHH, nOBHQ3ByKHX TOHiB 
nomaio6aeHHHM, TBiii oopajKaioTb cayx - -
TyA ryA^Tb aiiui Te6e, mp nepenoHMB 
T H caMOTOio cnJBoraaciB pyx: 
Ocb rJiHHb, OAHa CTpyiia, MOB MMJIHII aago, 
CTpi-nae Apyry B APy^<Hi^ aaai 3MIH; 
TaK i rocnoAap, AITM it neubKa paAo 
3icnJBy}QTbca B MHao33yK QAKH: 

BesMOBHKM cnis i,moroT, emsmm B 3'aBi, 
BpuHMTb To5i: «TH 6yTH cam ne B npaBi». 

^4"Because of this complexity the words under discussion a r e 
transliterated here for the sake of clarity. 
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Why ar t thou in sound—sorrow ineffable? 
Bright things in themselves know not wars: 
Why is it then that thou lovest that which is inadmissible, 
Or joyest with the game annoying to thee? 
If the concordance, of sonorous tones 
By marriage, offend thine ear— 

sounds 
The sound c e n s u r e s only thee, for having impeded 

By singleness the motion of the singing voices: 
Here mark, one string, like a loved /one / , precious, 
Meets the other in a friendly ordering of changes; 
So also the sire , children and mother happily 
Together sing in one pleasing sound: 

The speechless singing of many, is one in seeming, 
Vibrates to thee: "To be single thou ar t wrong". 

Palamarchuk's traductio emphasis is on sounds; each quatrain and the couplet 

reinforces the word through the chain 'sounds-sounds-sound-sounds'. In 

addition, traductio is formed on 'music-musical ' (1. 1), and on 's t r ings-str ing ' 

(11. 9, 10). The harmony of sound is further underscored by the repetitive 

stem 'befriended-friendly' (11. 5 and 9) in direct contrast to the ploce 

'reproach' (11. 7, 8) to bring into relief the progeny theme. Harmony is 

primarily attained through a particularly melodious alliteration and 

assonance; in the second line, for example, assonance brilliantly takes 

the place of the original word repetition. In the third quatrain the expressed 

melody is audible through the alliterative 'n', and although the original 

traductio is not obtained in the couplet, absolute harmony is accomplished 

in the final chord by the effective paronomasia type rhyme. The alliteration 

in Palamarchuk's couplet is based on the same sounds as Shakespeare's: 
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T H —; My3iiKa, 'ioro >K My3HiHi 3Byi<n 
ne i anb nopoAiKyioTb B o'sax TBOIX? 
XIOM jHoCnm Te, n;o 3aBAae nnm Myun, 
PaAieni npnitpomaM i nparHem ix? 

Ti 3ByKH, 3Apy/iteni B OAHiM Kounepri, 
TBIH Ayx SeHTeataTL, HHBiaTb cynoitiii? 
B Hnx AQKip -iJini caniTHocTi ynepTiii 
I AQKip 6e3noTOJinocTi TBoi'ii. 

XIH lyern TH, HK CTPVHII APy>KHHM jiaAOM 
OaBa.raca na iti;KHiiii 3Byn CTpymi? 
Hena'ie nicHio, nociA»Bmn P^AOM, 
CniBaioTb oaTbKO, Mara i CIIHH. 

I 3BVKH Ti Sea rjiiu nporojiocmiii: 
«B TB01M >KHTTi He MaG COJIO CH.'IID). 

Thou—music, why then musical sounds 
Give birth to sadness in thine eyes? 
Why dost thou love that, which causes sufferings, 
Thou joyest in sorrows and yearnest them? 

Those sounds, befriended in one concert, 
Thine spirit disturb, destroy peace? 
In them only reproach of stubborn singleness 
And reproach of thine non-progeny. 

Dost thou hear, how the strings in friendly agreement 
Have answered to the tender sound of the str ing? 
As though a song, having sat in a row, 
Sing father, mother, and sons. 

And those sounds without words have announced: 
"In thy life a solo has no strength." 

Onufriyenko accomplishes a crescendo emanation beginning in the third 

quatrain, where the described music s tar ts , through the original traductio 

chain 'sings-sing-singing', and the homophonical rebound 'concordance' 

(11. 10-13). A traductio on music appears in symmetrical organization in the 

' The question mark is probably a printing e r r o r . 
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f irst two lines, and the original 'sadly' is extended to obtain the traductio 

'sadly-sadness' (11. 1, 3). In the second quatrain a homophonical rebound 

occurs, and the traductio 'of singleness-singleness' (11. 8, 14) indirectly 

underscores the theme of procreation. Secondary repetitions involve the 

ploce 'like' (11. 11-12) and the traductio on 'one-single' (11. 6, 12, 13): 

T H — My3HKa, aJie nojiy Tan cyarao 
T H aiy3HKH CTpinaGin icon-teH 3ByK? 
HoMy cy.Miie TH JIK>5HIH TaK SesyMHo 
H 3HaxoAiitu paaicTb cepeA Bi^HHX MyK? 
KOJIH aKOpAH THXHX 3ByKiB HiHtHO 
JXO BJrX TBO'X JleTHTb B OAHift ClM'l, 
BOHH jiHuie HaraAyioTb 6e3rpiniHo 
ITpo caMOTii noxMypi AHi TBOI. 
riocjiyxaii, HK A3BSHHTb npeitpacHo crpyHH 
B cniB3By^ii Apy«HiM, KOJIH XTOCI, TOPKHS, — 
CnJBaS .MOB AH.TH 3 6aTbKa.\IH BDHe, 
I sc i cnJBaioTb JTIOOO, MOB oAHe. 
Toii cniB, mo 3JIHBCH B My3iiKy sAHHy, 
ToBOpHTb: caMQTa Bese Te5e AO 3rnHy. 

Thou»—music, but why so sadly 
Thou music greetest with every sound? 
Why sadness thou lovest so madly 
And findest joy in eternal sufferings? 
When chords of soft sounds tenderly 
Rush to thine ears in one family, 
They only remind innocently 
About thine sullen days of singleness. 
Hark, how beautifully ring the strings 
In a friendly concordance, when someone touches, — 
It sings like youthful child with parents, 
And all sing nicely, like one. 
That singing, that has blended into a single music, 
Says: singleness leads thou to death. 

Similarly in sonnet LIU (q. 1) the traductio 'shadows-shade-shadow' serves to 

bring to the fore the theme that the beauty of the world is but a reflection of 

the friend's beauty: 
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What is your substance, whereof a re you made, 
That millions of strange shadows on you tend ? 
Since every one hath, every one, one shade, 
And you, but one, can every shadow lend. 

Palamarchuk repeats this stem only twice, while the repetition of 'one' under

goes another traductio out of grammatical necessity: 

OAHH TH ioiAaeni ui.ibHonn TJHCH, 
KOJIH y KOHtHoro QAna ;inni i-iiib. 

3-4 Thou alone /one / throwest millions of shadows, 
When in everybody—only one shadow. 

Kostetsky is comparatively complex. A homophonical rebound is added to the 

original traductio triplet, Shakespeare's repetitions 'every' and 'one' undergo 

the grammatically necessitated traductio, and a ploce is effected in 'only': 

3 HKMX 6o penoBMH Toii 3MICT Baux 3aojiceH, 
TTTn TineM B Bac nyjKHX MijibiioH cnaeTiHb? 
QAHV Jiuni TJHb OAKH 3 Kac Mae KQMceH, 
Bu JK — JIKIU OAHi — AaeTe KO>KHV TLHT». 

From what substances a re your contents composed, 
That your strange shadows of a million braidings ? 
Only one shadow, every one of us has, 
Indeed you—the only one—give every shadow. 

The more inconspicuous instances of this indirect type of traductio 

receive less attention from the translator than do the involved types. The 

theme of life and survival, for example, which is culminated in 'breath-

breathes ' in the final line of sonnet LXXXI, i s even more inconspicuous in 

Kostetsky (11. 12-14) since an entire line intervenes; Zuyevsky employs a suit

able traductio directly on 'life', but also with an intervening line; Palamarchuk, 

on the other hand, repeats the stem 'life' in three consecutive l ines. In the 

sonnets on the friend's charms where beauty is reinforced through 'graces-

graced' (LXXVHI, 12) and 'numbers-number' (XVII, 6), Kostetsky employs the 
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figure only in the former, through another fitting stem 'wonder'; Palamarchuk 

omits both repetitions in paraphrasing, as does Karavansky in the lat ter case . 

There a re fifteen other sonnets wherein Kostetsky and Palamarchuk fail to 

utilize this indirect traductio because of lack of l inear space, hi four of these, 

nonetheless, Kostetsky involves other appropriate stems, and Palamarchuk, 

in two. 

Sometimes the Shakespearean traductio functions to thrust a certain 

situation or attitude into relief. In sonnet XIH, for example, an intricate 

play on 'you-your-yourself-yourself's' projects the attitude to procreation, 

especially in these lines: 

1-2 O, that you were yourself! but, love you a re 
No longer yours than you yourself here live: 
7-8 Yourself again, after yourself s decease 
When your sweet issue your sweet form should bear. 
13-14 O, none but unthrif ts: dear my love, you know 
You had a father; let your son say so. 

This word play becomes less dense in the receptor language because the 

stems 'your' and 'self in 'yourself can be independent of one another; moreover, 

the repetition of 'you' is unnecessary in that the adjoining verb form indicates 

the person. Palamarchuk accomplishes these lines by the creation of another 

suitable traductio 'to be' in conjunction with a triple word repetition of the 

emphatic 'be' and the dispersal of the pronominal repetitions 'thou-self-thy(self)'. 

An absolute naturalness of style is obtained as well a s the reflection of the 

original: 

•Schaar, p . 125. 
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0, He Minnficn, 6yni. we caM CQ6OK>1 
Ho Cvnem TH COCQIO, HtnBnin ca.M. 
TH 6yB Pn caM CO6OK> i no CMcpri 
KoxaHuii Mifi, ire fiyAb JKO MapnoTpaioM,— 
Tn_6aTbita nan, TO CVAI. i caM ate TaTOM. 

1-2 O, do not change, JDe thy self! 
Thou shalt not be thyself, having l ived by thyself. 
7 Thou would be thy self a l so af ter death 
13-14, My beloved, do not be a squandere r , — 
Thou hadst a fa ther , then be thyself a dad. 

A na tu ra lness i s obtained a lso by Kostetsky, who, l ike his counte rpar t , 

focusses on 'to b e ' and a pronominal t raduct io chain: 

Eyfflb BH CO6OK) caM! Aae >x, Koxarorii, 
He SvAeTe CO6OK>, JKMBHTK .caM: 
3HOB caM 6yjiH 5 BH — no XBHJIMHI Tpenny 
IHp B gac 5yB SaTbKO—xaii 5n CHH sain CTBepAMB. 

1-2 Be you your self! But, beloved, 
/You7 will not be yourself, having lived by yourself: 
7 Again by yourself you would be—af ter the moment 

_ of t rembling 

14 That you had / t h e r e w a s / a fa ther—let your son af f i rm. 

Many sonnets contain a l e s s complex form of si tuational o r at t i tudinal 

p ro jec t ions . F o r example, submiss iveness i s brought into rel ief in LVHI, 13, 

with 'wai t -wai t ing ' , jealousy in LXI, 12-13 , with 'watchman-watch ' , 

v ict imizat ion by pass ion in CXXXIII, 14, with ' s l ave - s l ave ry ' , and in CXXXTV, 
27 

8, with 'bond-binds ' . Pa l amarchuk omi ts all these p a i r s , while Kostetsky 

28 
compensa tes e i ther with o ther s t e m s in different l i n e s , o r by incorpora t ing 

29 
homophonical rebounds into the t raduc t io . An advantageous at t i tudinal 

2 7 S c h a a r , p . 125 . 2 8 I n LVIfl, 9. 

29 
' In LXI, II, CXXXHI, 4, and CXXXIV, 8. Of 25 o the r such c a s e s 

Kostetsky achieves 10, and Pa l amarchuk 4; in 5 c a s e s P a l a m a r c h u k subs t i tu tes 
another dev ice . 



traductio emphasis is created by both Hordynsky and Palamarchuk in the 

"tired" sonnet LXVI> 5-6, by the use of one stem for Shakespeare's 'honor' and 

'virtue'. This traductio and its anaphoric placement adds to the desirable 

cumulative effect of this poem, as from Hordynsky: 

I no^ecTb na HeriAHOMy lOJii, 
I necTb AiBoiy, cToniany JKOPCTOKO, 

And honor upon an unworthy brow, 
And virtue maidens', trampled cruelly, 

Shakespeare's stem repetition, at times, gives prominence to a 

30 
concept which is contrasted with another. In sonnet CXVI, 2-5, this figure 

is used to project inconstaricy as a contrast to the leading concept—constancy: 

. . . Love is not love 
Which alters when it alteration finds, 
Or bends with the remover to remove: 
O, no! it is an ever-fixed mark 

Kostetsky employs the figure in the same way as Shakespeare: 

KOXaHHH He KOXaHHH, 
Te, mo y 3MJHax MJHMTLCH MHMAyJK 
Hw xKaHTbCH y HanpaMi CXHJIHHHH: 
O Hi! J11060B — nocTiwHo-neBHHM 3naK, 

. . . love is not love > 
That, which in alterations alters the more 
Or bends in tendency to bending: 
O, no! love —a stably-fixed mark, 

Tarnavsky achieves only one of the pairs : 

30 
Schaar, p . 126. 

Tarnavsky, on the other hand, attains a very beautiful fourfold 
traductio in CIV for Shakespeare's fivefold ploce involving ' three ' . 
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Ue ne JIIOGOB, 

IHO 3MJH}Q6TbCH 3 3MJH3MH HarOAH, 
mi cayxa AO necTaJiocTH niAMOB. 

2-4 • • • This i s not love, 
which al ters with alterations of an opportunity 
or listens to the inconstancies of incitements. 

Palamarchuk's paraphrase lacks the original rhetoricism because of the 

complete loss of the figure. 

Similarly, in LXXI, 4, the contrast of the 'vile' and 'wise' world is 

brought into prominence by the traductio: 

From this vile world, with vilest worms to dwell 

This figure does not appear in Palamarchuk, nor Zuyevsky, but it does in 

Kostetsky, and Slavutych. Kostetsky extends his traductio over two lines: 

111,0 a 3 K>AOJli 3HMK HH3BKHX AOJIHH 

B me HKHCHJ. AS rocnoAapeM xpo6ax. 

3-4 That I from grief vanished the low depths 
Into still lower, where the worm is lord. 

Slavutych's application of this figure is more effective due to the proximity of 

the repeated stems: 

Bifl nwmx iniu — na ni,i;.u nqiBii cKony. 

From vile days—to vile worms of death. 

In other, less conspicuous cases of contrasting traductio their translators, 

Palamarchuk and Kostetsky, are , for the most part, quite successful in the use 

32 
of this figure. When they are unable to transmit the original exactly, they 

restore Shakespeare's rhetoricism by repeating different word stems, or by 

employing homophonical rebounds instead. An additional instance of this type 

'Of seven such cases both Kostetsky and Palamarchuk attain five. 
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of traductio is found in Hordynsky, who achieves an appropriate direct type of 

antithetical traductio line (CVH, 7) for Shakespeare's: 'Incertainties now crown 

themselves assured' : 

HeneBHicTb i n a n i t y neEHOCTii BAHrvia 

Incertainty donned the hat of certainty 

Shakespeare sometime^ achieves intensification by involving both of 

the contrasted elements in traductio. In sonnet XLIH (q. 2), for example, the 

friend's fairness is brought into relief in a twofold utilization of the figure: 

Then thou, whose shadow shadows doth make bright, 
How would thy shadow's form form happy show. 
To the clear day with thy much clearer light 
When to unseeing eyes thy shade shines so. 

Palamarchuk achieves complexity and rhetorical beauty by drawing two of his 

stems from Shakespeare's preceding antimetabolic line: 'And darkly bright, are 

bright in dark directed' . Intensification is further achieved by his choice of 

uniform rhyme with an MF alternation for the second quatrain: 

BiH — TeMHnii S.IHCK B S.TiicRyiii'r TeMHOTi. 

A Hit GH TJTIb TBOH, THO B TOMBI TJHJ 

BjutBae CincK, 3acHJia B AHI flciri, 
Konil HO'iaMII B 30.10TiM IIDOMiHHi 
Bona oiaM Tait cue yBi cm? 

4-8 It is a dark brightness in bright darkness. 
And what if thy shadow, which in the dark shadow 
Pours brightness, begins to shine in days clear, 
When in the nights in golden ray 
It to the eyes shines so in a d ream? 

Kostetsky's quatrain contains the original repetitive stems as well as a gram

matically indicated traductio on the original repetition of ' form'. The final word 

of this quatrain is a link from the preceding one; in addition, anaphora is employed: 
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I OHl 3paTb, TbMO-3PH'ri, B TbMJ HOHCM. 
TBUI TJHeo6Pa3 noBHHTb CBITJIOM TJHJ —• 
HKHX >Ke cpopM BiH cpopMoio 6 naAaB, 
HKHX HCHOT B>Ke ii 3 ce6e acnift AHMHi, 
JIKXUO BiH Kpi3b noBiKu cae, TbMas? 

4-8 And the eyes see , d a r k n e s s - seeing, in the d a r k of 
n ights . 

Thy shadow-image fil ls with light the shadows— 
What fo rms it would accord by f o r m . 
What b r igh tnesses a l ready of itself to a br ight day, 
When it through eyelids sh ines , of d a r k n e s s e s ? 

In the s a m e way the double use of t raduct io in the conclusion of 

CXLVI intensif ies 'death ' a s the con t ras t to life manifested in the repet i t ive 

' feed': 

12-14 Within be fed, without be r i ch no m o r e : 
So shalt thou feed on Death, that feeds on men, 
And Death once dead, t h e r e ' s no m o r e dying then. 

Pa lamarchuk , in his pa raph ra se , achieves this intensification through 

Shakespeare ' s p r i m a r y s tem and the contras t ing s t e m s ' t i m e ' , and ' e t e rn i ty ' : 

y BJHHQCTi Kynyii Ce3CMepTg iac . 

I ciiepib noMpe, a TII B npociiu OAenti 
niAein B BJKir, qacy 3^aiiaBmH Menu. 

12-14 F r o m eterni ty buy t ime of d e a t h l e s s n e s s . 
And death will die , and thou in s imple a t t i r e 

Shalt go into the ages , having broken the boundar ies of t ime . 

Kostetsky achieves intensification by the or iginal s t em 'death ' and the con

t ras t ing s tem 'devour ' which incorpora tes within i t s l ink an intervening homo

phonical rebound in the word 'offerings ' (1. 10). An additional rebounding 

l ine i s c rea ted by the words ' l ive ' and 'be nour ished ' (11. 9-12), a l so , a s 

appropr ia te con t ras t s to the main s tem 'death ' : 

noraep TBiit TpyA? ce Vi Kpaw Tijiecmix KaHM? 
2KHDH ?K, Ayu-ie, siA xtepTB, o6amu cen cyM 
BHyTpi JKHBHct., HaBHi JK He 6araTiii: 

TaK CMepTb 3'i'Aaii, HK Ta aiOAeH 3Kepe, 
I Siabui Heaia BMnpaHb, HK CMepTbympe. 



8-9 Devoured thy labors ? this is the end of bodies' borders ? 
Live, soul, upon the offerings, abandon this sorrow 
12-14 In the interior be nourished, for the exterior, not rich: 

So eat Death, as that one devours men, 
And there 's no more dying, when Death will die. 

In many cases, traductio serves to emphasize the main concept 

of the sonnet. In sonnet XXXI, for example, this figure first unfolds in 
«. 

quatrain 1, is reinforced in quatrain 3, and extended into the couplet to 

underscore the love theme: 

3 And there reigns love, and all love's loving parts 
9-11 Thou ar t the grave where buried love doth live, 
Hung with the trophies of my lovers gone 
Who all their parts of me to thee did give: 
13-14 Their images I loved I view in thee, 
And thou, all they, hast all the all of me. 

Franko's interspersion of the fivefold link is similar to Shakespeare's, 

although 'love' extends into two and three syllables in Ukrainian. The 

traductio involving 'live', and the grammatically enforced 'part ' , and 'all ' , 

a re adequate substitutes for the original word repetition. The variety of 

pronouns throughout these lines are , also, resonant of Shakespeare: 

B Hift 3MICT jiioooBJ i JIIO6OBHIIX CHAB, 
JIIO6OB cepAeraa 3 MOIX Bii BToinjia, 
ToMy TH rpi6 Htnsygoi aroGom, 
I KOJKIMH ABB ToGi qac.Tb Moro naio, 
I Bci nai — TBOI Tonop... 
Bci, Koro a JIIOUHB, ?i;nnyTB y To6i, 
A 3 HHMII BCJMH TH HtHBOUI y Miii. 
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3 In it the contents of love and love's d reams, 
6 A love sincere from my eyes drew^ 
9 Thus thou ar t the grave of living love, 
11-14 And everyone gave thee a share of my pa r t ; 
And all parts—thine now.. . 
All whom I loved live within thee, 
And with them all thou livest within me. 

Kostetsky's stem appears once in each of the first two quatrains (11. 3, 6) 

and is rhetorically fulfilled in the third quatrain and the couplet (11. 9, 10, 13). 

Palamarchuk's simple twofold repetition in different lines of the first quatrain 

does not aid in thrusting the theme into rel ief .0 0 

In sonnet XLII, 9-12, the author's double loss of his friend and 

mistress is emphasized rhetorically by a fivefold repetition of the stem ' lose ' : 

If I lose thee, my loss is my love's gain, 
And losing her, my friend hath found that loss; 
Both find each other, and I lose both twain, 
And both for my sake lay on me this c ross . 

Even though Kostetsky and Palamarchuk must limit their linear repetitiveness 

due to spatial limitations they both attain rhetoricism through their syntactic 

structurings; whereas Shakespeare creates a play on the stems in a symmetrical 

quatrainic arrangement: ' lose-loss-losing-loss-lose' , the translators repeat 

the stems in a particular linear arrangment, Palamarchuk attains rhetoricism 

by a parallel organization of repetitions: 

In the other sonnets where love is emphasized through traductio, 
Kostetsky and Palamarchuk achieve partial repetition in X, Palamarchuk is 
successful in XX, and Kostetsky and Karvansky in XXV. 



JTK MHJiy BTpany— TO 11 3HauAcni Tn, 
Te6e at j'Tpaiy — Mn.ia cKopucTa; 
06oe dpincTecb — n Bee AO penrrn 
3a pa3 yTpaiy ii nonecy xpecia. 

If I will lose / m y / belo_ved, then thou shalt find'st her, 
If I will lose thee, / m y / beloved will gain; 
You both will meet, I everything 
At once will lose and will carry my c ross . 

Kostetsky maintains rhetoricism through a parallel arrangement (11. 9-10) 

in immediate proximity to an antithetic arrangement (1. 11). Shakespeare's 

thrice employed 'both' results in a double repetition and traductio, and the 

rhetorical placement of the nearly anadiplodic quality of 'both' is retained 

by the translator: 

Te5e 3ry6aio •— ce iVs. pjin nepewor, 
I'i JK 3ry6aio — AJia Apyra ^oai nepcT; 
Q5HABa CTpiHyTbca — rySaio o6ox, 
I BiA o6ox Ha Mene aa>Ke xpecT: 

If I will lose thee—this is to her victories, 
If I will lose her—for my friend the Fate 's forefinger; 
Both will meet—I lose both, 
And from both on me will lie the c ross : 

In sonnet XXX, where the poet describes his sorrow, repetitions, 

having begun with 'woes' (1. 4), 'woe' (1. 7), and 'moan' (1. 8), intensify in 

quatrain 3: 

Then can I grieve at grievances foregone 
And heavily from woe to woe tell o 'er 
The sad account of fore-bemoaned moan, 
Which I now pay as if not paid before. 

Kostetsky attains the figures in this particular quatrain, but, by using 

different lexical items here than in the abovementioned lines, this translator 



d i s r e g a r d s the re levan t beginning of the emphat ic repet i t ive chain: 

Tofli B nepeiiinay a Bacyprocb x<ypy 
I Ta>KKO 3 MyK AO MyK BHHCaK) B aKTMB 
neqaayBaHy Ty nenajib CTapy, 
CnjiaTHBiuM 3H0B, MOB Aoci Vi He naaTHB. 

Then a t foregone grief I will g r i eve 
And heavily f rom torment to torment I will count into act ivi ty 
Tha t old despai red despai r . , 
Having paid again, a s if I had not paid till now. 

F r a n k o ' s t ransla t ion i s a mas t e rp i ece in this r e spec t ; overlapping l inkage 

follows through from the f i r s t quatrain, and 'long before ' a s well a s ' t e a r s ' have 

the i r repet i t ive counte rpar t s in the second qua t r a in . F r a n k o ' s r e source fu lness 

l i e s a l so in his lexical choice in the l a s t l ine of this i l lus t ra t ion ; the or ig inal 

t raduct io p a i r 'pay-paid ' i s i r r e l evan t to the main concept, whe reas in the 

t rans la t ion the g r ammat i ca l e lements of this pa i r at tain a punning quali ty 

' c r i e d - c r y ' , a s re levant to theme: 

Koan B cojioAKiii Tnmi aioSnx AVM 
fl cnoMTiim Mimyaoro aonpaio, 
HnMaao CTpaT onaanye niii cyM, 
J\o AaBHix cai3 HOBii AoaiiBaro. 

fl Ba;KKO My^yca MmryaiiM ropeM, 
I ataab AO ataaio AQAaio panTOBo; 
KoanuiHiii C5rM Cyinye HOBUM Mopew, 
IHo cnaaieiro Aauno, naany Haiioao. 

When in the sweet silence of dear thoughts 
The remembrances of the past I gather, 
Many losses my woe bewails , 
To old tears new ones I (add) pouring. 

I am heavily tormented by past grief, 
And sorrow to sorrow I add hastily; 
Past woe storms, in a new sea, 
What I paid / c r ied / before, I pay / c r y / again. 



Palamarchuk omits this figure entirely and thus loses completely the 

spontaneous flow of the poet's emotion. 

Again, there a re some cases of a relatively simple form of traductio 

used for theme emphasis. In the final line of sonnet XVHI, for example, the 

theme of eternity is succinctly underscored: 

So long lives this and this gives life to thee. 

Only two of six translators utilize this figure here . 4 Slavinsky achieves 

two relevant.pairs, the secondary one is contained between the primary stems, 

in the same position as Shakespeare's repetition ' this ' : 

I noKU QKUTu.v.yTb na cam Aiodu, 
Bona Mix wux i 3 niuiu ycuru 6yde. 

And as long as shall live in the world people, 
It amongst them and with them shall l ive. 

Karavansky employs traductio in his penultimate line through another verb, 

relevant to theme, 'to be' : 

I flOKM 6yflyTb I\K>P,M — 6yAeoi TH. 

And as long as there shall be people—shalt be thou. 

Similarly in the procreation sonnet XVIL emphasis is attained by 'al ive-live' . 

Palamarchuk involves another appropriate stem 'son', while Karavansky and 

•^Kostetsky, Palamarchuk, Slavutych, and Tarnavsky gain a 
traductio pair involving 'fair' in their line 7, due to grammatical declension. 
Palamarchuk and Tarnavsky extend this chain into the next quatrain, under
scoring, therefore, the beauty motif of this sonnet. 
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Kostetsky omit the figure due to space. In sonnet XXTV, 1, 4, 5, where the 

'painter' theme is underscored by this figure, Zuyevsky is the only one of 

the three translators to attain the emphasis; Kostetsky and Palamarchuk forfeit 

the repetition by their choice of two synonymous lexical items for 'painter ' . 

Similarly, the underlying concept which is brought to the fore with repetitions 

involving 'eye' is limited by all three translators mostly because of their use of 

synonymous i tems. 

In eight sonnets truth as a fundamental concept is emphasized by 

way of succinct traductio. Kostetsky fully accomplishes this in CXIII and LXH, 

partially in LXXH and LXXXH, not at all in XXI, XCVI, and CX, because of 

spatial limitations, and creates a traductio on a different stem 'scorn' in XVH. 

Palamarchuk omits the figure in all these, his paraphrases, except in CX 

where the repetition is diminished due to space. Karavansky, from two of 

these 'truth' sonnets, XVII and XXI, employs traductio once, in the la t te r . 

In another "truth" sonnet, CI, the ploce emerges as the primary 

rhetoric device. The word is repeated twice (11. 2, 3) before this heavily 

underscored dialogue: 

6-8 'Truth needs no colour, with his colour fix'd 
Beauty no pencil, beauty's truth to lay; 
But best is best, if never intermix'd' ? 

Kostetsky's employment of these figures is especially interesting. Shakespeare's 

fourfold ploce 'truth' in Kostetsky transforms into a threefold traductio. The 
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original ploce 'colour' should also undergo traductio inasmuch as the first 

instance is a genitive case in Ukrainian, and the second—an instrumental case . 

In his endeavor to maintain the original word repetition the translator retains 

the original genitive and creates a second by the choice of a preposition which 

demands such a case. The subsequent line does not contain any rhetorical 

figure, while the latter one receives a suitable ploce involving ' t reasure ' : 

«KpiM BaacHMx cbap6 He Tpe6a npaBAi cpapS, 
Kpaca He noTpe6ye oaiBua; 
CKap6 nmu 6e3 AOMimoK — HawKpainrni cxap6»? 

"Besides / i t s / own colors, truth needs no colors, 
Beauty does not need a pencil; 

Treasure only without mixtures is the best t reasure" ? 

Palamarchuk's sonnet, in comparison, is much simpler in style. This t rans

lator repeats 'truth' twice (11. 2, 6), the stem 'beauty' twice (11. 2, 7), and a 

synonymous word for beauty twice (11. 8, 10). Some emphasis, therefore, is 

attained, but it is relatively sparse,and almost inconspicuous. 

Thus, even though traductio, in itself, represents no difficulties to 

the Ukrainian translator, Shakespeare's chain of repetitive stems is sometimes 

diminished or even omitted due to spatial boundaries. Further complications 

ar ise when the ploce accompanies this figure; in these cases, the translator 

must use his discretion in the choice of repetitive stems in order that the 

functional role of his traductio complies with that of the original. The fore

going illustrations reveal that the translators, justly, a re the most 

conscientious in rendering the markedly complex and intensely rhetorical 
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types of traductio; the more frequent diminutions, alterations, or omissions 

of the figure occur in the less conspicuous types. The translators respect the 

functional roles of the figure; this is especially evident when the translator, 

in forfeiting an original stem, makes application of another that is accordant 

with the role of the original. 

Kostetsky is more faithful to Shakespeare's repetitiveness 

than is Palamarchuk. The latter often omits the figure in paraphrasing 

or, in the employment of it, tends toward simplification, i . e . , less repetition, 

and thereby diminishes the rhetorical emphasis. Nevertheless, in a few very 

involved passages containing traductio Palamarchuk very aptly acquires the 

desired rhetoricism with an extraordinary naturalness of expression. Both 

translators, but in particular Kostetsky, when forfeiting an original stem, 

conscientiously seek the required emphasis either in some other line, through 

a different suitable stem, or by other rhetorical devices, usually the homo

phonical rebound. Whereas Palamarchuk strives for a simplicity and natural

ness of expression Kostetsky strives for an ornate linguistic complexity which 

sometimes results in an artificiality. 

Franko is the most resourceful translator in the utilization of 

traductio. Even when confronted by the additional complexities of the ploce, 

this translator achieves rhetoricism in a natural manner of expression. His 

repetitions are clearly and invariably the instruments'for conveying the 

expressed thoughts and feelings, for attaining a harmony between substance and 
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35 
style. Resourcefulness is observed also in Hordynsky, who, as Franko, does 

not fail in the use of the figure and very aptly creates traductio in the receptor 

language where the source language does not allow for such appropriation. 

The other translators of individual sonnets render accurately the majority of 

traductio instances. Zuyevsky and Tarnavsky are more reluctant to use this 

figure than are their contemporaries. 

Antimetabole 

Antimetabole, a chiastic form of word repetition, is another rhetorical 

device that Shakespeare regards with favor. This figure can be divided into 

four types: (a) lexical antimetabole, wherein repetitive lexical items are 

chiastically arranged, (b) complete antimetabole, wherein lexical items 

together with elements of opposite meaning are chiastically arranged, 

(c) semantic antimetabole, wherein elements of identical meaning are 

chiastically arranged, and (d) syntactic antimetabole, wherein the same parts 

37 of speech, or the same elements of the sentence, a re in chiastic arrangement. 

35 
Onufriyenko is equally successful in Sonnet VIII. 

36 
According to Schaar, there a re 52 cases of antimetabole in the 

sonnets; p. 136. 

pp. 136-138. 

37 
The types and definitions in this study vary from those in Schaar, 
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Of all the Shakespeare rhetorical devices antimetabole is one of the 

most difficult to render in Ukrainian translation. Firstly, Shakespeare's 

antimetabolic repetitions a re mostly monosyllabic; one syllable equivalents 

may not exist in the receptor language. Secondly, such repetitions must 

usually undergo grammatical inflections which may result in a lengthening of 

repetitive words that might exceed the boundaries of the pentameter line. 

Thirdly, rhythm and meter may not allow for the chiastic arrangement. A 

few cases of each type of antimetabole suffice to show the inherent morpho

logical differences that confront the Ukrainian translator and his manner of 

accommodating the desirable rhetoricism. 

Lexical Antimetabole 

A very salient Shakespearean chiasmus is the lexical type which 

serves to set certain lines and concepts into particularly bold relief, as the 

monosyllabic chiasmically arranged repetitions of XL, 1: 

Take all my loves, my love, yea, take them al l ; 

In the receptor language half of these lexical items contain more than one 

syllable and each repetitive word, except the verb, undergoes inflection so that 

the full equivalent of this line would extend to sixteen syllables. Inasmuch as 

only a limited repetitiveness can occur in the translation Kostetsky chooses to 

underscore the verb: 

BI3BMM. Tax, JIIOSMM, Bee BJ3bMK woe: 

Take, yes, love, all take /of/ mine: 

Palamarchuk places the primary emphasis on the repetitive 'all',and a 
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secondary one on the traductio involving 'my' Rather than an antimetabolic, an 

amplificatory parallel arrangement is achieved to retain the rehetoricism. 

Palamarchuk's version excels that of Kostetsky's, also, in his placement of 

the ploce 'all ' in a rhetorically accented linear position, as does Shakespeare. 

His linear flow, or mid-line breaks, too, a re more in accordance with the 

original: 

y c e , Miii jiroSmi, Bee MOS Bi3bMii, 

All, my love, _all /of/ mine take, 

The lexical antimetabole of LHI, 14, cannot be established in the 

receptor language due to the unusual grammatical construction: 

But you like none, none you, for constant heart. 

An equivalent translation of this line would be prosaic . It must be 

rephrased in the following manner of Kostetsky and Palamarchuk, respectively, 

even if the rhetorical figure is lost: 

Ta CTaaHM cepueM BaM HIXTO He piBeH. 

But in constant heart no one equals you. 
T a B cTajiocTi To6i HOMae piBEi. 

But in constancy there is no equal to thee. 

Inflection causes a somewhat different problem in the lexical 

antimetabole of LXXVI, 9-10: 

O, know, sweet love, I always write of you, 
And you and love are still my argument! 

The two words which result from the inflection of the repetitive 'you' a re so 

dissimilar that the antimetabole through traductio would be rather incon

spicuous. Palamarchuk in his paraphrased sonnet omits this rhetorical 
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figure, whereas Kostetsky makes minor contextual alterations and very aptly 

employs the anadaplosis and its amplification as his most salient feature 

within the antimetabolei 

O, 3HaiiTe, jno6H>i APyxte, a npo Eac, 
Hpo sac i npo JIIOGOB n inny 3HBJKAM; 

O, know, my beloved friend, I, about you, 

About you and about love write always; 

« 

In CLI, 1-2, a lexical antimetabole is developed on 'love-know-

conscience-know-conscience-love: 

Love is too young to know what conscience i s ; 
Yet who know not conscience is born of love? 

Unfortunately, Palamarchuk makes an oversight of this antimetabole; he could 

easily attain this figure in his lines by maintaining one item for 'love', instead 

of synonyms,_ and translating the content even more closely to retain the anti

metabolic 'know', within the latter line: 

KOXaHHH KHe — TO H He 3Ha CySEliEHfl, 
XOH, ueBHa pin, BOHO JiioooBi nniA. 

Affection is young—and knows not conscience, 
Yet, it is certain, it is Love's fruit. 

Kostetsky loses the lexical figure in order to attain rhyme; but, a phonological-

and-stress antimetabole exists in his lines: 

JIIOEOB 3a-ip_Ha Vi coBicTB i'ji nyjKa, / 
XO'I XTO JK Hg 3HcT', IHO COBlCTb 3 11 JIOHa? 

Love is too young and conscience is foreign to it, 

But who knows not, that conscience is from her womb? 

The lexical antimetabole in CXLII, 1-2, on the other hand, should 

not cause an inflectional problem to the translator: 

Love is my sin and thy dear virtue hate, 
Hate of my sin, grounded on sinful loving: 
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Palamarchuk's retention of the antimetabole, the traductio, and the antidiplosis 

results in an excellent translation. It is unfortunate that his intricate lines 

should be marred by the addition of 'flowers', for the purpose of rhyme: 

JIK)6QB — Miii rpix, TBOH JK lecnoia — rms. 

THiB Ha aiiii rpix. Ha Ti juoo'oBHi KBJTH. 

Love—/is / my sin, and thy virtue—hate. 
Hate of my sin, of those love's flowers. 

Kostetsky retains the lexical antimetabole, but because of word inversion, 

which is necessary for rhyme, loses the linear form of antimetabole; he 

constructs the former line symmetrically, instead. The word inversion results 

also in the loss of anadiplosis, while the use of two synonyms for 'love' results 

in the loss of the original traductio. Moreover, a more melodic lexical choice 

than 'grunt' for 'grounded' would be preferable: 

JIIOBOB — MJH rpix, a aiOTb — TBift Aap KOIUTOBHHM, 

JIIOTB Ha Miii rpix. Ae fpyHT — KoxaiiHa rp ix : 

Affection--/is/ my sin, and anger—thy precious gift, 
Anger of my sin, where the grounds—love's sin: 

Complete Antimetabole 

The most salient and deeply rhetorical Shakespearean chiasmus is the 

absolute type which accommodates both the lexical and antithetic aspects, as in 

LXTV, 8: 

Increasing store with loss and loss with s tore; 

The exact maintenance of this verse is improbable in translation, inasmuch as this 

would result in rudimentary wordiness and length because of two instrumental 

case endings. In condensing the line, repetitiveness, and thus the lexical chiasmus, 

i s forfeited, but the inherent antithesis is retained. Thus in both translations the 
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antimetabolic aspect is only intrinsic. Palamarchuk's transference is 

simple, yet beautiful: 

Bnpinmoc sAooyntaMn yipaTy. 

Equalizes with the stores the loss . 

Kostetsky, on the other hand, coins a very lengthy six syllable compound word, 

so unlike the Shakespearean monosyllabism: 

B3aeMOMHOaceHHa 3 a n a c y Vs. BTpaT; 

The mutual-multiplicity of stores and losses; 

A similar complete antimetabole in CXIX, 3, is followed by an 

additional antithesis: 

Applying fears to hopes and hopes to fears, 
Still losing when I saw myself to win! 

In his paraphrase, Palamarchuk ingeniously substitutes a phrase chiasmus for 

the lexical one by adapting the popular 'now-then' anaphoric construction. His 

antithetical antimetabole extends over two lines: 

To SJIUCK HaAiii, TO po3naiy 3Jiin, 
To 3niiKJia TH, Tp_3H0By 6inji Mene! 

Now a flash of hopes, then a viper of despair, 
Now thou hast vanished, then again near mel 

Kostetsky omits chiasmus in his comparatively prosaic passage: 
K o a H , 60K>HCbKMM CnOAJ-BOM HaAxnen , 

H e nepecKOTiMBHiH CKa3aB a « ron»? 

When with cowardly hope inspired, 
Not having jumped I said "hop" ? 

The translators also treat differently the lexical antithetic anti

metabole of the couplet in CXX: 

But that your trespass now becomes a fee; 
My ransom yours, and yours must ransom me. 

Both translators retain the antithetic aspect of this figure. Palamarchuk, for 
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the sake of conciseness, substitutes the lexical antimetabole by an emphasis 

on the concept of mutuality: 

I ii i TH — irenmian GnyA no pasy: 
Tcnop B3acMiiy Bii&aiMO oGpasy. 

And I_and thee—perpetrated an e r ro r once: 
Now /we will/ forgive a mutual insult. 

Kostetsky's couplet is more complex, since some degree of lexical anti

metabole is achieved by the pronoun placement. Rather than word repetition, 

the translator employs the rhetoric zeugma: 

Ta xan KOJinaiHiii 3JIOHMH sam Tenep 
Miii noracwB 6M — i ce6e 6 THM CTep. 

But let the former trespass yours now 
Mine extinguish—and itself thereby e rase . 

Two cases of antimetabole are found in the sonnet of contrasts, 

XLin. Both cases accommodate the lexical and antithetic aspects; the first 

lies in line 4: 

And darkly bright, are bright in dark directed. 

Palamarchuk achieves a masterful antimetabolic line, lexical and antithetic, 

by the creation of an unusual chiastic type of epithet-noun traductio: 

Bin — TeMiinii UJIHCK B CuicKy-nTi TCMHOTJ. 

It a dark brightness in bright darkness. 

Kostetsky, too, attains an interesting stylistic line that is constructed entirely 

upon traductio, which draws words from the consequent Shakespearean l ine. 

But, Kostetsky loses the antithetic antimetabole which is particularly incisive 

in this sonnet of contrasts: 

I OH! 3p_HTb, TbM0-3PHHJ, B TbMl HOHCM. 

And eyes see, darkness-seeing, in the dark of nights. 
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The second such case of antimetabole in this sonnet (XLIII) l ies in the 

couplet: 

All days a re nights to see till I see thee, 

And nights bright days when dreams do show thee me. 

The two translators are quite successful in accomplishing the figure in this 

couplet. Both a re forced to use the singular for 'days-nights', since the latter 

would receive a syllabic extension, and to change the original metaphors to 

similes in order that rhythmic balance is attained. Unfortunately, both also 

lose the personification of dream. Kostetsky places his antimetabole at the 

beginning of the lines as the original: 
Becb ACHB MOB ran, Teoe asic noKVt Bspiio, 
I HIH MOB A6Hb, HK 3'HBHIH COHHy MpiK). 
All day like night, until thee I see, _ _ 

And night like day, when thou showest_/my/ envisaged dream. 

Palamarchuk inverts his lines for the sake of rhyme, but arranges the 

grammatical elements symmetrically as the original: 
HeMa TCOD, TO ACHb A° no^i cxotftmr, 
A BBiiiAera B con — i n i l HK Acnb noroatnii. 

Thou are not here, then day to night likened, 
But enter 'st a dream—and night like day is clear. 

Sonnet CXXIX contains two cases of antimetabole, the former is 

lexical, the latter is lexical-antithetic: 

2 Is lust in action; and till action, lust 
13 All this the world well knows; yet none knows well 

Kostetsky al ters the former line for reasons of rhyme and rhythm, and 

creates a traductio involving 'action'. His la t ter line, on the other hand, is 

antimetabolic; it is adulterated, however, by the "tagged-on" emphatic particle 
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which, although i t provides rhyme, results in a "dangling" line: 

Ce HHH 3aaacca, Vs. riepeAHKH, — caa>KAa, 
CBIT 3Hae Bee ce, JIHIU He 3Hae Te 60, 

This is action of lust and pre-action— sweetness, 
The world knows all this, yet does not know that, 

Palamarchuk creates his own lexical-syntactic antimetabole at line 6, and 

accomplishes the original one in the couplet: 

Ta unAHHi 3H0B i anos n'nniim coiloro. 

CBIT 3nac AC. Ho 3na, mt o6MiuiyTH 

6 You lure again and again inebriate with yourself. 
13 The world knows this. Does not know how to avoid 

Of the four translations of sonnet XLVI only one contains the complete 

antimetabole in lines 3-4: 

Mine eye my heart thy picture's sight would bar , 
My heart mine eye the freedom of that right. 

Palamarchuk and Slavutych paraphrase these lines, while Hordynsky achieves 

the antithetic aspect of the figure: 

5KaAi6He OKO Tarae Bee co6i, 
A cepiie OKy BHA TBiS 3aKpHBae. 

The avid eye draws_all for itself, 
And the heart for / f rom/ the eye thy appearance ba r s . 

Kostetsky extends successfully the complete antimetabole across the two lines, 

but departs in context: 

3ip TBepAMB — 3*aBa TO He cnpaBa cepnb, 
Ka3ajio cepue TyT He B npaBi 3ip. 

Sight affirmed—appearance is not a matter of the hearts, 
Said the heart—here sight is not in the right. 

Perhaps the most complex Shakespearean antimetabole is the one 

that lies within the first quatrain of sonnet XCVI. It is constructed on: 'fault-

grace—grace-faults—faults-graces'.in conjunction with the anaphoric ' some' , 
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and the parallelism of the first two lines: 

Some say thy fault is youth, some wantonness; 
Some say thy grace is youth and gentle sport; 
Both grace and faults a re lov'd of more or l e ss , — 
Those mak'st faults graces that to thee resor t . 

This quatrain is oversimplified by Kostetsky. The antimetabole is lost because 

of the omission of 'grace' and the three different expressions for 'fault'. The 

parallelism is forfeited by the different arrangement of grammatical elements 

in the introductory lines. The translator maintains, however, the original 

anaphora, and attains a traductio on Shakespeare's ploce 'youth'- The 

alliteration (1. 2) is quite prominent: 

XTOCB K)Hb ToBi, XTOCb npwMxw 3axwAa'. 
XTOCb — Ha rpaiiJiMBy ii riAHy lOHJCTb ropA! 
y BapTicHOMy BaAa — He 6iAa: 
3 npn6ayAHMx xn6 TO poSwur MHJIHM cnopT. 

Someone thy youth, someone thy wantonness o_bjects, 
Someone—on the playful and worthy youth / i s / proud; 
In the worthy—a fault is not bad: 
From wandering e r ro r s thou makest gentle sport. 

Palamarchuk also simplifies this quatrain by omitting the lexical antimetabole 

and the parallelism. His amplificatory 'some' is a substitute for the original 

anaphora: 
Ha Kap6 To6i KjiaAyTb — XTO IOHB, XTO 

BAaiy, 
XTO KajKe — uo oitpaca. a He rpix. 
I H nopoKis y Toui He Gaiy,— 
03AoGinia TBOH iipimaAa Ix. 

They blame thee—some / fo r / youth, some / fo r / character, 
Some say—this is beauty, and not sin— 
And I see no faults within thee, — 
Thy charm has embellished them. 

Most interesting is Franko's adaptation of these l ines. His first two trochaic 

tetrameter quatrains, which are the equivalent to Shakespeare's first, a r e 
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completely accurate in content, and very effective in regard to style: 

Ci roBQpHTB: TBOH xn6a — 
Monona TII i nycra; 
Ti rOBOpaTb: is,o aima ce 
MoaOAomaM nycTOTa. 

Ta na xn6a, mi npiiKMBTa, 
JIiooaaTb BCI TeGe npoTe; 
3 xnon KO/KHOI y -reSe 
Bate ii npiiKMOTa napocTe. 

These say: thy fault— 
Young thou art and wanton; 
Those say: this is natural7^ 
To youthfulness—wantonness. 

A R 
But whether fault, or virtue, ° 
All love thee for this; 
From every fault within thee 
Even a v i r tue 5 will grow. 

The first quatrain is composed of two parallel constructions that contain 

antithetical concepts (ABAB). The first line of the second quatrain starts with 

a reinstatement of 'fault' (stated first in 1. 1) and its antithesis 'virtue' ; 

'fault' is undergoing amplification and de-amplification simultaneously, the 

latter is due to the growing strength of its antithesis 'vir tue ' . The quatrain 

appropriately ends with 'will grow', as if to coincide with the increasing impact 

of the harmony of content and form. Thus Franko achieves a pair of antitheses 

within a parallel structure: 'these say-fault-young-wanton: those say-

youthfulness-wantonness/fault: virtue; fault: vir tue ' for the original antimetabole 

and parallelism. 



Semantic Antimetabole 

The most elaborate but relatively non-salient form of Shakespearean 

antimetabole is the semantic type, as LV, 5-6: 

When wasteful war shall statues overturn 
And broils root out the work of masonry, 

Since this figure involves the chiasmus of identical meanings, the only manner 

by which i t could be forfeited in translation is through an interpolation of 

content. In five other instances 0" both Kostetsky and Palamarchuk are more 

successful in retaining this figure than in this particular case . Palamarchuk 

loses the antimetabole here because he incorporates only one of the predicates. 

His paraphrase is comparatively simple stylistically, yet he attains the 

required rhetoricism by the amplificatory 'and', as well as the epithetical 

extension of the latter line. Whereas Shakespeare applies zeugma in 'shall ' 

Palamarchuk applies the figure in his omission of the third amplificatory 'and': 

XOH BOSH KpOK 

3pyimye BCC — i CTaTy'i, i Tponn, 
KaMeHapaMH Tocaniiii rpaniT, 

. . . Though the martial step 
Shall_ruin all—and statues, and thrones, 
/And/ by the masons' engraved granite , 

Kostestsky paraphrases, also; elliptic isms, imperatives, and the direct 

addresses of 'war' and 'discord' a re the rhetorical substitutes: 

00LXTV, 5-7, LXV, 3, 5-6; XCTV, 1-2, and XCV, 9-10. Kostetsky 
is particularly accurate in the transference of content in these l ines. 
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3pyui CTaTyi', BiiiHO, nycTOiii, po3roHb, 
I, 3aKoaoTe, 361111 cKaeniHHa 3 6a3 — 

Remove the statues, war, the wantonness, impetuousness, 
And, discord, strike down the entanglements off / t he i r / 

bases— 

Hordynsky, on the other hand, attains the semantic and a syntactic antimetabole 

in his chiastic placement of the subjects and objects. Rhetoricism is further 

attained by the application of inversion in the post-epithet, ' rage military' 

and the inverse epithet 'masonry . . . work': 

ITHiHHOTy CTaTyfi 3BaaHTi maji BOGHHKH 
I JlIOTb HesrOA_MVJIHpChItnH 3HHm.KTb TPVA. 

The splendor of statues shall be overturned by the military rage 
And the i res of discords shall destroy the masonry work, 39 

In the same sonnet Hordynsky formulates another antimetabole, syntactically, 

for Shakespeare's: 

7 Nor Mars his sword nor war ' s quick fire shall burn 

A a e m MapciB Men, Hi Htap orHeHHufi 

But nor /nei ther/ Mar 's sword, nor flame fiery 

When Shakespeare's elaborate semantic antimetabole is of a linear 

nature, i . e . , when complete lines a re chiastically arranged, then this figure 

poses the least difficulty to the translator. One such case is LXXXE, 5-8: 

Your name from hence immortal life shall have, 
Though I, once gone, to all the world must die: 
The earth can yield me but a common grave, 
When you entombed in men's eyes shall l i e . 

°^A word-by-word translation of these lines i s : 

The splendor of statues shall overturn the rage military 
And the i res of discords masonry shall destroy work. 
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especially successful in rendering this quatrain; he is the only 

translators who retains the exact flow of the original lines: 

B'IKU s a r e p m o6pci3 eac 6e3cuM. 
Mene zv., SIK SI niug, odiiiMe TAXUI>, 
Bo si AeomaTUMy s npocriil Mtitjii, 
A eu B OHC.X npuildeiLinix noKOAinb. 

The ages are powerless to erase the image of you. 
And me, when I am gone, the dust shall embrace, 
Fo r I shall l ie within a common grave, 
And you within the eyes of future generations. 

The lat ter half of Palamarchuk's quatrain is elliptical: 

B nicHHX Mo'ix TH BIIHO CJyAeni ;«HTU, 
BiA weHe Ht 3rn>iyTb i CJIIAH Majii: 
Miii naii — ooiihm XMypoI 3eM.ii, 
Taifi — MaB3o.Toii, noBiK-BiitiB OAKpnTitii. 

In my songs thou shalt live forever, 
Of me will perish even the traces small: 
My share—the embraces of a sullen earth, 
Yours—a mausoleum, eternally uncovered. 

Kostetsky's quatrain is adulterated particularly by a prosaic idiom (1. 2): 

B iMeHHi HeBMHpyiiriM B H JKPUIH 6, 
fl JK, p a 3 niuiOBUiii, m;e3 6 n CBJT 3 pMeii: 
M e m B cispivs 3eMai 6yAeHHKii r p i 5 , 
B a m BiHHMfi CXOB — AyxoBMii 3ip aiOAeii. 

In the name of immortality you would live, 
And I, once gone, would vanish from the eyes of the earth: 
For me in the raw earth a common grave, 
Your eternal concealment—the spiritual sight of men. 

Syntactical Antimetabole 

Another relatively non-salient Shakespearean chiasmus is the 

syntactical type, as the antimetabolic arrangement of the predicate and object 

in XX, 8 : 4 0 

^"Other similar cases a re LXI, 13; LXXV, 14; XXIX, 6; LIX, 11; 
LXXXVHI, 12; CV, 5; CXH, 14; CL, 9-10, and XV, 7. Kostetsky usually em
ploys symmetry, while Palamarchuk, in paraphrasing, uses various devices. 

Zuyevsky is 

one of three 
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Which steals men's eyes and women's souls amazeth. 

The possibility of rendering the exact grammatical chiasmus depends 

entirely upon the limits of rhyme and meter . Palamarchuk extends this line 

into two and achieves a partial antimetabole, but his rhetoricism is attained 

mainly by involution, the inverse post-epithet 'glances . . . mens ' , and the 

grammatical inversion: subject-direct object (predicate insert) direct object/ 

indirect object-direct object-predicate: 

Bin norjiHAH noiioniiTb HC-IOBTO, 

Cepn,HM HtiHOHmi 6o.iem.i Hece. 

He glances captures men's , 

To women's hearts anxieties ca r r ies . 

Kostetsky, because of rhythm, acquires rhetoricism through a symmetrical 

arrangement of the predicate and object: 
IUjo iiMe MyadB i HaA T̂b >KOH 6e3 CTPMMV. 

That captures men and lures women without restraint . 

Some of the cases of syntactical antimetabole consist of a chiastic 

epithet-noun arrangement, as in CVI, 4: 

In praise of ladies dead and lovely knights, 

Since post-epithets a re very common in Ukrainian l i terature, this chiasmus 

poses no difficulty to the translator unless it imposes upon the rhythm and 
41 meter as in this instance. In condensing the resulting linear extension, the 

translator removes the least vital grammatical element, the adjective. In 

three translations of this sonnet only one of the original epithets is applied; 

4 1AlsoinXXI, 7, LIX, 4, and LIV, 10. Kostetsky and Palamarchuk 
cannot maintain the same arrangement. 
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each, in adjoining 'knight?, serves primarily to underscore this subject, yet 

the placement of the epithet is such that it may modify both subjects. 

Kostetsky places his epithet before the noun: 

Ha maHy MepTBiix jiHuapiB Ta naub, 

In respect of dead knights and ladies, 

Rhetoricism is better attained by Palamarchuk and Hordynsky, who use the 

post-epithet; respectively: 

Ha HccTt jitiHoit i jumapin nouiTHEnx, 

In honor of women and knights righteous, 

Ha caaBy nam* i anuapiB BejiniHHx, 

In glory of ladies and knights great, 

Since Slavinsky, in his paraphrase, omits Shakespeare's preceding line this 

particular passage gains especial rhetoricism by the extension of epithets, 

a degree of grammatical chiasmus, and anaphora: 
J7po Auv,apio, 6AiiCKyHux, zopdoniituHux, 
Tlpo MiacHux da.it, ea6Aiiey ix %pacy; 

About knights, brilliant, proudly-arrogant, 
About tender dames, their charming beauty; 

But in another line, an epithet-noun antimetabole is readily substituted by this 

translator for Shakespeare's: 

8 Even such a beauty as you master now. 

Cojiodny enady pyxla ncnocnixunux. 

A sweet habit of motions slow. 

Sometimes rhythm forces a symmetrical epithet-noun construction 

in the translation, where the original construction is antimetabolic, as in 

LXXVI, 4: 

To new-found methods and to compounds strange? 

http://da.it
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While Kostetsky paraphrases this line, Palamarchuk uses the rhetorically 

valid post-epithets from rhythmic necessity: 

BiA <popM HOBHX i HiA cnojiyieHb AHBHHX. 

From forms new and from compounds strange. 

Another such instance is CX, 4: 

Made old offences of affections new; 

Here Palamarchuk paraphrases» while Kostetsky uses a rhetorical symmetrical 

construction: 

TonTaB CTapi nyTTa MUK cBiaaix cnpaB; 

Trampled old feelings among fresh affairs; 

Sometimes the translator strives to attain this figure even in paraphrased 

lines, as in both translations of CXXDC, 11: 

A bliss in proof, and proved, a very woe; 

B paio 3anaTa >i AisHana B CTpaatAaHHi, 

In paradise conceived and realized in torment, 
(Kostetsky) 

Tn conOA CoJiicHiifi, GjianteHHa MIITI., 

You / a r e7 a sweetness painful, a blessed moment, 

(Palamarchuk) 

Similarly in another paraphrased line, Kostetsky attains a very melodic syn

tactical antimetabole of XXXIII, 3: 

Kissing with golden face the meadows greeny 

IHae B 3eaeHb ayK uiayHKH 3oaoTi, 

Sends into the green /of/ meadows, kisses golden? 
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Ordinarily Shakespearean antimetabole would not be problematic 

to the receptor language; even the traductio that must often result from the 

author's ploce can be chiastically arranged so that the repetitive stems con

summate this figure. The rendering of this rhetorical device in verse , how

ever, depends almost entirely upon the limits of rhythm and meter that can 

encompass the repetitive Ukrainian words, which>unlike Shakespeare's, consist 

usually of more than one syllable. Whereas the attainment of the lexical, 

complete, and syntactical types of antimetabole depend almost solely on the 

formal aspect, the semantic type depends largely on the accuracy of the 

transference of content, and, therefore, by its inherent nature, is the least 

problematic to the translator, especially the most elaborate form wherein the 

chiastic arrangement encompasses entire l ines. The order of difficulty in 

translating each of these types can be seen in the number of respective cases 

rendered by the translators. Of the seven mentioned instances of the semantic 

type, both Kostetsky and Palamarchuk attain six, while Hordynsky and Zuyevsky 

attain one of one. 

The relative ease of attaining the complete antimetabole can be 

attributed to the inherence of the antithetic, o r semantic, par t of the figure. 

Of nine illustrations, Palamarchuk fulfills five completely, and one partially; 

Kostetsky accomplishes three completely, and three partially; Hordynsky 

is partially successful in his single encounter; Slavutych omits the figure in his 

encounter; and Franko, in one sonnet, achieves rhetoricism in a somewhat 

different, but related, manner of antithetical word play than Shakespeare. 
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The lexical antimetabole is very difficult to retain because of the p r e 

ponderance of monosyllabic repetitiveness in Shakespeare; of five illustrated 

cases, Kostetsky attains two, and Palamarchuk one. The forfeiture of these 

most salient types of antimetabole, the lexical and complete, results in a loss 

of the original linear and conceptual prominence, and, therefore, in the 

diminution of Shakespeare's rhetoric strength. 

The syntactic antimetabole is the most difficult to render because 

linear space and rhythm do not always allow for the original chiastic ar range

ment of grammatical members, which, too, may be monosyllabic in English. 

Of the fifteen mentioned cases, Kostetsky attains two, and Palamarchuk one; 

Hordynsky forms one in addition to the original. The forfeiture of the syn

tactical type of antimetabole, unlike the lexical and complete, does not 

necessarily mean the loss of rhetoricism, inasmuch as the translator readily 

substitutes other equally effective syntactic devices, as the symmetrical 

arrangement of grammatical members, or even the inversion of such members . 

Similarly, in the analysis of other rhetorical figures—parallelism, and 

42 
antithesis —it is found that Kostetsky and Palamarchuk a r e sometimes forced, 

by the formal aspect, to apply antimetabole for the original figure, as in the 

abovementioned case of the additional application made by Hordynsky. 

Few translators of the individual sonnets encounter antimetabole in 

their works; there are no other instances in the separate works besides those 

JAs discussed under these headings. 
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mentioned above. Hordynsky's succinct antimetabolic lines impart an especial 

rhetoricism to his sonnets. 

In comparing the foregoing cross-section of the full translations, 

it i s found that both translators attain approximately an equal amount of anti

metabole, and that Palamarchuk's endeavors to impart the rhetoricism of 

Shakespeare's figure generally fulfill better the requirements of the original, 

than do Kostetsky's, particularly in the complete type of antimetabole. In 

this respect, Palamarchuk surpasses Kostetsky by the application of 

shorter words and more concise phrases, an unfaltering poetic diction, as 

well as a naturalness of expression. 

Anadiplosis 

Anadiplosis, a figure similar to antimetabole, occurs in only a few 

instances in Shakespeare. The sonneteer employs two types: the rhetorical 

amplificatory anadiplosis, wherein the last word in one line assumes the first 

position in the subsequent line, and the linking anadiplosis, which consists of 

a connective word that first appears in the couplet of one sonnet and then 

again within the introductory lines of the following sonnet. 

There are only six cases of anadiplosis within the sonnets; two of 

these are quite complex in that they a re contained within an antimetabole. 

43 Kostetsky and Palamarchuk each render one of the instances. The third 

"Kostetsky—LXXVI, 9-10, and Palamarchuk—XLH, 1-2, as illust
rated in the previous discussion on lexical antimetabole. In each successful 
instance a monosyllabic word is acquired. 
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complex instance of anadiplosis, CL, 9-10, involves, also, an antithesis: 

Who taught thee how to make me love thee more 
The more I hear and see just cause of hate? 

Palamarchuk paraphrases these lines, while Kostetsky achieves an effective 

anadiplodic two-syllable traductio, with the accent on the first syllable, in an F 

ending line (9): 

X T O BHMB Te6e BaioSaara B Mipax SiabiHMX, 
IIT,o Siabme Aaa HenaBPicTM npn^iMH? 

Who taught thee to love in measures greater , 
The greater the reasons for hate? 

A relatively simple instance of anadiplosis occurs in XC, 1-2: 

Then hate me when thou wilt; if ever, now, 
Now, while the world is bent my deeds to c ross , 

Palamarchuk loses the figure because of his trisyllabic word for 'now', 

while Kostetsky draws a monosyllable from Old Slavic: 

Hy IUO 2K, HeHaBHAb; HKIH,0 TaK, TO HHHb, 
HirHb, Koan CBiT HaBxpecT Mem Han'aT, 

So what, then, hate; if so, then—^now, 
Now, when the world for me crosswise is taut, ' 

Another simple instance of anadiplosis is CXXLX, 8-9: 

On purpose laid to make the taker mad; 
Mad in pursuit and in possession so; 

Palamarchuk paraphrases this sonnet, whereas Kostetsky uses two different 

words for 'mad', the second deviates from Shakespeare in that it modifies lust, 

the subject of the poem, rather than 'the taker': 

HIp5 TOW, XTO BxonHTbca, CTas naBicniiM: 
B roHMTBi >KaAi6ua, a Vs B nociAaHHi, 

So that the one, who is caught, becomes mad: 
In pursuit lustful, and in possession, 
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Sonnet CXXXVI, 2-3, contains an anadiplosis that cannot be rendered due to 

the different meanings of 'will': 

Swear to thy blind soul that I was thy 'Will' 
And will, thy soul knows is admitted there; 

The cases of anadiplosis between the sonnets is just as limited. The 

link between sonnets XV-XVI is achieved by two connective words 'Time' and 

'war': 

XV 13-14 And all in war with Time for love of you, 
As he takes from you, I engraft you new. 
XVI 1-2 But wherefore do not you a mightier way 
Make war upon this bloody tyrant, Time? 

Kostetsky acquires a less conspicuous link through the traductio 'Time' . The 

second connective is lost due to the use of different synonyms for 'war': 

I a BQK>JO "tlac, 6o Bac aioSaio: 
BiH TpaTHTb sac, a ac BaM Hose menaio. 

. AJIE voMy B 6010, MoryTHiM po6oM 
He A&TM 6 KpoBoacepcTBaM Hacy BTPHM 

And I war with Time, for I love you: 
He wastes you, but I engraft new for you. 
But why in battle, with a mighty labor 
Not to give to the bloody devourings of Time allowance 

Palamarchuk applies one connective, through the anadiplosis 'Time' , while the 

second is achieved through a traductio on 'go': 

I fl igy na Hac HccaMOBnrnn, 
moC iiiimeHe cjionaMn BIAHOBHTII. 
A;ie HOMy, HK ^ac no'iac oGjiory, 
He iiAeni miiiioio na Tiipaua caM? 

And I go against raging Time, 
So I would renew the /that which was / destroyed with words* 
But why if Time began the siegey 

Do you not (go by) war on the tyrant yourself? 

A reversed and weaker grammatical link exists between some 
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sonnets, as for example, XXVIH refers back to XXVII by the adverb 'then': 

XXVII, 14 For thee and for myself no quiet find» 
XXVIH, 1 How can I then return in happy plight, 

Kostetsky does not connect these sonnets, while Palamarchuk strengthens the 

link by the anadiplosis 'peace': 

Bnoxri i BACHB ne 3Haioin CHOKOIO. 

HK AOCTynnTHCH Mem cnoitoio. 

Night and day not knowing peace. 
How to admit for myself peace, 

Similarly a connective is found between sonnets XCII and XCIH by the 

opposites 'false-true': 

XCII, 14 Thou mayst be false, and yet I know it not. 
XCIH, 1 So shall I live, supposing thou ar t t rue, 

Again, Palamarchuk strengthens the link by the anadiplosis ' t rue' , by the 

parallel arrangement of grammatical elements, and by supplying an answer 

for the preceding question: 
lIu tft neBeH H, mo cipua 3apa3 TH? 

BBaHtaTiiiny, mo BipHa fl Aoci TH, 

But am I sure, that thou a r t true now ? 

I shall suppose, that thou art true even till now, 

Out of seven other conspicuous cases of anadiplosis between the 

sonnets Kostetsky achieves two, Palamarchuk one, and Hordynsky one of one. 

Where the translators fail to employ this figure between the sonnets, their 

poems, of course, stand as separate, unbound entities; the forfeitures in this 

Kostetsky attains the links between LXXI-LXXII, V-VI, and XLVI-
XLVII. Palamarchuk and Hordynsky also achieve the latter link. The three 
connected sonnets LXXIH to LXXV, and LXXXIX-XC remain separate in both 
Kostetsky and Palamarchuk. 
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type stem from the translator 's necessity of using a different synonymous lexical 

item from the one applied in the previous sonnet, either for the sake of rhythm 

or rhyme. 

The losses of the amplificatory anadiplosis within the sonnets, by and 

large, result from the impossibility of acquiring a monosyllabic equivalent in the 

receptor language for Shakespeare's anadiplodic word, which, without exception, 

i s a monosyllable. In the total of six anadiploses within the sonnets, Kostetsky 

is able to retain three, and Palamarchuk one. 

Parallelism 

Parallelism, or the formal symmetrical arrangement of corresponding 

grammatical members, also serves to thrust various points into relief, as well 

as to give balance and coherence to certain lines. The most common type of 

parallelism employed by Shakespeare is the short form, consisting by and large 

of the epithet-noun combination. ^5 In sonnet XIII, 11-12, a particularly amplifi

catory type of rhetoricism is achieved through an exceptional pair of such 

groupings, although one is only approximate: 

Against the stormy gusts of winter's day 
And barren rage of death's eternal cold? 

Since rhythm and meter often force transposition and the elimination of the least 

essential grammatical members, the adjective or the adverb, it may be 

impossible for the translator to restore this particular symmetrical s tructure. 

45schaar, pp. 129-130. There are about 40 such cases . 
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In Palamarchuk's paraphrased passage, rhetoricism i s achieved, therefore, 

through the amplification of a series of vivid, concrete nouns; in the former line, 

the three nouns are in the prepositional case, in the lat ter , the three nouns 

a re in the genitive; thus the one remaining epithet recedes to the background: 

B 3HM0Bi Alii, y cneny i HeroAy 
CynpoTH 6ypi, mamean H rro>iteHt. 

In winter's days, in sultriness and foul-weather 
Against the storm, woodworm, f i res . 

Kostetsky, on the other hand, employs a post-epithet in the first line and an 

inverse one in the second. Although the balance and the formal coherence is lost, 

these transposed epithets serve to throw the necessary points into relief and to 

impart rhetoricism to the passage: 

B AHJ 3T1MOBJ cynpoTM SypeaoMy 
I Bismol BMKpaHHH nyCTOTK? 

In winter days again the storm 
In the eternal wantonness of death? 

Generally, however, Shakespeare's parallel epithet-noun combinations a re less 

complex, as in XVII, 12: 

And stretched metre of an antique song; 

Yet, the rhetorical quality of this simple form of symmetrical structure is more 

difficult to render within the given linear space. Since meter eliminates the 

least valuable grammatical member, the three translations each accommodate 
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only one adjective.4 6 Palamarchuk employs an inverse epithet to gain some of 

the rhetoricism: 

Ta ii ita3KQio 6 iriKieMHOio Ha3Bajnt 

11 And a tale it would worthless be called 

Kostetsky applies an adverbial post-epithet: 

IHe H SafJKQio HaaeatHe BaM Ha3Baan 6: 

And still a fable properly would call it for you t 

Karavansky applies a compound epithet to modify ' l ies ' : 

3a Ao6pe 3apiiM0BaHy GpexHio. 

For well rhymed l ies , 

Sometimes Shakespeare constructs short parallelisms of other grammatical 

elements, as the verb-object in HI, 4: 

Thou dost beguile the world, unbless some mother. 

This structuring of essential grammatic elements is easier to render in t rans

lation. Palamarchuk paraphrases this line, but Kostetsky achieves a very 

terse parallelism through the original combination with only two pairs of words: 

Q6AVPHHI CBJT, 3He6aaroAaTHKiii Main. 

Thou shalt beguile the world, unbless a mother. 

^"Similar constructions a re found in XCIX, 9, and LV, 4, that 
accommodate other translators. In the former, Zuyevsky attains a type of 
antimetabole for the parallelism, Palamarchuk paraphrases, while Kostetsky 
attains a parallelism based on a subject-predicate combination. The latter 
sonnet is translated by Hordynsky, -as well as Kostetsky and Palamarchuk; none 
of the three translations contain the parallelism, but in another line (7), 
Hordynsky creates an antimetabole. 

Both translators acquire this same parallelism in X, 9. 
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A genitive parallelism occurs in XXIX, 7: 

Desiring this man's art and that man's scope, 

Whereas Palamarchuk and Hrabovsky paraphrase this line, 48 Kostetsky 

condenses the epithetical ramifications by the substitution of genitive pronouns. 

Kostetsky achieves the parallelism for the preceding line of antimetabolic 

combination 'Featured like him, like him with friends possessed',and follows 

with a pronominal antimetabole: 

jftoro aniia, >ioro 3AO6VTHX apy>Ko, 
yMJHbTioro H, HK B IHIHHX — iii.ni B Aiax, 

6 His face, his acquired friends, 
7 Abilities his, and, as in others—purpose in action, 

Franko condenses the line by the use of demonstrative pronouns in the genitive: 

OT uboro xiiCT. OT Toro B.iac-TL aic-TaTH, 

From this /one / art , from that / one / power to get, 

In XL, 7-8 Shakespeare parallels pronouns and verbs in the end-line position: 

But yet be blamed, if thou thyself deceivest 
By wilful taste of what thyself refusest. 

Kostetsky's paraphrased lines a re in a syntactic antimetabole: 

Ta raino a TBiii sepeAaHBim CMaK, 
CaMOOMaHy a AOKODOM 6'IQ. 

But blame I thy wilful taste^ 
Self deceit I with reproach beat. 

Palamarchuk's paraphrased lines contain anadiplosis:4^ 

Both use inversion for emphasis. 

Palamarchuk attains another instance of anadiplosis in lines 4 -5 . 
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Ta H SOIOCB — casiooMana ije^ 
Ho cBiAiennn npinixjniBoro cxiaKy. 

But I fear—self-deceit / i s / this, 
This witness of wilful taste. 

Much less common, in Shakespeare, is the more extensive parallelism 

where the members are juxtaposed in such a way that each half of the figure 

occupies one line. This extensive parallelism is more easily reproduced in 

translation because the symmetrical arrangement involves complete l ines. 

In XLI there are two such cases of parallelism; these serve as summations of 

the basic points of the poem. The first instance occurs in the second quatrain: 

5-6 Gentle thou art , and therefore to be won, 
Beauteous thou art , therefore to be assailed; 

Palamarchuk, although not accurate in transmitting the content, does maintain 

the extensive parallelism: 

JlacKaBiiii TH — TOMy ii aiaK Henajio, 
BpoAJiHBnii TH — TOMy B ofi.iosi S cast. 

Gentle thou art—and therefore many attacks, 
Beauteous thou art—therefore in seige alone. 

Kostetsky achieves partial symmetry; each line begins with an adjective and ends 

with a noun: 

npucMHHM, TH npH3HaaeH RJIH no6iA, 
npeKpaciiHii, ne yin-naiem TH o6aor, 

Pleasant, thou ar t destined to defeats, 
Beauteous, thou shalt not escape the seiges, 

The second instance lies in the couplet: 

Hers, by thy beauty tempting her to thee, 
Thine, by thy beauty being false to me. 

Both the translators attain the parallelism in the couple^ although each al ters 
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completely than does Kostetsky; respectively: 

II — mp BPOAOIO npiiiapyBaB, 
CBOCI Tent — 60 Apyra aaHOAGaB. 

Hers—whom with beauty/ thou/ charmed, 
Thine too—for a friend /Jhou7 neglected. 

Ii — 60 noBaS TBiii npoMKHj'Bca A.a^111! 
CBOK> — 60 BpoAy noaBMB HK cpaabia. 

Hers—for thy charm effected^further, 

Thine—for beauty /thou hast / revealed as false. 

The parallelism applied in the couplet of XXVIII helps to attain a 

very succinct and coherent summation. The traductio and alliteration impart 

especial beauty to these lines: 

But day doth daily draw my sorrows longer, 
And night doth nightly make grief 's strength seem 

stronger. 

Palamarchuk's couplet is equally succinct and melodious; Shakespeare's 

parallelism and traductio a re rendered accurately: 

Ta AC'Hb moAHfl norjiii6.aioe po3nyKy, 
A Hiq iAOHiq npnHocnTb 6ijibmy ityity. 

But day daily deepens my sorrow, 
And night nightly brings more pain. 

Franko, too, attains parallelism, but not the original traductio; instead, 

a traductio pair is attained through the inherent feminine and 

masculine genders of 'every': 

Ta KQHtaiift AC-iib Miii Giab AOBHUITB, ne cmiHUTB, 
I Koaraa iiin iioro me TAJKIUM IIIHUTB. 

But every day my pain prolongs, does not cease, 
And every night makes it even greater . 
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Kostetsky's inversion results in an effective syntactic antimetabole with the 

inclusion of an antimetabolic traductio but his couplet is more complex than 

is Shakespeare's: 

Ta 3A0BiKyc Typ5ora js.em> IUQAHH 
VL a<ypoy MOIO moHoni tiin 3Miu.Ha'. 

But prolongs the sorrows, day daily 
And my grief, nightly, night strengthens. 

In LXXVII, 1-2 parallelism serves to emphasize the transitoriness 

theme of the sonnet: 

Thy glass will show thee how thy beauties wear; 
Thy dial how thy precious minutes waste; 

Kostetsky is successful in attaining this figure, but his lines a r e obscure because 

of his choice of lexical i tems. Some are barely comprehensible without 

reference to the original. Unfortunately, the anaphoric 'thy' is necessarily 

lost in translation because of the two different pronominal genders in the 

receptor language: 

TBOG CBhiaAO B'HBHTB B'aHb cnoayK, 
TBifi coHauiiiHJi roAHHiuiK — njepS MIHVT, 

Thy mir ror will reveal the witherings of compounds, 
Thy sundial—the defects of minutes, 

Rhyme forces Palamarchuk to rearrange his lines antimetabolically: 

3racanHH cpoAn A3epKa.To noitaHte, 
roAnniniK TBiir,— HK iac mapiiycm TII. 

The extinguishing of beauty the mi r ro r will show, 
Thy clock—how time thou dost waste. 

The parallelism of CXXXVIH, 9-10 functions to underscore the 

rhetorical questions: 
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But wherefore says she not she is unjust? 
And wherefore say I not that I am old? 

Palamarchuk forms affirmative statements without employing the original 

parallelism, whereas Kostetsky is successful in delivering these lines, both 

in content and style: 

Ta HOM lie CKaa<e; mo Henpan ceii AJicnyT? 
I MOM a He CKaJKy, mo K — CTapMH? 

But wherefore / s h e / does not say, that unjust this 
dispute ? 

And wherefore I do not say*-that I am old? 

The most extensive use of parallelism by Shakespeare is the effective 

cumulative series in the ' tired' sonnet LXVI, 4-7, where the symmetry is 

obtained through the sequence: conjunction-adjective-noun-adverb-verb: 

And purest faith unhappily forsworn, 
And gilded honour shamefully misplaced, 
And maiden virtue rudely strumpeted, 
And right perfection wrongfully disgraced. 

None of the translations can incorporate all the grammatical members of this 

extensive symmetry; again, the least essential ones, the adjective or the 

adverb may necessarily be eliminated. No parallelism is found in Karavansky's 

paraphrase, and Franko's contains only one simple instance of a noun-epithet 

combination: 'violence wild'-'crowd large ' (11. 6-7). Kostetsky contains 

a participial relationship which falls in mid-line positions (11. 4-5-7, and 9-rlO): 

'cursed'-'contained'-'wronged'^and 'bound'-'doctored'; while epithet-noun 

combinations introduce lines 4, and 6, with an apparent epithet-noun introducing 
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also line 5 in the triple row: 'And pure faith'-'And gold /of/ honor'-'And 

coarse whoring'. Palamarchuk is more successful than Kostetsky; 

he incorporates a row of short parallelisms (11. 5-9) through the 

conjunction and noun combination 'And strength'-'And virtue'-'And honor'-

'And perfections'-'And / for / evil ' . Less striking interspersed constructions 

appear, also, in the end-line positions (11. 5, 6, 9, 12) through the p r e 

positional case. Hordynsky's sonnet contains the most extensive use of 

parallelisms. The second and third quatrain follow through with a 

conjunction-noun combination. Participials occur in a few mid-line 

positions (11. 3-4, 6-7, 11), and the connective 'which' in three parallel 

positions (11. 8-10): 

I opAeHOM Q3Ao6-7ieHe cMiriH, 
I cnpaBatHio BipmcTB, npoAany 3JIOHHHHO, 

I nonecTb na HeriAHOMy nojii, 
I *iecTb Aisoiy, CTonTany >KOPCTOKO, 
I AOCKOHaaicTh, BJAAany xyai, 
I cHay, mo nyjibrac a KOJKHHM KPOKOM, 

I cjiOBO, mo iioMy saTKajm POT, 
I AypaoTy, mo yMHTb, 5e3TaaaHHa, 
I npaBAy, BiiBepHeHy Ha3BopoT, 
I AoopoTy Ha cjiy>it5i B 3Jioro naHa: 

3-12 And with an order / i s / decorated trash, 
And genuine faithfulness, sold criminally, 

And honor upon an unworthy brow, 
And virtue maiden trampled cruelly, 
And perfection, surrendered to calumny, 
And strength, which limps with every s tep. 
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And word, / for / which the mouth has been shut, 
And folly, which teaches, adverse, 
And truth, turned inside out, 

And good in servitude to the evil lord: 

The transference of Shakespeare's parallelism in translation, 

therefore, depends entirely upon the formal boundaries of rhythm and meter, 

and on the essentiality of the grammatical members found in the symmetrical 

construction. As regards the short form of parallelism, if the parallel ar range

ment involves vital grammatical elements, as subject-predicate, or predicate-

object, then this figure can be readily acquired by the translator. On the 

other hand, if this short variant involves a less vital grammatical element, 

as the adjective, then the figure and the formal balance and coherency which 

accompanies it must usually be forfeited. In such cases the translator 

retains one of the original epithets and places it in a position of rhetorical 

enhancement, either as a post, inverse, or compound epithet. In a more 

inclusive epithet-noun parallelism, where a pair of combinations impart 

rhetoricism, the translator can achieve symmetry through other grammatical 

members, or employ a rhetorically functional word inversion. 

As regards the elaborate variant, the symmetrical arrangement 

of corresponding grammatical elements is less problematic to the translator 

Follows 'which' in Ukrainian. 
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because such an arrangement involves entire l ines; difficulties ar ise , 

however, if this elaborate parallelism is based upon the least essential 

members, the adjective and the adverb. Rhythm and rhyme may some

times enforce a grammatical inversion in translation; in such instances the 

translator usually achieves the required emphasis, or succinct summation, 

by antimetabole. 

Of the above reviewed elaborate instances of rhetoricism in the 

complete translations, only one is totally forfeited by Palamarchuk, because 

of paraphrase. In the short variants, Palamarchuk tends more toward para

phrase than does Kostetsky. Of the individual translators Hrabovsky, 

Franko, Hordynsky, Karavansky, and Zuyevsky encounter this figure. 

Franko attains three instances of four, and is especially adept in the 

implementation of this rhetorical figure in his adaptation. ^1 Hordynsky is 

the most successful of five translators in the rendering of parallelism in the 

' t ired' sonnet LXVI, his only utilization of this figure of his two encountered 

instances. Karavansky's paraphrase of the same sonnet does not accommo

date any parallel arrangements of the original elaborate se r i e s . Karavansky 

and Zuyevsky, of necessity, alter the figure in their single encounter of the 

short variant, as does also Hrabovsky in his paraphrase . 

XCVI, discussed under complete antimetabole. 



Antithesis 

Shakespeare utilizes an appreciable amount of antithesis in the 

52 sonnets. He includes the conceptual type, which expresses an opposition, 

contrast, or contradiction of ideas, and the formal type, which emphasizes an 

opposition or contrast by the use of contrasting or antonymous words. Anti-

thetical lines usually serve to expound the predominant ideas within the sonnets, 

or the representative ideas of the poems in general; whether essential or non

essential to the theme, their rhetorical value lies in their epigrammatic 

effectuation, which is especially felt when the figure enters the couplet to make 

the concluding lines tersely cogent and gnomic in sound. The sonneteer makes 

much use of a short form of antithesis, but favors the extended variant, which is 

compounded of a series of antithetical l ines. 

In the short variant, Shakespeare sometimes employs an epithet-

noun combination in his formal contrast, as in the sonnet on Time, LXEI, 4-5: 

. . . when his youthful morn 

Hath travell'd on to age's steepy night, 

Kostetsky retains the inherent antithesis, although rhythm and rhyme cause 

inversion in one of his adjective-noun groupings; a reversal of subject and 

object also occurs : 
3 nî iHMM sanaA 

HKXUO 6 XKJIHBCb KOTO IOI-iaUbKJIH paHOK, 

. . . to night fall 
If would bend his youthful morn. 

^According to Schaar there are 209 cases . Cf. p . 133. 
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Palamarchuk condenses the figure into one line by omitting the adjectival set: 

TBiii panoit cTynrnb na niiiiuii nopir, 

4 Thy morn steps on the night threshold? 

A particular terse summation is attained by a double antithesis in XXVII, 12. 

The epithet plays an important role in this, almost entirely monosyllabic, 

structuring: 

Makes black night beauteous and her old face new, 

Palamarchuk retains only one of the phrases and forfeits the antithesis therein by 

a change of predicate.and omission of the epithet: 

BiA nei Hin npeitpacnima cTae. 

From her the night becomes more beautiful. 

Kostetsky condenses the line by omitting the epithets; he achieves an effective 

syntactic antimetabole: 

3noBaa ' B JIMJIJ. i B aopHOTi CKpama'. 

Renews the face and blackness beautifies. 

A contrasting correspondence of adverb-verb occurs in sonnet XI, 1. The entire 

line is monosyllabic: 

As fast as thou shalt wane, so fast thou grows't 

Each of the translators achieves an antithesis in a different manner. Palamarchuk, 

by the use of a gerund as the headword,obtains a simultaneous contrasting action: 

HAJ^n B yiaepS, TII B ciiHOBi poc/rem. 

Going into wane, thou in a son growest, 

Onufriyenko obtains the conceptual antithesis in his verbs, and a formal contrast 

in the antimetabolic placement of them: 

3iB'aneui HTBHAKO Tait ate, HK i 3pic, 

Thou shalt wane as-fast as thou hast grown, 
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Although Kostetsky changes the verb to a noun contrast, he approaches the original 

more closely in that the contrasting adverbial clauses are also taken into account: 

HK npyAKO B mep6, rsx npyflxo HAem i B 3?icT 

As fast into wane, so fast thou goest also into growth 

In sonnet CXXX, 3, as in most instances of Shakespearean short antithesis, there 

is only one corresponding grammatical member in the figure: 

If snow be white, why then her breasts a re dun; 

Of the five translators of this sonnet all retain this figure, except Palamarchuk, 

who omits the color contrast; his antithesis is , therefore, only implicit: 

He fii;iocnbKni njiin i"f oBa.in, 

Not snowwhite the ovals of her shoulders, 

Kostetsky delineates the antithetical groupings into two linguistic mediums, 

Polonized-Ukrainian Baroque, and Modern Ukrainian. This translator 's 

contrasting shade 'dark' stems from the word 'darkness ' : 

KITDOK CbHieKr ecT 6H.TTHM — B Hei nepca TbMam, 

If snow is white—her breasts-are dark, 

In Franko's adaptation each antithetical grouping consists of one trochaic te t ra 

meter line. This translator 's shade of 'dark' stems from dark-complexioned: 

Koau 6ianii cuir, TO neBHO, 
ID̂ o cMaraasa B Hei rpyA^: 

5-6 If snow is white, then it is sure^ 
That her breasts are dark: 

Tamavsky's color 'gray', in the metaphorical sense, means 'dull', and reflects 

a 'pallid' or 'wan' complexion in opposition to the radiance of snow: 

JIK 6IAHH — cHir: rpynb B ne'i cipa MOM ue? 

If white—the snow: her breasts a re gray, why is this? 

Zuyevsky's contrast stems from 'earth' or 'ground', in opposition to 'snow': 
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3eMJiHCTa rpyAb — ne ciiir y nopiBHHHHi 

/ H e r / earthen breast—not snow in comparison 

Only one grammatical member enters the triple antithesis of XI, 5-6, 

that emphasizes the importance of procreation: 

Herein lives wisdom, beauty and increase; 
Without this, folly, age and cold decay; 

Palamarchuk disregards this figure in his paraphrase, but uses a traductio which 

aids in emphasizing the theme: 

H,c MyApodi 3aK0H, sitnii CTOITB 
OCHOBOH) ycix OCHOB Ha3aBine. 

This is the law of wisdom, which remains 
The base of all bases forever. 

Kostetsky maintains the triple antithesis exactly. The single epithet is not 

incorporated into the passage: 

B TIM MyApicTb, ainoTa i MHcroTa, 
Be3 Toro — raynCTBO, CTapicTb i 3aHenaA; 

Herein is wisdom, beauty and increase, 
Without that—folly, age and decay; 

Onufriyenko,. rather than a conceptual-formal antithesis, employs syntactical-

formal antithesis very effectively. His opposing amplifications act upon each 

other antithetically: one line is amplified in the positive sense by the repetition 

'and', while the other is amplified in the negative sense by a set of negations: 

y ABpMy 3JiicT J_MyApocTH, n Kpacn, 
HcMae TVT Ki CMepTii, iii crpaxirrH. 

Herein is the content oiJ_a.\\(lJ wisdom, and beauty, 
There is not here nor /nei ther / death, nor horror . 

Except for Slavinsky and Hrabovsky, each translator of the individual 

sonnets encounters this figure and renders it successfully: Hordynsky in sonnets 

XLVII and CVH, Tarnavsky in CIV, Slavutych in CLIV, Franko in XXX and 
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XXXI, Zuyevsky in LXXXI and CII, and Karavansky in H. Bes ides the 

ins tances a l ready stated, Onufriyenko encounters the f igure a l so in VIE, but 

does not employ it in this ins tance . Of these s a m e ten sonnets , Kostetsky 

re ta ins the ant i thesis in six, and P a l a m a r c h u k in f ive. 

P a r t i c u l a r rhe to r i c i sm i s achieved through a s e r i e s of an t i theses , a s 

in LXXV. 54 The antithetical pa i r in the couplet s e r v e a s a succinct summation of 

the preceding l ines : 

3 And for the peace of you I hold such s t r i fe , 

7-8 Now counting bes t to be with you alone, 
Then bet te r 'd that the world may see my p l e a s u r e ; 
9-10 Sometime all full with feast ing on your sight, 
And by and by clean s tarved for a look. 
13-14 Thus do I pine and surfe i t day by day 
O r gluttoning on al l , o r al l away. 

Kostetsky accommodates this s e r i e s complete ly . His concre te images for 

' s t r i f e ' and ' p l easure ' a r e , a l so , of i n t e r e s t : 

3a MMp Bain HaaaMSB MeniB i Tapn, 
To Boaio HaoAHHu,i spiTii Bac, 
To — B CBiT MOTO aBMTH iuacTH JIHK: 
H. po3Komyio B 3opax BOIUHX Bin 
I pa3-y-pa3 roaoAKWM 3opiB rax, 
OTaK TOMaiocb i ureApKtCb AC-Kb-y-Aenb, 
HH B mepTi, HII nopoxvHiii HaBCTiaceHb. 

TCaravansky achieves only one of the anti thetic p a i r s in the couplet, 
and adds his own in the e a r l i e r p a r t of the sonnet (1. 3) . 

S e r i e s of three a r e found in CXLIV, CXLVI, CLII, XCIV, and 
LXXX. Out of 15 ant i theses contained therein Kostetsky ach ieves 12, and 
P a l a m a r c h u k 1 1 . Both a r e l e a s t successful in CXLVI, where each a t ta ins only 
one of the s e r i e s and mos t successful in CXLIV and LXXX where all t h r ee a r e 
r e ta ined . 
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3 For your peace I broke swords and shields,, 
7-8 Now wishing to see you alone, 
Then—in the world to reveal happiness' face: 
9-10 I luxuriate in the glances of your eyes 
And by-and-by starved for those glances, 
13-14 Thus I oppress and lavish myself day by day, 
Or to the very brim, or empty completely. 

Although Palamarchuk's sonnet is a complete paraphrase it contains, 

respectively, two conceptual antitheses and three terse formal ones. His 

favored 'now-then' constmction helps the translator to underscore the opposing 

elements in three instances: 

To ropAnii BiH, TO cxonim.cH BBi CHi, 
HajifiKaHnii BiiAiHHnMii cTpamunim. 
To nxnc 'icpBiHAi B cxoBiiinu TicHi, 
To Mint JHOACH JiaACH 6pH>itTiaTii HIIMH. 
TaK si >KiiBy i B HCK.-IJ i B JKHO,— 

no aycTpiit nacTanc 3HOB pos.iyita. 
To H — 6ara*i, TO H — 3.iiiAap ySornfi. 

5-6 Now proud is he, then starts in his sleep, 
Startled by apparitions horrifying, 
7-8 Now pushes coins in treasures tight, 
Then amongst people ready to jingle them. 
9 Thus I live in hell and in paradise .,--
10 After the encounter shall be again separation, 
14 Now I—a rich man, then I—a beggar poor. 

Some sonnets that deal with moral problems contain very elaborate 

series of antitheses. Of particular rhetorical interest in this regard is CXXIX, the 

poem on sensual desire and the abomination of it. The concluding antithetical 

pair impart an aphoristic quality to the couplet: 

5-7 Enjoyed no sooner but despised straight; 
Past reason hunted; and no sooner had, 
Pas t reason hated, as a swallowed bait, 
11 A bliss in proof, and proved, a very woe; 
12 Before, a joy proposed; behind, a dream. 
13-14 All this the world well knows; yet none knows well 
To shun the heaven that leads men to this hell. 
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Pa l amarchuk in his deeply rhe to r i ca l p a r a p h r a s t i c a d d r e s s to lus t employs an t i 

theses in conjunction with ant imetabole (11. 6, 11)i 

BrnMonaua — TII aGyflnimn BiApan, 
Ta HaAiiin 3H0B i HHOB n'nmim counro. 
TII COAOA Gojiicmni, G.ia?KenHa MIITI.. 

CBiT 3Hac no.. He 3iia. HK oGMimyTn 
HeGociiiift paii, njo nac AO neitjia M^iiTb. 

5-6 Appeased—you a r e a s t imula to r a t once , 
And you lu re again and again inebr ia te with yourself. 
11 You a r e a sweetness painful, blissful moment , 
13-14 The world knows th i s . Does not know, how to avoid 
The heavenly parad i se , that u s to hell r u s h e s . 

Kostetsky maintains the elaborate row of ant i theses a lmos t complete ly ; the f i r s t 

half of the s e r i e s (11. 5-7, 11) undergoes a concre t iza t ion of i m a g e s : 

Kpi3b CMaK CEift Bi^e Hece orvsjsji 'iacTxy, 
HOB3 po3yM raaHa Vs. scAaHa no3a HUM, 
ITOB3 po3yM po3CTaBaa' KenaTay nacTicy, 
B paio sanaTa ii AisiiaHa B crpaacAaHHi, 
CnoaaTxy — macHini Haatip, noTJM — CQH; 

CBIT 3Hac nee ce, aiiru ne 3Kae Te 6o. 
HK OMMHĴ TM B _aA_ BeAj'ae He6o. 

5-7 Through i t s flavor a l r e a d y c a r r i e s repugnance pa r t i a l , 
P a s t reason chased and awaited af ter i t , 
P a s t r eason se t s an insa t iab le sna re , 
11 In pa r ad i s e conceived and rea l ized in torment , 
12 At f i r s t—a joyous proposi t ion, a f ter—a d r e a m ; 
13-14 The world knows all this , but does not know tha t , 
How to avoid the into hell leading heaven . 

A fair ly complex row of anti thet ic f igures en te r s sonnet LXVI in the 

condemnation of social ev i l s . Three a r e of the oxymoron type, and four a r e 

fo rma l . T h r e e of the formal an t i theses (11. 5, 6, 7) a r e exceptional in that they 

a r e based on antonyms of different g r ammat i ca l c a t e g o r i e s ; 
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3 And needy nothing trimm'd in jollity, 
5 And gilded honour shamefully misplaced, 
6 And maiden virtue rudely strumpeted, 
7 And right perfection wrongfully disgraced, 
8 And strength by limping sway disabled, 

10 And folly, doctor-like, controlling skill, 
12 And captive good attending captain ill: 

Palamarchuk attains four of seven, the three oxymorons and the one direct formal 

type: 

Bo citpi3b HJKTCMHifTb B_p_03Komi_caMa, 

I cany HCMJI 3a6nsa B KaiiAami, 
I 3Jiy — AoGpo nocTaBJieHe B cjiyjKHimi, 

1 rnne XUCT B HeaoyMa B PVUJ: 

2 For everywhere nothing in luxury alone, 
5 And strength the weakling forges into shackles, 
9 And for evil—good is placed in servitude, 

12 And perishes the skill in the hand of the fool; 

Hordynsky attains the same four as Palamarchuk: 

I opAeHOM 03Ao6nene CMJTTH, 

I cHjiy. mo Kvabrae 3 KQJKHHM KPOKQM. 

I pypHQTy, mo yiHTb, 6e3TaaaHHa, 

I «o6poTy Ha cayatSi B 3Jioro naHa: 

3 And with an order / i s / decorated trash, 
8 And strength, which limps with every step, 

10 And folly, which teaches, adverse, 
12 And good in servitude to the evil lord; 

Karavansky also attains three conceptual and one formal antithesis. The first of 

his oxymorons is a paraphrase: 

#e 3aMicTb npaBa — 3paaa i HaBJT, 
I nMiHHa po3KJm HenypnTb HJKneM, 
Re 3ao 3 Ao6pa 3po6nao KpinaKa,' 
I TOH B nayxax rayncTBo 3aAae, 

3 Where instead of right—betrayal and fraud, 
4 And splendrous luxury adorns nothing, 
9 Where evil has made a serf of good, 

12 And stupidity sets the tone in the sciences., 

Franko, in four lines, achieves five antitheses, two of the oxymoron type, 
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and three formal. His latter three lines are paraphrased: 

A KanocHe nimo. fiainmrn. y nnniiiiM CTpoiO. 
HK caaBV Mae is qoCTS orrrTn i nfiayna, 
A nypeiib MyapoMV niflMipioG npana, 
A Aoopini B nafiMii iiAe, a aprrap yaaica — 

3 And base nothing shines in splendid at t ire, 
5 How infamy and hypocrisy have honor and glory, 

10 And the fool, for the wise /one / , measures out laws, 
12 And the good /one / goes into servitude, and the 

plebian exploits— 

Kostetsky achieves six of the original seven, the three oxymorons, and three 

formal. Two of Kostetsky's formal antitheses a re from Shakespeare's 

exceptional cases; to obtain these (11. 5, 6) Kostetsky contrasts corresponding 

grammatical members. This translator fulfills, also, the final double antitheses 

'captive good' and 'captive i l l ' : 
I BpaMJieHHH HJIEOTM: B nHIUHV mepTb, 
I 3aoTO HecrH, sMimene B raHb5y, 
I rpySe cKVPBaeHHg AJBQH^X UHOT. 
I MQiJ,i BIA Kyabrasnx BaaA po3COT, 
I AypicTb AQKTopoBaH7/ noaa, 
I 6paKua-Baaro B ciin Aep>Kaana-3aa: 

3 And the framing of nothingness in splendrous trim, 
5 And the gold of honor, contained in shame. 
6 And coarse whoring of maidens' virtues, 
8 And strengths from the frauds of the limping authorities, 

10 And folly, doctored, of the brow, 
12 And the captive-Good in the step of the captor-Evil: 

The most extensive use of antithesis occurs in the sonnet of contrasts, 

XLIH, which is virtually constructed upon the figure. The first three lines of 

the leading quatrain contain oxymorons, while the last line is designed on a 

complete antimetabole, lexical and antithetical. The second quatrain is the 

most dense with rhetorical figures; besides the four antitheses (11. 5, 6, 8), 

there i s a direct comparison (1. 7), a pun (1. 6), and traductio involving 'shadow' 
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and 'clear ' . The third quatrain contains four antitheses, and the couplet—a 

complete antimetabole. 

When most I wink, then do mine eyes best see, 

For all the day they view things unrespected; 
But when I sleep, in dreams they look on thee, 
And, darkly bright, are bright in dark directed. 
Then thou, whose shadow shadows doth make bright, 
How would thy shadow's form form happy show 
To the clear day with thy much clearer light, 
When to unseeing eyes thy shade shines so! 
How would, I say, mine eyes be blessed made 
By looking on thee in the living day, 
When in'dead night thy fair imperfect shade 
Through heavy sleep on sightless eyes doth stay! 

All days are nights to see till I see thee, 
And nights bright days when dreams do show thee me . 

In Palamarchuk's first quatrain one of the oxymorons (1. 2) is forfeited due to 

the translator 's interpretation of 'unrespected'. The second and most elaborate 

quatrain is introduced with a paired antithesis which is embraced within a syn

tactical antimetabole; this is immediately followed with a formal antithesis. 

The last line of this quatrain contains an additional antithetical pair of the 

oxymoron type. Besides the contradicting figures, two traductio links a re 

carried over from the first quatrain, 'dark', and 'brightness' , and two new ones 

a r e formed on 'shadow' and 'shine'. The third quatrain contains three antitheses, 

one less than the original, while the couplet contains a complete antimetabole 

formed on a traductio pair; 

3an;noineni namtpamo 6ariaTb ojii, 
He 3naBnm inix na Aonnoxiy nyii. 
TeGo Bui cm Miii 3ip CTPi'ia oxoie, 
BiH — iCMHim frmcit B G-tiicKyqiHTCMnoji. 
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A HK 6n Tifib TBOH, m o B TGMIU Tini 

Bjinnae CIUCK, 3acn.ia B .Tju_aciu^, 
KOJITI HOTOMII B 3O.10TJM lipoMiimi 
Bona QHPM Tan cne yiu ciii? 

•fli tnx 6n BTix Moi 3aana.Tii oni, 

3a n n n /KiiBoro BrjicAiBnin TOH jinit, 
1H0 MCPTBQl MODi BBIHKaECH H0*lj 

Kpi3b TCMHi rniiGn 3JMKHyTiix noBUt? 

H e n a Teoe, TO neHb AO aon i cxontnii. 
A BBiiiAera v. con — i n w nit nonb norontiiii . 

Shut eyes see best, 
Without having known joys on the daily path. 
Thee in dream my sight encounters eagerly, 
It—a dark brightness in bright darkness. 

And what if thy shadow, which in the dark shadow 
Pours brightness, begins to shine in days clear, 

When in the nights in golden ray 
It /shadow/ shines so to the eyes in dream ? 

What joys my eyes would know, 
In the day living having seen that face, 
That appeared to me of the dead night 
Through the dark panes of closed eyelids? 

Thou ar t not here, then day to night likened, 
But enter 'st a dream—and night like day clear. 

Kostetsky, also, forfeits one of the oxymorons in the first quatrain (1. 2) because 

of interpretation. Instead of the complete antimetabole, Kostetsky emphasizes 

his fourth line by a traductio chain on 'see ' and 'dark' . The second quatrain, also, 

receives much emphasis through traductio pairs involving 'shadow', 'form', 

'brightness', and one link, 'dark', from the preceding quatrain. This t rans

la tor ' s second quatrain loses one of the original antitheses and the comparison, 
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and the third quatrain loses one of the oxymorons. The couplet is antimetabolic 

as the original: 

3AnJITOHJ,EHI, HaiiKpame 6anaTb oni, 
BAeiib HaAiiBiiBiHHCb HC3HaHHHX peneil, 
Konir at: Go cnaio, TM —• 3'aBa B CHM yponi, 
I oai 3pnTb, TbMQ-spa^i, B TBMI HOHCM. 
Tsiii TJHeo6pa3 noBHi-n'b CBU'aoM T J H J — 
HKVIX a-ce (popM BiH cpopMoio 6 naAas, 
HKMX HCHOT Bate ii 3 ce5e acKiii AHHHi, 
HKIHO BIH KpJ3b nOBJKH CHC, TbMOB? 
H K 6yB~6H 3ip, Kaa<y, 6aarocaoBeHHMji, 
Te6e 3opHBUin 3a atMBoro AHH, 
TTTQ B MepTsy HJH, BHA me HecoBepnreiH-rrai, 
CKpamacm TJHHIQ BJH Baaci-ce cnain-ia? 

Becb ACHb MOB iiJM, Teoe aac noKK B3pho, 
I HJH MOB A6Hb, HK 3'HBHHI COHHy MpiK). 

Shut, eyes see best, 
In the day having viewed enough insignificant things, 
For when I sleep, thou—a vision in dreams triumphant, 
And the eyes see, darkness-seeing, in the dark of nights. 
Thy shadow-image fills with light the shadows— 
What forms it would accord _by form. 
What brightnesses already/accords/7of itself /shadow-image/ 

_ _ to a bright day, 
When it /shadow-image/ shines, through the eyelids of 

darknesses ? 
If the sight were, I say, blessed, 
Thee having seen in the living day, 
That in dead night, the view still unfulfilled, 
Thou adornest with shadow the heavy sleep of eyes? 

All day like night, until thee I see , 
And night like day, when thou showest / m y / 

envisaged dream. 

Thus, the rendering of this most common figure in Shakespeare 

is not problematic to the translator, unless the figure in its formal contrast 

includes a combination of grammatical members, or if an antithetical line is 

^Both Kostetsky and Palamarchuk change the metaphors of the 
couplet into similes and de-personify 'dream' . 
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composed of monosyllables. This is not too common, however, and such lines 

in translation may sometimes inherit the antithesis in content, if not in form, 

or undergo antimetabole, or other rhetorical device. In regard to the short 

antithesis, all the translators, with the exception of Palamarchuk, render the 

figure very conscientiously. Palamarchuk usually disregards this variant in his 

paraphrased lines. As concerns the extended type, of the individual translations, 

only Franko, Karavansky, and Hordynsky encounter the figure, and each accom

modate it quite successfully. Both translators of the complete works a re 

especially observant of the extended series, Palamarchuk, even in his para

phrases . Both translators, moreover, are equally faithful to the antithetical 

figures appearing in many of the couplets and thereby impart the original 

56 epigrammatism to these particular concluding l ines. 

Antanaclasis 

Antanaclasis, or word play, where a repeated word shifts from one 

meaning to another is a rhetorical figure of ambiguity which is quite common in 

the sonnets. The translator 's task of restoring this figure is a most difficult 

one, particularly as regards translating into Slavonic languages, in which the 

word stems and the methods of word construction differ appreciably from those 

^Approximately 40 per cent of the couplets contain antithesis, both 
Kostetsky and Palamarchuk retain about two-thirds of these. 
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57 in English. 

One of the less conspicuous forms of Shakespeare's antanaclasis 

involves the repetition of the word 'for', an extremely flexible word in the 

English language; it is used as a conjunctive as well as a preposition, and, in 

the lat ter role, serves in a number of functions. The Ukrainian language, on the 

other hand, employs different words for these differing functions. The most 

common Shakespearean play on 'for' is the alternation between the preposition 

and the conjunctive, an alternation that is impossible to reproduce in Ukrainian: 

For truth proves thievish for a prize so dear . 

(XLVHI, 14) 

Another incidental and therefore relatively inconspicuous word play 

occurs throughout sonnet LXXXIX. Antanaclasis is contained in the repetition 

of 'will', five times as an auxiliary to the verb, and once as a noun. This, too, 

cannot be reproduced in Ukrainian inasmuch as two different words represent 

these meanings. 

In his study on word play in Shakespeare's dramas, D.M. Vavrynyuk 
compares German and several Slavonic translations (Russian, Polish, 
Ukrainian) and concludes that the translation into the Slavonic languages is the 
most difficult. Cf. "Trudnoshchi peredachi Shekspirovoyi hry sliv 
slovyans'kymy movamy," Inozemna filolohiya. VU'yam Shekspir, No. 1 (1964), 
pp. 48-53. 

T'he word 'for' appears more than once in 48 sonnets. The most 
outstanding of these are X, 1-5, XXXVIII, 3-7, LXII, 3-7, and XCII, 1-4. 
Cf. Stephen Booth, Essay on Shakespeare's Sonnets (New Haven and London: 
Yale University P ress , 1969), pp. 94-95. 
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In sonnet CXLIII Shakespeare introduces an antianaclasis into his 

couplet by the verb and proper noun 'Will': 

So will I pray that thou mayst have thy 'Will', 
If thou turn back and my loud crying st i l l . 

Here, the translators attack the word play, but in a different manner from 

Shakespeare's; rather than a play on the word, the translators create a play 

on the stem of the word. Kostetsky's couplet i s highly complex in i ts stem 

antanaclasis. The translator incorporates the name 'Will' into the Ukrainian 

language and blends it with three additional words unrelated to each other, 

but embracing the same stem: 

MOAK>, xaii 5yAe TBOCBiabHKM «Biaab», 
Moe BraMyii goaaHKH B ^ac AO3BLA5. 

I pray, let it be thy willing "Will", 
Still my crying out in time of le isure . 

This possibility lies within the nature of the Ukrainian language, specifically 

in the alternation of the vowels ' i ' and ' o ' . This vowel alternation enables the 

Ukrainian translator to incorporate the name Vill ' (Will) into a stem antana

clasis which incorporates words with the syllable -v i l - and also -vo l - . As 

in the above couplet, Kostetsky blends the name Vill ' with two words which 

contain that syllable: tvoyevil'nym, dozvil' and with one word which contains 

the alternate syllable: volannya. 

^Henceforth, stem antanaclasis is a repeated stem which shifts from 
one meaning to another. 
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Palamarchuk does not admit the name 'Will' into this couplet, but 

combines three unrelated words which possess the same stem and achieves 

the stem play: 

Xafl BO.IJI BBO.TIlTbCfl TB0H,—BfiaSJO,— 

Let thy will be fulfilled—I beseech, — 

These relatively simple variants of antanaclasis are only a prelude 

to Shakespeare's extremely audacious, perhaps even ostentatious, use of the 

figure in the 'Will' sonnets, which, Palamarchuk states, are the most difficult to 

translate.60 In sonnet CXXXV the author plays on the word 'will' which appears 

fourteen times: seven times as a proper noun, six times as an abstract noun, 

and once as a verb in the form of stem antanaclasis 'wilt ' . Besides this word 

play the couplet contains repetitions of 'no' and 'one': 

Whoever hath her wish, thou hast thy 'Will', 
And 'Will' to boot, and 'Will' in overplus; 
More than enough am I that vex thee still, 
To thy sweet will making addition thus. 
Wilt thou, whose will is large and spacious, 
Not once vouchsafe to hide my will in thine? 
Shall will in others seem right gracious, 
And in my will no fair acceptance shine? 
The sea, all water, yet receives rain still, 
And in abundance addeth to his store; 
So thou, being rich in 'Will', add to thy 'Will' 
One will of mine, to make thy large 'Will' more. 

Let no unkind, no fair beseechers kill; 
Think all but one, and me in that one 'Will'. 

Kostetsky's translation is extremely involved in figures of ambiguity. The 

main figure is stem antanaclasis, which, with the aid of true traductio, 

Cf. his footnote, p . 189. 
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embraces nineteen stem repetitions: five in the proper noun, nine in the abstract 

noun (a few, though cognates, a re unrelated), four verbs, and one adjective. 

Kostetsky adds to this sonnet two other Shakespearean figures of ambiguity: 

syllepsis, where an unrepeated word has two meanings, and a paronomasia, 

where repeated words a re approximate in sound:"1 

K O T P l K C b — AQBiaaa, a TOOI — AO Biaaa , 
I «Biaab» —- AOA^TKOM HaA AOCTDTKOM Boat.; 
Ce JK a 60, XTO B caaatAy TBoro Aossiaaa 
BAiaa' BiA ce5e idabKa npHKpwx ROJII,. 

Hll TH aC, HH1 BOaJHHH HenoeMiii, 
He 3BOJinni Boaio BBO-Ttirra MOK)? 
H H cnpaBAi soa i B iniroix TaK npacMHi, 
H.7K — AQ^poBiaaa — csiT-aa He p,aso? 
CniB3iiaHHe Mope BOAHOMy BAOsiaaio, 
A Bee ac 6epe M 3 AomiB AO mepra: xBHab; 
TaK, no3HOBiabHa, ii TH TBOCMV Biaaio 
JIaii 36iabuiHTK Te6e iu;e XOH Ha-«Biaab». 

He Myn Hi 3aKX, Hi AOSPHX y CBaBiaai; 
Boaifi B OAHiM npHBiaai Bcix — npK Biaa i . 

For someone—contentment, but for thee—to Will, 
And "Will" in addition to the abundance of wills; 
For it is I, who in the sweet of thy leisure 
Imparts from the self a few troublesome lots. 

But thou, whose wills a r e not (understood, 
_ _ (unsatiated 

Avil t / not be willing to fulfill my will ? 
Is it really the wills in others a re so pleasant, 
I—goodwill—do not give light ? 
The sea is synonymous to water 's abundance, 
And even so takes from the rains to the brim of waves; 
Thus full-of-will a r t thou, too, to thy Will 
Let / m e / increase thee, still at least with "Will". 

Do not torment neither the evil, nor the good in 
wantonness; 

( 2 9 i into one abundance all <ln t h e presence of 
(Prefer (including Will. 

b i T h e definitions for the figures of ambiguity a re from Sister Miriam 
Joseph, Shakespeare's Use of the Arts of Language (New York: Hafner Riblishing 
Company, 1966), pp. 165-166. 
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A reconstruction of the quatrains according to devices facilitates the 

description of Kostetsky's use of the figures of ambiguity. The leading 

quatrain may be summarized as follows: 

1 dovillya do Villya 
2 "Vill"' (do(d)atkom nad do(st)atkom) vol' 
3 do(z)villya 
4VdILya kIL'ka doL' . 

In the first line Kostetsky creates a word antanaclasis in using three words— 

the two-word combination is homonymous with the single word. In the second 

line, the major figure is the stem antanaclasis formed from the English proper 

noun and from the Ukrainian abstract noun 'will ' . The secondary figure is the 

intervening paronomasia, and the paronomasia type rhyme (11. 1, 3). The 

fourth line is in parallel construction to the second in that another stem 

antanaclasis is formed and placed in a symmetrical arrangement with the 

second. An assonantial link separates and unites this stem antanaclasis. 

The second quatrain is dense in stem antanaclasis constructed upon 

a traductio involving the abstract noun 'will ' . There is a striking rebound and 

62 anaphora on 'chy', and an assonantial blending throughout the passage. In 

addition, the first line contains a syllepsis in the final word, while the last 

line contains an aural syllepsis ;63 in the removal of the dashes, the line 

would mean 'And I do not give the light of good will?1 

"TThe stem antanaclasis is underlined and the assonance capitalized. 

63At a poetry reading, for example. 
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5 CHY tYzh CHYyi volINNya NEpoyemNI, 
6 NE zvolysh volyu wolyty moyu 
7 CHY spravdi voli v INshykh tak pryyemNI, 

8 ya zh — dobroVillya — sVItla NE dayu? 

The third quatrain introduces still more devices for word play. 

There a re four words which are of the main antanaclasis link, the first two 

are unrelated, and the last two a re a traductio pair involving the proper noun. 

An audio syllepsis is obtained in the first line: 'vodnomu' (to water's) may 

sound like 'v odnomu' (in one). The rebound of the second line is striking, 

since in itself it means 'rain' and thereby supports the substantial aspect of 

the line: 

9 VODnomu /V ODnornu/ VDOvillyu 
10 DOSHCHiv . DO SHCHerty 
11 povnovil'na villyu 

12 "Vill"1. 

Kostetsky intensifies the stem antanaclasis in the couplet; the four words of 

the chain are unrelated, in the last pair, three words combine to produce, also, 

a word antanaclasis. Moreover, the final line contains two true syllepses—in 

the first, and the last words. It, also, contains an audio syllepsis in that 

'v odnim pryvilli' (in one abundance) sounds like 'v vodnim pryvilli ' (in water 's 

abundance); this syllepsis has an inverse relationship to the one appearing in the 

former quatrain. The row of negatives and the epiphora in the first line add to 

the homophonical emphasis of the couplet: 

13 ne much ni zlYKH, _ni dobrYKh u svavilli; 
14 voliy v odnim /vodnim/ pryvilli vsikh—pry villi . 
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Thus, Kostetsky, in incorporating the name 'Will' into the Ukrainian language, 

constructs an antanaclastic stem chain of nineteen words using this name, the 

Ukrainian abstract noun 'will', and a few of its cognates. The main group of 

this chain originates from the traductio of the Ukrainian abstract noun. In 

addition to this main stream, Kostetsky achieves a few other vital under

currents: a secondary, short stem antanaclasis, two cases of triple-word 

antanaclasis, two cases of paronomasia, three cases of true syllepsis, three 

cases of audio syllepsis, two striking rebounds, and an excellent homophonical 

blending throughout which can be attributed largely to the o-i vowel alternation 

of the stem antanaclasis. 

Palamarchuk's translation is also complex in figures of ambiguity. 

A stem antanaclasis, with more true traductio than in Kostetsky, adds up to 

twenty repetitions: seven in the proper noun, seven in the abstract noun, four 

in the verb, and two adjectives. This translator, also, employs syllepsis and 

paronomasia: 

ABSIteJK, BOJIHTH BOJIJ BCi Jin BJJILHJ,— 
To ;K Bijian Mara copAeBi no rpix. 
Hexafi Hte Bitno GyAe TUILKH BJJIJIB B niu 
floAaieio AO Bcix BQJIJHL TBOIX. 

HH TH, ^HIX BQJiiHb Ge3iie5KEa cnjia, 
He BBo.Tum BO.TI — xaii Bonas BLTJIB? 
XIH, M0>rte, iHDiHM cepna TH EAuinjia 
I BJJIBHO BJJI.TH BHTHCHyTb BiATijIb? 

Ee3Me;Kne siope AO CBOTO upuBi.T.nn 
npnfiMa ii Aomi B cojione JIOHO xunjib. 
To JK GyAb i TH npnxHjibiuma AO Bi.i^n 
I BJiacny BOWTIO ypcjini Ha «BiMb». 

He BiA&tOBJiHK Mcni i cepn;eM cMijinn 
Biu'iaii yci CBOT Boninna BijiJieMl 
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Indeed, to^^^ a will we are all at will ,— 
(fulfill 

Therefore, to have Will is not a heart 's sin. 
Let forever be only Will in it 
In addition to all your wills. 

Would you, whose unbounded strength of wills, 
Not fulfill the will—let Will beseech? 
Or perhaps to others you have divided your heart 
And willingly push out Will from there? 

The boundless sea into its abundance 
Receives also rain into the salty bosom of the waves. 
Then be you, too, kinder to Will 
And your own will exalt on "Will". 

Do not deny me and with courageous heart 
(Unite a U y Q u r w i U g w i t h W i l L 

(Crown 

A quatrain-by-quatrain analysis, illustrates Palamarchuk's merits in the use of 

the rhetorical figures of ambiguity: 

1 avZHEZH volyty voli vsi my vil 'ni ,— 
2 to ZH villya maty sercevi NE hrlKH. 
3 NEKHay ZHE Vlchno buDe tIL'ky vill ' V nim. 

4 DODacheyu DO VsiKH volin' tVOYlKH. 

Besides the six words which belong to the apparent traductio chain, or stem 

antanaclasis, Palamarchuk forms two additional, genuine pairs : 'vsi-vsikh' 

(all-to all), and 'dodacheyu-do' (in addition-to). There is a syllepsis involving 

the first word of the antanaclastic chain. The emphatic particle is repeated 

thrice anaphorically. The rhyme (11. 1-3) is of the paronomasia type. 

Alliteration and assonance are blended into the main stream, as well as the 

epiphora 'IKH', which flows also into the next quatrain; 
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5 CHY tY, CHYyikh voLIN' bezmEZHNa syla, 
6 Ne wolYSH voLI—khay volaye VILL' ? 
7 CHY moZHE, EMSHYm sertsya ty VDILyLa 

8 I VIL'No VILLya VyTysNuT' VIDTIL' ? 

In addition to the seven words of the antanaclastic stem chain, there is an 

anaphora and rebound in 'CHY'. Assonance and alliteration continue to provide 

homophonical emphasis. The word 'bezmezhna' (unbounded) (1. 5) serves as a 

secondary bond with the next quatrain due to the traductio built upon it: 

9 bezMezhNE More DO SVOhO PRYvillya 
10 PRYyma y DOshchi V SOLON E LONO KHVYL' 
11 to zh bud' i ty PRYKHYL'NIsha DO Villva 

12 i VLasNu VOLyu uVeLych Na „ViLL'". 

A play on sound, in addition to the play on stems, is characteristic of this 

quatrain. Palamarchuk creates a triple rebound with 'PRY', and also with 

'DO'. Assonantial units approaching paronomasia a re found in 'khvyl'-

'prykhyl'nisha', and 'solone-lono'. The new alliterative 'M', further, combines 

with the 'N' unit in the couplet: 

13 NE VIDMovLYAY MENI I SertsEM SMILyM 

14 VINchAY uSI SVOYI VOLINNya VILL EM! 

The couplet continues the stem play on two words, and a syllepsis occurs in the 

first word of the latter line. The play on sounds is an accomplished blending of 

the two nasals which give the couplet a humming quality; the epiphoric 'AY' 

resounds in an echo. 

To Palamarchuk's figures of ambiguity, then, belongs the stem 

antanaclasis of twenty words, two syllepses, and three paronomasia. Inter

twined with these a re three pairs of traductio, two triple rebounds, two 

epiphora, and a variety of other alliterations and assonances, all of which enter 
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the translator 's exquisite play on sounds. 

Zuyevsky's sonnet is very different from the other two. In puristic 

fashion this translator does not incorporate the English name into his sonnet, 

but builds, rather, a comparatively conservative traductio chain of five items 

on the abstract noun. A sixth interlocking link is formed on a verb that is 

similar in stem but unrelated in meanings Zuyevsky's density in sounds is 

especially notable in the first and third quatrains. The most striking elements 

in this respect are the four repetitions of the word 'DO' (to) and its fivefold 

assonantial counterpart. The 'ACH' assonance (1. 9), as though an onrush of 

waves, establishes well a nexus of sound and meaning: 

XTO 6 BOAJ ne riAexaa, TU Maeiu reoic. 
Moe XM'H iu,oOenb, do naSpudannn. 
Ta xaii i a nadMpi — n npazny see otc 
RodaTKOM craTU do TBOZO 6axannsi. 
A TU, B KIM BOJW, 6iAblU0K> 3P0CACI, 
He 6anuuL e niii npuryjiKy dyia MOCI? 
Hu nepeBazu imuux 6e3 HUCAa 
Tenep 33eAv.cn, ua dopo3i e ne'i? 
Henave Mope ne3naunm% pynaii 
ripuiuiae s cefie, do CBOIO po3doAjisi, 
TaK TU do BJiacnux BOAb MOW dodau, 
I Bupocre B To6i u\e 6iAhuia BQAH. 

BAazam, ue e6uaav, MO'ix uadiu 
Padirii nauiVM BQAHM HK odniu! 

Whoever would not nurture will, thou also hast 
My name, daily, to repugnancy. 
But be it even in excess—I yearn anyway 
To become addition to thy wishes. 
And thou in whom will has increased, 
Dost not see in it a haven for mine? 
Have the assets of countless others 
Now arisen in its path? 
As though a sea, an insignificant brook 
Receives within itself, to its allotment, 
So thee to thine own wills add mine, 
And within thee shall grow an even larger will. 

I beseech, do not kill my hopes 
/ F o r / o u r wills to rejoice as one! 

http://33eAv.cn
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Sonnet CXXXVI is even more audacious in word play. Besides the 

sevenfold antanaclasis on 'Will', thrice a proper noun, thrice an abstract 

noun, and once a verb, there a re a number of other repetitions: 'thy soul', 

'thy', 'that I', 'fulfil', 'one', 'number', 'nothing', ' thee', 'me ' , 'hold', 

'my name', and 'love'. The first two quatrains are linked with the play on 

'fulfil-fulfil-f ill -full', the second and third quatrains are linked with 'number-

one-nothing', while the couplet emphasizes 'my name', and 'love'; 

If thy soul check thee that I come so near, 
Swear to thy blind soul that I was thy 'Will, ' 
And will, thy soul knows, is admitted there; 
Thus far for love, my love-suit, sweet, fulfil. 
'Will' will fulfil the treasure of thy love, 
Ay, fill it full with wills, and my will one. 
In things of great receipt with ease we prove 
Among a number one is reckon'd none: 
Then in the number let me pass untold, 
Though in thy store 's account I one must be; 
For nothing hold me, so it please thee hold 
That nothing me, a something sweet to thee: 

Make but my name thy love, and love that still, 
And then thou lovest me, for my name is 'Will. ' 

In this translation Kostetsky creates his main stem antanaclasis on fourteen 

items in a manner similar to his former sonnet. As the original, Kostetsky's 

first two quatrains a re tightly bound by the repetition of 'will', while the third 

and fourth are tightly knit by new repetitions. Here, Kostetsky acquires three 

units of traductio involving 'number', 'nothing', and 'one', a word antanaclasis 

is attained by combining three words 'nishcho ta' and 'nishchota', and the 

original internal rhyme 'one-none' (I. 8) is attained in 'nishchyts'-odynyts". 

Besides three links of the stem antanaclasis chain, the couplet contains a 

traductio pair: 
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SK 3oan3bKa a Ayuri TEOTH He B CMaK, 
IVs npKcaniH, cainiii, mp a — TBIVL Biaab, 
I B3iiae — «Biaab» ce BiabHiii soai 3Hax: 
JIK>6OBHHX Boaro BBoanTH 3ycnab. 
«Biaab» 3aA0Biab 3BoaiB TBOIM HyrraM, 
Tax, 6yAb ce Boaa 3 Eoab TBOIX CKapSHHiib; 
Te RIJIO BeaaKonpM6yTHe, TaM 
B HHcai HiuiMiib paxyi-iKH OAHHHUb: 
Toac xaii 3 awcai HucaeHHwx a HIHHM — 
Xô -i B cyMi HK OAWHKa — nepefiAy; 
Maii 3a Hiin,o, Ta 6yAb HimoTa THM, 
Hip xoa y aoMycb AacTb TO6I caaavAy: 

3aio6H IM'H JIVIUI, BOJIIO Miac 6e3Biab, 
I THM MeHe noaioSnui: 3Byca ac — Biaab. 

If / w h e n / near , I am not to thy sou l ' s t a s t e , 
Swear to it, / t h e / blind / o n e / , that I—thy Will, 
And /itj will know—nWill" is a sign to f r ee wi l l : 
To fulfil the will of love ' s efforts . 
"Will" to satisfaction fulfilled thy feel ings, 
Ay, be this the_will of the wills of your t r e a s u r e s ; 
Where a deed / i s / highly profitable there 
In the number of nothings account of o n e s : 
So le t / i t b e / in the number of numbers I / a m / nothing— 
At l eas t in the sum a s one—I_w_ill p a s s ; 
Consider as nothing and be / i t / nothing by that, 
That at l e a s t in something will give thee sweet: 

Come to love my name only, will amongs t l acks of will 7 

And thus thou wilt love m e : I am cal led—Wil l . 

Pa l amarchuk ' s s tem antanac las i s involves nine i t e m s . Although this t r a n s 

lation s eems to be s imp le r in word play than his f o r m e r one, the chain i s v e r y 

complex in i t s construct ion: (a) the l a r g e s t group of five i t e m s on the name 

'Will ' i s placed ant imetabolieal ly, (b) the second group i s a t raduct io on 

' l iber ty ' (voleyu-volyu), (c) this second group i s a l so syl lept ical inasmuch a s 

the meaning could be 'wil l ' , (d) the third group is a t raduct io on 'wil l ' 

(volinnyam-volin ') , (e) both (b) and (c) a r e a fu r ther sy l leps i s s ince they appear 

a l so a s p rope r nouns synonymous to 'Will ' (1. 3), and (f) the word 'volin ' (1. 6) 
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is again sylleptical in that it could mean 'will' o r 'preferences ' . Three minor 

bonds exist in addition to this major one; they unite, respectively, the lat ter 

two quatrains and i the lines of the couplet. For Shakespeare's repetitiveness in 

the third quatrain, Palamarchuk substitutes a density of sound: three rebounding 

jingles of the paronomasia type (1. 10), as well as alliteration and assonance: 

flit BHAaBCb H pjssii TBO'I'H neMSusmi, 
3anpHrarHii He^iyniii i cjiiniii, 
D^o 3Bycb H BOJIOIO, BoJiinggM, Bin-ion, 
To ii siaio BajinniaincH npn mil. 

flonoBHHBiHii TBOTO TiyTTH citapGnimio, 
B iHcjii BOJiiHb TBoix xaii GyAe ii Bi.inb. 
He BaMtHTb T3M HixIOrO OAUHHAH, 
Re MEOHtecTEo aiHHMOCH 3BiAyci^b. 

Xaa GyAo B ueiie.aiOAHiM TJiy.ui Tony 
BijiJib. MOB ityitijib ccpcA no/KHBCiix 3i.Ti>, 
AGH B onax jniuienb i B cepAi TEOJiy 
IHOCB BaHtiiB TOS MajionpnMiTHnii B u n t . 

JIioGn aiim BQJIIQ — ii nepeA CBJTOM Aijimi 
* MeH'e jiioGiiTiiMCHi, 6o 3Bycb H Buracii. 

If I appear unpleasant to thy soul, 
Swear to the insensitive and blind /one / , 

That I am called ( l l b e r t y Will, 'Will', 
(willingness, 

And thus I have to remain in it . 

In having filled thy treasure of feelings, 

In the number of thy '— let there also be Will', 
(preferences 

One bears no weight there, 
Where a mulitude has gathered from everywhere. 

Let, in that populous crowd 
Will be as though a flora-bell amongst useful herbs, 
So that in thy eyes at least and thy heart 
Bore some weight your unnoticeable Will. 

Love only \^-— , , and before the whole world 
(liberty 

You will love me, for I am called 'Will ' . 
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Thus Kostetsky and Palamarchuk achieve in the 'Will' sonnets a word 

and sound play par excellence. Their success stems from the nature of the 

receptor language: in the unique system of vowel alternations, which welcomes 

the English proper noun into its base, and in the inflectional system, which 

permits the construction of numerous traductio links with relative ease. Their 

success stems, too, from their individual resourcefulness and ingenuity, 

particularly in the attainment of a diversified stem antanaclasis inasmuch as the 

antanaclasis of the source language is unattainable in the receptor language, 

and, as regards Kostetsky, the compounded word antanaclasis through the 

combining of three words that sound like the repetitions of two. It is question

able, however, whether the translators truly render Shakespeare's style in 

these sonnets, for they employ word play more excessively than does the author 

and incorporate into their two quatorzains other figures of ambiguity—syllepsis 

and paronomasia—that are not found in the original poems. The result is an 

even greater audacity and ostentatiousness of repetitiveness than in 

Shakespeare. In Kostetsky's sonnet CXXXV, especially, the content is drowned 

in the maze of repetitions. Palamarchuk, in comparison, employs his figures 

with a relative simplicity and naturalness. 

Zuyevsky's sprinkling of traductio and the touch of stem antanaclasis 

in sonnet CXXXV, is quite sufficient for word play; these do not drown 

the content, and serve very efficiently to underscore 'will ' , the main 
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theme of the sonnet. This translator 's loss of half the Shakespearean 

repetitions results simply in the puristic nonadmission of the English proper 

noun into the Ukrainian language. 

The relatively inconspicuous play on 'will' in the couplet of sonnet 

CXLIII is excellent in both Kostetsky's and Palamarchuk's stem antanaclasis, 

but again, the former uses the figure to excess. The less noticeable forms of 

Shakespeare's antanaclasis, as the rather common employment of 'for', is 

unattainable in Ukrainian and, hence, must be disregarded in translation. 

Homophony 

To the foregoing gamut of repetitive word and stem structure belong 

also repetitive sound patterns which, in striking a harmonious chord, render 

rhetorical effects to the sonnets. Shakespeare achieves this homophonical 

emphasis primarily by the use of the rebound, assonance, and alliteration. 

The rebound, an extended form of assonance in which a syllable is repeated, is 

employed to attract attention to important concepts, and to bind certain words, 

as 'strange-strangle' (LXXXIX, 8), 'chance-changing' (XVHI, 8), or 'captive-

captain' (LXVI, 12). This figure sometimes even has a punning quality, as in 

the latter example. 

The function of Shakespeare's assonance is comparable to that of the 

rebound. In addition to rhetorical accentuation, the repetition of identical 

vowels may serve to bind certain words together as in 'beauteous roof to 
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ruinate' (X, 7), or to bind an entire sonnet, as the major i - e units through

out XLHI, as exemplified in the couplet:64 

all days are nights to sEE till I sEE thEE, 

and nights bright days when drEAms do show thEE-mE. 

This example indicates that Shakespeare's assonance may intermingle or 

alternate with alliteration. The major assonantial units of the couplet a re 

interspersed with minor alliterative units. They a r e also separated and 

regulated by intervening vowels which, in the important role of modulators, 

aid in attaining the exquisite harmony of these l ines. 

But most extensive, and most diversified in function, as well as in 

the method of utilization, is the repetition of consonants. Alliteration may 

connect important words within a line, as in the following case where it joins 

with assonance to perform its role: 
Beggar'D of BLOOD to BLUsh through LiVeLy Veins? 

(LXVII, 10) 

Alliteration may help to underscore certain words within a line; as the pr imary 

unit in: 

the Mortal Moon hath her eclipse endured 

(CVH, 5) 

It may serve to correlate sound and meaning, as the pulsating 'w' pattern 

(DC, 1-11) which with its onomatopaeic quality correlates to the theme of the 

It would be preferable to transliterate the homophonical illustrations 
from Shakespeare, but, because we can not know the exact pronunciation of 
Shakespeare's vowels, this discussion rests on their approximations, and there
fore, transliteration is hardly feasible. 
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wailing of a widow. Shakespeare strikes a chord with especial forte between 

the first two quatrains and thus binds them tightly; a secondary '1 ' unit moves 

the lines fluidly: 

4 the WorLd WiLL WaiL thee, Like a makeLess Wife; 

5 the WorLd WiLL be thy WidoW, and stiLL Weep 

There is an onomatopaeic pulsating ticking produced by three alliterative 

units in the onset of sonnet XII: 

when I do CounT THE CloCK THaT Tells THE Time. 

These illustrations, respectively, reveal that Shakespeare may utilize 

alliteration to link line halves, or use it in one line half only, or bind alliterated 

line groups and quatrains, or employ different consonantal patterns in two l ine-

halves. The sonnets are , therefore, composed with a constant unity and division 

of sound by which Shakespeare achieves his rhetorical emphasis and melody, a 

harmony between theme and sound. ^5 

In the translations of the sonnets into Ukrainian, Shakespeare's homo

phonical principles can be readily applied. There is a considerable difference, 

however, in the melodic base of the English and Ukrainian sonnets. This 

difference is in alliteration and assonance: whereas English poetry depends 

more on the repetition of consonants than it does on vowels, Ukrainian poetry 

depends primarily on assonance which is combined with alliteration to form 

homophonical units. These peculiarities in the melodic bases of the two 

DOThe basic sources for phonetic structure a re Booth, An Essay on 
Shakespeare's Sonnets, pp. 66-79, and Ulrich K. Goldsmith,''Wo~rds out oFa 
Hat? Alliteration and Assonance in Shakespeare's Sonnets," Journal of 
English and Germanic Philology, XLIX, 1950, pp. 33-48. 
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languages lie in their differing vocalism. The English vowel system contains 

nine simple vowels which undergo various changes in differing positions, 

while the Ukrainian vowel system contains six simple vowels which retain 

their basic and distinct tonal or acoustic identity in all positions. 

In view of the multiplicity of Shakespeare's phonetic organizations as 

well as the diversity of functions and the effects therein, and in view of the 

differing phonetic structures of the source and receptor languages, it is 

feasible to observe the homophonical characteristics of each translator in turn 

and compare his mastery of the musical potentialities of the Ukrainian language 

to Shakespeare's mastery of the musical potentialities in his language. Thus, 

in this survey the Ukrainian translations precede Shakespeare's passages and 

appear in a transliterated form. They are followed by the li teral translations. 

Among Shakespeare's translators, Palamarchuk is a master of melody 

and sound effects. This translator 's sonnets contain a skillful homophonical 

blending of the various repetitive patterns of the original. They a r e character

ized by three main features. Firstly, they a re distinguished by their harmony 

of sound, which is attained by a well-balanced unity and division of repetitive 

sound patterns and by a meticulous vowel modulation. This harmony results 

in their exquisite melodiousness and sustains the poetry in a constant state of 

flux. Secondly, Palamarchuk's sonnets a re distinguished by a subtle harmony 

between sound and meaning; from this they gain their rhetorical impact. Thirdly, 

notwithstanding the intricacies involved in their harmonious patterning, 

Palamarchuk's sonnets are in a simple, direct, and natural manner of 

expression. 
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A most intricate homophonical blending is exemplified in these seem

ingly simple l ines. Intermingled here a re two antimetabolic and one parallel 

traductio pairs ; the rebound of the second line replaces Shakespeare's anti

metabole; vowel modulation separates and unites the sound patterns for the pur

pose of harmony; whereas an alliterative n-link serves primari ly to bind the lines 

tightly together. This complexity of homophonical figures befits the situation 

described;6 6 

turbOty dNya—I pO NOchakh zl mNOyu 
I NICH I dEN' pryhNICHuyut' mENE 

The troubles of the day—and in the nights with me 
And night and day oppress me. 

When day's oppression is not eased by night 
But day by night, and night by day, oppress'd ? 

(XXVIH, 3-4) 

In the following lines, truth and beauty a re brought to the fore by two dividing r e 

bounds, and united with a binding assonance. The first major rebound takes the 

place of the original traductio of the same line, while the latter major rebound is 

in place of the original traductio in a subsequent line. The minor rebound 

replaces Shakespeare's word repetition: 

V oPRAVi PRAVdy y chySTOty YASnoyi 
dlya nAS KRASA pryVAbnishA STOKRAt. 

1-2 In the frame of truth and purity bright 
For us beauty is a hundredfold attractive. 

DDSince the original translated excerpts a re not included here, the 
punctuation marks remain intact in the transliterated passages for the purpose 
of contextual coherency. Any apostrophe appearing in the translation is removed 
so as not to confuse the mark with the apostrophic transliteration of the "soft 
sign". 
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1-4 How much more beauty beauteous seem 
By that sweet ornament which truth doth give! 
The rose looks fair, but fairer we it deem 
For that sweet odour which doth in it live. 

(LIV) 

This quatrain is linked together by a major assonance. The second line contains 

a rebound which embodies also Shakespeare's pun as well as the prime assonance. 

The final line flows toward the conclusion of the couplet with a different 

assonantial unit, which is , nevertheless, bound to this quatrain by rhyme: 

VYnuVachem yaVYVshysya na sud, 
zaSTUPnykom ya raptom VYSTUPaYU. 
nenaVYst' i lYUbov moya—tviy blud 
VYpravduYUt' iz muzhnistYU odchaYU. 

As a defendent having appeared at the tr ial , 
In defence I suddenly step forth. 
My hatred and love—thy fault 
Justify with the masculinity of despair . 

For to thy sensual fault I bring in sense— 
Thy adverse party is thy advocate— 
And 'gainst myself a lawful plea commence: 
Such civil war is in my love and hate. 

(XXXV, q. 3) 

Two major assonantial units make an appropriate division in this couplet. The 

most significant part of the statement receives unity and emphasis by a homo

phonical blending of a rebound, traductio, and assonance: 

POklYAvsYA b YA, shcho vRODa zRODu chORNa, 
a shcho NE chORNE, te POvik POtvORNE. 

I would swear, that beauty from birth is black 7 

And what is not black, that is always monstrous. 

THen Will I sWear Beauty herseLf is Blaek, 
and ALL THey fOUL THat THY compLexion Lack. 

(CXXXIJ) 
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In this couplet, too, the structure of sound patterns supports the contextual 

division. The final alliterative 'm' serves, also, to link words separated by a 

grammatical comma: 

METavs' MYTets' i Malyuvav, shcho Mih, 
lySHe do sertsya ne znaySHov dorih. 

The art is t darted about and painted what he could, 
But to the heart he did not find paths. 

Yet eyes this cunning want to grace their art , 
They draw but what they see, know not the heart. 

(XXIV, 13-14) 

In another couplet, Palamarchuk achieves his primary binding through an 

epiphorically formed rebound contained within the pronouns. The anti

metabolic alliterative units 'ya' and 't' serve to underscore the thematic 

division and unity of the two parts 'I ' and 'thou'. A most unique pattern reveals 

itself in that the assonance 'ya' means ' I ' , and 'ty' means 'thou', thus the anti

metabolic arrangement of the pronominal-phonetic elements achieves the 

described unity and division of one single whole: 

i YA, TvoYA vidTorhnuTa chasTYna, 
khvalyu TEbe, moYA lyubov yedyna. 

And L thy severed part, 
Praise thee, my love. 

And that thou teachest how to make one twain, 
By praising him here who doth hence remainl 

(XXXIX) 

The same unique support of contextual unity and division are apparent by the 

antimetabolic alliteration in the following line; the mid-word serves as a con-

sonantial link between the two par ts : 
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yoHo SnaHa STaye Tvoyeyu Tezh. 

His strength becomes thine also. 

THou mayst call THine when THou from youTH convertest. 

(XI, 4) 

Palamarchuk's repetitive sound patterns aid in producing desirable 

effects. These lines, concerning a stately petition, attain the appropriate 

strength and grandeur from the alliterated ' p ' . The final seven-syllable word 

is not characteristic of this translator, yet, in this legalistic content it is aptly 

used; the word contains no consonantal clusters to impede the reading, on the 

contrary, the assonantial units result in a smooth and rapid flow: 

mIY ZIr IZ SerTSem PIdPySav PaPIr 
na PODannya vZayeMODOPOMOhy. 

My eye and my heart signed a paper 
In petition for mutual-assistance. 

Betwixt mine eye and heart a league is took, 
And each doth good turns now unto the other; 

(XLVH, 1-2) 

Another instance to which p's impart pride, as in Shakespeare's 'Proud-Pied 

aPr i l ' (XCVHI, 2), for example, is the tsar image of the following couplet, 

wherein a meaningful unity and division of sound, also, occurs: 

ya buv tsarem, PosivSHY PYSHNYY troN, 
ta ZNyklo vSe, koly SkiNchyvSya SoN. 

I was a tsar, having taken the splendid throne, 
But vanished all, when the dream ended. 

THus HAve i HAD THEE, as a DrEAm Doth fLAtter, 
in sLEEpa KING, but waKING no such matter . 

(LXXXVH) 

Assonance and alliteration, with the aid of the fluid '1 ' results in an effective 
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swift movement of the following line: 

I LITa MYT' MYhne LYsh nad zEMLEyu. 

And summer 's instant will but flash over the earth. 

And summer's lease hath all too short a date: 
(XVHI, 4) 

The repetitive voiceless sibilant, the voiceless t 's and 'p ' render the feeling 

of fatigue described in this line,* while the fluid ' 1 ' , as in the original, aids in 

motion of the steady descent: 

SviTyLo STomLene ide na Spad, 

The light, feeble, goes to descent, 

Like fEEbLe age, hE rEELeth from the day, 

(VH, 10) 

It is extraordinary that Palamarchuk is sometimes able to reconstruct some 

of Shakespeare's alliterative sound patterns, as the sibilants in the following 

couplet. The translator 's rhyme is built on a rebound, which produces the 

described chorus-like effect, in opposition to a solo, and replaces Shakespeare's 

rebound: 

I Zvuky TI beZ SLIv prOHOLOSyly. 
" v tvOYIm zhyTTI ne maye SOLO Syly". 

And those sounds without words announced: 
"In thy life a solo has no strength". 

whoSe SpEEchleSS Song, bEING many, SEEmING one, 
SINGS THiS to THEE: 'THou SINGle wilt prove none'. 

(VIII) 

More remarkable is his reconstruction of homophony throughout sonnet XXX. 

As Shakespeare, Palamarchuk composes his alliterative units on sibilants, 

nasals, stops, and the echo-like diphthongal derivations of 'w', with the main 
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link 'ow'. Palamarchuk uses the trilled V in his fourth line (Shakespeare 

alliterates V in the last line), which produces the tearing and irritating 

effect introduced into the poem by the translator. A comparison of the f i r s t 

quatrain and the couplet suffices to illustrate Palamarchuk's homophonical 

reconstruction. Indeed, every sound in these lines is assonantial o r 

alliterative: 

koly na SUD beZMOVNo-Tykhykh DUM 
vSTayuT' DAlekykh SpoMyNIV TUMaNy— 
prykhoDyT' ZNOV DAVNO ZaSNUlyy SUM, 
i SeRTSe Rve, i yaTRyT' DAVNI RaNy. 

Ta lySH Tebe pobaCHu ya Na MyT', — 
i SUM ZaSNe i SeRTSe Ne SHCHeMyT'. 

When to the trial of the speechless—silent thoughts 
Arise the obscurities of distant r e m e m b r a n c e s - -
Comes again the long-ago sleeping sorrow, 
And tears the heart, and i rr i ta tes the old wounds. 

But only thee I see for a moment, — 
And the sorrow is asleep and the heart does not ache. 

wheN To the SeSSioNS of SweeT SileNT THoughT 
i SuMMoN up reMeMbraNce of THiNgS paST, 
i Sigh the lack of MaNy a THiNg i SoughT, 
and WiTH Old WOES NEW Wail My Dear Time's WaSTe: 

buT if THe while i THink on THee, DeaR fRienD, 
all loSSeS aRe ReStoRed and SoRROWS enD. 

Palamarchuk is not as successful in producing the wailing effect in sonnet LX; 

whereas Shakespeare employs a strong w-link, the translator uses a relatively 

weak n-link. In other instances, however, Palamarchuk's 'n 'ga ins much 

impetus; it appears with a pulsating, tolling rhythm throughout the poems that 

a re concerned with the aspect of time. In sonnet XH, for example, part icular 

resonance is attained in the first line and the couplet by the use of the echoing 
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the translation proceeds primarily with a chiming regularity that results from 

the n-link. The secondary phonetic organizations—the stops and sibilants, 

the expertly patterned assonances and alliteration, and the o-i vowel a l te r 

nation provide the ticking effect to the background. There is hardly any sound 

here that does not receive a chiming echo: 

koLy hoDyNNyka poDZvINNYA SoNNI 
ZvISTuyuT' DNYA pomerkLoho vTDkhlD, 
koLy beZzhaL'No SNIh LYAha Na SkroNI 
I oSypayeT'SYA flYALky TSvTT; 

o NI! Ne ZNyshchyT' YIkh koSa oSINNYA, 
koly y ip Nykh roZSIyeT'SYA NaSINNYA. 

When the clock's weary tolling 
Announces the fading day's- departure, 
When pitilessly snow lays on the temples 
And the violet's blossom falls down; 

Oh no! The autumn's scythe will not destroy them ; 

When from them seeds will be sown. 

wheN I do CouNT THE CLoCK THaT TeLLS THE Time 
and See THE brAve dAY SuNk IN hldeouS NIghT; 
wheN I behoLd the vIoLeT PasT Pr ime 
and SabLe eURLS aLL SILvER'd O'ER with whITe; 

ANd NoTHiNG 'GAINST TIme'S SCYTHe cAN mAKE defENCe: 
SAVE BREEd to BRAVE Him WHEN He tAKES THEE HENCe. 

A similar rhetorical impetus is gained by the translator in the lat ter part of 

sonnet LVI. His third quatrain begins: 

SHCHOB Ne ZaZNaTy ZBAyDuzhiNNya RaN— 
v SHCHODeNNoho poBACHeNNya khvylyNy 

So as not to know the growing indifference of wounds 
In the minutes of daily meetings 
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Let this sad interim like the ocean be 

Which parts the shore, where two contracted new 

Palamarchuk employs an anadaplodic alliteration as he proceeds into sonnet 

LVII in the same vein; his traductio and rebounds are especially striking in 

their resonantial effectuation: 

tviy vil'Nyy rab, LaDEN ya DEN' pry DNI 
tobi yeDYNiy sluhuvaty virno. 

Thy free slave, I_am prepared day by day 
To serve thee, / m y / only, faithfully. 

Being thy slave, what should I do but tend 
Upon the hours and times of thy desire? 

Utilizing the n-link, Palamarchuk similarly produces the passing of minutes 

in sonnet LX. In the first quatrain, word repetition, traductio, and rebounds 

add to the harmony. The liquid ' 1 ' , in conjunction with its constant assonance 

unit, moves the verse along like the movement of the waves, while the 

sibilants ch, sh, zh, produce the sound of the waves in the background. The 

alliteration in the couplet is equally masterful. The primary sibilant pattern, 

in conjunction with the plosive stop 't ' and the nasal 'm' make a powerful 

stand in defence against Time. The phonetic organizations here a re very 

similar to Shakespeare's: 

yAK khvYLi mCHAT' NA uzbereZHNu riN', 
TAK vNebuTTYA i NASHi mCHAT' khvYLYNY: 
oDNu pohLYNE viCHNoSTi hLYbiN', 
NA zmiNu yiy uZHe NASTupNA LYNE. 

TA virSH miy proTy SMerTi SMiLo STane 
i ZakhySTyT' Tvoye LyTSe kokhane. 
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So into nonexistence also our minutes rush: 
The depth of eternity swallows one, 
In its place already another flees. 

But my verse against death shall boldly stand 
And defend thy face beloved. 

Like aS the wAveS mAke towaRDS the pebbLeD shoRe, 
So Do ouR miNuteS hASteN to theiR eND; 
eaCH CHANgiNg pLACe with that whiCH goeS befoRe, 
iNSequeNT ToiL aLL foRwaRDS Do coNTeND. 

and yeT To TIMES in hope MY verSe SHall STand, 
praiSing thY worth, deSpITe hiS cruel hand. 

Equally beautiful is the translation of sonnet LXXIH where the homophony of 

the first quatrain produces all the sound effects associated with the context. 

Here, in conjunction with Time's n-link is the humming emanation of a song; 

the multiple repetition of 't' produces the sound of trembling leaves: 

Toy Misyats' roku bachysh Ty v MeNi, 
koly bahryaNyy lysT TreMTyT' Na viTTi 
pid yiTroM zlyM, yakyy pryyshov po liTi 
Na khory, de zaMovkNuly pisNi. 

That month of year thou seest in me, 
When the purple leaf trembles on the bough 
Beneath the evil wind, which came after summer 
To the choirs, where songs became silent. 

THat time of year THou mayst in me behold 
when yeLLow Leaves, or none, or few, do hang 
upon thOSe BOUGHS which shAke agAinst the cOld, 
BaRe Ruin'd choiRS, wheRe late the Sweet BiRdS Sang. 

Palamarchuk's mastery of sound is further exemplified in sonnet CXXIX 

where he reproaches lust. Anger i s transmitted by "harsh" consonants, 

primarily the sibilant and plosive type, and by the r a r e combinations of 

these consonants, as kht, dzh, lzh, dst, r s t . The phonetic organization of 
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the first quatrain is also reminiscent of Shakespeare's: 

o KHTyvoSTe, SHCHo honySH PLoT' u SkaZ, 
STRaSHny_yny_SHCHyTelyuDuSHi SLaBoyi, 
DZHeRelo LZHi, i piDSTupu, y RoZBoyu, 
TuPa, SLiPa y ZHoRSToka voDNoRaZ . 

O, lust, that drives flesh into rage, 
Horrible destroyer of soul feeble, 
The source of evil, and deceit, and robbery, 
Dull, blind and cruel simultaneously. 

the eXPenSe of SPiriT in a waSTe of SHame 
iS luST in aCTION; and till aCTION, luST 
iS PERJURED, mURDEROUS, BLOODy, fULL of BLaMe, 

SavaGe, eXTReMe, RUDE, cRUEL, noT To TRUST. 

These characteristic examples from Palamarchuk's sonnets reveal 

this translator 's expertness not only in the attainment of homophony but also 

in his employment of the figure to achieve important subtle effects. His 

phonetic structure serves as a harmonious accompaniment to his lyrics and 

it is , therefore, not surprising that some of his sonnets have been set to 

music. 

Kostetsky, too, incorporates all of Shakespeare's repetitive 

patterns into his sonnets, but this translator concentrates more on the 

incorporation of rhetorical figures than in the attainment of harmony and 

subtlety therein. Kostetsky's highly complex phonetic organizations f re

quently appear to be of a superficial and pompous design; they often attract 

attention to themselves, as means, more than they do to the substantial 

aspect of the sonnets, or as means toward an end. Furthermore, because of a 

recurrent consonantal clustering and an insufficient modulation of sounds, this 

translator 's lines often result in cacophony, rather than in homophony. 
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Kostetsky is exceptionally resourceful in the creation and utilization 

of rebounds; he is very adept in substituting this device for the original 

traductio, and thus maintains effectively Shakespeare's rhetorical overtones 

in those particular l ines. A further illustration of Kostetsky's utilization of 

the rebound will serve to characterize his peculiar features with respect to 

homophony. 

A relatively simple and melodious quatrain is achieved in sonnet 

LXXV, 9-12,. by the combination of assonance, alliteration, traductio, 

ploce, and a triplet rebound. Kostetsky incorporates the original 'or ' unit in 

his assonance and also the original ploce. The rebounds a re used for 

Shakespeare's homophonical blending of 'possessing or pursuing/or ' . Thus the 

translator achieves the required musical and rhetorical aspects of this passage: 

ya ROZkoshuyu v ZORakh Vashykh Vich 
i RaZ-u-RaZ holodnyy ZORiv tykh, 
z nykh DANoho i ZHDANoho op rich 
ne posiDAyu ZHADNYKH bil'she vtikh. 

I take pleasure in the s tars of your eyes 
And by and by hungry for those s t a r s , 
From them the given and awaited except 
I do not possess any more delights. 

SoMe TIMe aLL FuLL with FeaSTING on your SIghT, 
and b_Y and bY cLean STaRved fOR a Look; 
PoSSeSSING OR PuRSuING no deLighT, 
Save what iS had OR MuST fROM you be Took. 

Sometimes Kostetsky substitutes rebounds for traductio'in different 

lines than the traductio appears in the original. In the introduction to XVII, 

for example, rebounds a re used for the omission of two traductio pairs from 

the second quatrain and the couplet. 'These rebounds embrace the assonances 
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and alliterations of the original, but the translator does not achieve the 

required homophonical balance; the latter part of his lines is dense in the 

'vi' pattern: 

V mayBUtNIM VIRy VIRshu khto zh POyMe, 
BUd' Vashykh TSNOt VIN I PO VINTSya POVEN? 

In the future the faith of the verse who will understand, 
Even if_it_is filled to the brim with your virtues ? 

who WILL beLieVe mY Verse In TIMe To eoMe, 
IF IT WERe FILL'd With youR mosT High desERTs? 

In sonnet XXXVI (q. 3) Kostetsky uses rebounds for Shakespeare's 

word repetition. The first is a pun equivalent to Shakespeare's play on 'honour'. 

Kostetsky's rebounds are excellent in themselves, but the complexity of the 

sentence results in a quatrain that is difficult to understand, in ambiguity that 

is not in the original: 

zo mnoyu znatys'—ulyahty han'bi 
z-za moho borhu, shcho, khoch plach ne splachen, 
mene vitaty—buv by tym tobi, 
na CHEst' moyu, tviy chyn imennya vtrachen. 

To know m e — / i s / to fall into shame 
On account of my debt, which is not paid, cry as one may, 
To greet—in doing this would be for thee, 
For my honor thy rank robbed of name. 

I may not evermore acknowledge thee, 
Lest my bewailed guilt should do thee shame, 
Nor thou with public kindness honour me, 
Unless thou take that honour from thy name. 

Shakespeare's punning rebound is attained also in this line, but only in 

reference to the original can the reader grasp the substance: 
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yaka miy dovh—ne dovhyy rozum—vkazhe. 

Which my debt—not a long intellect—will show. 

To witness duty, not to show my wit. 
(XXVI, 4) 

Kostetsky adds a punning rebound to sonnet XXVII (1. 2). In having created this 

figure the translator finds an archaic word to harmonize with it. Yet it is 

questionable whether the unity and division of sound in these lines function to

ward the desired end. Firs t , an assonantial pattern aids in describing a 

weary person, then an alliterative unit aids in communicating the person's 

hastening to bed, but subsequently, the translator reverts to the former 

"weary" assonance in describing a comfortable bed: 

DOKRayu ZMOREN, LyNu v LiZHko ya, 
ZDOROZHENomu DOROhE vsTOKROt'. 

Completely tired, I flee to bed, 
To the travel tired dear a hundredfold 

WEARy With Toil, I haSTe To mY bed 

the dEAR REpoSe foR limbS With TRavel TIRed. 

At times Kostetsky constructs complex phonetic units which divert 

attention from the meaning. The extreme redundancy of sound patterns attained 

by the ploce, the rebound, and the assonantial blending, obscures the substance 

in this line. Notwithstanding, the supremacy of sounds in this particular case 

serves well in substitution for Shakespeare's ambiguity in the word 'from': 

skArb CHASu vklASty pozA CHASu CHASt' ? 

Time's treasure to place beyond Time's boundary ? 

shall Time's bEST jewel from Time's chEST lie hid? 
(LXV, 10) 
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On occasion, however, Kostetsky's complex phonetic organizations 

a re detrimental, as in the bombastic passage of XLIV, 7-10. Here the t rans 

lator immerses the reader totally into a strangeness of sound; the constant 

repetition of the units 'vya' and ' s i " in proximity to other consonantal clusters 

results in difficult articulation. In his footnote to this sonnet, 6 7 Kostetsky states 

that the alliteration herein is in accordance with Shakespeare's ' 1 ' . But the 

original l ines, unlike the translation, are smooth and fluid; they a re devoid of 

any tongue twisting units: 

bo mysL' pLyha kriz ' morYA y sushi YAV 

tak prudko, YAk toy YAV sobi VYAVLYA. 
ta, LeLe, mysL', shcho YA—nemysL', vbyva 
chOMu, MOv MysL' ne Mchu v tviy slid YA MyL'. 

For thought leaps through seas and land of imaginations 
So quickly, as that imagination to itself imagines. 
But, alas, the thought, that I—/am7 not thought, kills 
Why, like thought do I not rush in thy footstep's mi les . 

but, ah, thought kills me, that I am not thought, 
to Leap Large Lengths of miLes when thou a r t gone, 
but that, so much of earth and water wrought, 
i MusT aTTend TiMe's Leisure with My Moan. 

Similarly the following line lacks an equilibrium of sound. The extreme density 

of the 'ni ' pattern in contrast with the sounds in the final word 'dmukh' resul ts in 

dissonance: 

NI, aNI VIN aNI NIchNyy toy dmukh 

No, nor /neither^ her, nor that nightly puff 

No, NEItheR He, NOR HiS compEERS BY Night 
(LXXXVI, 7) 

Very often, Kostetsky, in disregarding the euphony rules of the 

fCf. ,p . 141. 
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Ukrainian language, attains cacophonous units. His consonantal clusters , 

which are alien to the language, greatly adulterate his l ines . Some phrases 

a re truly tongue twisters: 'pozhal'sya zh zvitu', 'zostan'sya zh sam' , 

'vdovol'sya zh skryys" , 'sonm ozdob'. Besides such cacophonous units, 

Kostetsky makes an abundant use of separate words which contain unpleasant 

consonantal clusters, as: 'vzavtra', 'chuvstv', 'gmakh', 'sknaro' , 'gmnt ' . In 

addition, long words are used by the translator. Alien to Shakespeare's 

sonnets, and homophony, as well as to the Ukrainian language, and poetry, 

is the nine-syllable word in the following line. Again, there is an extreme 

density of the repetitive 'a ' , as well as 'n': 

sey NAyNAbAl'sAmovANishANyy chAs 

This the most balsam time 

Now with the drops of this most balmy time 

(cvn, 9) 

These illustrations a re not to demonstrate that Kostetsky's sonnets 

a re entirely devoid of harmony. Kostetsky does achieve beautiful assonantial 

units when he heeds vowel modulation, as 'bezkOLOsykh LOn', 'SHCHYroho 

SHCHYtY', or lines as, 

TU pORU ROkU Ty v meni zORysh 

That time of year thou seest in me 

THaT Time of year THou mayst in me behold 

(LXXHI, i) 

Similarly melodic alliterative units are achieved when these units a re inter

spersed with various vowels: 
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shLE v ZELEN' LUK tsiLUnKy ZoLoti, 

Sends into the green meadows kisses golden, 

KiSSing with Golden faCe the meadowS Green, 

(XXXIII, 3) 

Here, alliterative and assonantial divisions aid in underscoring the contextual 

division: 

ta LeLe! Lysh ODNU hODyNU DNya 
POTOmu zh vyd POkhmuryvsya y POTakh. 

But alas! _Just for one hour of the day 
And then / h i s / face grew gloomy and extinguished. 

But, out, alack! • he was but one hour mine, 
The region cloud hath mask'd him from me now. 

(XXXHI, 11-12) 

A very ingenious pun is attained through an internal paronomasia in the 

following line, where Kostetsky constructs homonymous units by combining 

two words which sound like another single word: 

nuzhdennist'pidpyra hin z-pid pera^ 

Misery supports impetus from under the pen? 

Lean penury within that pen doth dwells 
(LXXXIV, 5) 

Kostetsky achieves a certain degree of harmony between sound and 

meaning. In the first quatrain of sonnet XH, for example, an n-link serves as 

an onomatopaeic chime of bells. Three stressed monosyllabic words ending 

in the palatalized V render an additional echo effect. The l-link regulates the 

fluid movement of the verse in accordance with the movement of t ime. A 

further evidence of Kostetsky's appreciation of phonetic complexities l ies in 



his f irst rhyme pair, or paronomasia, which can be regarded as a pun in that 

the adjective 'navisni' {ill-boding) in parallel constmction to 'po vesni' (after 

spring) can be interpolated as the adverb 'navesni' (in spring): 

koLy Lichu ti dzvoNy NavisNi, 

shcho deN' SHLyakhetNyy SHLyut' u NochikhLaN', 
koLy zoRyu fiYALku po vesNi 
i v CHoRNykh kuCHeRYAkh sRibLYAstu vYAN'. 

When I count those bells, ill-boding, 
That send the noble day into night's abyss, 
When I see the violet after spring 
And in black curls the silver fading. 

wheN I do CouNT THE CLoCK THaT TeLLS THE Time, 
and See THE brAve dAY SuNk IN hldeouS NIghT; 
wheN I behoLd the vIoLeT PasT Prime, 
and SabLe cURLS aLL SILvER'd O'ER with whITe. 

The nasal link produces a similar echo effect in sonnet LXXI (q. 1). The 

alliterative 'd' and rebounding assonances come to its aid. The rebound (1. 3) 

i s aptly used for Shakespeare's word repetition; the traductio blends 

assonantially with words in its proximity: 

Ne Dovshe plachte sMErt' Moyu, azh DzviN 
DavatyME kvasNyy, poNuryy zNak, 
shcho z yuDOLi ya zNYk NYz'kykh DOLYN 
v SHCH e NYZHCHI, De hospoDarem khrobak. 

No longer mourn my death till the bell 
Will give a sour, sullen sign., 
That I from grief vanished the low depths 
Into still lower, where the worm is lord. 

No lONgER mOURN fOR me wheN i am dead 
thaN you shaLL heaR the SuRLy SuLLeN beLL 
give WARNING to the WORLD that i am FLeD 
FROm this viLe WORLD, With viLest WORms to DWeLL. 

Repetitive sounds are symbolic of their meaning also in Kostetsky's sonnet 
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LX, 1-4. The assonance containing 'sh' represents the rushing of the waves, 

the ' r ' and V units suggest their tearing on the shore, while the rebounds 

and traductio denote their successive movement: 

mov RyNom khvyl' NA uzbeRezhNu RiN' 
spiSHYt' NA kRay bih NASHYkh sykh MINut, 
zMINyvSHy poperedNyu, v vyr stReMHN', 
V Rukh NApeRed VoNy Vsi RVut'sya tut. 

Like the break of waves on the littoral sand 
The course of these our minutes hastens to its end, 
Having changed the former, into a whirlpool of aspirations, 
Into a motion forward they all tear here. 

Like aS the wAveS mAke towaRDS the pebbLeD shoRe, 
So Do ouR miNuteS hASteN to theiR eND, 
eaCH CHANgiNG pLACe with that whiCH goeS befoRe, 
iN SequeNT ToiL aLL foRwaRDS Do coNTeND. 

Kostetsky attains a harmonious quatrain at the beginning of sonnet XXX by the 

use of epiphora, assonance, and alliteration. The epiphora and assonance of the 

first two lines aid in communicating the poet's melancholic state, while the 

reverberating assonantial 'u' of the other two lines is suggestive of the past 

sorrow. This latter unit a r i ses from Shakespeare's repetition of the retracting 

diphthong in 'old woes new wail': 

yak Do zasiDan' MYLYKH tYKHYKH DUM 
rechey MYNULYKH spoMYN ya PozvU, 
Nestach zidkhNU, stryvozhU davNiy sUm 
i VskarzhU VtratU chasU v Nim NovU: 

When to the sessions of sweet silent thoughts 
Things of past remembrances I summon, 
Lacks I will sigh, I will shake the old sorrow 
And make complaint of the new loss of time in it". 

wheN To the SeSSioNS of SweeT SileNT THoughT 
i SuMMoN up reMeMbraNce of THiNgS paST, 
i Sigh the lack of MaNy a THiNg i SougbT, 
and WITH Old WOES NEW Wail My Dear Time 's WaSTe. 
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In general, however, Kostetsky's talent lies more in the utilization of other 

rhetorical devices than in the attainment of a homophonical effect. The frequent 

lack of harmony in his translations is due to the lack of vowel modulation and the 

application of euphony rules . When the translator does take these into account 

he achieves the desirable consonance, as in the above passage of sonnet XXX. 

In this same poem, in the third quatrain, further consonance is attained 

primarily by the repetitive rhetorical figures, traductio and the ploce, rather 

than by the requirements of harmony in themselves. It is these passages that 

stand out in Kostetsky as exceptional in their rhetoricism, as well as in 

homophony: 

todi v pereyshlU ya vzhuryus' zhuru 
i tyazhko z mUK do mUK vchyslyu aKtyv 
pechaluvanu tU pechal' starU, 
splatyvshy znOV, mOV dosi y ne platyv. 

Then at foregone grief I will grieve 
And heavily from torment to torment I will count into activity 
That old despaired despair 
Having paid again, as if I had not paid till now. 

Then can I grieve at grievances foregone, 
And heavily from woe to woe tell o 'er 
The sad account of fore-bemoaned moan, 
Which I new pay as if not paid before. 

Franko is very skillful in the achievement of homophonical emphasis. 

This translator accomplishes an equilibrium of sound as well as an equivalence 

of sound and meaning. In comparison to the excellent foregoing translations of 

the opening quatrain to sonnet XXX, Franko's is best in that his alliterative 

and assonantial units aid in achieving the melancholic and peaceful tone of the 

original. He thereby renders most accurately the poet's tranquil state expressed 
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in this stanza. Palamarchuk's retracting diphthongal 'w' variations, and the 

trilled ' r ' produce a louder echoing effect, as does also Kostetsky's assonantial 

'oo' . Franko's sound units, on the other hand, with his background scattering 

of sibilants—sh, ch, s, z ~ r e s u l t in a quality of pianissimo. His echo, 

achieved by rhymes, by V and 'd' units in the lat ter line, and by vowel 

alternation, is softer and more tranquil in comparison to the echo of his 

counterparts: 

kOLY v sOLOdkiy tYshi LyubYkh dum 
ya spoMYNY MYNuLOhO zbYrayu 
chYMALO strAt opLAkuye miy sum 
DO DAVNikh sliz NoViyj. DOLYVAyu. 

When in the sweet silence of dear thoughts 
The remembrances of the past I gather 
Many losses my woe_bewails 
To old tears new I /add/ pouring.68 

His third quatrain is equally art is t ic . Shakespeare's strophe contains three 

traductio pairs and a ploce. Franko attains three traductio pairs in different 

positions.and replaces the ploce with an epiphoric pair and minor assonances 

and alliterations. He attains rhetorical emphasis as well as a sound and 

meaning equivalence, in a natural manner of expression: 

ya vAZHko MUchUsya MYnUlYM horEM, 
i ZHAL' DO ZHALYU DODAYU raptovo; 
kolyshNiy sUM bUshUye NOvYM MOrEM, 
shcho splacheNO DAvNO plachu NaNOvo. 

I am heavily tormented by past grief, 
And sorrow to sorrow I add has t i ly 
Past woe storms in_a new sea, 
What is paid / c r ied / before, I pay / c r y / again. 

The excerpts from Shakespeare for this and the following illustration 
a re above with these same illustrations for Kostetsky. 
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Sonnet XXVm, 5-6, is another exemplary illustration of Franko's association of 

sound and meaning. Here an intricate intertwining of assonantial units supports 

the contextual joining of night and day: 

koLY vrahy VIdVICHNI NICH I deN' 
zVYAzaLYs', shchob VYALYT' meNe strazhdaNNyam; 

When the enemies eternal, night and day, 
Have joined to enfeeble me with torture; 

And each, though enemies to either 's reign, 
Do in consent shake hands to torture me; 

The accumulative assonance in the finale of this sonnet conveys the mentioned 

accumulation of sorrow, when the original traductio pairs cannot be maintained: 

i kozhNa Nich yoho SHCHE tyaZHCYm CHYNyt'. 

And every night makes it more difficult. 

And night doth nightly make grief 's strength seem stronger. 

The trilled ' r ' , the plosives 'd' and 'p ' , the sibilants intermingled with 

assonances, convey the angry spirit in LXVI, 10r-ll. A traductio and rebound 

emphasize the bitterness: 

a DURen' mUDRomU viDmiRyuye PRAVA, 
i PRAVDA sPuhaNA, bezPomichNA DURiye, 

And the fool for the wise /one7 measures out laws, 
Also truth is frightened, helpless, goes mad, 

and foLLy, DoCToR-LiKe ConTRoLLing SKiLL, 
and SimpLe TRuth MiSCaLL'D SimpLiCiTy, 

The homophony in Franko's paraphrase of sonnet CXXX is also noteworthy. 

Franko uses the nasal link to endow his adapted song with a humming quality. 

The nasal link increases toward the conclusion of the poem until it ends in a 
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peculiar type of a musical epiphoric rebound in the last stanza: 

shcho Muzyka pryyeMNishe 
hOMONyt' MOyiM ushaM. 

yak bohYNI khodyat' ts'oho 
ya ne bachyv ANI V SNI; 
Moya pANI, yak I VSI My, 
khodyt' prosto po zeMli. 

That music more pleasantly 
Hums to my ears . 

How goddesses walk, this 
I have not seen, even in dreams; 
My mistress , just like all of us 
Walks ordinarily on the ground. 

Zuyevsky is conservative, but very meticulous, in his organization 

of repetitive sound patterns. This translator 's unity and division of sound 

expertly establish sound and meaning equivalence in sonnet CII, 11-14. The 

fluid ' 1 ' , intermingled with assonances and the epiphoric endings, pours the 

music steadily in accordance with the context; the release of those units and the 

'sp ' alliteration in the penultimate line serves to restrain that flow, while the 

nasal units^and the rebounding assonance of the last line result in reverberation: 

LYSH muzYKA rozLYvSHYs' po hILKAkh 

v uslkh dovklLLyakh, robyt'sya bayduzha. 
tak chasom ya SPyNayu vLasNyy SPIv 
she hob vIN dlya NAs NAbrydlym NE bryNIv. 

But the music, having poured over the boughs 
In all the surroundings, becomes indifferent. 

Thus sometimes I restrain / m y / own song 
So it would not to us , t iresome, resound. 

But that .wild music burthens every bough, 
And sweets grown common lose their dear delight. 

Therefore, like her, I sometimes hold my tongue, 
Because I would not dull you with my song. 
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Another echo is achieved with the n-link as well as by a suitable epiphora 'oyu' 

inLXXL 2: 

NIzh poky dzvIN pechaL'NOYU LUNOYU 

Than till the bell with a sullen echo 

fchaN y«ra shaLL hear the Suo?Ly SuLLeN beLL. 

In sonnet LX (q. 1) the n-link and a traductio transmit the chiming sound of a 

clock. A weaker r-link, a linear alternation of a minor 'm' with a minor 'b' 

alliteration, and a rebounding 'pro' in alternating lines regulate the passing 

of the hours; while the sibilants in the background produce the sound of waves. 

The multiple epiphora in the couplet is particularly effective in producing the 

resonance discussed by the poet: 

NENAche v Mori khvyli NEstryMANNI, 
hODyNy proBihayut' NAshykh DNIv 
ODNA po ODNIY v revNoMu zMAhANNI 
proBytysya DO vlasNykh Berehiv. 

I tll'kY vlrsh MIY rYMaMY dzvINkYMY 
tvlY obraz vld zahladY bErEhtYME. 

As though in the sea the waves unrestrained, 
The hours of our days pass by 
One after the other in zealous contention 
To break through to /Fheir7 own shores . 

And only my verse with rhymes resounding 
Thine image from destruction shall spare . 

Similarly in CXXXV, 9, the 'Will' sonnet. 

'"Shakespeare's excerpt cited in discussions on Palamarchuk and 
Kostetsky. 
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Hordynsky's sonnet LX is equally masterful in its association of sound 

and meaning. As the other translators, Hordynsky uses an assonantial n-link to 

render time's passing. The second major assonance 'er ' associates with the 

breaking of waves upon the sand, and the sibilants in the background produce the 

sound of waves. The pair of rebounds in the first two lines, and the traductio of 

the third line add to the homophonical emphasis; while the *p' alliteration of the 

fourth line, serves to convey the mentioned act of aggression. In Hordynsky's 

third quatrain the major assonantial V and ' r ' links, and the sibilants acquire new 

strength, which is further underscored with a traductio: 

yak khvyli RYNut' NA RINYstyy bEREh, 
tak do kINtsya khvylyny NASHi mchat', 
odNA za odNoyu mENyayut' SHEREh, 
ta vsi vPEREd u NAstuPI sPISHat'.' 

VIN-lomyt' kVIty, daNI yuNIY vRodi, 
i RYye RYSY NA choli KRASY, 
SAm zhyvyt'syA NAyKRASHCHym u pRYRodi 
i vSe SHCHo ye—lySH dlya yoho koSY. 

As the waves break on the gravelled shore, 
So toward the end our minutes rush, 
One after another they change rank, 
And all forward in aggression hurry. 

It breaks the flowers given to youthful beauty7 

And burrows features on beauty's brow., 
Itself it feeds the most beautiful in nature 
And all that i s — / i s / only for his scythe. 

Like aS the wAveS mAke towaRDS the pebbLeD shoRe, 
So Do ouR miNuteS hASteN to theiR eND, 
eaCH CHANgiNg pLACe with that whiCH goeS befoRe, 
iN SequeNT ToiL aLL foRwaRDS Do coNTeND. 



time doTH transFix the Flourish set on youTH 
and deLveS the paraLLeLS in Beauty's Brow, 
feeds on the RaRitieS of natuRe'S tRuTH, 
and noTHing Stands but for his SCyTHe to mow. 

(qq. 1 and 3) 

The remainder of Hordynsky's translations are not as striking in their sound 

effects, except the two following illustrations. A good finale is attained in 

CVII by the use of a rebound: 

tRYvkisha, nizh HeRBY y HRoBY vladYk. 

Stronger than crests and graves sovereigns'. 

When tyrants' crests and tombs of brass a re spent. 

In XLVH, 5-6 the unity and division of sound harmonizes with the context of 

the poem and is reminiscent of some of Shakespeare's l ines: 

TViy Obraz OkO Vyklykaye VmyT' 
i na BarVysTyy BenkeT Sertse proSyT', 

Your picture / m y / eye summons in an instant 
And to a colorful banquet bids / m y / heart, 

With my love's picture then my eye doth feast 
And to the painted banquet bids my heart; 

Occasionally, however, Hordynsky disregards euphony rules as , for example, 

in his compound word zmertvykhvstannya (LV, 13). Similarly, consonantal 

clusters adulterate the following line: 

i kplyat' avgury z vlasnykh vishchb nayivnykh, 

And augurs mock their own presages naive, 

And the sad augurs mock their own presage; 
(CVIL 6) 

A constant orchestration of sounds characterizes the sonnets by 
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Slavutych. Two examples suffice to show this t ranslator 's musical meri ts 

attained by a constant phonetic unity and division: 

POHidNE UTo pROMYNE MYHtsEM, 
okVITTya ROzh VITrlV POH1YNE Pashcha. 

Fa i r summer will pass by instantly, 
The blossoms of roses the wind's mouth will swallow. 

rough winDS Do shAke the DArling bUDS of mAY, 
anD SUmmer'S leaSe hath all Too shorT a DATe: 

(XVIH, 3-4) 

MALyy AMur nedBALO zAdriMAV, 
pOkLAVshY zBOku smOLOskYp LyuBOvY. 

Little CupM carelessly fell asleep, 
Having lain to the side the torch of love. 

the LittLe Love-god Lying once asLeep, 
Laid by his side his heart-infLaming brand,, 

(CLIV, 1-2) 

Karavansky creates harmony through assonantial units, with due respect to 

vowel modulation; as in XTV (q. 1): 

PRO viyny, hOlOd, POshesti, POzhar 
vNOchi PO zORYAkh YA NE vOROzhu, 
YANE VIshchUN, _NE MAh i NE VId'MAr, 
shchob zNAty dolyu vlAsNU i chUzhU-

About wars, starvation, epidemics, f ires, 
At night by the s tars I do not predict, 
I am not a soothsayer, not a magician, not a sorcerer , 
To know fate, my own and others. 

Not from the stars do I my judgement pluck; 
And yet methinks I have astronomy, 
But not to tell of good_or evil luck, 
Of plagues of dearths, or seasons' quality. 

The above amplificatory repetitions in the word 'not' are very characterist ic 

of Karavansky. These ellipticisms effect power and pathos, as well as melody. 
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Another such case appears in the same sonnet: 

6 chy bude do she h, chy viter, hrad chy snih, 

Or there will be rain, jor wind, hail or snow, 

Pouring to each his thunder, rain and wind, 

Karavansky's assonantial units a re often of the rebound type. In sonnet XVIH, 

the first quatrain contains rebounds in 'KRAshcha-stoKRAt-KRAdut". The 

second quatrain contains a line constructed on this type of assonance.in 

accordance with Shakespeare's use of this figure: 

8 vid PRYmkh PRYrody ta hRYznl stYkhlY; 

From the whims of nature and threats of elements; 

By chance or nature's changing course untrimm'd; 

In both of his translations, Onufriyenko achieves rhetorical emphasis 

through anaphoric amplification, the ploce, traductio, and rebounding 

assonance, as in XI, 10-14: 

koho pryRODA ne DALA DLYA pLODu. 
pohLYAn', komu DAry vona DALA, — 
ty musysh DAr sviy povernuty—vRODu, 
ty—znak pryRQDy, ty—pechat' yiyi, 
lYSHYty musYSH viddruky svoyi. 

Whomsoever nature did not give for posterity. 
Look, to whom she gave gifts, — 
Thou must return your gift—beauty, 
Thou—art the mark of nature, thou—its seal, 

Leave /thou/ must thy pr ints . 



haRSH, FeaTUReless and Rude, baRRenly peRiSH: 
Look, whom she best endow'd she gave the more; 
Which bounteous gift thou shouldst in bounty cherish: 

She carved THee for her seal, and meant THereby 
THou shouldst print more, not let THat copy die. 

Tamavsky's sound patterns a re relatively sparse, and, therefore, 

less striking. A few scatterings of assonantial and alliterative units link o r 

divide line halves, as in the three lines of sonnet XVHI: 

3 BruN'KY travNeVI Vlter Buynyy sKYNe, 
9 TVoye zh NE zNaye VichNE LITo TLINI, 

13 . yak Dovho lyuDY DYshut', baCHat' oCHi, 

The buds of May the wind strong will remove, 
But thy eternal summer knows no decay, 
So long as people breathe, eyes see, 

Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May, 
But thy eternal summer shall not fade, 
So long as men can breathe, or eyes can see, 

Tamavsky's rhetorical emphasis is attained mainly by traductio or by 

quatorzain word repetition. But especial impetus is gained homophonically 

in CXVI (q. 2). The phonetic elements a re well blended and aid in transmitting 

the meaning. The constancy of true love i s conveyed primarily by the constant 

n-link, as well as the reverberating assonantial and alliterative units: 

o, NI! lyubov—tse ToY POSTIYNYY zNak, 
shcho buRI zuSTRIchaye NEPOkhyTNo, 
tee pROVIdNA zORya, NEMov Mayak 
dlya choyNA, shcho VITRyla VypNE. 

O, no! love—this is that constant mark, 
That tempests meets steadfastly, 
This is the guiding star , like the lighthouse, 
For the boat, that stretches its sai ls . 
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O, no! it is an ever-fixed mark, 
That looks on tempests and is never shaken; 
It is the star to every wandering bark, 
Whose worth's unknown, although his height be taken. 

Of Slavinsky's two sonnets, CVI is most melodic because of anaphora, 

epiphora, and assonance, as exemplified in these paraphrased lines: 

3-4 pro lytsariv blyskuchYKH hordopyshnYKH, 
pro nizhnYKH dam, vablyvu yiKH krasu; 
7-8 vOchakh vOLOhiSt', mLOSnUyu rOSU, 
SOLOdkU vnadU rUkhiv nepOSpishnykh. 

About knights, brilliant, proudly-arrogant, 
About tender dames, their charming beauty; 
In eyes a moisture, heavy dew, 
A sweet habit of motions slow. 

And beauty making beautiful old rhyme 
In praise of ladies and lovely knights, 
I see their antique pen would have express'd 
Even such a beauty as you master now. 

Hrabovsky in his paraphrase of sonnet XXLX departs swiftly with 

an epiphoric type of assonance. The l-link moves his quatorzain along at a 

rapid pace: 

na saMOtl v MOYI LYkhlY nevOLI, 
rydayu ya ta bILYY svit kLEnu, 

In solitude in my evil bondage, 
I weep and curse the bright world, 

when, in diSgraCe with fortune and men'S eyeS, 
i aLL aLone bEwEEp my ouTcaST STaTe, 

In conclusion, each of the translators possesses his own peculiar 

meri ts in respect to homophony, each composes a different kind of music, and 

each in some way is reminiscent of the melodic features of Shakespeare. 
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Franko and Palamarchuk a re truly virtuosos in the implementation of homo

phony for both melodic and rhetorical effects, in the establishment of a 

harmony between sound and theme. Hordynsky and Zuyevsky a r e relatively 

conservative in their play on sounds, but a r e particular in their organization 

of repetitive sound patterns for the purpose of attaining a sound and meaning 

equivalence. Karavansky and Onufriyenko achieve homophonical rhetoricism 

mainly through assonance of the rebound type, with regard for vowel 

modulation. Slavutych and Tarnavsky establish phonetic unity and division 

through the intermingling of assonance and alliteration; a continuous play 

on sounds marks Slavutych's passages, whereas a modest interspersal of 

repetitive sound patterns distinguishes Tamavsky 's . Slavinsky and Hrabovsky 

obtain melodic effects mainly through assonance and epiphora. Kostetsky's 

resourcefulness lies particularly in the creation of rebounds, but these, 

integrated with similar assonantial units a re detrimental when used excessively. 

Because of its vocalic system, the Ukrainian language lends itself more 

readily to assonantial groupings than does English, thus vowel modulation is 

more consequential in the patterning of Ukrainian phonetic elements than it is 

in English. It is the lack of this modulation that often offsets the balance of 

sound in Kostetsky's passages and results in a mere reverberating redundancy 

with no positive consequences allocated to the passage. Discordancy in 

Kostetsky often results , also, from consonantal clusters which hinder, 

moreover, the fluidity of his l ines. Many of Kostetsky's passages a r e 

euphonic, however, and, at t imes, this translator is successful in accomplish

ing a correspondence between sound and meaning. 
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From this comparative cross-section of the individual trends in 

the use of Shakespeare's rhetorical figures, it is evident that the majority 

of the translators are both assiduous and proficient in rendering this vital 

source of stylistic energy and beauty of the sonnets. For these same t rans

lators the complete fulfillment of Shakespeare's rhetorical figures is curtailed 

by linguistic limitations set by the differing structures of the source and 

receptor languages, usually, in conjunction with formal limitations set, for 

the most part, by the confines of the pentameter l ine. 

Lexically, the Ukrainian language is not as predominant in 

monosyllables as English; this, concurrent with the pentameter line, 

affects the total transference of Shakespeare's repetitive stem and word 

structures—the ploce, lexical and syntactic antimetabole, traductio, and the 

short variants of parallelism and antithesis. 

Morphologically, the inflectional system of the receptor language 

affects, to some degree, the exact transference of Shakespeare's word 

repetitions, as the ploce, and antimetabole, and hinders the attainment of 

the original type of antanaclasis. Antanaclasis i s the only figure that is 

influenced by linguistic translatability alone. The Ukrainian category of 

genders, too, can affect a transfer, inasmuch a s gender may interpolate the 

apostrophe by exposing the sexual identity of the objects addressed by 

Shakespeare. 
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Phonologically, the Ukrainian vocalic system, which lends itself 

more readily to assonantial structures than does English, can contribute to 

the translator 's accomplishment of the musicality and fluidity of the sonnets. 

The formal limitations of translatability, besides the bounds of the 

pentameter line, include rhythm, which influences, by and large, those 

rhetorical figures acquired through grammar . Rhythm may not always allow 

for the original arrangement of grammatical elements in the short forms of 

parallelism and antithesis, and the syntactic antimetabole. Rhythm can affect, 

also, the exact transference of the lexical antimetabole and anadiplosis when 

these figures must be rendered with words composed of more than one syllable. 

Dependent upon the limits set by rhythm, therefore, parallelism, antithesis, 

antimetabole, as well as inversion are interchangeable rhetoric devices in 

translation. Antimetabole is the most difficult figure to render inasmuch as 

its limits a re set by the linguistic aspects, lexical, as well as morphological, 

and the formal aspects, the pentameter line, as well as rhythm. 

In comparing the translations of the individual sonnets with the 

original it is found that the translators who tend toward paraphrasing make the 

furthest departures from the rhetorical devices of the original and that such 

departures stem mainly from the translator 's choice, rather than from the 

linguistic and formal limitations of translatability. This is clearly evident 

from the deviations of Shakespeare's use of apostrophe made by Hrabovsky in 

his single translation, by Slavinsky in his two translations, and by Karavansky 

in a majority of his ten translations. This can be concluded, also, from 

Karavansky's departure from Shakespeare's anaphora and short forms of 



parallelism, as well as apostrophe, in the "tired" sonnet LXVI, and his 

tendency toward rhetorical hyperbole throughout his translations. 

Karavansky retains, nevertheless, some of the original short and long forms 

of antithesis and traductio. This translator acquires melodiousness chiefly 

through the blending of assonantial units with the rebound. Both Hrabovsky 

and Slavinsky obtain musicality mainly through the use of an epiphoric 

assonance. Hrabovsky achieves some of the encountered cases of Shakes

peare 's parallelism, and Slavinsky renders his encountered traductio and 

syntactic antimetabole. 

The remainder of the translators of the individual sonnets attain a 

much higher degree of stylistic accuracy in the transference of the original 

oratorical emphasis by adhering very closely to Shakespeare's use of 

rhetorical figures. These translators, for the most part, surmount the 

obstacles of formal and linguistic limitations by accommodating Shakespeare's 

rhetoricism, through the interchange of Shakespeare's own devices. Every 

translator of the separate sonnets renders his rhetorical lines with a natural

ness of expression. 

Zuyevsky, in his nine translations, is exceptional in his rendering 

of the original apostrophe; it is noteworthy that this translator always conceals 

the sexual identity of Shakespeare's objects of address . Zuyevsky encounters 

and retains the semantic antimetabole, the short form of antithesis, and 

traductio. Although this translator exhibits moderation in his play on sounds 

and words, he employs homophony for the purpose of establishing a nexus 
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between sound and meaning, and is exemplary in the attainment of antanaclasis 

in the 'Will' sonnet, CXXXV. 

Franko, who accomplished eight translations, is faithful to the 

original rhetorical style even in his two adaptations, one of which (XCVI) is 

illustrative of the methods used by this translator in accommodating 

Shakespeare's rhetoricism through the interchange of rhetorical devices. 

Franko displays especial resourcefulness and ingenuity in his implementation 

of Shakespeare's traductio, and in the use of homophony for the attainment of 

a harmony between substance and style. Franko transmits many cases of 

short and long forms of antithesis and parallelism. Antithesis is skillfully 

applied in the "tired" sonnet LXVI, although the apostrophe and anaphora 

therein undergo some change from the original. 

Hordynsky, in his eight translations, is particularly adept in t rans

mitting the encountered anaphora, traductio, the semantic and syntactic 

antimetabole, the linking anadiplosis, and the short and long forms of 

parallel ism. Hordynsky's translation of the "tired" sonnet LXVI is out

standing in the utilization of parallelism, although the apostrophe in this 

particular translation is altered. Homophony is best attained by this t rans

lator in sonnet LX. 

The four sonnets translated by Slavutych a re striking in their 

melodiousness. Although this translator does not transmit his encountered 

instance of complete antimetabole, Shakespeare's apostrophe, traductio, and 

the short form of antithesis a re retained. 
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The four translations by Tarnavsky include the original apostrophe, 

the short form of antithesis, and traductio. Tamavsky's assonantial and 

alliterative units impart melody and fluidity to his l ines. 

Onufriyenko, in his two sonnets, incorporates Shakespeare's short 

form of antithesis, traductio, and apostrophe. This translator makes a 

skillful use of assonantial units and rebounds for the attainment of homo

phony. 

In comparing the complete translations of Shakespeare's sonnets with 

that of the original, Kostetsky retains a very high percentage of rhetorical 

figures. Kostetsky must be.commended for his very sincere and painstaking 

efforts in trying to attain a stylistic accuracy; with the exception of homo

phony, this translator attains more instances of each rhetorical figure than 

does Palamarchuk. Kostetsky is especially adept in the rendering of Shakes

peare 's apostrophe; only twenty-eight of his sonnets reveal the sexual identity of 

the objects addressed. The intimate and formal pronouns remain intact, too, 

although it can be argued that only the intimate form, as in Palamarchuk, and 

a majority of the translators, should be used, since there is no precedent in 

Ukrainian love lyrics for the formal pronominal form. 

Although in his introduction to the sonnets, Kostetsky states that he 

did not encounter difficulties with monosyllables as did the translators of 

Shakespeare's dramas, 7 1 it is this which hinders the translator 's attainment 

Cf., pp. 9-10. 



of even a greater accuracy in the rhetorical transfer of the stem and word 

repetitions—traductio, anadiplosis, antimetabole, and the short forms of 

parallelism and antithesis. It is this that forces the translator to a d i s 

cretionary choice of the most pertinent words for repetition, and, 

simultaneously, the omission of those that a re of secondary importance. 

It is this, again, that often forces the translator to use uncommon mono-

syllables, and compels him to shorten words which results in unusual con

structions and, often, harsh and unmusical sounds. 

Although Kostetsky retains a large proportion of Shakespeare's 

rhetorical figures, he is not always as successful in attaining the rhetorical 

effects of the original as a r e the translators of the individual sonnets. This 

is due to Kostetsky's overabundance of ornate linguistic complexities which 

hinder the translator 's conveyance of meaning. 

Palamarchuk surpasses Kostetsky in this respect. Even though this 

translator attains fewer instances of each rhetorical figure, these instances 

a re always rendered with a simplicity and naturalness of expression, with a 

poetic diction and a laconic precision that sharpen the clarity and deepen the 

meaning of the l ines. This is particularly evident in the comparisons of the 

translators ' implementation of traductio, antimetabole, anadiplosis, and 

antanaclasis. 

Both translators reveal their ingenuity in the inventiveness of stem 

antanaclasis and the use of other figures of ambiguity in their encounter with 

Shakespeare's antanaclasis in the 'Will' sonnets; but both utilize their figures, 
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perhaps, to excess. Palamarchuk, again, in his comparatively natural 

manner of expression is more successful in conveying meaning, as is 

Zuyevsky in his moderate repetitiveness. 

Palamarchuk, however, is much too liberal in paraphrasing. He 

interpolates, to a very great extent, Shakespeare's apostrophe, and is 

neglectful of the short forms of parallelism, and, to some degree, of the 

short antithesis. Palamarchuk is a master of homophony; his euphonic 

passages, through a careful manipulation of sound, resul t in an exquisite 

musical design and beauty of harmony that serves to accompany the thought 

and feeling of the sonnets. 

Inasmuch as rhetorical ar t is one of the most distinguishing 

features in Shakespeare's style, this comparative analysis of the t ransla tors ' 

utilization of Shakespeare's rhetorical figures is quite representative of each 

individual's general performance in the ar t of translation. Throughout the 

study incidental comments a re made as to contextual interpolation and pa ra 

phrasing, and the quality of poetic expression in the translations. In an 

endeavor to attain a complete representation of each translator 's performance 

in his art , these aspects a re brought together in the following chapter, which 

focusses upon a discussion of the t ranslators ' skill in recapturing the imagery 

of the original sonnets. 



CHAPTER IV 

.IMAGERY 

Whereas the foregoing discussions on structure and rhetorical figures 

concentrate upon the stylistic accuracy of the Ukrainian translations of Shakes

peare 's sonnets, this chapter combines the stylistic and the contextual aspects 

of the translations. The discussion herein is based upon the third fundamental 

element of Shakespeare's poetic style—his rich and distinctive use of 

figurative language, in particular, his utilization of sensuously evocative 

figures, or imagery. 

In this chapter the translators ' reproductions of imagery a r e compared 

with the original in order to investigate further the translator 's skillfulness in 

the transference of Shakespeare's style, as well as to ascertain the t r ans 

lator 's proficiency in conveying the meaning of the sonnets, and the degree of 

accuracy accomplished in the rendering of the content and the spirit of the 

original. The selection of sonnets for this comparative analysis is based upon 

the incorporation of the largest number of translations for a given sonnet, and 

also upon as representative a number of works from each translator as 

possible. The chapter is subdivided in accordance with this selection, which 

includes, respectively, sonnets XVIII, CXXX, LX, XLVI, XXLX, and XI. It 

incorporates six translations from Kostetsky, and Palamarchuk ( i . e . , all the 

above), two examples from each of Franko (CXXX and XXLX), Hordynsky (LX 

and XLVI), Slavutych (XVIII and XLVI), Tarnavsky (XVIH and CXXX), and 
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Zuyevsky (CXXX and LX), and one example from each of Hrabovsky (XXIX), 

Karavansky (XVHI), Onufriyenko (XI), and Slavinsky (XVIH). 

This selection is representative also of Shakespeare's stylistic 

approaches to imagery, or image schemes. It includes, respectively, the 

sonneteer's use of associative imagery, accumulative imagery, image 

clusters, the extended image, and the brief image, and, finally, a sonnet 

based on concept rather than percept. 

The Shakespearean sonnets range from the poem which in its figurative 

language is austere in imagery and dependent upon conceptually related 

events, to the poem which in its figurative language is extremely complex or 

clustered with imagery and dependent mainly upon perceptually related events. 

The illustrations in this comparative analysis encompass this range. 

Because Shakespeare's imagery differs in nature and his image 

schemes differ in type, a somewhat different approach is taken in the 

analysis of each of the sonnets under discussion. Similarly, because of the 

individual problems encountered by the translators in their task, differing 

approaches a re sometimes taken in the comparative analysis of the t rans 

lations. 

Sonnet XVIH 

Sonnet XVHI is particularly illustrative of Shakespeare's images 

derived from nature's scenery. Settings from spring and summer, and 

depictions of the sun are often used by the poet in association with beauty 
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and youth. Summer, the sun, and one of Shakespeare's outstanding villainous 

personages, Death, a re brought together in this poem to express the main 

theme of the sonnet—the immortality of ve r se . 

The organization of imagery in this sonnet is based upon an associative, 

connective, or comparative link as befits the comparative method by which the 

sonneteer develops his theme. Picture images a re depicted within the f i rs t 

two quatrains and are carried over to the third, only through the process of 

association. This structure of imagery distinguishes further the octaval 

remnant of the sonnet-. 

Shall I compare thee to a summer 's day? 
Thou a r t more lovely and more temperate: 
Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May, 
And summer's lease hath all too short a date: 
Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines, 
And often is his gold complexion dimm'd; 
And every fair from fair sometime declines, 
By chance or nature's changing course untrimm'd; 
But thy eternal summer shall not fade, 
Nor lose possession of that fair thou owest; 
Nor shall Death brag thou wander'st in his shade, 
When in eternal lines to time thou grow'st: 

So long as men can breathe, or eyes can see, 

So long lives this, and this gives life to thee. 

Shakespeare begins by proposing a simile within a rhetorical question, 

which intimates that a comparison is to be made between the hero of the poem 

and a 'summer 's day' (1.1) . A resolution to the question is immediately set 

forth: the hero indeed is 'more lovely and more temperate ' (1. 2). The basis 

See the discussion on structure, p . 44. 
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for this resolution constitutes the remainder of the poem and begins by the 

introduction of a scene from summer that illustrates summer 's mortality and 

the instantaneous stripping of summer 's beauty: 'Routh winds do shake the 

darling buds of May' (1. 3). The epithets 'rough' and 'darling', furthermore, 

help to set apart in very compact terms the perfect and the imperfect of 

summer. The quatrain ends with a reference to summer 's short tenure which 

indicates that the poet is speaking of the summer season; ' summer ' s day' at 

the outset of the poem is used figuratively as indicative of the fleetingness of 

summer. 

The second quatrain introduces new images that depict the imper

fections of summer in relation, firstly, to summer 's intemperance as an 

implicit comparison to the temperance possessed by the hero; summer is 

either too hot, or cloudy. Summer's imperfections a r e further depicted in 

relation to its mortality in that it 'declines' in and is 'untrimm'd' of beauty 

'by chance' or during the course of time. This "untrimming" of beauty is 

associated with the foremost image of the wind stripping the May buds. 

The third quatrain makes a reversal to the hero of the poem; the 

hero's immortality is compared with summer 's mortality through an 

association with the images of summer which were depicted in the octave. 

The leading statement 'But thy eternal summer shall not fade' (1. 9) i s 

associated particularly with the dimming of the sun (1. 6). The following 

statement 'Nor lose possession of that fair thou owest' is associated with 

'fair' 'declines' (1. 7), 'untrimmed' (1. 8), and, finally, the May bud (1. 3). 
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The new, and less picturesque, image 'Death' (1. 11) completes the chain of 

images connected with summer 's mortality. The couplet extends, from the 

latter half of the third quatrain, the statement of the theme of the immortality 

of verse and of the hero contained in the verse . 

It can be said that the sonnet is filled with imagery, yet, in actuality, 

Shakespeare provides only three graphic illustrations: the ill-tempered 

wind shaking the May buds, and the intemperate sun—now brilliant, then d im. 

It is by the process of association that this sonnet is imbibed with imagery; 

each new statement, which follows a depicted image, refers back to an image, 

particularly to the first and most significant 'Rough winds do shake the darling 

buds of May'. The second half of the poem is relatively image-free, yet, the 

former pictures, through the process of association, or comparison, a re 

recapitulated in the third quatrain. 

In this sonnet, therefore, the imagery is constructed in such a way a s 

to effectuate a constant backward and forward motion of the reader ' s mind. 

An octave is imminent in that it contains the picture images and points forward, 

and, in that there is a constant overlapping, or pointing forward and backward, 

within the first two quatrains themselves. The "sestet", in opposition to the 

octave, points backward. At the same time, however, the perpetual backward 

and forward motion overrides the octaval division and thereby establishes a 

further stylistic paradox as inherent in the overall structure of the sonnet. 

There a re six translations of sonnet XVIII—by Karavansky, Kostetsky, 

Palamarchuk, Tarnavsky, Slavinsky, and Slavutych. In the following 

illustrations of the translations of this sonnet the t ransla tors ' alterations, 
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omiss ions , and additions a r e brought into rel ief within the l i t e r a l t r a n s 

la t ions provided for this study. The t r a n s l a t o r s ' a l t e r a t ions a r e indicated by 

the underl ining of the modified uni t s , the i r omiss ions a r e indicated by 

p a r e n t h e s e s , and thei r additions by pa ren theses containing the addi t ions . 

The t ransla t ion which i s the c lo se s t to the or ig inal a s r e g a r d s 

image ry and the t ransfe rence of content i s that of Tarnavsky : 

flo aiTHboT Te6e piBiwra AHHHH? 
B TO6I e SiJibiue jiariAHHX npHKpac. 
BpyHbKH TpaBHeBi BiTep SyftHHH CKHHC, 
Ta-fi aiTO — BHHaftM Ha KOPOTKHM ^ac. 

He6ecHe OKO nacoM npnniKae, 
TO B XMapaX TOnHTb 30JIOTO CB06. 
Ta BiA KpacH Kpaca mopa3 BTiKae 
y 3Minax, mo' npupoAa 3a3Hae. 

TB06 >K HO 3Hae Bwne ;iiTO TJimi, 
He BTpaTIIUI TH KpaCH CB061 TeJK 
i CMepTb ne BTiuiHiu.mo B if fiAem TiHi, 
60 B BWHHX cTpocpax noHaA ^ac pocTeni. 

^ K Aosro mow AHiiiyTb, 6aqaTb oni, 
TaK AOBro jKHTb To6i uefi Bipm AacTb noMHH. 

To a s u m m e r ' s day to compare t h e e ? 
In thee the re a r e m o r e gentle a d o r n m e n t s . 
The f~ 7 buds of May a wind rough shal l r e m o v e , 
and a lso summer—a l e a s e for a shor t t i m e . 

The heavenly eye somet imes bu rns , 
o r e l se in the clouds me l t s i t s gold. 
And from fa i r fa i r ever escapes 
/ * 7 in changes, that na ture undergoes £ J<• 

But thy e ternal s u m m e r does not know decay, 
thou shal t not l o se thy f a i r nei ther 
and Death thou shal t not delight, that in i t s shade thou goes t , 
fo r in e te rna l s t rophes beyond t ime thou g rowes t . 

A s long a s people brea the , eyes s ee , 
so long to l ive for thee this v e r s e shall give in i t ia t ive . 
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The above indications show that most of Tamavsky's deviations from 

Shakespeare are in the alterations of metaphorical verbal e lements . Because 

the majority of these occur at end-line positions they can be attributed to 

rhyme. As mentioned in the discussion on apostrophe, the phrase 'In thee 

there are' (1. 2) i s necessary in order to conceal the sexual identity of the 

hero of the poem. Other deviations are caused by rhythmic and spatial 

l imitations. The third quatrain departs somewhat from the spirit of the 

original because of a shift in tenses which results , a lso , from rhyme; 

Shakespeare's futurity gives a stronger quality of determination than does 

Tamavsky's present tense. In keeping with the imagery and content of the 

original sonnet, Tamavsky's associative image links develop in the same 

complex manner as Shakespeare's. 

Kostetsky departs somewhat from the imagery and the content of the 

original sonnet: 

MM 2K aiTa AHK> BiiOAoSaro Baruy MOCTb? 
TBifi o6pa3 aariAKini i me Mnaim: 
Bh-pM mopcTKi CTpacaiOTb Ma&cbKy 6poc?&, 
I aiTa CTPOK — KOPOTKHM BHiiaMM amu: 
Hacaim ne5o OKOM axt nene, 
A nacoM — cyMpiiTB ai-iK soaoTOHiKip, 
I nacoM Kpacae xpacHoro BTBHO, 
BnipHyBLiiii BHnaAKOM B HpupoAM Bwp; 
Ta B Bi'imM aiTi He Ha Teoe Tjiim., 
Hi BPOAM A^P ne sSaiAiie B 3ry6i Teac, 
Hi CMeprb Te6e B CBOIO He Bropne Tint — 
TM B Bî HHx Bipmax Hac nepepocTem: 

A:« AOKM 3ip B onax, HH B JOOJJJTK. p&x, 
Tax AOBro acnTHMem B paAKax OTHX. 
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Shall to a summer 's day I compare /Your G r a c e ? / 
/Thine image/ is gentler and still lovelier: 
Winds rough shake the / _ / May bud, 
And summer 's term—a short lease only: 
At times the heaven with its eye even burns, 
But sometimes—fades the face golden-skinned, 
And sometimes fair of fair shall escape, 
Having plunged by chance into Nature's vortex; 
Yet in eternal summer not on thee decay 
Nor beauty's gift shall pale in loss neither, 
Nor death thee in its shade shall enfold— 
Thou in eternal verses Time shalt outgrow: 

As long as sight in eyes, or in people breath, 
So long shalt thou live in those l ines. 

As Tarnavsky, Kostetsky makes a few minor modifications of the 

metaphorical verbal elements because of rhyme and rhythm, while linear 

space causes the omission of the epithet 'darling'. As mentioned in the 

discussion on apostrophe, the phrase 'Thine image' (1. 2) functions well in 

concealing the sexual identity of the hero of the poem. 

More of Kostetsky's alterations a r e of his own choice rather than of 

formal limitations, as the inversion of the epithet 'rough' (1. 3), the change 

from the subject 'eye' to 'heaven* (1, 5), and of 'fair' to 'beauty's gift' (1. 10). 

More pertinent is the translator 's introduction of the cluttered action image 

'fair of fair shall escape/Having plunged by chance into Nature's vortex' 

(11. 7-8) which evokes the visual impressions of fleeing, falling, and whirling. 

These lines a r e heavy, also, from the use of the past participle in conjunction 

with the future tense; 'shall escape' replaces the present tense of the preceding 

line in order to attain rhyme. A rhyming appendage is found, too, in the 

translator 's addition 'Your Grace' (1. 1). As mentioned earl ier , this archaic 

formal turn can impart a satirical tone to the sonnet. Another linguistic fault 
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in this translation is the use of extinct short adjectives—'lahidnish' (gentler) 

and 'mylish' (lovelier) (1. 2). These could be mistaken for adverbs inasmuch 

as these forms, which are not active in the language, follow also the formation 

of short superlative adverbs, active in the contemporary language. 

In remaining close to the content of the original sonnet, this translator, 

also,retains the complexities of Shakespeare's image scheme. Even though 

Kostetsky alters one of Shakespeare's images, he does not break the original 

associative link from the primary image of the May bud, for the fleeing, the 

falling, and the whirling of the new image can be appropriated with the flower 

in the wind. 

Palamarchuk, on the other hand, departs considerably from the 

original images and in the method of their portrayal: 

PiBHHTi. Te6e AO jiiTiii.oi nopn? 
Tn CTaaimuii, HapiBHimuii BI'A Hei". 
BeciiHHiul UBix sipsyTb anxi BITCH, 
I jiiTa MHTb jrarae jinm HBA 3eMJieio. 

He6ecne OKO poscuna )Kapinb, 
A TO cxoBaeTbCH B *iacn HeroAH,— 
I Ha ltpacy itpacn jmrae TiHb 
B MiHJiHBocTi npniixjiiiBoi npnpoAH. 

TBOCMV >K JliTy B OClHb HC BBifiTH, 
PoKaM itpacn rBoei nc 3iTepTH, 
I ciiopib Te6e He roAiia AocnrTH,— 
B Moix cioBax TH ne niAB.iaAHnH cuepn'. 

AHt AOKH AamyTb JHOAH, 6a.miTh sip — 
B MOIX cnosmx. TH /KiiTii.wem, noBip! 

To compare thee to the summer season ? 
Thou art more constant, more charming than it. 
Evil winds shall pluck the spring blossom, 
And summer's moment shall but flash over the earth. 
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The heavenly eye spills smoulders, 
Or else it hides in times of foul weather, 
And upon fair fa ir ' s shade lies down 

• — i 

£~ 7 In the change of capricious nature. 

But for thy / _ / summer into autumn not to enter, 
For the years thy fair not to erase, 
And death thee cannot reach, — 
In my words thou ar t not subject to death. 

As long as breathe people, sees sight— 
In my words thou shalt live, believe! 

Although Palamarchuk begins with 'the summer season', he takes the 

reader through spring, summer, and autumn. Spring is introduced into the 

sonnet through the translator 's misinterpretation of Shakespeare's 'May' 

which is considered to be a part of summer. Palamarchuk establishes 

association in a manner different from the original. The idea of inconstancy 

which prevails in the second quatrain develops the statement of the hero 's 

constancy in the resolution (I. 2). The autumn motif and the immortality 

theme of the third quatrain point back to the fleetingness and mortality of 

summer depicted in the images of the first quatrain (11. 4, 5). None of the 

imagery of the second quatrain is recapitulated in the third, however; 

consequently, a sharper break occurs at Palamarchuk's octave than at 

Shakespeare's. Thus, whereas Shakespeare develops the temperance and 

immortality motifs simultaneously, and with an overlapping of images, 

Palamarchuk develops them separately and individually in a quatrainic 

structure. This simplification of the original image scheme results in a 

marked loss of the backward and forward thrust of the sonnet. 

Palamarchuk tends to vivify Shakespeare's images and thereby 
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intensifies the feelings evoked by images. Whereas the original finale to 

the first quatrain makes only a reference to summer 's short tenure, the 

translator provides a vivid impression: ' summer 's moment shall but 

flash over the earth ' . The second quatrain grows in intensity as the 

vivification of images mounts; the 'heavenly eye1 and 'fair 's shade' become 

actors upon the scene; the former 'spills smoulders' , and the latter 'lies 

down' (11. 5-7), Whereas Shakespeare's nature scene is progressively 

"fading" with the figures "dimming", "declining", and "untrimming", 

Palamarchuk's scene becomes more alive in the flashes of 'capricious 

nature ' . 

The translator tends, also, toward particularization and explicitness, 

which result in further intensification and departure from the spirit of the 

original. Shakespeare's "fading of summer" becomes 'autumn', 'eternal 

summer' and ' t ime' become 'years ' , 'eternal l ines ' becomes 'my words' . 

The theme is made concretely explicit: 'In my words thou a r t not subject to 

death' (1. 12). The theme becomes even more explicit and more emphatic 

by the anaphoric expansion of 'In my words' into the couplet. The intensity 

of emotion reaches its peak in the final word, the exclamatory rhyming 

appendage 'believe! ' . 

Despite Palamarchuk's interpolation of images, the basic theme of 

the original sonnet remains intact in his translation. The remaining three 

translators, on the other hand, interpolate to an appreciable amount the 

content and deviate from the original theme. In Slavinsky's paraphrase the 



imagery unfolds into a different line of thematic development from that of 

Shakespeare: 

FIpeKpacna BU, HK AITVAU dent... Ta ni, — 
MuAima ti Aazidnhua eu, 6OOK JIITOM 
EyBac— QypcBvl rpinone KBITOM, 
A nacoM — convfi BCC neMoe a o;; '! 
ropiiTb-naAae nad 30.tt.ii.iii.it CB'ITOM, 
A nori.it Bpa3 — 3ax.siapeuii dm, 
I ecu. Kpaca TO HV.KHS B ryMani, 
To po3i^sira' nid COHHUIHUM npuifiTOM. 

npeKpacne AXTO BU, aAe He re, — 
Ba6AUBicrb Bauia ciOAa, neMinAusa, 
I ne crpamna ea.it noem cMep-ib 3padjiuea, 
Bo B Bac dKinonicrb Binnasi u,eiTe, — 
I UOKU OKUTUMyTb na cerri JlK)dU, 
Bona Mix nux i 3 HUMU OKUTU 6yd C. 

Beautiful you are, like a summer day . . . /But no/ 
Lovelier and gentler you are , /for in summer / 
It happens—a storm shakes! the flower, 
And sometimes—the sun /entire7 as if in a f ire 
/Burns—blazes above the languid world7, 
And then suddenly—beclouded days, 
And all the beauty now fades /Tn the fo_g/,_ 
/Then blossoms beneath a sunny greet ing/ . 

Beautiful summer you are , /but not that7, — 
Charm yours is constant, unchanging, 
And not frightful to you even death /perfidious/, 
Because in you femininity eternal blooms,— 
And as long as shall live in the world people, 
It amongst them and with them shall l ive. 

Slavinsky's continual shift of images in the octave projects the idea 

of the inconstancy of summer 's beauty, in contrast to the image-free sestet 

which, by association, develops the concept of the constancy of the heroine's 

beauty. The final line of the octave, in resurrecting the beauty of summer, 

eradicates the original theme of summer 's mortality. The theme of the 

immortality of verse is not present in this translation. The theme, which 

emerges in the final tercet, is the immortality of the heroine's femininity. 

http://30.tt.ii.iii.it
http://nori.it
http://ea.it
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This idea is not fully developed, however. According to the couplet, the 

immortalization is dependent upon people, but the method of this immortaliz

ation is not stated. Perhaps it is the abstract idea of femininity itself that 

shall exist eternally. 

The development of Slavinsky's sonnet is in the Petrarchan tradition. 

The first quatrain offers a statement of theme, and the second develops i t ; the 

first tercet makes a turning point by theme opposition, and the second offers 

the resolution. Other devices serve to distinguish further the two main 

divisions of the poem. The octave opens with an assertion made through a 

simile, the sestet opens with the same assertion made through a metaphor; 

the octave employs a simple syntax, the sestet employs inversion; the 

octave applies the direct epithet, the sestet applies the post-epithet; the 

octave contains picture images, the sestet contains figurative language. 

Slavinsky's octave-sestet division, therefore, is much more pronounced 

than Shakespeare's. 

Slavutych, in his development of imagery, departs still further from 

the original theme: 

••In iiopiuunio i3 .iiiriHCBiiM rtHeni 
Teoe, mo B Jiacicax CTpiiJiaiiiuia ii Kpanta? 
Ilori/uie JiiTO ripoMiine MnnjeM. 
OKJUTTJI po;K Bi'rpiB nor.iinie nama. 

]>j'Bae. OKO ireon WK nene. 
lUo no.imiiie 30JI0T0 y xuapi. 
Kpara i.-pacy florae rapn'ie 
B iipiipo/iu njiinax, BiiiaHiix aarapi. 

TitociK Biflni'me aiTO ne au'a.TinT. 
Hijie fi ni'iuai. — BOIIO B TOGI acKpic. 
He crane cMepTi. y aaTinoi; JUUIIITI. 
Te6<>, JIK a.TJiiciniiii TII ocTniuuo sipiro. 

JlonoKii flic flitxiT, Osi'iiiTb r.ip, — 
Tooi iKiirra flnnaTiiMV'n, C>c:\ jrip. 



Shall I compare with a July day 
Thee, who in graces ar t more temperate and more lovely? 
Fa i r summer shall pass momentarily, 
The flowers of roses the mouth of winds shall swallow. 

It happens, the eye of heaven burns so. 
That it fades the gold in the cloud. 
Fair_fair conquers fervidly 
/ _ / In nature's changes, surrendered to sunburn. 

But thy eternal summer shall not wither 
Anywhere nor in any way. —it in thee shines. 
Death shall not begin to lure into the shade 
Thee, if thou shalt realize the final dream. 

As long as functions breath, sees sight, — 
To thee life they shall give without bounds. 

Slavutych focusses-upon a July day. The first quatrain establishes 

the fleetingness of summer, the second depicts the merci lessness of a 

scorching July day, and the third makes a reversal to the heroine's 

temperance and immortality. Associative links a r e aptly established by 

the translator in the comparative depictions of a July day and the heroine. 

The heroine's 'eternal summer shall not wither' (1. 9) as does nature from 

the sun (q. 2). The phrase 'it /Thy eternal summer7 in thee shines' (1. 10) 

points back to the temperance theme set forth in the resolution and serves, 

simultaneously, as a contrast to the concept of intemperance and grace less -

ness of the sun (q. 2), The most pertinent line as regards the theme of the 

sonnet, however, is interpolated in such a way that the essence of 

Shakespeare's poem is completely lost: 'Death shall not begin to lure into 

In Ukrainian the negatives are used: 'Nowhere and noway'. 
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the shade/Thee, if thou shalt realize the final d ream' . Nor is Shakes

peare 's theme recaptured in the couplet which simply states that 'breath' 

and 'sight' will give 'life' to the heroine. Because Shakespeare's 

'eternal l ines ' is omitted, the reader must guess as to how the heroine's 

immortality shall be accomplished; Slavutych's thematic development is , 

therefore, incomplete. 

The entire translation undergoes many changes from the original. 

The admissible alterations which do not result in a departure from the 

spirit of the original a re : the extension of the rhetorical question to incorpor

ate the resolution (11. 1-2), the line inversion for the sake of rhyme (11, 3-4), 

the 'flowers of roses ' in accordance with a 'July day', and the metaphorical 

verbal ' lure ' in the personification of death (1. 11). 

Slavutych makes two additions of personification, however, which 

intensify the emotionality of the sonnet. In the f irs t quatrain, Shakespeare's 

relatively delicate image of the 'rough winds' takes on a "personified" 

picture through the imparting of animal qualities to the winds, who with their 

'mouth' (literally 'jaw') 'shall swallow' the 'flowers of r o s e s ' . In the second 

quatrain, beauty becomes personified by a somewhat military quality in 

'conquers' . 

Even more marked in the departure from the spirit of the original i s 

the depiction of the nature scene in the second quatrain. The heat or passion 

of the sun progressively intensifies through a descriptive line-by-line 

catalogue which further heightens the emotionality of the passage. This 
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intensification continues to mount in the following quatrain by the 

impassioned stylistic phrase 'Nowhere and noway' which receives its force 

from the row of negatives: 'shall not wither', 'nowhere', 'noway'; the 

phrase, however, does not substantiate the significant reversal of this 

quatrain, but is employed, rather, as an expletive for i ts rhetorical value 

alone. 

The line in the development of imagery in Karavansky's paraphrase 

does not encompass the original theme of the immortality of ve r se : 

MM MOJKeiU TH Ha3BSTHCb JIITHIM Anew? 
TM Kpam,a i npHBiTHiuja CTcmpar. 
HeroAH 3ni 3 TyManaMK y, AomeM 
KpaflyTb y JiiTa OJIHCK fioro npHHafl: 

Eyeae — cneKa na-nmb He6eca, 
A HaCOM "iX BKpHBaS XMcipHLU. pifi, 
I MepKKe A H * noro>Koro Kpaca 
Bifl npMMx npnpoflH TS rpn3Hi CTMXW; 

Teoe ac KBiTyne mio xMap He 3Ha, 
Bofla« Ha MHTb He TpaTHiu i n Kpacn, 
I HasiTb CMepTb i\nn TeS-a we CTpaiUHa 
B T B O C M / pyci wepe3 eci nacii: 

I AOKH 6yAyTb JiioflH — 6yAeiu TH. 
To6i i >KHTH BiMHO i uciorn. 

Canst thou be called a summer 's day? _ 
Thou ar t lovelier and kinder /a hundredfold/. 
Foul-weathers evil with fogs and rain 
Steal from summer the splendor of its charms: 

It happens—heat burns the heavens, 
But sometimes a swarm of clouds covers them, 
And vanishes the clear day's fair 
From the whims of nature and the wrangles of the elements; 
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Thy florid summer knows not clouds, 
So that even for a moment thou dost not lose fair, 
And even death to thee is not frightful 

(stirring 
In thy (movement through all times: 

(revolution 

And as long as there shall be people—shalt be thou. 
For thee to live forever and to bloom. 

Karavansky's first two quatrains develop the concept of the fleeting

ness of the beauty of summer, rather than of summer itself. The remainder 

of the poem establishes the idea that the heroine is not subject to such 

fleetingness of beauty and that as long as there a r e people she will be immortal 

and continue to flourish. Whatever synonym one uses to interpret the signifi

cant word in Karavansky's thematic line (12), whether 'revolution', ' s t i rr ing ' , 

or 'movement', each leads to the assumption that the translator makes refer 

ence to national struggles, i . e . , Ukraine's perpetual struggle for freedom. 

Thus Karavansky propounds the theme of the immortality and the continual 

flourishing of his motherland. 

Unlike Shakespeare, Karavansky, throughout the octave, depicts 

images which illustrate only the negative traits of summer with the pr imary 

focus on clouds in the associative link 'fogs and rain ' (1. 3), 'clouds' (1. 6), 

and 'wrangle of the elements' (1. 8). These "unkind" attributes of summer 

a re associative with the heroine's kindness as stated in the resolution (1. 2). 

Karavansky, however, does not make the original associative link in regard 

to the notion of immortality as does Shakespeare. Consequently, the second 

half of the third quatrain makes a reversal from the foregoing concepts and 

results in an element of surpr ise . 
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In addition to the associative imagery, which progresses forward 

in a stairlike manner, Karavansky uses the extended image inasmuch as 

the cloud imagery is carried over into the third quatrain in the comparison 

'Thy florid summer knows not clouds' (1. 9). This extension of imagery, in 

addition to the forward thrust of the associative image scheme, unites the 

quatrains tightly in their quatrainic structure and thereby eradicates the 

octaval division of the original and the stylistic paradox of the original 

image scheme. 

Sonnet CXXX 

Shakespeare's appeal to the senses is strong throughout the sonnets. 

Sensuously evocative figures a re drawn from movement and life, the sun, 

color, color change and contrast, music, the song of birds, the human voice, 

stillness and noise, pleasant and unpleasant odors and tastes, and the texture 

of substances. In the sonnet of false comparisons CXXX, the poet appeals to 

four of the senses—sight, smell, hearing, and touch—and evokes antithetical 

images for satirical purposes, to poke fun at the deifications made by the 

contemporary poets in writing about their mi s t r e s ses . This sonnet is built 

upon an accumulation of images according to the quatrainic pattern with a 

minor octaval indicator. The accumulation of images effectuates a forward 

motion of the sonnet! 
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My mis t ress ' eyes are nothing like the sun; 
Coral is far more red than her l ips ' red: 
If snow be white, why then her breasts a re dun; 
If hairs be wires, black wires grow on her head. 
I have seen roses damask'd, red and white, 
But no such roses see I in her cheeks; 
And in some perfumes is there more delight 
Than in the breath that from my mis t ress reeks. 
I love to hear her speak, yet well I know 
That music hath a far more pleasing sound: 
I grant I never saw a goddess go, 
My mistress , when she walks, treads on the ground: 

And yet, by heaven, I think my love as r a r e 

As any she belied with false compare. 

Every line of the first quatrain contains a comparison of two images. 

With the exception of the leading line, however, it is not the images that con

vey the comparisons but the colors that they car ry . Whereas the color change 

is swift, the movement from one sense to another is gradual. The first 

quatrain res ts primarily on the visual sense; the last line appeals also to 

tactility as regards the texture of the wire-like hair . 

Two comparisons a re contained within the second quatrain; the f i rs t 

continues its appeal to sight in the comparison of ' roses ' and 'cheeks' , and 

also in color. The ' roses damask'd' may be associated with the image of the 

patterned damask material, as well as with the soft texture of damask silk, 

and of the rose petals; thus the appeal to tactility is continued from the p r e 

ceding line. The appeal to olfaction begins, also, with this image and p r o 

gresses into the next comparison—the scent of 'some perfumes', as 

contrasted to the 'breath' of the mis t res s . 

The third quatrain, the octaval marker, makes a complete break 

from the former senses as it progresses to the auditory perception: the 



mis t ress ' voice is compared to the 'pleasing sound' of 'music ' . The 

second comparison continues to incorporate sound in the "treading" of the 

mis t ress ' walk, and also, makes a reversal to the visual sense in the com

parative gaits of the 'goddess' and the 'mis t ress ' . The word 'ground', in 

association with the opposites 'mis t ress ' and 'goddess', evokes the idea of 

the directional opposite "heaven", an associative image which is then 

extended into the couplet with the seemingly useless expletive 'by heaven'. 

This sonnet opens, proceeds, and ends in the element of surpr ise . 

With each additional sensuously evocative comparison the denigration of the 

charms of the mistress becomes more intense, until the climactically 

surprising logical reversal in the couplet confirms that the sonnet is not at 

all a denigration, but rather, a repudiation of false comparisons. 

Each of the five translators of this sonnet—Franko, Kostetsky, 

Palamarchuk, Tarnavsky, and Zuyevsky—takes a somewhat different 

approach to this poem. The most vivid as regards imagery is the adaptation 

by Franko: 

y Moei naai o î 
He Tani, HK coicne, ni, 
1 Kopaai liepB0Himi 
Bifl nypnypy ycr ii. 

Koan 6i jiii/i cuir, TO rroBiio, 
Iup cMsraasa B nei rpyAb: 
Koau BOaoc—ApiT, TO B HG! 
JJpoTii TOpnil pocryTb. 

BaniiB a BciaHKi poa-ti — 
I nepsoiii ii 6iai Teat, 
Ta TaKiix na mmuy B Hel 
Pom Tn HCBHO ne naiiAoin; 

I Garaio po3KiuiHiunix 
naxouiiB n a M Biipocra, 
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AHia? ii, HKIIMH AHiuyTb 
Moi Miiaoi ycTa. 

fl aioSaio ii po3Mosy, 
Xo^ AoitaaAao saaio caw, 
Hip Myaiina npneMHime 
roMomiTb MOIM yinaM; 

HK Soruiii xoflHTb, nboro 
fl ne Ga'iiiB am B cm; 
Moa nam, HK i Bci am, 
XoAUTb npocio no aeMai. 

My mis t ress ' eyes 
Are not like the sun, no, 
And corals a re redder 
From the purple of her l ips . 

If snow is white, then it is sure 
That her breasts a re dark: 
If hair—wire, then on her 
Wires black grow. 

All kinds of roses I have seen— 
And red and white also, 
But such on her cheek 
Roses thou certainly shalt not find; 

And many more delightful 
Perfumes for us grow, 
Than those with which breathe 
My beloved's l ips. 

I love her speech 
Though precisely I know myself, 
That music more pleasantly 
Hums to my ears ; 

How goddesses walk, this 
I have not seen even in dreams; 
My mis t ress just like all of us , 
Walks ordinarily upon the ground. 

Particularly vivid a re the color contrasts in this folkloric poem. 

Franko's 'corals ' refer to a string of crimson colored beads traditionally 
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worn with the Ukrainian national d r e s s . Crimson is compared with another 

highly perceptible color 'purple". Similarly, the 'white' of 'snow' as com

pared to a dark-toned skin makes an impact in the folkloric verse because 

of a Ukrainian folkloric esteem for the white complexion. Although Franko 

omits the appeal to sound in the 'walk' of the mis t ress , his foregoing 

imagery on sound adds the image ' ea r s ' , which not only underscores the 

auditory impression of that particular quatrain, but evokes, also, a visual 

impression. Throughout the poem imagery is accumulated in the gradual 

manner of the original. 

The couplet is abandoned in this translation. Rather than incorpor

ating the theme of false comparisons, Franko ends his poem with a justifi

cation of the foregoing raillery of the mi s t r e s s . She, after all, is an 

ordinary human being who 'like all of us/Walks ordinarily upon the ground', 

i . e , , lives on earth, is a physical reality, and not a 'goddess' that cannot 

be imagined 'even in d reams ' . Franko's adaptation, by its trochaic rhythm, 

is reminiscent of the Ukrainian dance song, the kolomyka. Like 

this song, it is mellifluous, pointed, bright, and witty, and contains a 

pleasantry touched with satire as antithetical comparisons a re made for a 

comical effect. 

Tarnavsky adheres very closely to the original imagery, but is 

unsuccessful in rendering the couplet: 
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Moei nam om — He HK coiiue; 
BiA ry6 n 'icpBOKHii 6ijii,ui i<opaab. 
# K 6ianft — cHir: rpynb B He"i cipa 40M ue? 
JIK BOJIOC — ApiT: TO B IICI 3BiH cnipa.ib. 

51 6a'IHB WOEX TpOHHA". lICpBOHHH, 6iaKHJ 
HC 6a4y po>K mix Ha ri moxax. 
IlapcbyMiB 3anax 6iJibiue Meni MH;IHH, 

HOK BiAAHX, U\0 A«MHTb B 11 yCTiaX. 

JlS06mO, HK p03MOBJIH Bona, XOlI 3naio, 
mo My3Hica Aae me KpauiKH 3ByK; 
He 6aHHB JI 6orHHb, HK xoAflTb B paio, 
Moei' m. nam xiA — He3rpa6HHH CTyK. 
Ta Bee ac He3BHMHe u.e woe KOxaiiHfi, 
cnoraneHe BiA (paabiuy nopiBHHHHH. 

My mis t ress ' eyes—not like the sun; 
from her lips more red is coral . 
If white—the snow: her breasts are gray, why is this? 
If hair—wire: then her winding is of spirals . 

I have seen the silk of rosesj red, white; 
I do not see these flowers / r o s e s / on her cheeks. 
The perfumes' scent is more pleasant to me, 
than the breath that reeks in her mouth. 

I love when she speaks, though I know, 
that music gives a still more lovely sound; 
I have not seen goddesses when they walk in paradise, 
my mis t ress ' walk—an awkward noise. 

But yet ra re is this my love, 

befouled from the falseness of comparison. 

Tamavsky's sensory appeals are rendered with exactitude. This 

translator retains even the appeal to tactility of Shakespeare's 'damask'd 

roses ' by the transfer 'silk of ro se s ' . He retains, also, the sound of the 

mis t ress ' walk, although through the hyperbolizafcion 'an awkward noise ' . 

Tamavsky's modifications include the omission of the color 'black' in the 

reference to hair: 'her winding is of spirals ' , the modern interpretation of 
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' reeks ' which stems from the word "smoke", the use of an interrogative 

either from interpretation, or because of rhyme (1, 3), and the addition 

of 'paradise' for his omission 'ground' (11, 11, 12), 

Even though Tarnavsky brings 'paradise' into relief for Shakespeare's 

implied image "heaven", he does not extend the image into the couplet, 

Tamavsky's finale makes a complete release, too, from the 'mis t ress ' 

inasmuch as his rendering of 'my love' is interpreted sooner as an 

abstraction than a reference to the mi s t r e s s . This lack of extension results 

in a couplet which is a mere appendage. Tarnavsky, furthermore, m i s 

interprets the message of the original: 

But yet r a re is this my love, 

befouled from the falseness of comparison. 

The most expert treatment of the couplet is in the sonnet by 

Zuyevsky. This translation, however, is based more upon concept than 

percept: 
He conjee — norjiHA y Moei' nam, 
A ryow B nei — ue KopajiiB ijBiT. 
3eMJiHcxa rpyAb — ne cuir y nopiBHHHHi 
I BOJIOC B'eTtCH Hi6w HOpHHfi AP1T. 

CipinaB AfMacbKi pond H: AJIH 3roAM 
Ix Saps >iy}ite Jiime i'i" nicHe. 
TlapcpyMM KoiKiii Sijibme HacojiOAH 
flaioTb, HK 3anax, mo BiA «ei TXIIC 

I x o i JIIO6JIIO a cniB ii — eKCTa3y 
CiiJibHiury 36yAHTb ropjiwai Majii. 
He 6anMB a OorwHb XOAW Hi pa3y, 
MOH ac JIK>6OB CTynae no 3e.MJii. 

OAHUK H neseH, mo B TaKift onpasi 
Bona rapHima, Hi?K y ajKHBiii caaBi. 

Not the sun—the glance of my mis t ress , 
And her lips—not the coral bloom. 
Her earthen breasts—not snow in comparison 
And hair winds as if black wire . 
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I have met damask roses: as to the harmony 
Of their colors her wan face is foreign. 
All perfumes more delight 
Give, than the scent, that from her reeks . 

And though I love her singing—a stronger ecstasy 
The little turtle doves will awaken. 
Not once did I see the walk of goddesses, 
Why my Love steps upon the ground. 

Anyway I am certain that in such a setting 
She is lovelier, than in false glory. 

In the opening quatrain neither color, nor objects receive the main 

attention of the translator, but rather the concepts compared—not the 

'eyes ' of the mis t ress , but her 'glance' is compared to the 'sun', 'her l ips ' 

a re compared to 'coral bloom', 'earthen breas ts ' a r e compared to 'snow' 

on the antithetical principles 'earth' and 'snow'. A more perceptual image 

is evoked, however, in 'hair winds as if black wire ' , which appeals to 

sight and touch. 'Black' is the only color applied by Zuyevsky. 

Similarly in the first comparison of the second quatrain, the 

evocation of perceptions, although in the same combination as the original, 

is not as strong as in Shakespeare; the 'harmony' of the 'colors ' of 'damask 

roses ' a re compared to 'her wan face'; the colors themselves a re not 

brought to the fore as is the idea. The olfactory appeal is more powerful, 

however. Zuyevsky hyperbolizes 'some perfumes' to 'all perfumes', and 

uses the word ' reeks ' in its modern negative connotation; the choice of this 

word 'tkhne', as regards its unpleasant sound, is appropriate in this 

satirical context. Similarly the auditory appeal of the third quatrain is 

more pungent than in the original as 'her singing' is compared to that of 
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the 'little turtle doves' who 'awaken' 'a stronger ecstasy ' . The lat ter part 

of the third quatrain—the 'walk of goddesses' in conjunction with 'ground'--

evokes, as in the original, the idea of the implied opposite "heaven": 

Not once did I see the walk of goddesses, 
Why my Love steps upon the ground. 

Zuyevsky's imagery from these lines, as in the original, is extended into 

the couplet. Because Shakespeare's expression 'by heaven1 has no equi

valent in Ukrainian, the translator must approach this image problem from a 

different standpoint. Zuyevsky does this through an associative link which is 

the opposite to Shakespeare's. Whereas Shakespeare's 'by heaven' relates 

to the 'goddess' and is an extended associative link to the implied "heaven", 

Zuyevsky introduces the phrase 'in such a setting1 which relates to the 

'mis t ress ' and is an extended associative link to 'ground'. Thus, having 

brought his 'Love' down to earth in the final quatrain, the translator explains 

in the couplet: 

Anyway I am certain that in such a setting 
She is lovelier, than in false glory. 

Noteworthy, too, is Zuyevsky's employment of an involuted syntactical 

structuring and enjambement in the first two quatrains. This elegant style 

of expression contrasts with the image of the mis t ress and thereby imparts to 

the sonnet an additional touch of humor. 

Palamarchuk's paraphrase is the furthest digression from the 

original as regards imagery; nevertheless, this translator is successful in 

transmitting the essential message of the original couplet: 
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Ii oneft AO conn.H ne piBHH.,™, 
Kopaa Hbitiiimnii 3a i i ycTa, 
He f>i.iocHi<Kni ruiii i"i OBa.in, 
MOB 3 APOTy qopiioro, ltoca rycTa. 

TponHA HaraTO ayrrpiian n BCIOAH, 
Ta ua i i oGnwini nc cTpiiaB, 
I Aiimc TaK BOHa, Hit AiimyTb .iiOAn,— 
A HP KOHBa.Tii ni;it AHKHX TpaB. 

I ro.iory piBiiHTb i'Y He Tpefia 
J\o Myaiiitii, MiiJiiino'i jieni, 
lie 3IU1K) npo XOAI' ConiHb is imGa, 
A itpoitn MII.'IOY — I'JJIKOM 3eMni. 

I Bee Ht BOHa — naiiKpanni no.Mint TIIMH, 
IHO ciaBJieni noxBa.iaMii nycTiiMii. 

Her eyes have not been compared to the sun, 
Coral is more tender than her lips, 
Not snow-white the ovals of her shoulders, 
Like from wire black, her braid thick. 

Roses many I have met everywhere, 
But on her face I did not meet any, 
And breathes she, as breathe people, — 
And not the lilies of the valley amongst the wild g ra s ses . 

And her voice there is no need to compare 
To music, more pleasant to me, 
I do not know about the walk of goddesses from heaven, 
But the steps of my beloved—are entirely earthly. 

And yet she—is the most lovely amongst those, 
Who a re glorified with praises empty. 

Palamarchuk interpolates considerably the content as well as the 

style of the original sonnet. In the first quatrain the shift in sensory 

evocation is very abrupt, with each line appealing to a different sense. Color 

is not the common denominator as in the original, and different impressions 

a re evoked from that of Shakespeare. The reference to 'shoulders ' , rather 
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than 'breasts ' is similar to the Russian translation by Samuil Marshak: 

'Not snow-white the skin of her shoulders' . 

This quatrain, as well as the opening of the third, is stated object

ively, rather than subjectively. Because Palamarchuk's objective s ta te

ments point toward the theme of false comparisons they strip the sonnet 

of its surprise element. The concluding statement, then, does not function 

as a logical reversal of the sonnet as it does in the original; it is simply a 

completion of the statement of theme, which began its overt development 

in the first quatrain, was extended into the third, and finally, into the last 

line of the sonnet. This, the translator 's impersonal approach, moreover, 

causes a marked loss of the original satirical quality. A further satirical 

impoverishment is made in the second quatrain in the vagueness of the com

parison of the mis t ress ' "breathing" to that of the 'lilies of the valley 

amongst the wild g rasses ' . 

Palamarchuk, in his tendency towards explicitness and simplification, 

makes Shakespeare's implied image "heaven" explicit in the closing of the 

third quatrain: 

I do not know the walk of goddesses from heaven, 
But the steps of my beloved—are entirely earthly. 

Having incorporated this image within these lines, the translator makes a 

simple conclusive statement in the couplet without further extension of any 

directional imagery: 

•^From his complete translations of Shakespeare Sonety Shekspira 
(Moscow: Sovyetsldy pisatel ' , 1949), p . 148. 



And she—is the m o s t lovely amongst those, 
Who are glorified with praises empty. 

The most unusual approach to this sonnet i s that of Kostetsky, who 

attempts to underscore Shakespeare's satire by a macaronic medium of 

expression. In his footnote to this translation, Kostetsky explains that 

since the poem is a subject of parody he aims to render the parody and a 

comic effect with the aid of the elements of a Ukrainian Polonized Baroque 

of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.'* He proceeds by constructing a 

type of linguistic antithesis in which the l ines are divided antithetically into 

the Baroque medium and Modern Ukrainian, with the exception of l ines 

8, 10, 12-14, which are entirely Ukrainian. In regards to imagery, 

Kostetsky adheres quite closely to the original perceptual design, but i s 

not successful in the extension of the original images into the couplet: 

OR caoHua Hiii B onax Moei' naHi, 
Kopaab pyataneub pojKeBun OA ry6, 
KI'AHHC CbHieKr CCT 6aaHM — B Hei' nepca TbMam, 
KTAHHC saoc CCT ApoTeas — 3 ApoTy s Hei' nyS: 
JJaMacbiii pvaa, 6iai i nepBom, 
3acb BHAiBeM — ue B He'i Ha moKax, 
I 6iabHi npweMHi suieabKi iHHe BOHJ, 
Hia< noflMxy Moei" nam nax. 
JlioSaio a cayxaTM, KVJS,VS po3MOBaaeT, 
XOH MV3MKa MHainri 3ByKit T^e: 
He 3pi3CM, ai< SornHH noxoAJKaeT — 
Moa 3K 6o nani, MUIOBIUJI, fpyHT TOB^e: 

Ta, npooi, AOpoaiy MOIM KOxaHHaw, 
HK Ta anacb — 6pexaHBHM nopiBHaHHHM. 

4Cf. pp. 191-193. 
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From the sun there is nothing in the eyes of my mis t ress , 
The coral blush is rosier than her lips, 
If snow is white—her breasts a re dark, 
If hair is wire—from wire is her tuft: 
Damask roses, white and red, 
Indeed I have seen—not on her cheeks, 
And more pleasant a re all other perfumes, 
Than the scent of my mis t ress ' breath. 
I love to listen, when she speaks, 
Though music more pleasant sounds weaves: 
I have not seen, how goddesses walk— 
Why my mis t ress , while going, pounds the ground: 

But, by God, I esteem my love, 

As that someone—false comparisons. 

Except for his use of relatively imperceptible colors 'blush', 

' ros ier ' , and 'dark', this translator evokes the same images, and appeals 

to the same senses in the gradual manner of the original. A hyperbolization 

is made in the second quatrain in 'all other'perfumes' for Shakespeare's 

'Some perfumes'; the metaphorical verbal elements in 'music . . . sounds 

weaves', and 'my mistress . . . pounds the ground' a r e used for a 

humorous effect, as is the image 'from wire is her tuft'. 

Kostetsky is not successful in extending the original image into the 

couplet. Firstly, his expletive 'by God' or 'for God's sake' has no real 

functional role, because in Ukrainian the expression is in such an abbrevi

ated form that it has lost its referential element pertaining to God, and can

not evoke the desired image that does Shakespeare's 'by heaven'; secondly, 

Kostetsky's abstractive 'my love' makes a logical reversal from the mis t r e s s ; 

and thirdly, the original message does not permeate the vague couplet: 
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But, by God, I esteem my love, 

As that someone—false comparisons. 

Prosaic words, and words with unpleasant sounds, as 'huby' (lips), 

'shchoky' (cheeks), 'gmnt' (ground), and 'tche' (weaves) have found an 

acceptable place in this sonnet inasmuch as they add to the humor of the 

poem. It is questionable, however, whether Kostetsky, in dividing his 

lines into two different linguistic mediums, achieves the effect for which 

he s t r ives . Firstly, a reversal from one language to another can hardly 

produce a comical effect; secondly, a Baroque medium does not consist 

of delineating languages at opposite poles; thirdly, there is nothing in the 

original sonnet to suggest a macaronic medium of transfer; and fourthly, 

every reader of Shakespeare can understand the sonnet, while a very 

select few Of Kostetsky's readers could find his sonnet comprehensible. 

Sonnet LX 

Some of Shakespeare's sonnets contain metaphorical language 

which evokes various images at the same time. Extremely elaborate in 

this regard is sonnet LX wherein images a re accumulated with tremendous 

rapidity; the images move from one system of relationship to another, each 

system of relationship expresses the same main idea, and all a re held 

together by association. In this poem the images a r e formulated in 
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accordance with the formal pattern, or quatrainic division:5 

Like as the waves make towards the pebbled shore, 
So do our minutes hasten to their end; 
Each changing place with that which goes before, 
In sequent toil all forwards do contend. 
Nativity, once in the main of light, 
Crawls to maturity, wherewith being crown'd, 
Crooked eclipses 'gainst his glory fight, 
And Time that gave doth now his gift confound. 
Time doth transfix the flourish set on youth 
And delves the parallels in beauty's brow, 
Feeds on the rari t ies of nature's truth, 
And nothing stands but for his scythe to mow: 

And yet to times in hope my verse shall stand, 

Praising thy worth, despite his cruel hand. 

Shakespeare begins with a simile which progresses metaphorically 

throughout the introductory quatrain. The first image is one of 'waves' 

coming 'towards the pebbled shore' (1. 1). Then, 'minutes' a r e likened to 

the waves (1. 2), and both notions unite in the still clear visual and auditory 

impressions of the energizing motion of the waves breaking upon the shore 

(11. 3-4). 
A new subject, 'Nativity', introduces the second quatrain: 

Nativity, once in the main of light, 
Crawls to maturity, wherewith being crown'd, 
Crooked eclipses 'gainst his glory fight, 

The subject is personified by the verbal metaphor 'crawls ' and evokes various 

5ln this analysis of the original sonnet the main source is Stephen 
Booth, An Essay on Shakespeare's Sonnets (New Haven and London: Yale 
University P re s s , 1969), pp. 130-143. The commentaries used a r e Ingram 
and Redpath, (eds.), Shakespeare's Sonnets (New York: Barnes and Noble, 
Inc. , 1965), pp. 140-141, and Barbara Herrnstein Smith, (ed.), in William 
Shakespeare, Sonnets (New York; Avon Library, 1969), p . 114. 
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impressions: in abstract terms—birth, and, as the sonnet progresses—sunrise; 

in concrete terms—a newborn infant, and, as the sonnet progresses—the sun; to 

the Elizabethans it bore, also, the astrological meaning of the time of birth in 

relation to the conjunction and position of the planets. In the clause 'once in the 

main of light' the word 'main' points backward to the image of the sea, but pe r 

tains to its adjunct 'Nativity'. Thus 'the main of l ight '6 identifies the sun whose 

nativity is sunrise, and 'Crawls to maturity', i . e . , to its full height, at which time 

it is 'crown'd', is in its 'glory', but 'Crooked eclipses 'gainst his glory fight'. 

The sun's daily journey is symbolic of man's journey in life. The infant 'once in 

the main of light', or the sphere of independent existence, 'Crawls to 

maturity' at which time he is 'crown'd', i. e. ; reaches his pr ime in life, but, 

'Crooked eclipses 'gainst his glory', or prime, 'fight'- 'Crooked' suggests old 

age in the logical development 'crawls-crown'd-crooked'. The identity of the 

sun in the context of 'eclipses' introduces, also, the concept of planetary move

ment and,thereby>astrology. The final line of the quatrain is image free: 'And 

Time that gave doth now his gift confound'. It serves as a summary of the fore

going events: Time is the subject of the poem from the very beginning; Time was 

first likened to the waves, and then was reflected in the journey of the sun and 

man's journey in life. The two quatrains suggest a constant struggle through the 

diction: 'toil ' , 'contend', 'crawl', and 'fight'. 

0Smith defines the 'main of light' as : orbit of heavenly powers; ocean 
of light; center of brightness. 

Ingram and Redpath, p . 140. 
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Time, through the description Of its destructive acts, becomes the 

personified subject of the third quatrain. Firstly, 'Time doth transfix the 

flourish set on youth'. The literal meaning of 'transfix'—'fix across'—points 

backward to the intersection of the heavenly bodies in 'eclipses ' ; i ts direct object 

is 'flourish', which is associated with 'crown'd' and 'glory', or the prime of 

life, thus, the image 'eclipses 'gainst his glory fight' is reinstated in different 

terms.8 Simultaneously 'flourish' as "flowering", and the word in 

juxtaposition—'set'—carry a gardening connotation, which is extended to the next 

line as the idea 'delves the parallels ' in the earth is merged with the idea of 

wrinkles on a face: 'And delves the parallels in beauty's brow'; this gardening 

context receives a further extension in 'scythe' in the last line of the quatrain. 

The 'parallels ' can be linked also with warfare in the context "gainst his glory 

fight', as well as in the context of 'flourish' which can suggest the waving of a 

weapon as is pertinent to the preceding line 'Time . . . doth . . . confound', and to 

the final line of this quatrain pertaining to Time's 'scythe'. 

The remaining image of this quatrain, 'Feeds on the rar i t ies of 

nature's truth', Is less demanding of the faculties of perception; it suggests 

the delicacies, or perfections, exacted by Time. Imagery is relinquished in 

8Glossaris ts a re not in agreement about the meanings for the 
individual words 'transfix' and 'flourish'. The usual gloss for 'transfix' is 
'pierce through' as suggestive of 'Time's dart ' and also, ' transplace' or 
' remove'; while the usual gloss for 'flourish' is 'a bloom', 'an ostentatious 
ornament laid on'in the ar t of calligraphy. Cf. Ingram, pp. 140-141, Smith, 
p . 114, and Booth's exposition of glossarists 'definit ions, pp. 140-141. 
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concluding .couplet which asser ts the immortality of the hero in ve r se . 

Four translators—Hordynsky, Kostetsky, Palamarchuk, and Zuyevsky— 

render this complex sonnet. The most expert transference of Shakespeare's 

elaborate imagery is that of Hordynsky: 

51K XBHai pHHyTb Ha piHHCTHii Seper, 
TaK AO KiHUH XBHJIHHH Haini MMaTb, 
OAHa 3a OAHOIO MiHHioib uieper, 
T a Bci Bnepe-A y nacTyni cnimaTB. 

HapoAHHit, y noBiii BeanHaBifi, 
IIoB3yTb y 3piaici'b, mo BiHHac ix, 
Ii 36opoTn 3aTBMH KAyn> JiyKasi 
I Mac AapiB a e BH3nae CBOIX. 

BiH aoMHTb KBiT«, Aani lOHiii BpoAi, 
I pae PHCH Ha aojii Kpaca, 
Caw HtHBKTbca HaiiKpaiAHM y npapoAi 
I Bee, mo e — aHiu Aaa fioro KOCII. 

A Bee JK To6i qefl Bipm Miii, y HaAii 
H a MaflSyTTa, a Mac — xafi cKaJKeiiic. 

As the waves break on the pebbled shore, 
So toward the end our minutes rush, 
One after another changing rank, 
And all forwards in aggression hasten. 

Nativity, in ( f u 1 1 m o o n majestic, 
(fullness 

Crawls to maturity, which crowns it /nativity/, 
To conquer it /maturi ty/ go eclipses malign 
And Time does not acknowledge his own gifts. 

He breaks the flowers given to youthful beauty, 
And burrows features on beauty's brow, 
Himself feeds on the most beautiful in nature 
And all that is—only for his scythe. 

But yet for thee this verse of mine, in hope 
For the future, and Time—let him go mad. 

r 
9Hordynsky uses two different words for 'beauty' in lines 9 and 10. 
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Hordynsky's first quatrain contains the basic imagery of the original. 

The 'waves' and 'minutes' a re likened figuratively and homophonically: 

'khvyli (waves)-khvylyny (minutes)'. A vivid auditory-and-visual image of 

the impetuousness of the waves and minutes is evoked through 'break' as well 

as by the military qualities with which these images a r e endowed through the 

diction 'rank' and 'aggression'. 

The nativity scene in its abstract and concrete notions is retained by 

Hordynsky. A skillful formulation of still another image occurs in the p r e 

positional clause which can be interpreted as 'in fullness1 o r 'in full moon 

majestic*. The first meaning links with the original idea of the sun in full 

day, as well as the underlying idea of the independent existence in the life of 

the man; while the second, 'in full moon', in developing further the notion of 

the orbit of heavenly bodies, points backward to the tide and forward to the 

'eclipse' . The idea of conflict in the f irs t quatrain is extended into the second 

in the word 'conquer'. 

In the third quatrain Hordynsky merges the idea of the pr ime in life 

with that of the gardening context: 'He breaks the flowers1" given to youthful 

beauty,/And burrows features on beauty's brow'. Shakespeare's ' rar i t ies in 

nature' is adequately transferred as the 'most beautiful in nature ' . 

Hordynsky's idea of conquest continues in this quatrain in the violent acts 

of Time and is summed up in the final line—all things that exist a r e subject 

The idea of flourish as a 'bloom' originated with Pooler, 1918. 
Cf. Booth, p . 141. 



to 'his scythe', the instrument by which Time 'breaks the flowers' and 

'burrows features ' . 

The last line of the sonnet begins in the spondaic rhythm of the 

original, but Hordynsky's couplet is not clipped as the original; the final 

line receives an extension due to the rhetorical rhythm—four spondaic 

feet, a break, one iambic foot, a break, and four spondaic feet. Even 

though the statement in the couplet is concise, the rhythm effectuates a 

redundancy. 

Hordynsky, then, masterfully incorporates all the images formul

ated by Shakespeare; in the first quatrain—the simple image of the waves 

and minutes; in the second quatrain—the mixed imagery pertaining to the 

abstractions birth and sunrise, and the concrete images of man and sun, 

as well as the skillful inclusion of the associations of the moon in the 

planetary concept; in the third quatrain—the botanical context, and the 

warfare context which is extended in Hordynsky throughout the sonnet, as 

i s extended Shakespeare's idea of conflicting forces and struggle. 

Palamarchuk's paraphrase undergoes a simplification of Shakes

peare ' s imagery; nonetheless this translator is successful in retaining 

the spirit of the original: 



HK XBn.il M40TB aa yaoepentny puib, 
Tau B HcoyrTH i itanii M*MTB XBII.IUHH: 
OAny nonnmo Bi'iuocTi ranQiiit. 
Ha 3Mi'ny in yjKe HacTynna JIIIHS. 

HapoA>Kene niA CJIHCKOM OCJIHMII.U 

Jifl COHHH HJIGTLCJT, SpilOHH lIC3piIMO. 
A TaM BCTae saTOMnemiH naA HUH, 
I Mac A^pn CBoi CTHBa Ge3 BTpuuy; 

HBIT lOHocri Cc3;Kajii.uo o6pnBa 
I JIIOTO Gopo3nm'i. Tio:io itpacu, 
I Bee Htiiue naroe, MOB Tpaba, 
Ha nnyr HcyTo.iiJiennoi KOCH. 

n 

Ta Bipm Miii npoxn cuepTi CMLIO cTane 
1 3axncTim, TBOC jiflne itoxaHC. 

As the waves rush onto the littoral sand, 
So into nonexistence also our minutes rush: 
The depth of eternity swallows one, 
In its place already the next one flees. 

The born underneath a splendor shining 

Towards the sun ( c t a m e r» maturing invisibly 
(aspire 

And there ar ises an eclipse over it, 
And Time his gift cuts down without restraint; 

The flower of youth / h e / cruelly tears 
And angrily furrows beauty's brow, 
And all that lives lies down, like grass , 
On the plough of the unweary scythe. 

But my verse against death shall boldly stand 
And defend thy face beloved. 

Palamarchuk maintains the basic images of the first quatrain; the 

'waves' and 'minutes'are likened not only figuratively, but also homophonically: 

'khvyli (waves)-khvylyny (minutes)'. This homophonical link is further 

extended in 'pohlyne (swallows)-hlybin' (depth)-lyne (flees)'. The entire 

stanza reveals the translator 's mastery in the use of sound as the visual and 

auditory impression of the continuous energetic flow of the waves is evoked. 

http://XBn.il
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Palamarchuk makes additions in imagery, however: he likens metaphoric

ally 'the littoral sand' with 'nonexistence1: 'As the waves rush onto the 

littoral sand,/So into nonexistence also our minutes rush ' (11. 1-2). This 

same mixed image 'the littoral sand', which is 'nonexistence', receives 

another extension to 'depth of eternity' in 'The depth of eternity swallows 

one' (1. 3). 

The imagery in the second quatrain is oversimplified. All things that 

a r e 'born underneath a splendor shining/Towards the sun clamber ' , or 

'aspire ' , 'maturing invisibly'. The'splendor shining'1 1 (1. 5) can be assoc i 

ated with the light of 'the sun' (1. 6) towards which 'the born' 'c lamber ' . This 

verbal metaphor is suggestive of a plant which, in its struggle for the 'sun' 

or its fulfillment, is 'maturing invisibly'. The adverbial metaphor suggests 

that it is unaware of its own maturity. When the plant (or man) attains the 

sun, i . e . , the heights, or fulfillment, ' there ar i ses an eclipse over it, /And 

Time his gift cuts down without res t ra int ' . There is an ambiguity in ' i t ' , which, 

in Ukrainian, can refer to 'the sun' or to 'the born ' . In any case, the 'eclipse ' 

suggests the plant's or man's doom. 

Palamarchuk extends the plant context into the third quatrain where the 

'flower' and the human being a re blended metaphorically throughout the stanza; 

first in the phrase 'the flower of youth', secondly, in 'furrows' and 'beauty's 

brow', and thirdly, in 'all that lives lies down, like grass , /On the plough of the 

J-LThis interpretation of 'the main of light' is similar to the gloss 
"center of brightness". 
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unweary scythe'. 'Plough' links with the verbal elements 'cruelly t ea r s ' 

and 'angrily furrows', whereas the scythe links with 'cuts down' of the 

second quatrain, and with 'all that lives lies down, like g r a s s ' of this 

quatrain. Shakespeare's ' rar i t ies of nature's truth' i s completely changed 

to remain within the garden context. A battleground image is evoked, too, 

through 'furrows' and 'all that lives lies down'. Death is also suggestive in 

this latter line. An interesting stylistic feature is found in Palamarchuk's 

use of the short verbs 'styna' (cuts down) (1. 8) and 'obryva' (tears) (1. 9); 

this snipping of the word accompanies the image of the snipping and the 

tearing of plants. 

The mixed images of this quatrain, i . e . , the plant image which is 

metaphorically blended with the human being, the battleground image, and 

the concept of death all unite in an extension into the couplet. The 'flower' 

and human being merge in the reference 'thy face' ; the diction 'shall boldly 

stand' and 'defend' points backward to the battleground context, and 'death' 

is the result of the foregoing actions of Time: 

But my verse against death shall boldly stand 
And defend thy face beloved. 

This couplet which ends the sonnet in a decisively determined manner is one 

of the most beautiful finales by Palamarchuk. The laconic precision, the 

clarity, and the homophony, particularly as regards the sibilants and the 

plosive ' t ' , together acquire a tremendous strength to 'boldly stand' 'against 

death' in the defence of the beloved's 'face', or the immortality of the beloved 

in verse : 
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Ta virsh miy proty smerti smilo stane 
I zakhystyt' tvoye lytse kokhane. 

Palamarchuk maintains the spirit of the original even though the com

plexities of Shakespeare's second quatrain a r e disentangled in his sonnet. 

Whereas the translator fails to reproduce all the images of the second quatrain, 

he is successful in incorporating all the required imagery in the third. The 

original concept of struggle is maintained throughout the quatrains; first , in 

the struggle of the waves and minutes, then in the "clambering" towards the 

sun, and finally in the specifics of Time's conquest. The development of 

imagery in Palamarchuk can be summarized as follows: in the first quatrain 

Shakespeare's simple image of 'minutes' and 'waves' is retained with the 

additional mixed image in the metaphorical link: 'littoral sand-nonexistence-

eternity'. In the second quatrain there is a merging of the concrete images of 

plants and human beings and the abstraction life. The sun's course is omitted 

from the imagery, but the sun receives a goal image to which all life asp i res ; 

the eclipse is retained to symbolize the doom of the living. The botanical con

text, as symbolic of man, is extended into the third quatrain which incorpor

ates also the battleground image and the concept of death. All these contexts 

then merge in their extension into the couplet. Thus Palamarchuk's formu

lation of imagery is based more on the relatively simple extended variant, with 

the primary botanical image introduced in the second quatrain being carried 

through to the end, rather than on the elaborate cluster of images found in the 

original sonnet. 

Zuyevsky, in his translation maintains the spirit of the original son

net more through a conceptual, rather than a perceptual, approach to imagery: 
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Henane e jtiopi XBUAX necrpxiManni, 
rodunu npo6itaiOTb nauiux dnie 
Odna no odniii e peeuoMy iMatanni 
TlpotuTUcsi do BAacnux ocpeiie. 
I see napodoicev.Ki G oCnoei ceiTAa 
IIo83e do spiAOCTV. — Ti OKpac, 
AOK noxu Miu,b HadmepouTbcsi posKBiTAa 
1 daub ceoio p03i6'e u^edpuil nac. 
Bin TOHOCTii zaMye peiuni AeTU, 
Bpl3ae 3MopiuKu na, -HO ÎO sicne, 
HaiiKpauu B ceiri Huut,uTb papzneru, — 
VLozo %oca nmoio ne jnune. 

I TiAbKV. eipxa Miii pv.ita.tsit d38inKUMH 
Teiu o6pa3 Bid 3a?jiadxi CepezruMe. 

As though in the sea the waves unrestrained, 
The hours of our days pass by 
One after the other in zealous contention 
To break through to their own shores. 
And all that is born in the_revival ofjight 
Crawls to maturity—its /maturity's;/ ornaments, 
Until flourishing might becomes chipped, 
And generous time breaks his gift. 
He restrains the impetuous flights of youth, 
Carves wrinkles upon the fair brow, 
Destroys the most beautiful rar i t ies of the world, — 
His scythe shall not miss anything. 

And only my verse with rhymes resounding 
Thine image from destruction shall spare. 

Zuyevsky's first quatrain progresses In a comparison of the passing 

of the 'hours' to that of the 'waves' with the aid of associative imagery: 'As 

though in the sea the waves unrestrained, /The hours of our days pass by'. The 

post-epithet 'waves unrestrained' is associative with the hours, which proceed 

'One after the other in zealous contention/To break through to their own shores ' . 

The image 'shores ' pertains to 'hours ' and is associative with the ' shores ' of the 

comparative ' sea ' . 

In the second quatrain Zuyevsky tends more toward the development 

of a semi-abstract notion of birth, and does not develop the sun image: 'And all 

that is born in the revival of light/Crawls to maturity—its ornaments ' . The 

http://pv.ita.tsit
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metaphor 'ornaments' for Shakespeare's 'crown' is apparently drawn from the 

glossaris ts ' definitions of Shakespeare's 'flourish'.1 2 Zuyevsky follows up the 

'ornaments' with 'flourishing might': 'Until flourishing might becomes chipped,/ 

And generous time breaks his gift'. An associative link is thus formulated between 

'ornaments-chipped-breaks'. 

Having established the prime of life as 'flourishing might', Zuyevsky 

extends this concept into the third quatrain to 'impetuous flights of youth'. Thus 

in the translation, 'impetuous flights' is appropriated to 'flourishing might' and 

'ornaments'; as in Shakespeare, 'flourish' is appropriated to 'crown'd' and 

'glory'. The third quatrain contains, besides, an extended image of Time, since 

Time's act of breaking 'his gift' (1. 8) receives a continuation: 'He restrains the 

impetuous flights of youth', 'Carves wrinkles upon the fair brow', and 'Destroys 

the most beautiful rarities of the world'. The verbal metaphors 'carves ' and 

'destroys' a re further appropriations of the ornament image. Zuyevsky escapes 

an interpretation of Shakespeare's ' ra r i t ies ' by applying the Latinate term 

'rarytety ' . The image of Time's 'scythe' is retained in the final line of the 

stanza: 'His scythe shall not miss anything'. 

Zuyevsky's finale is in the spirit of the original: 

And only my verse with rhyme resounding 
Thine image from destruction shall spare. 

The resounding rhyme as well as the resounding epiphora, assonance, and 

Originating with Schmidt, 1874. Cf. Booth, p . 141. 
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alliteration is a strong accompaniment to the idea expressed: 

I til'ky virsh miy rymamy dzvinkymy 
Tviy obraz vid zahlady berehtyme. 

In Zuyevsky's sonnet the main idea of struggle is maintained through

out the quatorzain by the use of metaphorical language which does not always 

evoke concrete sensuous images; the original botanical and battleground 

impressions are not incorporated into the main stream of thought. There is 

much association and extension in Zuyevsky. In the first quatrain the image-

evoking comparison between the hours and the waves is established by 

association. In the second quatrain the Shakespearean mixed image of birth and 

sunrise, the infant and the sun, is limited to a simple semi-abstraction based 

on the relatively concrete concept 'the born'; the sun image is not developed. 

Zuyevsky's basic imagery lies, rather, in his development of the notion of the 

prime of life through the term 'ornament', which comes to the fore in the second 

quatrain and is extended through an associative link into the third quatrain 

together with the extended concept of time. This image necessitates a blending 

of the perceptual with the conceptual; only through the process of association 

with the main term 'ornaments' can one imagine the concepts of the chipping of 

flourishing might, the breaking of time's gift, the restraining of impetuous 

flights, or the destruction of rar i t ies . 

Kostetsky is less successful in developing the elaborate imagery of 

the original. This development is greatly impaired by the complexities of 

this t ranslator 's syntactical structure: 
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MOB PKHOM XBnab Ha y36epeacHy piHb 
CnimHTb Ha Kpaii Cir HaixtHX cv.x MiHyT, 
3ariHMBtLrH nonepeAHso, B Bwp CTpCMaiHb, 
B pyx nanepeA BOHJI Bci pByTbca TyT. 
Te, mo 3poA"B cEiTaaHMii OKean, 
BnoB3ae B spiaicTb, Mae B Hiii Bmeub, 
TOAI 6'e B HiM6 3aTeMHeHb aTaraH, 
I Hac CBiw ASTOK SBOAHTB HaHiBCHb. 
Hac neperae KBiTyniiM torn 6aiieK 
I Bpwc pisHo5ir MIJK 6pis xpaci-i, 
Cnoaciie ciab 3eM.ai co5i Ha 3MCK, 
I ne MHKe Himp iioro KOCK. 

I Bee at MOH xBaaa To6i Tpn3Ka, 
Be3cnaa B Hiii iioro mopcTKa pyica. 

As if by the b reak of waves upon the l i t to ra l sand 
The cou r se of these our minutes has tens to the end, 
Having changed the fo rmer , into an impetuous c u r r e n t 

of a sp i ra t ions , 
Into a motion forward they al l t e a r h e r e . 
mu L L u- u LU (ocean of light , . .. 
That , to which the v, .„ & gave birth, 

(brilliant ocean 
Crawls to maturity, possesses in it a crown, 
Then beats into the nimbus of eclipses a yataghan, 
And Time his gift reduces to nothing. 
Time shall cut through the florid splendor of youth 
And shall burrow a parallel between beauty's brows, 
Shall feed on the salt of the earth for his gain, 
And his scythe shall not miss anything. 

And always my praise for thee is lasting, 

Weak within it is his rough hand. 

Kostetsky opens with a slightly different conceit than Shakespeare: 

'As if by the break of waves upon the littoral sand/The course of these our 

minutes hastens to the end'. Whereas Shakespeare likens the minutes to the 

waves, Kostetsky moves the 'course of these our minutes' by the waves. As 

this conceit progresses, a tremendous impetuosity of the minutes is perceived 

from the description of the movement of the waves: 'Having changed the former, 

into an impetuous current of aspirations, /Into a motion forward they all tear here'. Although this powerful force of the vehicle 'waves' has the potential of 
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propelling the sonnet onward, the translator 's syntax, unlike Shakespeare's, 

retards the forward motion of the reader ' s mind. The energy already 

established in the first line of the sonnet comes to a complete halt after the 

first word (the predicate) of the second line as the reader begins to grope for 

the subject and meanings in Kostetsky's following word order: 'Hastens on / t o / 

the edge running / r a c e / / course / of our these minutes ' . Having found the 

subject 'minutes', the reader searches for the phrase that belongs with the 

genitive, as well as the meaning of 'the edge'—'the end'. The remainder of the 

quatrain is equally perplexing as the reader, again, gropes for the subject: 

'Having changed the former, into an impetuous current of aspirations, /into a 

motion forward they all tear here' , and finally, for the meaning of the last 

word 'here ' . Kostetsky, undoubtedly, uses this convoluted syntax in association 

with the constant struggle of Time, as likened to the impetuous struggle of the 

waves, but, without reference to the original, the reader can hardly grasp the 

essence of the stanza. Kostetsky, furthermore, is the only one of three 

translators to use the Latinate term 'minut' for 'minutes'.1** 

The second quatrain of the translation begins with an imperceptible 

subject 'That'. The 'main of light' is rendered as 'the ocean of light', and 

could also be understood as 'the brilliant ocean'; i t 'gave birth' to the subject, 

which is unknown at this point, but may be linked to the first quatrain as 'waves' 

L,s Zuyevsky states that the normative variant 'khvylyn' would give 
this line a "prosaic tone". Cf. his article "Pryntsyp 'absolyutyzatsiyi' v 
perekladakh I. Kostets'koho, " in Ihor Kostets'ky, Zbirnyk do 50-richchya. 
(Munich: Na hori, 1963-64), pp. 215 r216. 
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or 'minutes' . As the reader proceeds to the next line he is still uncertain as to 

the subject: 'That' 'Crawls to maturity, possesses in it a crown*; although 

'crawls ' and 'crown' evoke images, the "actor" himself is unknown; the first 

link 'waves',or 'minutes', i . e . , 'Time' cannot be perceived to crawl or possess 

a crown. If the reader turns to the interpretation 'the brilliant ocean gave birth' , 

the concrete notion of sea animals is evoked, and thus the abstract notion of 

the theory of evolution, which was unknown to Shakespeare, o r the period of 

Ukrainian Baroque that Kostetsky desires to reflect in his sonnets. The problem 

as to the subject 'That' is further compounded by the syntactical structure of the 

subsequent line: 'Then beats into the nimbus of eclipses a yataghan'. Although 

'yataghan' is the subject in this line, the placement of the predicate 'beats ' is 

such that it is first associated with the main subject of the quatrain, i. e . , its 

placement is parallel to the preceding predicatives, which describe the main 

subject 'Crawls to maturity, possesses in it a crown/Then beats into the 

nimbus. . • •' The 'yataghan'—a slightly curved Turkish sword, suggested to the 

translator by the epithet 'crooked eclipses'—is personified, inasmuch as it 

'beats into the nimbus'; it is a new subject in the poem, and yet, the main 

subject is still unknown. A new image ar ises from 'the nimbus' which is con

nected to the former 'crown'. The reader, at this point, returns to the 

beginning of the quatrain to search, again, for the main subject: 'That' reaches 

maturity whereupon it receives the crown of life which is associated with 'the 

nimbus', but a 'yataghan' destroys this crown. The 'yataghan' becomes 

associated with 'Time* in the final line of the quatrain: 'And Time his gift 
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reduces to nothing', therefore, 'Time' is in possession of the 'yataghan'. 

One can only guess that the main subject 'That' must be anything that has 

life; this abstraction, then, is not formulated into concrete images, as it i s 

in the original. Still another difficulty results from the line: 'Then beats into 

the nimbus of eclipses a yataghan', which could also read: 'Then a yataghan 

of eclipses beats into the nimbus'. 

A very beautiful quatrain as regards linguistic expression follows, 

but Kostetsky shifts from the present tense actions of Time in the second 

quatrain, to the future tense in the third quatrain. An excellent transference 

of Shakespeare's ' rar i t ies of nature's truth' is found in Kostetsky's 'salt of 

the ear th ' . This latter concept remains, furthermore, within the garden 

context of the preceding lines in the diction 'florid' and 'burrow a paral lel ' , 

as well as the 'scythe' of the final line of the quatrain. There is a d iscrep

ancy in the word 'scythe', however, if in the preceding quatrain it i s Time who 

possesses a 'yataghan'. 

Kostetsky's couplet is simple and concise, but flaccid, and not at all 

reassuring, as compared to the finale of the original: 

And always my praise for thee is lasting, 
Weak within it is his rough hand. 

It is enfeebled by the word 'weak', as well as the contradiction that this word 

evokes, for the foregoing description of Time is not at all 'weak*. The epithet 

'rough hand', furthermore, is not sufficiently powerful to describe the agent 

which has committed the violent acts of the preceding quatrains. 
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As regards imagery, Kostetsky's sonnet retains the main concept of 

struggle. In the first quatrain this concept, in the coalescing of the waves and 

minutes, receives more turbulence from Kostetsky because of his accumula

tive descriptions of the motion of the waves. The imagery of the second 

quatrain is not established since the image of the main subject 'that' is not 

evoked.1 4 The third, and most successful, quatrain is based upon a botanical 

context. 

Sonnet XLVI 

There are a few sonnets in Shakespeare that contain extended mixed 

images; in these, for the most part, a personified element consists of a word 

for some faculty of body or soul, particularly the heart and eye, as in XLVI. 

In this sonnet the personified image is extended throughout the quatorzain as 

the theme focusses upon a dispute held by the eye and heart . The dispute is 

brought to court, and the courtroom scene provides for the second extended 

image of the poem. This structure of imagery overrides the octave 

established by the logical structure: 

Mine eye and heart a re at a mortal war, 

How to divide the conquest of thy sight; 
Mine eye my heart thy picture 's sight would bar, 
My heart mine eye the freedom of that right. 

X4tIn Zuyevsky's opinion of this translation "every image of the 
original . . . retains its completeness, naturalness, and indefatigable 
charm of expression." In his art icle "Pryntsyp 'absolyutyzatsiyi' v 
perekladakh I . Kostets'koho, " p . 215. 
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My heart doth plead that thou in him dost l ie, 
A closet never pierced with crystal eyes, 
But the defendant doth that plea deny, 
And says in him thy fair appearance l ies . 
To 'cide this title is impanneled 
A quest of thoughts, all tenants to the heart; 
And by their verdict is determined 
The clear eye's moiety and dear heart 's part : 

As thus; mine eye's due is thine outward part , 
And my heart 's right thine inward love of heart . 

The opening of the sonnet by the words 'mortal war ' and 'conquest' 

evokes a battleground image. The second quatrain, however, by the appli

cation of legal terminology—'plead' (1. 5), 'defendant', 'plea deny' (1. 7)— 

makes a transition to a courtroom image. This legal terminology becomes 

particularly dense in the third quatrain which turns from the pleas of the 

heart and eye to a jury; the couplet is a statement of the jury 's verdict . Thus, 

even though Shakespeare evokes the image of battle at the outset of the sonnet, 

the prevailing legality through the extended courtroom image establishes 

that the 'war' at the outset is only in reference to a dispute brought before a 

court of law. 

Shakespeare, having begun with the terms 'heart and eye' maintains 

these throughout the quatorzain, whereas each of the four translators , 

Kostetsky, Hordynsky, Slavutych, and Palamarchuk uses 'sight' and 'eye' 

interchangeably, thus being inconsistent in the development of the abstract 

and concrete image. One of the reasons for this shift may be rhythmical, 

since 'sight', in Ukrainian, consists of one syllable in its undeclined form, 

and 'eye' is a two-syllable word. The most accurate of the translations is 

that by Hordynsky: 



MiS 3ip i cepAe — B aioTiii 6opoTb6i, 
XTO 3 HHX TO6OK) BoaoAiTH Mac, 
MCaAiSne OKO TarHe Bee cooi, 
A cepue ony BHA TBIH 3aKpnBae. 

ToBopHTb cepAe: TH HaBiKH B HiM, 
y cxoBi, Ae He carae oKa npoMiHb, 
BOHO a<, y 3anepeMeHHi CBOIM, 
BneBHae: TH B iioro BHTaem AOMi. 

IIIoS BHpiuiHTH cnip, 3iiiiiiJiiicb Ha cya 
JJopaAHHKH — AyMKH, mo B cepn,i B HaiiMax, 
Ix cnpaBa: aiTKO BH3HaHHTH TyT 
fle lacTKa ona ii cepAH aacTKa TafiHa. 

Ix npiicyA: OKO o6pa3 Bi3bMe TBifi, 
A cepAio — cepu,e Aaa aioooBH ii MpiS. 

My sight and heart—in mortal battle, 
Who of them is to possess thee, 
The avid eye draws_all for itself, 
And the heart f o r / f r o m / the eyes thine appearance b a r s . 

Says the heart: thou forever in it / h im/ , 
In concealment, where the eye's ray does not reach, 
But.it, in its defence, 
Assures: thou dost reside in its home. 

To resolve the conflict, assembled at court 
Counsellors—thoughts, who to the heart a r e tenants, 
Their case: clearly to determine here 
Where is the eye's part and heart 's part secret . 

Their verdict: the eye thine image shall take 

And for the heart—/thine/ heart for love and d reams . 

The two original long extended images a r e well established by 

this translator. Hordynsky's abstraction 'sight' (1. 1) is immediately 

concretized (1. 3), and continues to appear in its concrete form through

out the remainder of the sonnet. At one point (1. 7), however, the 

http://But.it
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translator substitutes the pronoun 'it ' where the noun would accomplish 

better the desired personification. Hordynsky's legal image begins its 

development in the second quatrain with the word 'defence' (1.7), 

reaches its full development in the third quatrain where a chain of 

legalistic terms appears, and is extended into the couplet. By association, 

then, the legal imagery is extended backward into the second and f irst 

quatrains. • This extension is further enhanced by the word 'conflict' (1. 9) 

which is appropriated with 'mortal battle' (1.1) . 

This translation is commendable in its contextual accuracy and in 

the stylistic devices used by the translator to enhance the meaning. 

Especially complementary to the entanglement which the jury must 

settle is the antimetabolic line: 'Where part eye's and heart ' s part 

secret ' (1. 12), as opposed to the disentangled terse couplet which lends 

to the clarity of the jury's verdict. 

Slavutych digresses somewhat from the original in content 

as well as in the organization of imagery: 
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Mifi nip i cepue — n npiicrparnifl rsifiHi: 
IKaAfc K05i;no HOBHOB.TMIHO xtaur 
TBOIO yBfiry ft iior.inflii cjifhii, 
lilo6 mom' :icit'ni ii IIOIIHO paionaTit. 

ToBopiiTi, cepue — n IU.OMV TH IKIIBOIII, 
J[o in.oro 30BciM OKO ne efirnc. 
Ta iipiiciiracihcii Miii nip ocs jie;ic — 
B Roro oO.ifiAJ' TII ujarjia nouparo. 

npucjir.ii impoi; imnecni TBepjuiK. 
JlyjiKU ciqiiiiiiBiiiii iipaBoey/UHM cu.iii. 
lUoG cepue ii nip ne Riji;aJiii ni/ni, 
ix GJiaro'ieciio fi Myipo iiOJiiipiunt: 

Mocaiy aopy — nonniinna icpacn. 
A cepuio — cepua cxop-ana ara. 

My sight and heart—in an impassioned war: 
Each yearns to possess supremely, 
Thine attention and_glances bright, 
To live by /througji/ them and fully acquire paradise. 

Says the heart—within it /h im/ thou dost live, 
To it /Mm7 the eye does not reach at a l l . 
But"swears_my sight without bounds— 
In its / h i s / property thou hast settled completely. 

Jurymen determined a_firm verdict 
Having ratified / the i r / thoughts by the powers of justice 
In order that the heart and sight would come to no harm, 
Them piously and wisely reconciled: 

For my sight--outward beauty. 

And f o r / m y / heart—heart 's hidden salvo. 

Slavutych, in his extension of the personified mixed images, uses the 

abstraction 'sight' in all instances, except once, where the heart indirectly 

makes reference to the 'eye' (1. 6), and thereby establishes the feeling that 

'sight' is used in the formal sense, and 'eye' in the informal. This t r ans 

lator aptly remains within the "personified declension" for the subjects 

'heart ' and 'eye' (q. 2). 
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The legal image does not receive extension by Slavutych. It is 

manifest only in the third quatrain in a very vague link with the second 

quatrain through the word 'swears ' (1. 7). Therefore, the second quatrain 

is associated with the battlefield context evoked at the outset of the sonnet. 

This organization of imagery distinguishes the octave more than does 

Shakespeare's. 

The translator makes a further demarcation of the octave by a shift in 

tenses. Whereas the first two quatrains proceed in the present tense, the 

third quatrain is an expository account of a court action which has taken place 

in the past . This results in a very abrupt logical shift and thereby an impair 

ment of a progressive development. 

This translation loses much of the semantic value of the original for 

the sake of attaining perfect rhyme. The entire first quatrain departs con

siderably from Shakespeare, the rhyme 'without bounds' (1. 7) is merely an 

expletive, while the omission of the idea that the jury consists of 'thoughts' 

who a r e 'tenants to the heart ' (1. 10) results in an impartial verdict, unlike 

Shakespeare's. 

Palamarohuk, in his paraphrase, departs considerably from the 

original: 
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Miii 3ip i cepao sipyiL na iioni Goio,— 
3a TCGO 3ryuna ii^e onn Biiina. 
Bo cKap6, HC xinsinsi noMbit co6oio, 
nocicTn npanio itojKHa cTopona. 

51 ayio ccpA« cTyit: «EoHa B Meni, 
KyAH HO nponiiKaiOTt oTri nnn.i». 
McTnyBCH 3ip: «Hac:iyxa;nici» (ipexnil 
Haoiit Bona 3Bij'iui.ia B iio'i 3iHnn,i». 

IIJoS Tiii Bi'iiui noit.iacTii itpaii ]ia3aBmc, 
Ilap.TaMenTepn Ay>i 3iiim.mci» 3a CTi.T 
I Mupy MyAporo Aiiimjin, liOKJiaBmii: 
KomTOBiinii citapS po3naiOBaTi. naBni^T. 

Oiaii — n;o BxonnTt 3opoBe cnpniiiiaHna, 
A cepaeEi — cepAeHHHH man — Koxannn. 

My sight and heart perish on field of battle, — 
Over thee this mortal war is waged. 
Because the treasure, in not dividing / i t / amongst themselves, 
Each side yearns to conquer. 

I hear the heart ' s beat: "She is in me, 
Whither the eyes do not pierce through". 
Darted sight: "We have heard enough l ies! 
Forevermore she has entered into my pupils". 

To put an end to that war forever, 
Parliamentarians of thought assembled at the table 
And a wise truce reached, having decided: 
The precious treasure to divide in half. 

For the eyes—whatever the perception of sight will grasp, 
And for the heart—the heartfelt passion—love. 

Rather than the single extended concrete image 'eye' , Palamarchuk 

carr ies Shakespeare's concept through the quatorzain by an extended 

associative link'sight-eyes-sight-pupils-eyes-sight ' (11. 1, 6, 7, 8, 13 and 13, 

respectively). The heart image is once interceded with the 'hear t ' s beat ' . 

An additional mixed image ' t reasure ' is extended throughout the sonnet 
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and receives associative links with references to the heroine whom the 

' t reasure ' represents . 

Having begun with the battlefield context, Palamarchuk extends this 

image through his entire paraphrase. The third quatrain consists of 

peace negotiations with the assembling of parliamentarians, instead of 

the original courtroom proceedings. 

Palamarchuk's imagery depictions cause distinctive breaks between 

the quatrains. The first depicts a battlefield, the second exposes a clash 

in the form of a dualogue as well as dramatization, and the third depicts 

parliamentarians at a table. Thus a clear quatrainic structure is maintained 

by this translator. 

This translation, which departs in content and spirit, as well as in 

style, is not one of Palamarchuk's best poems. It is impaired by the constant 

interchange of synonyms for 'eye', the very sudden shifts in imagery, the 

vagueness in the meaning of ' t reasure ' (1. 2) which hampers the logical 

development, and the use of alternating F endings and an F F couplet for a 

poem which should march forward in a masculine martial step. 

Kostetsky, also, extends the context of war throughout the 

quatorzain: 
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MlH 3ip i3 cepueM Mas CMepTeabHHM r/eprp,, 
3a Te5e HK 3a 3AC6HH BiBiuH cnip; 
3ip TBepAHB — 3'aBa TO tie cnpaBa cepub, 
Ka3aao cepue TyT He B npaBi 3ip. 
Kasaao cepue —• B Hboiiy TH, MOBJIHB 
(y cxoBi, Vt 'ra.M KpHHiTaab o^en — Tynnii), 
Ta Aoxa3 TOH — 3axKciiKK cnpocTysaB 
I piK, mo B HiM — npeKpacHMM o6pa3 TBiii. 
IH,o6 npHnHHHaacb BpeuiTi ca BiiiHa, 
CyA cepiia cayr — AyMOK — y3aecb AO fli-fl 
I noAia npucyAHB Toro Mainia 
Miat BipHe cepn,e ii HHCTHM 3ip HaBrria: 

A caMe: npaBo 3opy — 30BHa nacTb, 
TEOC TK KOxanHH — Moro cepua BaacTb. 

My sight and heart had a mortal battle, 
Over thee as over spoils having led the_conflict; 
Sight affirmed—appearance /apparition/ is not a matter of hearts, 
Said the heart here sight is not in the right. 
Said the heart—in it /h im/ art thou, so to say 
(In concealment, even there the crystal.of the eyes—dull), 
But that argument—the defender rectified 
And said, that in him—thy beautiful, image. 
So that finally this war would cease, 
The court of the servants of the heart—of the thoughts—took to action 
And"decreed a division of that property 
Between the faithful heart and pure sight in half: 

As thus: the right of sight—the outward part, 

And thy love—my heart's supremacy. 

In Kostetsky's principal image design the abstraction 'sight' receives 

an extension throughout the quatorzain, except in the bracketed instance (1. 6), 

where 'eyes' appears; this bracketing imparts a tone of disparagement to the 

concretization. The battlefield context is extended throughout the sonnet with 

a legal court presiding over the affairs of war in the third quatrain. 

Kostetsky describes action in the past whereas the original is in the present. 

This translation, in its manner of expression, results in a prosaic. 

reading, while the syntactical complexities turn the reader to the original 

source. The logical development begins to falter in the second half of the 



first quatrain where no connection is made between the statements of the 

second and third l ines . In addition to this the t ranslator 's lexical choice 

'appearance' (1, 3) connotes an "apparition" and perplexes the reader as to 

its meaning until a link is made at the end of the second quatrain in the 

phrase 'thy beautiful image' (1. 8). 

The awkward construction of the first part of the second quatrain 

stunts the further development of the sonnet. The expletive 'so to say', in 

the important rhyming position, results in a dangling line, while the 

brackets confuse further, since the expletive does not unite with the in ter

locking line. 

Similarly the third quatrain is impaired with an awkward line (10) 

which contains an accumulation of genitives. Without reference to the 

original sonnet, one can hardly decipher the. subjects belonging with the 

genitives; the syntax is structured in the following manner: 'The court of 

the heart of the servants—of the thoughts. . . . ' The couplet, on the other 

hand, i s an excellent integral unit as regards poetic expression; the court 's 

decision is stated in a terse and natural manner. 

Besides the confusion imposed by the word "apparition", Kostetsky 

makes inadequate choices of several other lexical i tems. An archaic word 

is used for 'battle'—'gerc"—which in its sound is devoid of beauty and 

elegance. To rhyme with this word, moreover, the translator must incorp

orate the plural 'hear ts ' , a generalization, where the poem is concerned 

with one specific heart. Kostetsky is inconsistent, also, in his choice of 
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the stylistic level of the verbs for 'speak'. He begins with the regular 

word 'kazalo' (said), follows this with a prosaic expression 'movlyav' (so to 

say), and subsequently uses the very bookish Old Church Slavonic word 

' r ik ' (said). 

Sonnet XXTX 

In sonnet XXLX, at the most momentous turn in the development of 

the poem, Shakespeare introduces a brief and simple^5 concrete image, 

one of a singing lark soaring to the heavens, to help express the poet 's 

feelings of exaltation upon reflecting on his beloved. This image aids in 

underscoring the octave division established by logic, syntax, the shift to 

the use of address, and metrical and rhythmical variat ions:1 6 

When, in disgrace with fortune and men's eyes, 
I aU alone beweep my outcast state, 
And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless c r ies , 
And look upon myself, and curse my fate, 
Wishing me like to one more rich in hope, 
Featured like him, like him with friends possess 'd, 
Desiring this man's ar t and that man's scope, 
With what I most enjoy contented least; 
Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising, 
Haply I think on thee, and then my state, 
Like to the lark at break of day arising 
From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven's gate; 

For thy sweet love remember'd such wealth brings 
That then I scorn to change my state with kings. 

i5A brief image, as opposed to extended; and a simple image (as 
opposed to a mixed image) where there is no mixing of metaphorical and 
unmetaphorical elements). 

16See the discussion on structure, p . 38. 
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The editors of Shakespeare's sonnets have encountered problems in 

1 7 
the punctuation of the three lines which contain the lark image. The 

Quarto places line 11 in parentheses: 

Haply I think on thee, and then my state, 
(Like to the lark at break of day arising) 
From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven's gate: 

Some modern editors make a stop in line 11 by parentheses, or a comma: 

Haply I think on thee, and then my state, 
(Like to the lark at break of day) arising 
From sullen earth sings hymns at heaven's gate: 

Other modern editors close the parentheses or use a comma in line 12: 

Haply I think on thee, and then my state, 
(Like to the lark at break of day arising 
From sullen earth) sings hymns at heaven's gate: 

According to Ingram and Redpath, the Quarto punctuation should not be 

applied, as neither the lark 's nor the poet's song comes 'from sullen earth' , 

and parentheses should be avoided because they a r e heavy in a modern 

recension. In order that the lark image receives the fullest development 

1 8 a comma is used after 'earth' and no stop is placed after 'ar is ing ' . 

Of the translations by Franko, Hrabovsky, Kostetsky, and 

Palamarchuk, Franko accomplishes the fullest possible development of the 

lark image and retains best the spirit of the original: 

1 7Cf. Ingram and Redpath, p . 72. 

Ibid. 
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HeaacitaBi na MCIIO macTH ii aiOAn, 
I Ha cBirt craH a, A© niny, TBM naa'iy, 
B rayxee ne6o i y Baacni rpynn 
3BopTaio sip, icaeny cyatGy aeAa'iy. 

Baataro 6yTb Sarai'ianM na naAtio; 
HK ceii — 6yTb rapinm, HK Toil — flpV3iB Mara, 
OT uboro XIICT, OT TOTO naacxb AiCTaTII> 
Bee THM ne paA, mo Maio i mo BMiio. 

Aat caM ropAwsy coooio 3a T'I xnoul 
Ta HK Teoe 3raAaio, 3 MOTO cepua, 
MOB ataiicoponoK i3 naiAaoi cKiiGn, 
Rp ne6a Bparmi MOH niciia B'eTtca. 

HK anin TBOIO aiooOB coaoAKy HaraAaio, 
CBOCI jipjii a ii 3a Tpoir ne aaMiiiaio. 

Unkind to me are fortune and people, 
And upon my state, wherever I go, there I weep, 
Into the deaf heaven and into my own breast 
I turn my sight, curse my fate worthless. 

I wish tojpe richer in hope; __ _ 
As this /one/—to be fair, as that /one/—friends to have, 
From this /one7 art, from that /one7 power to get, 
Always discontented with that which I have and which I know. 

Until I even pride myself for those shortcomings! 
But when I think of thee, from my heart, 
Like a lark from the fertile glebe, 
To the heaven in the morning my song soars. 

As soon as thy sweet love I remember, 
My lot I even for the throne will not change. 

In Franko's translation the poet's song, like the lark from the 

fertile glebe, soars to the heaven in the morning. Franko's modification 

of 'sullen earth' to 'fertile glebe' serves to intensify the exalting powers of 

the thoughts concerning the beloved in that they become the inspirational 

source for the poet's song. This entire translation is rendered very 

accurately. Even the original number of epithets (q. 1) and the entire l ist 

of the original comparative items (q. 2) are incorporated by the translator. 
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In Hrabovsky's paraphrase, the lark image undergoes abstraction: 

H a caMOTi, B MOI'H Atixiii HeBOAi, 
P H A S ' O fl Ta 6JAHH teiT KAeny, 
BCIM 3a3ApiiTH Ta citapJKHTHCb nomiy, 
LJJo He 3a3na3 i:i ujacTa, a.ni AOAi; 

B ripKHX CAb03aX 3AHBaK> AlOTl 6OA1 
I AyaioHbKy AeAiio noTawiiy: 
U | o 6 waTH XHCT i BpoAy 'iapiBiiy, 
I ApySHKiB, i BCHKIIX BTix AOBOA1... 

A AIIUI Teoe, o 3ope csiTOBa, 
3 raAa io H: Ayma, MOB rrrauiKa apaHa, 
BeceAHH riMH AO neGa 3acniBa; 

B To6i, MOH roAy6oHbKO KoxaHa, 
Toil paii, r»° " c a M KopoAb ne BAoGyca,— 
I Bate TOAI HeMa HaA Meae nai-ial 

In solitude, in my evil bondage, 
I weep and the bright world curse, 
I begin to envy all and complain, 
That I have known neither happiness, nor fortune; 

In bitter tears I bathe /my7 severe pains 
And a secret thought I cherish: 
To possess a r t and beauty charming, 
And friends, and all kinds of joys abundant . . . 

But only thee^o star universal, 
I recall: / m y / soul, like a bird early in the morn, 
A joyous hymn to heaven begins to sing; 

In thee, my little dove beloved, 
/ I s / that paradise, which even the king himself does not conquer, — 
And already then there is no lord above m e . 

In this translation the poet's soul is likened to a bird that in the morn 

sings a joyous hymn to heaven. This abstract image of a songbird evokes only 

the feeling of cheerfulness. The state of being exalted is forfeited by the 

concrete image and the idea of soaring. Instead of imagery, Hrabovsky uses 

the apostrophe to achieve rhetoricism and thereby the spirit of the original. 
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Both of his tercets begin with direct turns in his address of his beloved. 

Rhetoricism i s further achieved in these particular l ines by the u s e of 

post-epithets . 

Hrabovsky's paraphrase, formally and in thematic develop

ment, i s Petrarchan. The quatrains are more tightly bound thematically 

than they are in the original in that the translator does not shift from inner 

reflections (q. 1) to a comparison of his fate with others (q. 2) a s does 

Shakespeare. This sonnet, furthermore, i s of a Ukrainian coloring. The 

translator uses a number of traditional epithets, as 'evil bondage' (1. 1), 

'bright world' (1. 2), 'bitter tears ' (1. 5), ' severe pains' (1. 5), and 'little 

dove beloved', (1. 12). The translator makes u s e also of diminutives, peculiar 

to the Ukrainian language, for endearment: 'dumon'ka' (a l i tt le thought), (1. 6), 

and 'holubon'ka' (little dove) (1. 12). 

Kostetsky maintains the Quarto parentheses in his translation: 

KOJIH HeAoaa Vs aioAebicrii: BpoK MCHe 6o 
CmTKaiOTb TaK, mo naoay a, i3roii, 
I KPHKOM Topraio HCMyiiHe HC6O, 
I yAia win icaeHy HesAaaaii TOJT, 
Baacaio m,acTb 6araTiuoro B naainx, 
Horo awna, itoro 3Ao6yTHx apya<5, 
ymHb fioro Vs, HK 3 IHUIIIX — iriai B AIHX, 
BiA floai, spenrroio, KOHenHHx caya:6; 
Koaw ii ce6e a 3KesaacaK) HaraTb, 
Bpa3 — TH B pymxax, i Bace TOAI Hecy 
(MOB scaHBop, mo HacraHHa AHHHK caaBHTb), 
lOAoai npin, AO BHUIHIX 6paivr acy; 

Bo TH — Toro coaoAKHii enoMHH para, 
HI,o a ii Ha iiapcbKKii paii ne npoMinaio. 
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When Misfortune and human evil eye me do 
Befall so that I cry, banished, 
And with cr ies I tear the insensitive heaven, 
And that useless lot of mine_I curse, 
I wish the successes of / o n e / r icher in hope, 
His face, his acquired friends, 
Abilities his, and, as in others—purpose in actions, 
From fate, finally, the necessary services; 
When I even myself disgrace, 
Suddenly—thou ar t in my thoughts, and already then I car ry 
(Like a lark, that praises the coming of day), 
Of valleys away, to the gates on high a salvo; 

For thou—the sweet remembrance of that paradise, 
Which I even for an imperial paradise will not change. 

In this translation the lark image loses its impact completely because 

of linguistic complexities, particularly in Kostetsky's use of the archaic 

phrase 'yudoli prich' (1. 12), which can be translated in three ways: 'valleys 

away', 'of valley away', 'to valley away'. None of these fit the context. 

The'impact of the lark image is lost also because of the linguistic 

shortcomings, prior to this quatrain, which not only impede the development 

of the sonnet, but, also, destroy the spirit of the original poem. Some of 

these shortcomings concern Kostetsky's choice of rhyming words. In line 1 

the emphatic particle 'bo', inasmuch as it carr ies no semantic value, 

effectuates a dangling line. In line 4 the least significant word, the 

demonstrative adjective 'that', is placed in rhyming position and effectuates 

another unnatural tagged-on ending. Other shortcomings a r e in the t r ans 

lator 's choice of words which a re often expressionistically-toned, as the 

connotations of some words in line 3: 'And with shouting cr ies I tug the 

insensitive heaven'. Not at all in the category of poetic diction is the word 

'nezdalyy' (useless, good-for-nothing) (1. 4). Still another shortcoming i s 
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in the conveyance of meaning in line 8, which, moreover, contains an 

expletive 'finally'. The couplet, on the other hand, unlike the body of the 

sonnet, is expressed clearly and elegantly. 

Palamarchuk's lark image does not produce the same effect as the 

original, because of structural changes in the translation: 

3HeBaHteHnii i AO^eio, ii JHOABMH, 
II.iaieM TpHBOJKy neGeca AapeiiHe, 
GraHOBnme BiApeiCHoro TCMne, 
Knnnym, oGMiiBaiocH CJH3E>MH, 

HaAiflMH CaraTniuM nparHy 6yTt, 
MiHHincB Ao-iero roTOBnii 3 TIIMH, 
XTO AP3r3HMii OTOucniiii najiKHMH, 
Kojiy .iflrjia B MflCTcn,TBi.Kpam,a nyrb. 

TOA', araAanuiii panTOM n upo Te6e, 
KapTaro ca?i ce6e sa c.iaSicTb iy. 
BI'A XM.vpoi 3CM.-(i y BncoTy 
51 riwa, art HtaiiBopoH, Hecy AO Hei3a. 

51 npo;.iiHHTi. iiiKo:iii 6 ne XOTIB 
TBOK> JHO6OB Ha cjiaBy itopo.iiB. 

Disgraced by fortune, and by people, 
With weeping I trouble the heavens in vain, 
The dark state of the renounced, 
Cursing, I bathe myself with tears . 

I yearn to be richer in hope, 
To change fortune ready with those, 
Who with fervid friends a re surrounded, 
Fo r whom in art a better path has lain. 

Then, having recalled suddenly about thee, 
I reproach myself for that weakness. 
From sullen earth into the heights 
I, a hymn, like a la rk , 1 9 carry to the heaven. 

I should never want to change 
Thy love for the glory of kings. 

1 9This is not a syntactical e r ror in Ukrainian. 
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In this translation the poet, from sullen earth into the heights, 

car r ies , like a lark, a hymn to heaven. The soaring quality is inherent 

in the phrase 'into the heights'. In omitting 'break of day', however, the 

translator does not recapture the association between breaking light and 

the breaking of emotional despair. Because of the s tmcture of his quatrain, 

Palamarchuk's lark image does not perform the original role of exaltation. 

Linear inversion, syntactical breaks, and the resulting reduction of the main 

idea to a position of secondary importance, places the focus on the poet 's 

reproaching of himself. The lark image appears, therefore, not in the con

text of thoughts on the beloved but, rather, is misplaced into the context of 

the act of reproaching. 

The first two quatrains in Palamarchuk establish well the original 

emotional state of despair. In paraphrasing, the second quatrain, however, 

undergoes a marked shortening of Shakespeare's comparative l i s t . Beginning 

at the third quatrain the sonnet is composed of three sentences which a r e 

logically disconnected. The new syntactical and logical beginning at the 

couplet results in an integral unit removed from the l a rk image, inasmuch 

as the condensed couplet omits the original reinstatement of the third 

quatrain and admits only Shakespeare's revision of the foregone attitudes 

of the octave. 
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Sonnet XI 

Some of Shakespeare's sonnets, although not devoid of figurative 

language, a r e relatively free of graphic illustrations and thus a r e dependent 

primarily upon concept rather than percept. An example of this type of 

sonnet is XI, where Shakespeare propounds the theme of procreation: 

As fast as thou shalt wane, so fast thou grow'st 

In one of thine, from that which thou departest; 
And that fresh blood which youngly thou bestow'st 
Thou mayst call thine, when thou from youth convertest. 
Herein lives wisdom, beauty, and increase; 
Without this, folly, age and cold decay: 
If all were minded'so, the times should cease 
And threescore year would make the world away. 
Let those whom nature hath not made for store, 
Harsh, featureless and rude, barrenly perish: 
Look, whom she best endow'd she gave the more; 
Which bounteous gift thou shouldst in bounty cherish: 

She carv'd thee for her seal, and meant thereby 
Thou shouldst print more, not let that copy die . 

Besides Kostetsky and Palamarchuk, Onufriyenko translated this 

sonnet. The most accurate transference is that of Onufriyenko. The t r a n s 

lator 's modifications a r e indicated by underlining, while parentheses indicate 

his omissions: 

3iB'aHeui UIBHAKO TaK » e , HK i 3pic, 
I 3HOB 3p0CTeiII B SaailUieHlM CTBOpiHHi, 
I cBiacy KPOB, a n y fiOMy npiiHic, 
Ha3Bem CBOCIO B TiixoMy cTaphrai. 
y Hboay s a i c i i MyApocrii, ft Kpaca, 
HeMac TyT Hi cMcpia, a i c r p a x i n a . 
K o a a 6 He a e — cnnHHAiici. 611 vaca 
I CBiT 6 H BiiMep B raocre AecaTbaiTra. 
Xafi rHHyn. sci 6e3aiiKi, MOB iMaa, 
Koro npnpoAa ne Aaaa a a a naoAy. 
ITIoraHHb, Koay aapii Bona a a a a , — 
T H Mycaru Aap csifi noBepHym — Bpofly. 
T H — 3HaK npnpoAa, TH •— n e ^ a n , ii, 
JllimHTH KyciIUI BiAApVKII CBO'i. 
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Thou shalt wane as fast as thou hast grown, 
And again thou shalt grow in the left-behind creation, 
And fresh blood, which to him thou hast bestown, 
Thou shalt call thine in quiet ageing. _ _ 
Herein is the substance of wisdom, and beauty^ / _/ 
There is here, neither death, nor horror, / _ / 
If it were not for this—the times would cease 
And the world would die out in the sixth decade. 
Let perish all the / _ / featureless, / 7 like fog, 
Whom nature hath not made for procreation. 
Look, to whom / / gifts she gave, — 
Thou must, return thy / _ / gift—beauty. 
Thou—the mark of nature, thou—its seal, 
Leave /Enou7 must thy prints . 

Onufriyenkos's translation has the ease of original composition, the style 

and manner of writing is the same in character as that of the original, and 

the translation gives a complete transcript of the ideas of the original son

net. The very minor modifications made by Onufriyenko a re the resul t of 

spatial limitations. These, nevertheless, a re carefully treated as to main

tain stylistic accuracy. Lines 6 and 7, for example, lose one noun each, 

but they a re stylistically accurate in that parallelism is attained. In line 9, 

two epithets a re omitted but the relatively vivid image in the simile 'like 

fog', which is in apposition to 'featurelessprefers to this epithet as well as 

to 'perish' and serves, thereby, to establish the required rhetorical 

accentuation. 

Kostetsky retains the style and manner of the original, but i s unsuc

cessful in conveying meaning: 
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HK npyAxo B mep6, TaK npyAKO %new i B 3picT 
B OAIUM 3 TB01X Bl'A TGTO, IUO TH BKCAaB,̂  
I CBia<a xpoB, mo 3'ioHa A^B iii BMICT — 
TBOH, HK IOHOCTM ocTaHHiii BJicais. 
B TIM MyApicTb, ainoTa i MHoroTa, 
Be3 Toro — rayncrBo, cTapicTb i 3anenaA; 
Be3 Toro 6 AyMKa CTpmviaaa aiTa, 
I CBiT — B OAHiii Koni poKiB 3aHeA6aH. 
Xaii nacepoit npwpoAn nepewAyx-b, 
BesBHAi, HeoSTecaHi — 6e3naiAHo; 
Ta raflHb, KOTO 3aio6iiaa — Ti uBiT-yTb: 
HKMM JKe Aap naeaaTii MycMm riflHo! 

Ii pi3b6a — neaaTb amia TBOTO: 
He HMHJ, TOM B1A5HTOK, Apy^yii iioro! 

As fast into wane, so fast thou goest also into growth 
In one of thine—from that, which thou sent out, 
And fresh blood, that from youth thou gav'st to it contents— 
Is thine, as a final expression of youth. 
In that is wisdom, beauty and_increase, 
Without that—folly, age and / _/decay; 
Without that thought would restrain the years , 
And the world—in one threescore of years would be neglected. 
Let-the stepsons of Nature pass by, 
Featureless, c o a r s e / _/—barrenly; 
But look, whomever she loved—those bloom: 
What a / 7 gift thou must cherish worthily! 

Her carving—the seal of thy face: 
Do not destroy that impression, print it! 

Kostetsky remains within the contextual bounds of the original sonnet, yet, 

his translation is devoid of Shakespeare's theme. This is due to the 

inadequate lexical choice 'sent out' for Shakespeare's 'departest ' (leave 

behind) at the outset of the poem (1. 2). The subsequent lines, therefore, 

become meaningless. Further confusion ar i ses in Kostetsky's misinter

pretation of Shakespeare's phrase 'If all were minded so, the times should 

cease ' (1. 7). The translator 's rendering of this line is 'Without that 

thought would restrain the yea r s ' . 'Thought' becomes the subject without 

any logical connection with the foregoing or subsequent statement. 
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Although the remainder of the sonnet receives an adequate-transfer, the 

progeny theme bypasses the reader ' s attention because of the inadequacies 

in the first two quatrains. 

In comparison with the preceding examples of Kostetsky's t rans 

lations, sonnet XI shows a relative ease of composition and naturalness of 

expression. Archaic words, and grammatical constructions peculiar to 

Kostetsky a re limited; the syntax is more straightforward—the syntactical 

units a re shorter with no unnecessary inversions; and the rhyming words a r e 

well chosen. 

Palamarchuk's paraphrase is a simplified version of the original. In 

this instance only that which is retained from the original is underlined: 

flAyni B ymepo, TII B CHHOBI pocTorn, 
IT̂ o naBecm naeitaB KO.IHCI. npn coCi. 
Bin TBift BoroHb nece B CBOITI ocoCi, 
fioro CHara CTac TBOCIO TC;K. 

IJo MyApOCTl 3aKOH, HKHH CTOlTb 
OCHOBOK) ycix OCHOB Ha3anme. 
BoroHB atHTTH 6c3 ni>o''o, BiAna.TaBmn, 
HaBin 6n 3rac 3a micTb AecflTH.iiTL. 

Xafi 6C3HOTOSIHO HAJ'TB y HeSyTTH 
Ec3nnKi fi Himi uacepSn npnpoAn. 
To6i Ht Bona He mitoAJ'Bajia BpoAn, 
I Mycnm TH npoAOBHtHTn HtnTTH. 

Bona Te6e pi33,6iuia ua neiaTt,— 
Ilopa BHte ii BiAoiiBamcn noiaTb. 

Going into wane, thou in a son growest, 
Whom in the spring thou tended once in thy presence. 
Thy fire he car r ies in his person, 
His strength becomes thine also. 
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This is the law of wisdom which stands 
As the base of all bases evermore. 
The fire of life without it, having burned out, 
Forever would be extinguished in six decades. 

Let without descendant go into nonexistence 
The featureless and base stepsons of nature. 
To thee she did not begrudge beauty, 
And thou must prolong life. 

She carved thee for a seal,— 

It is time already to begin printing oneself. 

In addition to the use of simple language and syntax, Palamarchuk's 

simplification lies in his concretization and explicitness. The theme is 

made explicit by the concrete words 'son' (I. 1), 'descendant' (1. 9), and 

'stepsons' (1. 10) as well as by the statement 'thou must prolong life ' (1. 12). 

Further explicitness is made by the extension of the t ranslator 's f ire image 

from the first to the second quatrain. Thus, Palamarchuk conveys the theme 

and meaning of the original sonnet with ease, but the style and manner of 

composition is not of the same character as Shakespeare's. 

This comparative analysis , for a majority of the translators, r e p r e 

sents fairly adequately each individual's performance in the ar t of t rans 

lating. A tme representation is , perhaps, not made in the case of Zuyevsky. 

In both of the foregoing illustrations, CXXX and LX, this translator com

bines the notions of concept and percept, and thus departs to some degree 

from Shakespeare's stylistic approach to imagery in these particular pe r 

ceptually based sonnets. Notwithstanding, Zuyevsky's other translations 

which contain images, LIX, XIX, CII, and the perceptually based sonnet 

XXTV, wherein extended images a r e found, a r e rendered with exactitude. 
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Sonnets LXXI, LXXXI, and CXXXV, in which the figurative language is 

austere, a r e transferred, also, with accuracy. Zuyevsky's approach to 

sonnet CXXX, as concerns the rendering of the spirit of the original, is 

particularly effective. This translator is especially meticulous in incorpor

ating all of Shakespeare's finer elements into the couplet of this sonnet. 

The couplet in LX, as in the remaining of his seven translations, is an 

exemplary transfer. 

Karavansky, who accomplished ten translations, is represented 

only by one sonnet, XVHI; nevertheless, this illustration serves to reflect 

his approach to translating in general. Karavansky is particularly liberal 

in paraphrasing. In sonnet XVIII modifications of imagery, and content 

result in a theme different from Shakespeare's. In addition, the t ranslator 's 

image scheme changes from the original, and, in turn, a l ters the overall 

structure of the sonnet. Karavansky's nine remaining translations undergo 

many modifications as well. It is as if this translator 's procedure is to 

draw an outline of the original sonnet and then construct his own poem from 

this outline; the original abstract images become concrete, the concrete 

become abstract, one image may be omitted, while the next is amplified. As 

the patriotic theme is propounded in sonnet XVHI, so Karavansky's experi

ences in an autocratic system of government emerge in XTV (q. 2), and 

particularly in XXV (q. 3), where the translator changes Shakespeare's 

'prince' images to ' t sar ' images. The entire "t ired" sonnet LXVI, is an 

expression of the translator 's current experience; the line which touches 

the translator himseK is : 'Where a brilliant mind is in shackles forged' (1. 6) 
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for Shakespeare's: 'And purest faith unhappily forsworn' (1. 4), or 'And 

right perfection wrongfully disgraced' (1. 7). Of the translations by 

Karavansky, sonnet LXVI, which is austere in perceptual imagery, is the 

closest to the original inasmuch as it best remains within the conceptual 

development of Shakespeare's sonnet. 

The foregoing examples of Hordynsky's translations illustrate the 

proficiency of this translator in the transference of imagery, image schemes, 

the theme, the content, and the spirit of the original. In the sonnet of 

greatest complexity, LX,, Hordynsky is the only one of the translators to 

incorporate all the elaborateness of the original and is , again, closest to the 

original in the second illustration, the sonnet of extended images, XLVI. 

Hordynsky's work is as commendable in his remaining six translations. 

From Franko's translations of sonnets XXLX and CXXX (especially 

from the latter inasmuch as it is an adaptation) it is evident that this t r ans 

lator utilizes Shakespeare's images to their fullest potential in order to r e 

establish the spirit of the original. In all his eight translations, Franko is 

very meticulous in reconstructing the figurative language of the or ig ina l ; 2 0 

it is noteworthy that this translator, in his endeavor to achieve contextual 

and stylistic accuracy, makes an attempt to incorporate even the original 

number of epithets into his poems. 

Slavutych is rather liberal in paraphrasing; his translation of 

Z°-Cf. also M. S. Shapovalov in the art icle "Pro Frankovi pereklady 
Shekspira, " in Ivan Franko, Statti i materiyaly, (Lviv: L'vivs'ky 
universytet, 1949), p . 55. 
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sonnet XVIII undergoes image modifications and contextual interpolation 

which result in a different basic theme from that of the original. In the 

second illustration, XLVI, Slavutych remains within the original thematic 

development; although his contextual transfer is in some lines inaccurate, 

he captures adequately the Shakespearean long extended mixed image, and, 

to some degree of accuracy, the legal image. Of his remaining two t rans 

lations, CLIV and LXXI, the latter, which is image-free, receives the 

most accurate transfer. 

Tarnavsky renders with exactitude the imagery and content of son

net XVHI. In CXXX, Tarnavsky reproduces the original imagery most 

accurately throughout the quatrains, but in his misinterpretation of Shake

speare 's couplet does not capture the essence of the poem. His two remain

ing sonnets, CIV and CXVI, Tarnavsky renders with accuracy. 

The two sonnets translated by Onufriyenko a r e relatively free of 

imagery. The foregoing illustration, XI, as well as sonnet VHI, a r e 

exemplary in the accomplishment of stylistic and contextual accuracy as 

well as in their naturalness and ease of expression. 

In the case of Slavinsky, paraphrasing and modification of the 

original images in sonnet XVHI result in a different theme from Shake

speare ' s . His second paraphrase, sonnet CVI, on the other hand, remains 

with the original thematic development and is more accurate in its contextual 

transfer. 

The one sonnet translated by Hrabovsky, XXIX, is a paraphrase with 
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an accurate transfer of the main ideas and theme of the poem. Although 

this translator makes abstract Shakespeare's concrete lark image, he 

retains the spirit of the original poem by a focus upon rhetorical devices 

which function in a role comparable to the original image. 

In the six illustrations of Kostetsky's translations it is found that 

this translator is usually unsuccessful in his thematic and image transfer.. 

This is the result of Kostetsky's manner of expression, his linguistic 

complexities, lexical as well as syntactical, which stunt the natural 

development of image and themes. These complexities, moreover, impede 

the required forward thrust of the sonnets, and minimize or obliterate the 

effects or impact inherent in the original imagery. Of the preceding 

illustrations, the most successful transference is that of sonnet XVIH, 

but even here minor linguistic faults hinder the forward motion of the poem, 

and result in some departure from the spirit of the original. In LX and 

XXIX the original themes a re imminent, while the transference of imagery 

fal ters . Sonnets CXXX, XLVI, and XI fail to convey any theme. Sonnet 

CXXX contains the original images throughout the quatrains but falters in 

the development of imagery in the couplet; sonnet XLVI, as the original, 

receives an extension of images, but with the battle, rather than the 

original legal, context prevailing; sonnet XI, on the other hand, remains 

close to the figurative language of the original. 

Palamarchuk maintains a naturalness of expression throughout his 

works, but is very liberal in altering the content and the imagery of the 

original. This translator tends (a) toward the simplification of imagery, 
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as best exemplified in sonnet LX, his most successful poem of the fore

going illustrations, (b) toward the concretization of Shakespeare's 

abstract images, (c) toward the particularization of original generalities 

through the introduction of new images, and (d) toward making explicit 

that which is implicit in the original, as seen in both the development of 

imagery and themes. There a re several instances throughout 

Palamarchuk's work where the translator is closer to the Russian t rans 

lator Marshak, than to Shakespeare. Besides the cited example in CXXX, 

this is striking in sonnets XXXHI, LXXIH, LXXXVH, CXVI, and CXXVI 

as well. In most instances Palamarchuk's incorporation of the original 

images is such that it simplifies not only Shakespeare's main logical 

development, but also the main structural design, as in sonnet XVHI, 

where the original associative link is lost in a quatrainic division of image 

schemes, in XXIX, where short syntactic units not only modify the formal 

design, but result in the loss of the impact inherent in the original image, 

and in XLVI, where new imagery is introduced into each quatrain. 

Palamarchuk favors the extended image, as is evident from sonnet XLVI, 

where the translation is based upon the battlefield setting, from LX, where 

the translator adds new extensions into his couplet, and from XT, where 

the translator 's own metaphor 'fire ' receives extension. Despite the para 

phrasing, this translator always retains the basic theme of the original. 

From this comparative analysis of imagery in the original and 

translated sonnets it is evident that the translator 's reproductions of 



imagery, contextually and stylistically, depend largely upon his method 

of translating. The free translators tend toward the modification of 

Shakespeare's images and image schemes and frequently interpolate the 

content of the sonnets; several free translations contain even different 

themes from those in the original. The translators who adhere to the 

principles of accurate translating, on the other hand, generally retain 

the original imagery and image schemes and give an accurate transcript 

of the content and ideas, and the spirit of the original. It is evident, 

moreover, that the translator 's successfulness in the utilization of 

Shakespeare's images to their fullest potential, in conveying the content 

and meaning, and in rendering the spirit and character of the original 

depend a great deal upon his manner of composition. The use of a 

selective vocabulary, the stylistically elevated sentence, and a beauty 

of language with a naturalness and ease of expression distinguish the 

superior translations. 



CONCLUSIONS 

The translating of Shakespeare into any language is by no means an 

easy task. Elizabethan English is not the English that we know today, "almost 

every word has suffered some change of meaning, " 1 thus, "one cannot often 

say accurately what a word means in a Shakespeare sonnet." The 

Ukrainian translator faces, besides this, the problem of the widely differing 

structures of the source and receptor languages, and thus the dilemma of a 

highly selective approach: he must condense the content, transfer it in 

different words, reconstruct the sentence, and invent devices which would 

serve to function toward the same end as those in the original. Nonetheless, 

the majority of the Ukrainian translators have shown their ingenuity in over 

coming these difficulties with the result of translations that a re of an 

exceptional quality in respect to the standards of appraisal set in the 

beginning of this discussion.* 

Of the early translators of Shakespeare's sonnets, Hrabovsky and 

Slavinsky adhere to the theory of free translation popular in their time and 

i M . C. Bradbrook, Shakespearean Elizabethan Poetry (London: 
Chatto and Windus, 1951), p . 79. 

2Stephen Booth, An Essay on Shakespeare's Sonnets (New Haven 
and London: Yale University P res s , 1969), p . 138. """*—~~~~ 

3Cf. pp. 12-13. 
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thereby sacrifice the contextual and stylistic accuracy of the sonnets 

translated by them. Hrabovsky, in his one translation, sonnet XXIX, 

departs from the characteristic features of Shakespeare's style. In 

structure, Hrabovsky's sonnet is in the true Petrarchan tradition; the 

imagery encountered undergoes the translator 's individual interpretation; 

and the rhetorical figures a re essentially of a traditional Ukrainian 

coloring. Nevertheless, Hrabovsky is successful in recapturing the main 

idea and the spirit of the original sonnet, and by his ease and naturalness 

of poetic composition imparts an aesthetic quality to his poem. 

Slavinsky ingeniously combines the Shakespearean and Pe t r a r 

chan structural designs in both his translations to incorporate the 

Shakespearean logical, syntactical, and formal stylistic paradoxes. 

Sonnet XVIH, however, digresses completely from Shakespeare's 

imagery as well as Shakespeare's theme and in the method of versification 

reflects still a very young poet. Sonnet CVI, on the other hand, is a more 

successful translation in its aesthetic quality as well as in its transference 

of the content and style of the original. 

Unlike his contemporaries, the early translator Franko adopts the 

theory of accurate translation based on the principles of contextual and 

stylistic accuracy. In accordance with the standards of translating set by 

h im , 4 Franko accomplishes accurate transferences of the content and spirit , 

4Cf. p . 9 of this study. 



the ideas and images, and the syntax and lexical items of the original. He 

departs somewhat, however, from the prosodic features of the original in 

employing his own rhyme patterns for a majority of his eight translations. 

Notwithstanding, Franko utilizes rhyme ending variants in accordance with 

Shakespeare's paradoxical design, and maintains, for the most part , the 

interrelationships between the formal, logical, and syntactical structures 

of the original sonnets. In addition to his excellent reproduction of 

Shakespeare's imagery, this translator shows exceptional adeptness in the 

application of Shakespeare's rhetorical figures. Franko's translation of 

sonnet XXX is most outstanding in the achievement of a metempsychosis. 

This translator shows, furthermore, his skUlfulness as an adapter; his two 

adaptations a r e exemplary as regards the method by which a translator 

can preserve the content and spirit of the original even when the original is 

remoulded into a different form. 

Of the contemporary translators, Karavansky approaches his ten 

translations by the method of free translating. Karavansky's verse is very 

much his own creation with only an inherited relationship to the original 

through the adoption of Shakespeare's ideas. Karavansky is similar to 

Shakespeare in the overall logical, syntactical, and formal framework and 

maintains the original invariable rhyme scheme as well as the masculine 

rhyme endings. These rhyme endings, though, in conjunction with the 

translator 's virile iambic beat, result in a departure from the grace and 

ease of Shakespeare's rhythm. Karavansky digresses to a great extent from 
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the Shakespearean rhetorical figures by adding o r substituting his own devices 

in order to intensify the oratorical tone of his sonnets. Shakespeare's 

imagery, image schemes, and themes receive the translator 's original 

treatment and interpretation as well. The most characteristic feature of 

Karavansky's sonnet is i ts extraordinary strength and spiritedness, a 

characteristic which must be sought in biographical elements that can only 

be touched upon in this study. In view of the wri ter ' s twenty-five year 

imprisonment by the Soviet authorities, one can sympathize, for example, 

with his embittered attack upon Time in sonnet XIX; with respect to his 

endurance of the current injustices, one can understand the spirit of 

determination and perseverance with which he imbibes Shakespeare's 

"tired" sonnet LXVI, or his inclusion of the patriotic theme in sonnet XVHI. 

The nine sonnets translated by Zuyevsky a r e remarkable in their 

reflections of Shakespeare. Particularly noteworthy in Zuyevsky's 

translations is the use of a selective vocabulary, the stylistically elevated 

sentence, and the resounding and purposeful rhyme. Zuyevsky 

reestablishes completely the Shakespearean relationships between the 

logical, syntactical, and formal structures, including the "appearance" of 

Shakespeare in the stanzaic form which, besides having a psychological 

impact on the reader, aids in the attainment of the desired sense of move

ment of the sonnet. Zuyevsky is equally skillful in the utilization of 

Shakespeare's rhetorical figures; his rendering of the 'Will' sonnet CXXXV 

is commendable. This translator is as adept in the reproduction of 
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Shakespeare's imagery and in the inclusion of Shakespeare's image schemes. 

It is apparent that Zuyevsky favors the conceptual approach to imagery over 

the perceptual, but always accomplishes the complete transference of the 

ideas and the spirit of the original. 

Hordynsky's eight translations a r e exceptional in their represent

ation of the original author. Even though this translator 's sonnets appear in 

the quatrainic division, he reestablishes with exactitude the logical, 

syntactical, and formal interrelationships of the original. Hordynsky is 

especially proficient in the employment of Shakespeare's rhetorical figures 

and in the interchange of devices when met with linguistic and formal 

limitations of translatability. Hordynsky, in his retainment of the structure 

and a vast number of rhetorical figures in the "tired" sonnet LXVI, provides 

an extraordinary representation of Shakespeare in this poem. This t rans 

lator is unsurpassed in the reproduction of Shakespeare's imagery and 

image schemes; his translation of the elaborately complex sonnet L X i s 

outstanding in this regard. Hordynsky's sonnets contain a selective 

vocabulary, and a grammatical construction that imparts to the sentence a 

particular elegance. Hordynsky, thus, is successful in the accomplishment 

of the five desiderata of translation as outlined by his maltre Zerov: the 

original stylistics of the word, tropes and figures, metrical peculiarities, 

euphony, and a beauty of language with a naturalness and ease of expression. ' 

Cf. p . 10 of this study. 



Slavutych in his four translations combines the principles of both 

accurate and free translating. Slavutych reflects Shakespeare in his 

rhetoricism, in his choice of words, in the composition of the sentence, 

a s well as in the stylistics of sound. Paraphrasing, however, results in 

the change of the imagery, image schemes, and, as in the case of sonnet 

XVIH, the interpolation of the theme of the original. This translator 's 

simplification of Shakespeare's structural designs results in a loss of 

conflicting energy and the Shakespearean sense of movement. Of the 

translations by Slavutych, sonnet LXXI receives the most accurate 

contextual and stylistic transference. 

Tamavsky's four translations reveal this t ranslator 's faithfulness 

to the style and content of the original. Although Tamavsky's sonnets 

appear in the quatrainic division, the translator adheres strictly to the 

main logical, syntactical, and formal design of the original sonnets. The 

Shakespearean rhetorical figures, imagery, and image schemes a r e 

incorporated accurately and successfully. Tamavsky's translations show 

an ease of composition and a language which is marked by clari ty. This 

t ranslator 's renderings of sonnets CIV and CXVI a r e particularly 

excellent accomplishments of metempsychosis and a r e unsurpassed not 

only in their stylistic and contextual accuracy but in their aesthetic impact 

as well. 

Onufriyenko in his two translations is successful in representing 

Shakespeare. Of particular noteworthiness is this t ranslator 's strict 



adherence to the structure of the original sonnets; his fourteen-lined 

homostrophic unit, in addition to the reestablishment of Shakespeare's 

logical, syntactical, and formal designs, accomplishes fully the 

Shakespearean structural paradox. The attainment of perfect rhyme is 

not a difficulty for this translator. Onufriyenko incorporates successfully 

the original rhetorical figures, as is evident in the case of sonnet VHI, 

where traductio plays a significant role in the poem. The sonnets 

translated by Onufriyenko a r e relatively image free and a r e observed as 

such by the translator. Onufriyenko's translations a re exemplary in 

stylistic and contextual accuracy combined with a naturalness and ease of 

expression. 

Kostetsky's collection of the Shakespearean sonnets reflects the 

original author considerably but not completely. Kostetsky is outstanding 

in harnessing the energy of Shakespeare's structural paradox; except for 

Shakespeare's rhyme ending variants, the original logical, syntactical, 

and formal designs a re carefully reconstructed. This translator 's pains

taking endeavors in the utilization of Shakespeare's rhetorical figures a re , 

also, clearly evident. Kostetsky's development of imagery and theme, 

on the other hand, falters, at times, as a result of the t ranslator 's unusual 

schemes of words and of grammatical constructions. This is not to say that 

Shakespeare's schemes a r e not unusual, but that the author of the original, 

in applying them, maintains a poise and balance, possesses a mastery and 
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easy control, achieves a swiftness of movement; these qualities a r e often 

lacking in the translator 's composition. Kostetsky's reader frequently 

becomes caught within such a maze of cumbersome technicalities that the 

content and ideas of the translated sonnet cannot be fully grasped. This 

unnatural and uneasy manner of expression is one of the factors which 

leads to the loss of the aesthetic impact in many of Kostetsky's translations. 

There a re , nonetheless, a number of sonnets in Kostetsky's collection that 

a r e rendered with a naturalness and an ease of composition-,? many of 

Kostetsky's couplets, unlike the body of the sonnet, a r e characterized by 

a poetic elegance. 

The second factor which results in discrepancies between 

Kostetsky's and Shakespeare's sonnet must be sought in the objectives set 

by the translator. This is in the individualistic approach to translating, 

or , as termed and defined by Kostetsky, the "egocentric" approach, with 

a broad exposure of the translator 's own individuality, a method whereby 

the translator perceives the original in his own way and brings it into a 

different focus, revitalizes i t . 8 in this process of revitalization Kostetsky 

bCf. the reviews by Svyatoslav Hordyns'ky, "Shekspirovi sonety v 
ukrayins'kykh perekladakh," Kyiv, 1959, No. 1, p . 20, and Volodymyr 
Bezushko, "Sonety Shekspira v ukrayins'komu perekladi, " Literatura i 
mystetstvo, Nov. 8, 1969, p . 3 . 

7Some of these a re XIX, XX, XXI, XXTV, XXX, XXXIX, XLI, XLII, 
XLV, XLVH, XLVIII, LXXVI, CI, CXIV, CXX, CXXI, CXXHI. 

8Cf. p . 11 of this study. 



tends toward the intensification of certain elements of the or ig ina l . 9 This 

intensification enters not only Kostetsky's overburdened sentence, it 

penetrates also Kostetsky's unbalanced sound, and, particularly 

Kostetsky's hyperbolic and distorted diction. This intensification, m o r e 

over, i s found in Kostetsky's use of rhetorical figures, as is seen 

from this translator 's gamut of inventions to serve for Shakespeare's 

antanaclasis in the 'Will' sonnets CXXXV and CXXXVI. Kostetsky's 

tendency toward individualistic extremities, the unusual, the elaborately 

complex, inequilibrium, hyperbolization and dislocation would perhaps have 

found i ts appeal among the readers of the Baroque period; to the contem

porary reader this tendency is suggestive of an Expressionist, rather than 

of Shakespeare. Thus, Kostetsky is successful in realizing his own 

objective as a translator, for he, indeed, has brought some elements of 

Shakespeare into a new focus. 

In regard to the second task set by Kostetsky in his approach to the 

sonnets, the task of "costuming" the translations with antiquity, he i s , 

again, successful. The value of his assiduous attempt must be assessed, 

however, in terms of the original. If the archaic language of an original 

work is not a poetic device in that work and is not included in the objectives 

9Cf. Oleh Zuyevs'ky, "Pryntsyp 'absolyutyzatsiyi' v perekladakh 
I . Kostets'koho (Fragmenty z dysertatsiyi), in Ihor Kostets'ky, Zbirnyk do 
50-richchya (Munich: Na hori, 1963-64), p . 212. 
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set by the original author, then it should not be r e - c r ea t ed . 1 0 The value of 

Kostetsky's endeavors must be assessed, further, in terms of the con

temporary reader . Kostetsky's extractions from the past a re perhaps 

interesting to the select reader who is well versed in the antiquities of the 

language; according to Slavutych, for example, Kostetsky's "language is 

fluent, the vocabulary well chosen, and the expression is rich in archaisms 

and words of an earl ier time resurrected from their obsolescence." 1 1 For 

the majority of readers , however, these sonnets, no doubt, a re discouragingly 

outdated. The methods used by the other translators—the sprinkling of older 

forms of the language which are currently recognizable, as short verbs, long 

adjectives, former prefixion, an archaic word—are sufficient in bridging the 

temporal gap. The translator must bear in mind that "a translation must be 

such as may be read with ease and pleasure . . . if it is not . . . it will 

never be read . . . . " 1 2 

The complete collection of the Shakespearean sonnets by Palamarchuk 

is distinguished by an exceptional beauty of verse which l ies in the t ranslator 's 

1 0Oleksiy Kundzich, Tvorchi problemy perekiadu (Kiev: Dnipro, 
1973), p . 242. 

^ I n "Shekspirovi sonety," Shakespeare Quarterly, 1959, Vol. X, 
No. 1, p . 109. 

1 2Theodore H. Savory, The Art of Translation (London: Jonathan 
Cape, 1968), p . 52. 



extraordinary melodiousness, laconic precision, and aphoristic sounding 

couplet. Palamarchuk's translations, however, do not give a complete 

transcript of the ideas of the original, and the style and manner of writing 

i s not of the same character as Shakespeare's. The characteristic feature 

of Palamarchuk's collection is simplicity. In structure, this translator 

favors the very clear quatrainic^ division with the formal, logical, and 

syntactical patterns coinciding. Besides the distinct logical and syntactical 

breaks after each quatrain, simplicity is attained by the use of short 

internal syntactic units within the quatrain. The majority of the couplets 

a re , also, completely independent syntactical uni ts . Palamarchuk's 

simplicity extends to the stylistic level of the sentence and to the stylistic 

level of the word. This translator is adept in the use of Shakespeare's 

rhetorical figures; frequently, though, paraphrasing results in their 

limitation or substitution. The apostrophe, in particular, is interpolated. 

Palamarchuk i s unsurpassed, however, in his implementation of homo

phony, in the achievement of the complexities of a harmony between 

substance and sound. This translator 's accomplishment of an antanaclasis 

in the 'Will' sonnets, CXXXV and CXXXVI, is equally commendable. 

Shakespeare's imagery is simplified by Palamarchuk by altering the 

abstract to the concrete, the explicit to the implicit, the general to the 

part icular . Shakespeare's image schemes become disentangled, usually 

to coincide neatly with the t ranslator 's preferred quatrainic s t ructure . 

Nevertheless, as a free translator, Palamarchuk shows a remarkable 
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ability in the retainment of the main concepts and themes of the original, 

even if these do become overclarified. Palamarchuk represents 

Shakespeare best in the "tired" sonnet LXVI, his translation which is 

closest to the original stylistically, and in the 'Will' sonnets where 

Palamarchuk strives to re -c rea te the effects of the original antanaclasis. 

The incorporation of structural complexities in his rendering of sonnet 

CXXIX enhances this translation as well. 

The Ukrainian translations of Shakespeare's sonnets, then, offer an 

interesting study in the reflections of style. They encompass a broad range 

of methods, from the principles of free to accurate translating with 

individual approaches within each of the theories, separate from one 

another, and combined. In view, particularly, of the absence of any final 

universally accepted standards in the ar t of translation the results achieved 

by these men a r e commendable. The translators who have maintained the 

principle of faithfulness to the original author in both the stylistic and con

textual transference have provided the Ukrainian reader with translations of 

superior quality, for they have given the reader a true representation of 

Shakespeare. 

The translators have not only laid the foundation in the development 

of the Ukrainian translations of Shakespeare's sonnets and therefore in the 

enrichment of Ukrainian l i terature with the works of a World Master, they 

represent, as well, an exemplary School for future translators of the 
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sonnets. Each of the translators' methods of approach to his art is worthy 

of study as is each individual's confrontations with the difficulties inherent 

in translation in general, the translation of Shakespeare in particular, and 

in the diversities between the two languages. 
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ABSTRACT 

It is the purpose of this thesis to determine the quality of the 

Ukrainian translations of Shakespeare's sonnets. The investigation incorpo

rates eleven translators, the two translators of the complete collection of 

the poems—Ihor Kostetsky, and Dmytro Palamarchuk—and nine translators 

of individual sonnets from Shakespeare's collection—Ivan Franko, Svyatoslav 

Hordynsky, Pavlo Hrabovsky, Svyatoslav Karavansky, Vasyl Onufriyenko, 

Maksym Slavinsky, Yar Slavutych, Ostap Tarnavsky, and Oleh Zuyevsky. 

In accordance with the general guideline to the a r t of translating— 

that the translator, with the ease of original composition, should retain the 

ideas and the style and manner of the original work—and by a comparative 

analysis of the translated and original sonnets, as regards Shakespeare's 

fundamental stylistic features—structure, rhetorical figures, and imagery— 

this study concludes that the Ukrainian translations, for the most part , a re of 

a high standard. 

It is found that of the three basic features in Shakespeare's style, 

the transference of the original rhetorical figures is the most difficult task for 

the Ukrainian translator of the sonnets. This is accountable to the structural 

differences between the English and Ukrainian languages. Notwithstanding, 

the majority of the translators a re very adept in accommodating these 

difficulties. 

It is concluded finally, that, of the various valuable approaches 

taken by the translators toward their ar t , the most successful in reflecting 



Shakespeare in their poems, are the translators who adhere to the principles 

of contextual and stylistic accuracy inherent in the current theory of 

translation. These translators are Franko, Hordynsky, Onufriyenko, 

Tarnavsky, and Zuyevsky. 

The Ukrainian translators of Shakespeare's sonnets, with their 

diverse range of methods and objectives in translating, provide an excellent 

School for the future translator of the Shakespearean sonnets, as well as an 

attractive study for l i terary cr i t ic ism. 


